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ABSTRACT
A verification and validation (V&V) process has been performed for the
System Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluation
(SAPHIRE).
SAPHIRE is a set of four computer programs that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) has developed for the performance of probabilistic
risk assessments (PRAs). These programs allow an analyst to perform many of
the functions necessary to create, quantify, and evaluate the risk associated with
a facility or process being analyzed. The programs included in this set are
Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS), System Analysis and
Risk Assessment (SARA), Models and Results Database (MAR-D), and Fault
Tree/Event Tree/Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (FEP) graphical editor.
There were several steps to the V&V. A V&V plan was prepared to
describe the process and criteria by which the V&V would be performed. The
software requirements documentation was reviewed to determine the correctness,
completeness, and traceability of the requirements. A user survey was conducted
to determine the usefulness of the user documentation.
Vital and non-vital
features were identified and tested. The testing that was performed and the results
that were obtained were documented.
The results indicate improvements are needed in the software requirements
documentation and in the user documentation. The majority of the results from
the testing were acceptable; however, some discrepancies between expected code
operation and actual code operation were identified. The discrepancies were
provided to the code developers. Modifications that will be made to SAPHIRE
are identified.
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correct results from SAPHIRE. The non-vital features are graphical fault tree construction, graphical event
tree construction, or database manipulation. Lack of a non-vital feature can add significant time to a PRA
since the work that would have been performed by that feature will have to be done manually or through
an alternate method.
For SAPHIRE 4.0, 81 vital features and sub-features were identified for testing. However, it was
recognized that performing all 81 tests would not be possible within the time available. Vital features and
sub-features were ranked as high, medium, or low. Only those vital features ranked as high were tested.
The testing covered 49 vital features and sub-features.
Software test records were prepared for all vital features tested.
all discrepancies identified between the way SAPHIRE should operate
were categorized as either critical or non-critical. A discrepancy was
were incorrect or the potential existed for the results to be misleading.
non-critical if the results were correct but the option was difficult to

Anomaly reports were prepared for
and actual operation. Discrepancies
categorized as critical if the results
A discrepancy was categorized as
use.

The majority of the results were determined to be acceptable. However, some critical and noncritical discrepancies were identified for both vital and non-vital features. The discrepancies were
provided to the code developers. The following paragraphs discuss each discrepancy and the actions that
will be taken.
The critical discrepancies occurred in four areas: Link Editor (in both vital and non-vital features),
Base Case Update, Uncertainty Analysis, and Process Flags. For the Link Editor option, it was found that
SAPHIRE is not correctly processing event tree sequence linkage rules (under certain conditions). This
discrepancy cannot be corrected in the SAPHIRE 4.0 series.
The quantification results were correct when the Base Case Update option was tested; however, the
report function did not identify whether the printout applied to the base case or the alternate case. Even
though the quantification results are correct, this discrepancy was categorized as critical since the user
could inadvertently use the wrong case. This discrepancy will be corrected with the release of
SAPHIRE 4.17.
There were several discrepancies identified for the uncertainty analysis. SAPHIRE will allow the
user to input improper uncertainty distribution parameters. Even though in some cases SAPHIRE will
display an error message, it will still attempt to perform the uncertainty analysis. For the Monte Carlo
and Latin Hypercube sampling, it also appears that SAPHIRE has an internal arithmetic precision
limitation when distribution sampled values are small. In another case, all tests that were defined as
multiples of the chi-square distribution did not give sampling results as a multiple of the chi-squared
distribution. Instead, the results gave only the chi-square distribution part [e.g., the results were very close
to what would be expected for _2(1), not 2_2(1)]. The anomaly identified for the gamma distribution is
that with a probability value of IE-4 and an uncertainty value of 10,000, the Monte Carlo sampling
seemed to return the same value, and consequently the sampling distribution results were in error. For
certain Beta distributions, SAPHIRE actions ranged from giving runtime errors to giving incorrect results.
These discrepancies will be corrected with the release of SAPHIRE 4.17.
Under the Process Flags option, the Sensitivity Process Flag was not tested since it is an
undocumented feature, and as such no criteria could be developed by which to measure results. This
option allows the analyst to vary the probability of an event or group of events over a specified range and
plot the change to core damage frequency. Even though this is a menu option, it will not operate by
simply selecting the option from the menu. An anomaly report was generated because the potential exists
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The System Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluation (SAPHIRE) is a set
of four computer programs that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has developed for the
performance of probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs). These programs allow an analyst to perform many
of the functions necessary to create, quantify, and evaluate the risk associated with a facility or process
being analyzed. The programs included in this set are Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System
(IRRAS), System Analysis and Risk Assessment (SARA), Models and Results Database (MAR-D), and
Fault Tree/Event Tree/Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (FEP) graphical editor.
This report documents the verification and validation (V&V) of SAPHIRE 4.0. The primary
objective of this project was to determine if the results produced by SAPHIRE are correct. A related
objective was to complete the necessary documentation of the V&V according to accepted standards.
The V&V of SAPHIRE consisted of five major steps:
1.

Preparation of a V&V plan

2.

Evaluation of the software requirements

3.

Evaluation of the user documentation

4.

V&V testing

5.

Documentation

of test results and recommendations

The above steps are consistent with IEEE Standard for Software Verification and Validation Plans
(IEEE Std 1012-1986). The SAPHIRE V&V Plan was prepared for the purpose of describing the process
and criteria by which the V&V would be performed. It was also prepared in accordance with the IEEE
Standard for Software Verification and Validation Plans.
The evaluation of the software requirements found that the SAPHIRE Functional Requirements
Document needs to be rewritten so that requirements and design constraints are more clearly and concisely
stated. It was also found that the methodology employed to control both documentation and software
changes needs to be more rigorous.
A survey of users was conducted across NRC, commercial industry, and national laboratories to
determine how well the user documentation is meeting the needs of the users. It is important that the user
documentation be complete, correct, and understandable so that the code will not be used incorrectly and
so that the user can use the code to its fullest potential. The survey requested users to rate the user
documentation in the categories of helpfulness, technical content, organization, completeness, and overall
usefulness. The results of the survey indicated that improvements are needed to the user documentation.
The majority of users commented that the user documentation needs a much better discussion of how the
code works. Several users suggested that a road map or flow path of how to use the code from a PRA
analyst's point of view be included in the user documentation.
SAPHIRE features were evaluated and designated either as vital or non-vital features. Vital features
are those that (a) affect the results of a PRA (core damage frequency, top contributors, etc.) and (b) are
essential for completing a PRA analysis (fault tree analysis, event tree analysis, uncertainty analysis, etc.).
Non-vital features are those whose malfunction or lack of function will not preclude obtaining the final
ix
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correct results from SAPHIRE. The non-vital features are graphical fault tree construction, graphical event
tree construction, or database manipulation. Lack of a non-vital feature can add significant time to a PRA
since the work that would have been performed by that feature will have to be done manually or through
an alternate method.
For SAPHIRE 4.0, 81 vital features and sub-features were identified for testing. However, it was
recognized that performing all 81 tests would not be possible within the time available. Vital features and
sub-features were ranked as high, medium, or low. Only those vital features ranked as high were tested.
The testing covered 49 vital features and sub-features.
Software test records were prepared for all vital features tested. Anomaly ceports were prepared for
all discrepancies identified between the way SAPHIRE should operate and actual operation. Discrepancies
were categorized as either critical or non-critical. A discrepancy was categorized as critical if the results
were incorrect or the potential existed for the results to be misleading. A discrepancy was categorized as
non-critical if the results were correct but the option was difficult to use.
The majority of the results were determined to be acceptable. However, some critical and noncritical discrepancies were identified for both vital and non-vital features. The discrepancies were
provided to the code developers. The following paragraphs discuss each discrepancy and the actions that
will be taken.
The critical discrepancies occurred in four areas: Link Editor (in both vital and non-vital features),
Base Case Update, Uncertainty Analysis, and Process Flags. For the Link Editor option, it was found that
SAPHIRE is not correctly processing event tree sequence linkage rules under infrequent conditions. This
discrepancy cannot be corrected in the SAPHIRE 4.0 series, since insufficient data are retained. This
problem is to be corrected in the SAPHIRE 5.0 series.
The quantification results were correct when the Base Case Update option was tested; however, the
report function did not identify whether the printout applied to the base case or the altemate case. Even
though the quantification results are correct, this discrepancy was categorized as critical since the user
could inadvertently use the wrong case.
This discrepancy will be corrected with the release of
SAPHIRE 4.17.
There were several discrepancies identified for the Uncertainty Analysis option. SAPHIRE will
allow the user to input improper uncertainty distribution parameters.
Even though in some cases
SAPHIRE will display an error message, it will still attempt to perform the uncertainty analysis. For the
Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube sampling, it also appears that SAPHIRE has an internal arithmetic
precision limitation when distribution sampled values are small. In another case, all tests that were defined
as multiples of the chi-square distribution did not give sampling results as a multiple of the chi-squared
distribution. Instead, the results gave only the chi-square distribution part [e.g., the results were very close
to what would be expected for )_2(1), not 2Z2(1)]. The anomaly identified for the gamma distribution is
that with a probability value of 1E-4 and an uncertainty value of 10,000, the Monte Carlo sampling
seemed to return the same value, and consequently the sampling distribution results were in error. For
certain Beta distributions, SAPItlRE actions ranged from giving runtime errors to giving incorrect results.
These discrepancies will be corrected with the release of SAPHIRE 4.17.
Under the Process Flags option, the Sensitivity Process Flag was not tested since it is an
undocumented feature, and as such no criteria could be developed by which to measure results. This
option allows the analyst to vary the probability of an event or group of events over a specified range and
plot the change to core damage frequency. Even though this is a menu option, it will not operate by
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i

simply selecting the option from the menu. An anomaly report was generated because the potential exists
for a user to select this menu option and think that an analysis has been performed. To actually use this
option, a hidden key must be used to gain access to the sensitivity menus and "run" the analysis. For the
'T' process flag, SAPHIRE generated unacceptable results for the case of solving without fault trees.
SAPHIRE complemented the existing system cut set incorrectly. These items will be corrected or the
options will be removed with the release of SAPHIRE 4.17.
Software test records were not prepared for the non-vital features testing. Instead, a test specification
and a test procedure were developed, and items were checked off the test procedure as they were
completed. All discrepancies identified with the non-vital features were documented in anomaly reports.
For the non-vital features, only one discrepancy was categorized as critical. As with the vital features,
the sequence linkage rules are not being correctly processed. All other discrepancies were categorized as
non-critical.

xi
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background

process would be documented
accepted industry standards.

The System Analysis Programs for Hands-on
Integrated Reliability Evaluation (SAPHIRE) is
used in a variety of regulatory applications.
SAPHIRE was developed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to support applications
in the areas of

the effectiveness

1.2 Description of the
SAPHIRE Code Package

of existing and

proposed regulations, including backfits
3. Evaluating the significance
occurrences

to

This report documents the V&V of SAPHIRE
Version 4.16. It is the intent of the NRC to
V&V subsequent versions of SAPHIRE. Lessons learned from the V&V of SAPHIRE 4.16
will be incorporated into the V&V of subsequent
SAPHIRE versions.

1. Analyzing the risk implications of plant
designs, systems operations, and procedures
2. Assessing

according

SAPHIRE is a set of four computer programs
that the NRC has developed for the performance
of probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs). These
programs allow an analyst to perform many of
the functions necessary to create, quantify, and
evaluate the risk associated with a facility or
process being analyzed. The programs included
in this set are Integrated Reliability and Risk
Analysis System (IRRAS), System Analysis and
Risk Assessment (SARA), Models and Results
Database (MAR-D), and Fault Tree/Event
Tree/Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (FEP)
graphical editor. These programs are "hands-on"
in the sense that they execute on an IBMcompatible PC, and they are integrated in the
sense that they can communicate with one
another through the MAR-D database.

of operational

4. Prioritizing genetic safety issues, research and
licensing programs, and inspection activities
5. Assisting the Committee to Review Genetic
Requirements (CRGR) in tracking the progress that required plant modifications made
toward improved safety levels.
Examples of these areas include the resolution
of generic safety issues (GSIs), examining riskbased inspection strategies, analyzing a number
of multiplant action (MPA) items, and performing a sensitivity study on the significance of
motor-operated
valve (MOV) failure rates.
Because of the extensive use of SAPHIRE in

IRRAS is a program developed for the purpose of performing those functions necessary to
create and analyze a complete PRA. It includes
functions to allow the user to create event trees
and fault trees, to def'me accident sequences and
basic event failure data, to solve system and
accident sequence fault trees, to quantify cut sets,
and to perform uncertainty analysis on the
results. Also included are features that allow the
analyst to generate reports and displays that can
be used to document the results of an analysis.
Since this code is a very detailed technical tool,

regulatory applications, it was determined that
the need existed to verify and validate (V&V)
the operation of the code to ensure that it is
adequate to perform accident frequency and risk
calculations.
,
The primary objective of this project was to
determine via a structured and systematic V&V
process that the results produced by SAPHIRE
are correct, and if not, to identify any areas
requiting correction. In doing this, the V&V
1
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Introduction
the user should be familiar with PRA concepts
and the methods used to perform these analyses,

sensitivity analysis. The MAR-D program also
provides the facilities for loading and unloading
PRA data from the relational database structure
used to store the data. A simple ASCII data
format is used for interchange with other PRA
software not included in SAPHIRE. This feature
allows for maximum data interchange. Elements
of the MAR-D software are included with both
IRRAS and SARA to allow these programs to
load and unload data in the MAR-D format.

SARA is a program that allows the user to
review the results of a PRA and to perform
limited sensitivity analysis on these results. It is
limited primarily to the extent that changes in the
plant model can be accommodated by using a cut
set editor feature. If other than simple changes
are being simulated, then IRRAS should be used
so that new cut sets can be accurately generated.
There are limitations with the use of truncated
cut sets. For example, in performing a sensitivity study that increases basic event probabilities,
it may be possible that cut sets previously truncated would now become dominant if a cut set
generation was performed instead of a cut set
update as in SARA.

FEP is a program developed to provide a
common access to the set of graphical tools
developed for performing PRAs. These tools
include the graphical event tree, fault tree, and
piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID)
editors. The event tree and fault tree editors are
available through IRRAS; however, the P&ID
editor is only accessible through FEP. The event
tree editor allows the analyst to construct and
modify graphical, event trees. The fault tree
editor allows the! user to construct and modify
graphical fault trees. The P&ID editor allows
the user to construct and modify plant drawings.
These drawings can then be used to document
the modeling used in a PIL_.

MAR-D is a models and results database,
This program def'mes a common relational
database structure that is used by the entire set of
programs. This structure allows all of the software to access and manipulate data created by
other software in the system without performing
a lengthy conversion.
Hence, data created by
IRRAS are immediately available to SARA for

NUREG/CR-6145

2

2. APPROACH
The V&V of SAPHIRE
following steps:

consisted

of the

feature would increase the user time required
since the work done by that feature would have
to be done by other means. Non-vital features
were tested for functionality and recorded in a
checklist fashion. For both vital and non-vital
features, anomaly reports were generated for discrepancies between expected and actual code
operation.

1. Preparation of a V&V plan
2. Evaluation of the software requirements
specification
3. Evaluation of the user documentation

This report documents the V&V of SAPHIRE
Version 4.0.
SAPHIRE 4.0 was originally
released to the Energy Science and Technology
Software Center (ESTSC) in March 1992. To
correct _oftware errors, interim versions of
SAPHIRE 4.0 were released to ESTSC.

4. V&V testing
5. Documentation of test results and
recommendations,
The above steps are consistent with IEEE
Standard for Software Verification and Validation Plans (IEEE Std 1012-1986). _
The
SAPHIRE 4.0 Verification and Validation Plan
was prepared to describe the process and criteria
by which the V&V was to be performed. The
software requirements specification was evaluated to determine the adequacy of the documentation. The third step was to evaluate the user
documentation.
To perform this step, a user
survey was conducted to determine how well the
user documentation is meeting the needs of the
users. The fourth step, which was the major
effort of the project, was to design and perform
software tests,

SAPHIRE 4.15 was released in November 1992
and SAPHIRE 4.16 was released in July 1993.
To determine the version of SAPHIRE 4.0 on a
computer, the user can enter the PRATOOLS.B l
subdirectory in DOS, type dir *.exe, and press
<Enter>. This will produce a list of files. The
last column will contain the time of file creation
(e.g., 4.15a).
This report documents
the V&V of
SAPHIRE 4.0.
Because the V&V was performed over an extended time, different interim
versions were tested.
The non-vital features
were tested on SAPHIRE 4.15. The vital features were tested on SAPHIRE 4.16.
Even
though the non-vital features were tested on an
earlier version of SAPHIRE, the non-vital features were not re-tested on SAPHIRE 4.16 since
non-vital features do not affect the accuracy of
the numerical results. No additional important
information would be gained from re-testing the
non-vital features.

SAPHIRE features were evaluated and either
designated as vital or non-vital features. Vital
features are those features essential for completing a PRA analysis such as fault tree analysis,
event tree analysis, or uncertainty analysis. For
vital features, test procedures were developed
that specified input, execution conditions, and
predicted results. Non-vital features are those
features whose malfunction or lack of function
will not preclude obtaining results from the
SAPHIRE codes.
Non-vital features include
fault tree construction, event tree construction,
and data base manipulation. Lack of a non-vital

The following sections discuss in greater
detail each of the above steps that were performed and the results that were obtained. As
applicable, the version date used for performing
the particular step in the V&V effort is specifically identified.

3
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3. SAPHIRE V&V PLAN
The SAPHIRE V&V Plan was prepared for
the purpose of describing the process and criteria
by which the V&V would be performed. The
SAPHIRE V&V Plan was prepared in accordance with IEEE Standard for Software Verification and Validation Plans (IEEE Std 1012-1986).
This standard provides uniform and minimum
requirements for the format and content of
software verification and validation plans. Even
though this standard applies to all phases of the
software life cycle from the concept phase to the
operation and maintenance phase, the SAPHIRE
V&V Plan was tailored to apply to SAPHIRE

NUREG/CR-6145

that is in the operation and maintenance phase of
the software life cycle.
The SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V Plan, provided in
Appendix A, was prepared and completed in
April 1992. The V&V plan provides the purpose, other binding compliance documents, and
an overview of the V&V, including top level
discussions of the V&V tasks that will be performed as well as those that will not be performed and of the software features to be tested.
The V&V plan also addresses reporting and
administrative procedures.

4

4. EVALUATION OF THE SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
As a part of the V&V activities performed on
SAPHIRE 4.0, the documentation describing the
functionality of and the requirements for the
software were reviewed. Only one document,
other than user manuals, describing the functionality of IRRAS was delivered to the V&V team.
This document, "Integrated Reliability and Risk
Analysis System (IRRAS), Version 4.0, Functional Requirements Document (DRAFT)," was
reviewed for the purpose of evaluating the
software requirements specification,

documentation, and use of the functional description for V&V testing purposes.

4.1.1 FunctionalRequirementsDocumentation. The IRRAS 4.0 Functional Requirements Document is neither a functional description (FD) nor a system requirements specification
(SRS). A functional description provides the
reader an overview or a description of the functions to be performed by the system without
providing low level details. An SRS provides
detail of WHAT the system is to do without
describing HOW it will be accomplished. How
the system is to perform is addressed in the
software design document (SDD). The IRRAS
4.0 Functional Requirements Document appears
to be a combination of an FD, an SRS, an SDD,
and a description of an earlier version of IRRAS.

The IRRAS 4.0 Functional Requirements
Document was reviewed by three individuals,
The major review was performed by E.L.
Capps, a senior engineer whose area of expertise
is software engineering and D. L. Kelly, a senior
engineering specialist in PRA. S. D. Matthews,
a senior engineering specialist in the area of
software quality/V&V, also provided comments
on the IRRAS 4.0 Functional Requirements
Document. Since E. L. Capps' review encompasses the findings from the other two reviews,
it forms the basis for review of the functional
requirements document. Section 4.1 is a synopsis of the findings and recommendations from
that review. All three reviews are provided in
Appendix B in their entirety and provide more
details on specific changes that should be made.

The IRRAS-4.0
Functional Requirements
Document definitely presents numerous requirements for IRRAS. However, the document is
written as though it is describing changes or
enhancements to an earlier version of IRRAS.
Several sections contain wording such as "from
now on" that clearly indicate that the document,
or at the very least, portions of the document, is
describing an existing system without clearly
identifying new functionality, enhancements, or
changes to the system.

In addition to the review of the IRRAS 4.0
Functional Requirements Document, a Software
Metrics Analysis was also performed.
The
detailed metrics analysis is provided in Section 4.2.

It would be desirable if the IRRAS 4.0 Functional Requirements Document were rewritten in
a requirements format. It is recommended that
this be considered for future versions.
The
requirements should be clearly and concisely
stated.
Design constraints should be clearly
identified. In many sections, simply rewriting

4.1 Findings and Recommendations from the Review of
the IRRAS 4.0 Functional
Requirements Document

therequirement
accomplished

as a statement of what must be
will provide the necessary clarity.

Using the rewritten requirements documentation and existing code, a SDD should be prepared for future versions. IRRAS is a powerful
and extremely useful system.
IRRAS will
continue to grow and will require that changes
be implemented as technological advancements

Five topics are addressed in the following
synopsis of the review of the Functional Requirements Document:
functional requirements
documentation, system documentation, document
and software configuration management, user
5
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are incorporated into more powerful computer
hardware components.
Preparing an SDD will
greatly facilitate applying changes and enhancements to IRRAS in future versions. The lack of
appropriate system documentation will be the
source of deficiencies as the software matures,

4.1.4 User Documentation.
All user documentation should be updated to reflect the status
of the most recently released version.
User
documentation updates should be provided as
deficiencies are corrected and enhancements
introduced. As new versions of the system are
released, new versions of (or additions to) user
documentation should also be released.

4.1.2 System Documentation.
Documentation should be prepared for persons that will be
required to maintain the system. This documentation is referred to as system documentation and
programmer documentation.
Currently, the
individuals who are responsible for the maintenance of IRRAS have been intimately involved
with the development of the system.
Their
knowledge and understanding of the system is
extensive and quite thorough. However, there is
absolutely no guarantee that these individuals, or
individuals with equivalent knowledge and
understanding of the system, will always be
available.
System documentation
detailing
system and performance
requirements
and
restrictions should be prepared and maintained so
that other individuals, when required, will be
able to understand the system adequately and
continue developing, enhancing, and maintaining
the system,

4.1.5 Use of the Functional Description
for V&V Testing Purposes. The review of
the functional requirements document determined
that it would be possible to extract considerable
information from this document that would be
useful in preparing test cases and test procedures.
However, it was also determined that many
implied requirements would be overlooked
because they are not explicitly stated.
As a
result, some functionalities would not be tested
if the testing relied only on this document.
The reason for this is that the document does
not provide the detail necessary to provide the
traceability necessary to perform thorough testing
of a software system. The document provides
considerable information, but too much detail
must be inferred from improperly stated requirements.
Such a subjective interpretation of
requirements would cause the introduction of
biases into test results.

The system documentation, when combined
with an SRS and SDD, will provide a thorough
view of IRRAS.
The formal reporting and
logging of discovered deficiencies and applied
resolutions will provide a clear view of the
growth and maturity of the system,

Even though the Functional Requirements
Document did not provide adequate information
to develop a test procedure, it was used to the
extent possible to define the criteria for such
features as the maximum number of cut sets
saved, minimal cut set upper bound, and split
fraction.

4.1.3 Document and Software Configuration Management. It is clear that a number of
software change requests have been submitted to
the development team. However, it is not known

4.2 Software Metrics Analysis
of IRRAS 4.0

if these requests were to resolve a discrepancy
discovered in the software or to request an
enhancement or change to the system.

Software Metrics Analysis consists of the
application of various techniques to measure
certain aspects about a software program. As
with anything produced through an applied

The methodology employed to control both
documentation and software changes needs to be
more rigorous. Changes to software should be
reflected in system and user documentation as
new versions are released and deficiencies

process, programmers need to be able to provide
the user, or customer, some measure that will
indicate the level of confidence that can be
placed in the product, how well it will function,
and how complicated the program is.

corrected,

NUREG/CR-6145
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Software metrics can provide the programmer
useful feedback in identifying areas of the code
that may be too complicated and may need to be
rewritten, areas that should be considered for
further refinement into sub-programs, and the
complexity of the code. These same measures
will also provide guidance for those analyzing or
testing the program and the program's output,
Software metrics can provide guidance as to
which portions of the code are the most complicated and therefore require more attention during
testing efforts. Performing software metrics to
determine which portion of the code performs
most of the work identifies those sections of the
code that are most important to the successful
operation of the program. Extra attention can
then be focused on those sections of the code
during V&V efforts,

Dynamic metrics are extracted through processes that involve executing the program. As
the program is running, the metric analysis tools
obtain information about the program and how it
is executed.
One type of dynamic measure
counts the number of times a certain portion of
the program is actually executed. Other c,./namic
analysis tools can identify which portions of the
code perform the most work, if certain logic
branches are never executed, or if all statements
have been executed through the application of
test data sets.
Early attempts to identify measures, or software metrics, included the number of lines of
code (LOC). This metric identifies how big a
program is, but does little to indicate how difficult or complex the program is. The following
metrics have been defined and implemented to
provide more information and direction.

Halstead's Metrics. The first set of data to
be reviewed includes a set of metrics developed
by Halstead.'-Halstead maintained that a simple
count of lines of code would not provide an
accurate measure of the difficulty or complexity
of the code. All programs are composed of
operators and operands, things that perform
actions and things that have actions performed
on them. Halstead proposed that measuring the
number of operators and operands would provide
a better indication of the complexity of the
program.

4.2.1 Types of Measures.
Software metrics
are measures extracted from program source
code and executable code to provide information
about the code and the program. These measures can be static or dynamic.
metrics

are measurements

Specification

subprograms developed that are never referenced
or called by the main program.

The following sections provide a discussion
of the application of software metrics to IRRAS.
Section 4.2.1 provides an overview of the types
of software metrics and their meaning.
Section 4.2.2 provides an overview of the application of software metrics. Section 4.2.3 provides
details of the methodology employed on IRRAS,
the data obtained from the analysis, and a
detailed discussion of the findings. Section 4.2.4
provides an interpretation of the analysis results
and draws conclusions based on the analysis data
obtained.
Section 4.2.5 presents recommendations based on the conclusions,

Static

Requirements

Halste_addefined four parameters, upon which
he based other metrics:

obtained

without executing or running the program. The
source code is examined and analyzed to extract
certain measurements.
The most familiar static
measurement is the lines of code, or how long
the source code is. This metric provides a 'feel'
for how big the code is. Other metrics identify
the number of unique operators and operands
employed in the program source code and the
variables that are defined but never used. Other
tools are employed to determine if portions of
the code are unreachable or if there have been

nl - the number of unique operators
n2 - the number of unique operands
N1 - the total number of operators
N2 - the total number of operands.
Using these measures, he defined the following additional m._trics: program vocabulary,
program length, predicted length, purity ratio,
and program volume, each of which is discussed
below.

7
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Program Vocabulary--The vocabulary
of a program, n, is defined as the total number of
unique operators and operands a_d is computed
by the equation:
n=nl

have developed formulas to predict the number
of errors likely to exist in the code upon completion of the coding phase. The formula,
^
B = [N * leg2(n)]/E0,

+n2
is based on the tendency to make mistakes, on
the average, every E0 mental comparisons.
Work by psychologists indicates an appropriate
value for E0 is approximately 3,000-3,200
comparisons.

Program Length--The

length of the
program, N, is the total number of operators and
operands and is computed by the equation:
N=N1

+N2

.
It is obvious that the number of errors in a

^

Predicted
Length---Predicted length, N,
is computed by the equation:
^
N= [nl * log2(nl)] + [n2 * log2(n2)] .

program is a factor of more than the number of
operators and operands employed by the program. Other items, such as the programmer's
familiarity with the programming language, the
system in use, the ability of the programmer, and
available support, obviously influence the actual
number of errors. However, B provides a reasortable starting point.

Purity

Ratio--Halstead
suggested that
programs where the program length is not the
same as the predicted length must contain impurities, with the purity ratio being:

McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity.
The
cyclomatic complexity measure was developed
by McCabe. 3
McCabe used an altemate
approach to program complexity that considers
the flow of control. McCabe believes that the
cyclomatic number of a program's control flow
graph provides an accurate measure of how
complex the program is.

A

PR = N/N

.

This is a measure of the degree to which impurities exist in a piece of code. A purity ratio of 1
indicates the existence of few impurities. The
reported correlation seldom drops below 0.8 in
studies involving traditional programming languages. When the purity ratio drops below this
value, the reasons should be determined, if
possible,
Program
computed by:

Volume-Program

A control flow graph contains only nodes for
each basic block within the code. A basic block
is a segment of code that is entered only at one
point (the top), exited at one point (the bottom),
and has no transfers of control within it. Basic
blocks often begin with decision-making statements and end immediately
before another
decision-making statement.

volume is

V = N * log2(n) .
If a program has n unique operators and operands, it will take lOgE(n) "bits" to uniquely
represent each. In this manner, two programs
with an equal total number of uses of operators
and operands can have a measure applied indicating that the program using more different
operators and operands is more complex. Thus,
volume can be used to indicate the complexity of
the program.

The cyclomatic
V(g) = e - n + 2 ,

where n is the number of nodes in the graph and
e is the number of edges or lines connecting
each node.
The flow graph does not need to be created in
order to compute the cyclomatic complexity.
V(g) can also be computed by counting the

Number of Errors Predicted--Using
the metrics described above, software scientists
N UREG/CR-6145
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number of decision making statements and
adding one (n+l). This process has been automated for many programming languages that
have programs to "count" the decision statements
or decision points within them.

3. Branch testing - where enough tests are
executed to ensure that every branch alternative has been exercised at least once. Branch
testing at 100% branch coverage will also
provide 100% statement coverage.

Time of Development.
The time required
to develop a system may be connected to the
complexity of the program(s) under development,
However, this metric is introduced for other
purposes at this time.

McCabe's complexity measure indicates the
number of branches to be tested. The Cyclomarie Complexity measure, therefore, indicates the minimum number of test cases to be
considered to provide 100% branch and 100%
statement coverage.

When considering system analysis and design,
coding, and V&V activities, the time and
resources should be divided 40%, 20%, and
40%, respectively. 4 This indicates that the
amount of time, effort, and resources devoted to
V&V activities should equal that dedicated to
analysis and design. This also indicates the
importance of analysis and V&V during the life
cycle of software development.

Module Testing. Modules with a higher
complexity should receive more attention than
those with lower complexity values. The more
complex the code, the more likely it is to contain
errors.
The complexity measure is used to
identify those areas that should receive more
attention.
The complexity measure also assists in a11ocating resources during V&V and testing efforts.

4.2.2 Applying Software Metrics.
After
identifying areas and items where metrics can
provide insight into program complexity, how
are these metrics to be used?
This section
describes how some of the metrics are applied to
software and how they are interpreted.

Bug Prediction,
Using the predicted
number of bugs will certainly provide direction
to those who will be testing the program!
Modules and subprograms with a high number of
bugs predicted should be exercised rigorously.
The value should also be used by the programmer to examine the code before others begin
testing it.

Path Testing. McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity measure is often used to judge how many
path tests might be needed. Path testing involves
identifying a path along the flow graph, determining the data necessary to execute each step in
the path, and then executing the program to
determine if the path is followed and the correct
results achieved at each node, as well as the
overall product as the result of following the
defined path. Path testing strategies include
1. Path testing - where all possible control paths
through the program are executed. Although
this is the strongest criterion for path testing,
it is generally impossible to achieve,

Halstead's
Metrics & Code Analysis.
Programs with very high counts in the number of
unique operands, total number of operands,
number of unique operators, and total number of
operators should be examined more closely than
those with smaller values. Obviously, the higher
the language value, the higher the probability for
errors to exist in the code simply because there
are more operators and operands for the programmer to remember and use in the appropriate
manner.

2. Statement testing - where all statements in the
program are executed at least once under
some test. This is the weakest criterion for
path testing and should be considered as
nothing more than the minimum testing activity,

IRRAS Development Effort. Determining
the level of effort required to bring IRRAS to its
current state of development will assist in estimating the effort required to perform detailed
and thorough V&V activities on the code.

9
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4.2.3 IRRAS Software Metrics Preliminary
Summary. This section identifies the values of
the metrics obtained when a software metric
program was executed to obtain measures of the
IRRAS code. The next section provides a brief
discussion of the implications of these findings,

Purity Ratio--The
purity ratio is a
measure of the degree to which impurities exist
in a piece of code, and it seldom drops below
0.8 for traditional programming languages. For
IRRAS the purity ratio of the first set of 122
files is 0.37. The ratio for the second set of files
is 0.33. These two numbers indicate that the
combined purity ratio will be less than 0.40.
This indicatesthatlRRAS
should be investigated
further since a low purity ratio indicates that the
code is not written as concisely as possible. A
low purity ratio indicates the potential for errors
in the code.

Methodology.
The software metric tool,
PC-Metric from Set Laboratories, Inc., was
executed on only the Modula 2 code of IRRAS
Version 4.14. Only the Modula 2 code developed specifically for IRRAS was evaluated by
software metric analysis. It was determined that
the number of modules written in Modula-2
specifically for IRRAS is 349. This does not
include code to generate screens, display menus,
nor the code of subprograms called from the
Sage libraries. It was originally believed that
IRRAS could be broken down into collections of
modules and that each of the smaller collections
could be analyzed separately. However, due to
the numerous calls to and from procedures, it
was determined that all 349 modules would have
to be treated as a single program,

Number of Procedures/Functions-The number of procedures and functions, 4,916,
indicates the size and complex nature of the
code. Continued analysis of the results will
identify which of these procedures or functions
warrant further examination and testing.
Complexity--The
Cyclomatic Complexity of the 'files is 15,230, which can be used to
approximate the number of decision points
within the IRRAS Modula-2 code. This represents the minimum number of test cases required
to exercise each decision point, which also
results in exercising each statement.

Data Produced,
The metric analyzer
generated two reports. The first was an exception report that identified, on a procedure by
procedure basis within each module, which of
the metrics exceeded accepted limits in the
Modula-2 module. No summary by module or
entire program was produced,
The second report generated
Halstead's and McCabe's metrics. A
was not provided for each module,
provided for the entire collection of
The results are discussed in the
section,

A preliminary review of the procedures
and functions indicates that some are of a very
high complexity value. These procedures or
functions will require additional examination
since there is a correlation between complexity
and the potential for errors in the code.

contained
summary
but was
modules.
following

Development
Effort--The
IRRAS
development team estimated that 25 person-years
have been required to bring IRRAS to the current level of development.
The development
effort to reach the first release is obviously only
a portion of the total. The current release is
Version 4.14. If we use the very conservative
estimate that an equal amount of time was spent
for each release, then each release required
6.25 person-years.

Module Data--Regarding
the overall size
of the IRRAS Modula-2 files that were analyzed,
the 349 files, consist of 4,916 procedures/
functions,
Lines
of Code--The
total LOC is
228,333.
Discussions with the programmers
indicate that this is probably one-half of the total
when the Sage libraries, menus, and screens are
considered. Data from each individual procedure
or module are not included in this analysis,
NUREG/CR-6145
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Conclusions.
The data presented
above, although not entirely complete, provide
adequate information to form conclusions as to
the effort and types of activities to be performed
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during the V&V of the IRRAS and to which
activities available re,,;ources should be allocated,

es would be better used if directed to other areas
of testing and V&V activities.

Cyclomatic
Complexity
Metric.
The
critical factor considered in these conclusions is
the Cyclomatic Complexity values derived from
the metrics. The combined value for all 349
files examined indicates that approximately
15,000 test cases must be developed to ensure
that every decision point be exercised.
As a
result of exercising each decision point, each line
of code would also be exercised. The 15,000
test cases would exercise roughly only one-half
of the code that makes up IRRAS. Even ignoring the menus, and the screens, and the Sage
libraries, or assuming that their prolonged use
and initial testing have provided adequate testing
to provide the necessary confidence that they do
indeed function as required, 15,000 test cases
would be needed to ensure 100% path and
statement coverage.

Development
Time.
The development
team indicated that development required approximately 25 person years. Since the system is
currently in its fourth version, it can be safely
estimated that at least 6 person-years were
necessary to develop the first version. In performing V&V activities during the development
cycle of a software system, the amount of time
and resources expended on V&V activities
should equal the effort and resources expended
on system development. This practice provides
an indicator of the effort required to perform
thorough V&V activities, where testing is only
one of many activities performed.
Therefore, a tremendous effort would have to
be expended to perform thorough testing of
IRRAS. According to the 40-20-40 rule, at least
6 person-years should have been devoted to
system V&V for each version. Although the
V&V of each version has not been performed to
the suggested level of effort pre-release Beta
testing has been performed.
This testing in
combination with the present V&V effort are
steps in the right direction.

The impact of developing such a high volume
of test cases is adversely impacted by the lack of
documentation that identifies the decision points
and the paths that would be followed as a result
of evaluating the decision mechanisms. Without
such documentation, it is virtually impossible to
conduct path testing that will provide results
from which general conclusions can be derived.
Without the documentation, test case developers
and test executors will be unable to determine
accurately which d_cision points are being
exercised and which path is taken from a particular decision point,

4.2;5 Recommendations.
Based on the data
and conclusion as presented above, the following
recommendations are presented for consideration.

The complexity and difficulty of preparing
test cases is further compounded when the effect
of applying a fault tree with more than a few
nodes to the IRRAS is considered. The number
of logic paths through a given set of decision
points will increase with the number of nodes in
the fault tree. The issue becomes even more
complicated in considering that a decision point
may be reached from multiple paths,

Path and Statement Testing. Instead of
expending resources on attempts to perform
thorough path and statement testing, resources
should be applied to thorough acceptance testing,
to continued identification of potential problem
areas through software metric analysis, to the
creation and execution of test cases to exercise
code with a higher probability of errors, and to
analyze the processes in place to provide configuration management and to ensure the correct
and proper application of error detection, reporting, and correction.

The data presented indicate that
may not provide adequate results.
documentation and the high number
required indicate that testing efforts

Acceptance
Testing. Acceptance testing
should also be expanded to provide testers the
opportunity to test areas and functions that,
through application of their experience in testing

path testing
The lack of
of test cases
and resourc-
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4.2.6 Actions Taken for SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V.
Based on the above results and recommendations
from the metric analysis, the SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V
effort focused on acceptance testing. The acceptance testing was developed on the basis of
defining vital and non-vital features, as is discussed in Section 6.0. Given the complexity of
the code and the large number of test cases that
would need to be developed, it was decided that
path and statement testing was not feasible.

programs, are vulnerable to user errors that may
cause program failure.
The test results from tests performed at other
locations should be obtained and analyzed. The
results of those tests will identify either accurate
results, the need for additional testing in certain
areas, potential errors, or a combination of all
three. The results of tests performed by others
could preclude the necessity of performing the
same set of tests.

The above results from the metrics analysis
may be due to the process that was used to
develop SAPHIRE. From discussions with the
code developers, SAPHIRE was not developed in
the traditional "waterfall" process. Instead, it
was developed in a "cyclic" process in which
requirements and coding were developed as the
overall code progressed.

Level of Effort.
The pre-release Beta
testing and the current V&V effort are steps in
the right direction for improving the level of
effort on V&V activities.
V&V activities are
important and should focus on determining that
the results produced by SAPHIRE are correct,
The Beta testing needs to be more structured and
documented. The V&V level of effort should be
increased to ensure thorough testing of IRRAS.

NUREG/CR-6145
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5. EVALUATION OF USER DOCUMENTATION
It is important that the user documentation be
complete, correct, and understandable so that the
code will be correctly used to its fullest potential. Evaluation of the user documentation is
recommended in IEEE Std 1012-1986.
To
evaluate the user documentation, a survey was
conducted for the purpose of determining how
well the user documentation is meeting the needs
of the user. The survey questionnaire is shown
in Figure 1. The first three questions of the
survey focus on the PRA codes that are used,
how frequently the codes are used, and which
manual is used the most. The fourth question
asks the user to rank the SAPHIRE documentation in five categories:
helpfulness, technical
content, organization, completeness, and overall
usefulness. The fourth question asks the user to
rank the documentation for the hypothetical
"average" PRA code, and the fifth question asks
the user to rank the SAPHIRE documentation
against the documentation for the hypothetical
"average" PRA code. The final question requests
input on improvements the user would like to see
made to the user documentation.

Under frequency of use, SAPHIRE is more
heavily used by the national laboratories, whereas CAFTA and SETS are more heavily used by
the commercial industry. Of the 14 users, nine
use SAPHIRE every couple of weeks to daily,
but for five participants, it had been awhile since
they had used it.
The full list of user's manuals is located in
Table 1. The manuals that the participants cited
for this survey are as follows:
IRRAS 2.5 (NUREG/CR-5300)
4 participants
IRRAS 2.6 (Draft Report)
1 participant
IRRAS 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5313)
9 participants
SAPHIRE 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5964)
1 participant
SARA 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5303)
1 participant
One user rated the IRRAS 4.0 manual and the
SAPHIRE 4.0 manual separately. Another user
gave a combined rating for the IRRAS 4.0 and
the SARA 4.0 manuals.

Users that participated in the survey represent
such organizations as the NRC Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (NRC-ACRS),
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRC-NRR), Science Application International
Corporation (SAIC), Nuclear Utilities Services
(NUS), TENERA, TGR, Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL), and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Of 25 users called,
14 participated in the survey.

On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 represents very
poor and 5 represents very good, the IRRAS/
SAPHIRE user documentation was rated as
follows:
Helpfulness
Technical Content
Organization
Completeness
Overall Usefulness

In terms of type of organization, two users
from the NRC participated, four users from the
commercial industry, and eight users from the
national laboratories with two from LANL and
six from INEL.

2.1
3.1
2.9
2.4
2.3

If it is assumed that all categories are of equal
weight, the results yield an average rating of 2.6.
On the same scale, the hypothetical "average"
PRA code documentation (excluding SAPHIRE)
was rated at 3.0. When specifically ask e__ to
rank the SAPHIRE user documentation against
the hypothetical "average" PRAcode documentation, the SAPHIRE documentation was considered to be slightly less than equivalent to the

Since the purpose of this survey was to
determine how well the SAPHIRE documentation was meeting the needs of the users, all 14
participants were SAPHIRE users. This was
closely followed by users of CAFTA and SETS,
both with eight participants each.
13
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"average" PRA code documentation
ranking of 2.5.

with the

over another part), _d of the features and
options (what is the code actually doing under
event tree analysis, when flags are applied, or
when an uncertainty analysis is performed).
Most users also commented that the documentation needs to discuss how to use the code when
performing a PRA. Several users suggested that
the user documentation include a road map or
flow path of how to use SAPHIRE from a PRA
analyst's point of view.

The last question dealt with what improvements the user's would like made to the documentation.
The majority of users (93%) cornmented that the documentation needs a much
better discussion of how the code works. This
includes a better discussion of the hierarchy of
the code (which part of the code has precedence

Table 1. User's documentation for SAPHIRE.
K. D. Russell et al., Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS) Version 2.5 Reference
Manual, NUREG/CR-5300, EGG-2613, February 1991.
K. D. Russell et al., Integrated Reliabilit), and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS) Version 2.6 Reference
Manual, Draft, December 1991.
K. D. Russell et al., Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS) Version 4.0, Volume I,
Reference Manual, NUREG/CR-5313, EGG-2664, January 1992.
K. D. Russell et al., SAPHIRE Technical Reference Manual:
CR-5964, EGG-2694, December 1992.

IRRAS/SARA

Version 4.0, NUREG/

K. D. Russell et al., System Analysis and Risk Assessment System (SARA) Version 4.0, Volume I,
Reference Manual, NUREG/CR-5303, EGG-2628, February 1992.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Date
3

User Name
Company
NRC

1.

Commercial

Other Lab

What PRA codes are you using or have you used in the past?
(circle)
IRRAS
CAFTA
GRAFTER
UNIRAM
WAM

2.

Internal

SARA
SETS
T-MAC
LHS

MAR-D
NUPRA
SANET
EVNTRE

FEP
REBECCA
C-TREE
PSTEVNT

P&ID ED
RISKMAN
AT RISK
F-TAP

Order codes used from least used to most used:

1

2

3

4

5

New User

1

2

3

4

5

New User

1

2

3

4

5

New User

1

2

3

4

5

New User

1

2

3

4

5

New User

1 - use very little or has been awhile
2 - use occasionally such as every couple of months
3 - use at least once a month
4 - use every couple of weeks
5 - use daily or weekly

Figure 1. User documentation questionnaire.
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3.

of User Documentation

Which SAPHIRE user documentation do you use the most?
(circle)
IRRAS User Guide 1.0 (NUREG/CR-4844)
P&ID Editor 1.0 (Draft)
Event Tree Editor User's Guide March 1989
MAR-D User's Guide 2.0 (EGG-CATT-8249)
Procedures Guide for Loading PRA Data into MAR-D
(NUREG/CR-5520)
IRRAS User's Guide 2.0 (NUREG/CR-5111)
IRRAS Reference Manual 2.5 (NUREG/CR-5300)
IRRAS Reference Manual 2.6 (Draft)
IRRAS Reference Manual 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5313)
IRRAS 4.0 Tutorial (NUREG/CR-5313)
SARA Reference Manual 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5303)
SARA 4.0 Tutorial (NUREG/CR-5303)
MAR-D Reference Manual 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5301)
FEP Reference Manual 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5866)
SAPHIRE Reference Manual 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5964)

4.

On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being very poor and 5 being very good,
how would you rank SAPHIRE documentation as far as:
Helpfulness

1

2

3

4

5

Technical Content

1

2

3

4

5

Organization

1

2

3

4

5

Completeness

1

2

3

4

5

Overall Usefulness

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 1. (continued).
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Evaluation

5.

On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being very poor and 5 being very good, how
would you rate user documentation for the hypothetical "average" PRA code
excluding SAPHIRE from the "average?" (circle)
1

6.

2

3

4

5 New User

In comparison to the user documentation for the hypothetical "average" PRA code,
do you think that SAPHIRE user documentation is:
(circle)
Far worse
Worse
Equivalent
Better
Far better

7.

Figure

of User Documentation

1
2
3
4
5

What improvement would you like to see in the SAPHIRE user
documentation?

1.

(continued).
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6. SOFTWARE TESTING OF VITAL FEATURES
SAPHIRE features were evaluated and designated either as vital or non-vital features. Vital
features are those features that (a) affect the
results of a PRA (core damage frequency, top
contributors, etc.) and (b) are essential for completing a PRA analysis, such as fault tree analysis, event tree analysis, uncertainty analysis,
change set features, and importance measures,
The overall purpose of the vital features testing
was to determine if SAPHIRE 4.0 will produce
the correct results--results
that if not correct
could affect the findings and interpretation of a
PRA.

design specification and a test procedure were
not specifically developed. The purpose of a test
design specification is to identify and summarize
the features to be tested. The purpose of a test
procedure is to identify the success criteria that
the feature must meet.
Due to state of the
software requirements documentation,
as has
been discussed in Section 4.1.1, it was difficult
to identify the functional requirements that would
normally form the basis for the success criteria.
To meet the intent of a test design specification
and test procedure, sub-features for each vital
feature were developed to identify what aspect of
the vital feature was to be tested. For each subfeature, a description/criteria was developed to
define how the sub-feature was to be tested.

The testing of SAPHIRE 4.0 was limited to
within the normal conditions of a PRA. The
testing did not include such items as entry of
negative or bogus numbers, typing in words
wher_ numerical data are expected, or of the
ability of SAPHIRE to recover from power
failures or similar system failures,

Columns three and four in Table 2 present this
information.
With this process, 81 tests were identified. It
should be recognized that for any one test,
several cases must be tested in order to complete
the test. For example, under uncertainty analysis, various sample sizes had to be tested in order
to complete the testing of the Monte Carlo and
Latin Hypercube sampling techniques used in
SAPHIRE.

Section 6.1 discuss how the vital features
were established and Section 6.2 provides a
summary of the vital features testing that was
performed.

6.1 Establishment of Vital
Features

It was recognized that performing 81 tests
would not be possible within the time available
for this project; therefore, it was necessary to
reduce the original list of vital features. This
was accomplished by having frequent SAPHIRE
users at the INEL rank each sub-feature as high,
medium, or low. Sub-features that were ranked
as medium or low were removed from testing.

Table 2 presents the original list of vital
features. The list was developed by outlining the
major functions that are generally performed in
a PRA. These include fault tree analysis, event
tree analysis, uncertainty analysis, change set
features, cut set editor, and importance measures.
These functions are shown in the fh'st column of
Table 2. Vital features were then determined for
each of these functions. The vital features are
shown in the second column of Table 2 and

The only major group that was completely
removed from testing was the cut set editor
group since all sub-features in this group were
either ranked as medium or low. Table 3 is the
list of SAPHIRE 4.0 vital features that were
tested.

include such items as cut set generation, quantification, event tree sequence generation, and
applying data change sets.

Once the features

Not all of the documentation for the vital
features testing was performed consistently with
the IEEE Standard for Software Test Documentation (IEEE Std 829-1983). 5 For example, a test
NUREG/CR-6145

and sub-features

to be

tested had been identified, a software test record
was developed for each test. The software test
record specifies the input, execution conditions,
and expected results for the test. As each test
18

Table

2.

Major
function
Fault Tree
Analysis

SAPHIRE

4.0 vital features.
Vital
feature

Cut set generation
process

Sub-features

Description

Test
number

Cut set probability cutoff

Keep only cut sets whose probability is above the cut set probability
cutoff.

1

Event probability cutoff

Keep cut sets where each event in the cut set is above the probability
cutoff.

2

Starting gate

Generate cut sets from the logic below the designated starting gate.

3

Maximum number of cut
sets

The maximum number of cut sets saved in the data is

4

ttl

i_
I

( l +ni)<32,700

where
n

=

number of events in the i'h cut set

m

=

number of minimal cut sets in the sequence.

qD

Correct cut set generation

When a fault tree is reduced to cut sets the correct number of cut sets
that produce the top event exists.

5

Size truncation

Truncates the cut sets based on the number of events in the cut set.

6

Zone truncation

With the zone flag set, cut sets will be truncated based on the number of

7
O

zones in an event.
Cut set
quantification
process

_Z_
_0
t'r'J

Fault Tree
Analysis

Cut set
quantification
process

_.
t"3

"_

Generate minimal cut set
upper bound for alternate
cut sets of the selected
systems

This is the bounding number fe" the sum of all the cut sets.

Equation for min-cut upper
bound is

°
•
•

m

MC=I-iIAnalysis of single
fault tree

8
,--]
I...._•
""

MC
C
m

=
=
=

minimal cut set upper bound.
probability of the ith cut set.
number of minimal cut sets in the sequence.

9

<
,r_,"
ta

l (l-C)

A fault tree created with
less than 100 gates and
reduced by hand.

o

""
This effort is to test the ability of SAPHIRE to solve a single fault tree.

l0

_'

Z
t'rl
_')

Table

2.

Major
function

(continued).

or_
Vital
feature

Sub-features

Test
number

Description

r0
Fault Tree
Analysis

Analysis of
multiple fault
trees

Analyze large fault trees
(fault tree with greater than
1500 gates). Include
complemented events in the
fault tree.

Maximum number of gates for a fault is 2500. Fault trees with greater
than 1500 gates exercise all fault tree reduction functions,

Analyze medium fault trees
(fault tree with greater
than 100 and less than 1500

The break between medium and large is arbitrary. However. the break
between medium and small fault is to allow a possible reduction by hand.

I1
tm
_"
o
i,,,_ •
<_

12

gates). Include
complemented events in the
fault tree.
Analyze small fault trees
where the total number of
t_
o

_o

Small fault tree reduction should be accomplished

by hand if possible.

13

gates fo_ each fault tree is
less than 100.
Fault Tree
Analysis

Editing and
modifying of
fault tree cut sets.

Cut set editor - List all
systems and allow user to
select a system to edit its
base cases or alternate cut
sets.

"1'1
_
_"
t--1

Allows the user to
•
Add a cut set - Add a brand new cut set
•
View an existing cut set
•
Modify cut set - Change the events that exist in a cut set.
•
Delete cut set - Delete the entire cut set.
•
Restore cut set - Restore the last deleted cut set.
•
Add event to cut set - Add event to existing cut set.
•
Modify event in cut set - Modify highlighted event name.
•
Delete event from cut set - Remove the highlighted event from the
cut set.
•
Restore event - Restore the last deleted event.
•
Speed search - User can enter a name and the first occurrence of
that name is highlighted. The "NEXT" option goes to and
highlights the next matching event.
The "PREVIOUS" option goes to and highlights the previous
matching event.

14

Table

2.

(continued).

Major
functioo

Vital
feature

Sub-features

Description
•

•

View events with mask - User enters a set of attributes as a mask

Editing and
modifying of
fault tree cut sets.

Options

•
•

Event Tree
Analysis

Sequence Process
Generation

Generate sequences

•
•
•

•
Z
(7_
70
t'rl
_')
70
_,,
._

•
•
•

14

and views any matching events with those attributes. The "NEXT"
option looks at the next matching event. The "PREVIOUS" option
looks at the previous matching event.
Find - Finds the cut set(s) that contains a given list of events and
performs the following functions:
Insert - Add the specified event to the cut set
Replace - Replace a list of events with the specified event.
Delete - Delete the found cut set.
Copy/Add - Create a copy of the
replace the list of events with the
Delete - Delete the found cut set.
Copy/Add - Create a copy of the
replace the list of events with the

Fault Tree
Analysis

Test
number

found cut set and in that copy,
specified event.
found cut set and in that copy,
specified event.

Number of cut sets to look through on find options.
Toggle to ask for modify confirmation or modify without
confirmation.
Toggle to ask for delete confirmation or delete without
confirmation.

15

Generate the possible sequences for an event tree or list of event
trees.
Generate all logic for each sequence.
All sequences have logic generated except (1) those with "OK,"
"SUCCESS," or "IGNORE" as end states and (2) those whose end
states begin with the character "@".
Add mutually exclusive top (if non-blank top exist) as a successful
top to each sequence logic,
Name of list file - Output the logic generated in a report form to
the screen, printer, or user named file.
Numbers - Use sequence numbers as the name of each generated

16

sequence.
Names - Sequence name contained in the event tree as the name of
each generated,

o

-.]
:2
0_
o
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<
7-¢
m_..
¢_
t_
a_"t

Z

Table

2. (continued).
o

t'rl

Major
function

Vital
feature

('3

Event Tree

Sequence Process

Sequence editor - Allow

_,,
,-..'
•_

Analysis

Generation

user to change the end state
header and fields for a

Sub-features

Description
•

Frequency - Look up sequence

minimum cut set upper bound for

Test
number
17

marked/highlighted sequences (0.0 is default)
Add frequency to the event tree drawing.

given event tree.
•

•
•
•

•
•

Changed header for the third column to be frequency,
'@' status - Change the end state name to be generated (without
'@" in the first character) or not generated (with '@" in the first
character) for each highlighted/marked sequence.
Line edit - Change any highlighted line.
Follow transfer - If transfer event tree exists, edit its logic.

Sequence Process
Generation

Link Editor - Allows user
to enter links (exceptions)
that are to be applied
during sequence logic
generation

•

Global replace - Given the column number and a search string,
replace any occurrences of the search string in the given column
number with the replace string.
Header edit - Change the header for the drawing.
Change transfer - Toggle logic between being a transfer path or a
termination path.

•

Multiple branches-lf more than one failed branch exists and an
exception applies to at least one of them, then all branches must
have a replaced top and replacement top.
Definitions
Rule - A rule of replacement contains a number of
conditional tops, tops to be replaced, and tops to replace.
Entry - A cell in a rule (conditional top, replaced top, or
replacement top).
Add RULE - Complete rule.
ENTRY - Add an entry at the highlighted ceil.
Modify RULE - Complete rule.
ENTRY - Add an entry at the highlighted cell.
Delete RULE - Complete rule.
ENTRY - Highlighted entry.
Restore RULE - Last deleted complete rule.
Entry - Last deleted entry.
Copy RULE - Make a copy of an existing rule at user
specified location.

,.]
cD
,-.
_"
0"o
o
_<.
__.
"rl
t_
_"

I'O

Event Tree
Analysis

tz
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Table

2.

(continued).

Major
function

Event Tree
Analysis

Event Tree
Analysis
to

Vital
feature

Sub-features

Description

Test
number

Sequence Cut Set
Generation

Cut set probability cutoff

•
•

Discard any cut sets whose probability is less than this value.
Cut set probability of failure is equal to the product of the failure
probability of each event.

19

Sequence Cut Set
Generation

Event probability cutoff

•

Do not discard cut .set if
Cut sers failure probability is greater than the cutoff.
Failure probability for each event in the cut set is greater
than or equal to the event probability cutoff.

20

Size truncation

-

Throw away any cut sets whose size exceeds a specified size.

21

Zone truncation

°

Throw away any cut sets whose number of zone events exceeds the
specified zone size.

22

Solve sequence with fault
trees - Combine the fault
tree logic for all referenced
successful and failed
systems, generate cut sets,
and solve using fault tree
cut set generation
algorithm.

•
•

Maximum
Maximum
logic.
Maximum
Maximum

23

Solve sequence with system
cut sets

•

Sequence Cut Set
Generation

Maximum number of cut
sets that can be saved in

•
•

of 10,000 events and gates per combined failed logic.
of 10,000 events and gates per combined successful
of 2,500 gates per combined failed logic.
of 2,500 gates per combined successful logic.

24

•

Combine the cut sets for all referenced systems to generate the
sequence cut sets.
Referenced system cut sets must exist at this point.

°
•

n
m

25

=
=

number of events in the ith cut set.
number of minimal cut sets in the sequence,

Q

o
,-]
o

the database for one

=

Z

sequence is calculated as
follows:

Q

t'r'l

.,

_-

i

d_

( 1+ni)<32,700

E

Z
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Table
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Major
function
Event Tree
Analysis

(continued).

o
Vital
feature

Sequence Cut Set
Generation

Sub-features
Default flag (change Set)

4a

Description
•
•
•

Event Tree

Sequence Cut Set

Analysis

Generation

Update cut sets

°

Test
number

Each sequence can have a change set that applies only to it during
the cut set generation.
The default change set listed here will overwrite any change sets
that are specifically tied to the sequence,
Keyword "NONE" will cause cut sets to be generated without any
sequence change set.

26

Reevaluate existing cut sets based on the current data and these

27

I.,a.

='"

-

•

Event Tree
Analysis

Sequence Cut Set
Generation

Quantify cut sets

•
•

The probability of failure is equal to the product of the
probability of each event in the cut set.
Size truncation - Throw away any cut sets whose size
exceeds a specified size.
Zone truncation - Throw away any cut .sets whose number of
zone events exceeds the specified zone size.
Use base case or alternate case - Use base case cut sets or alternate
case cut sets as the basis for the evaluation.
Generate minimal cut set upper bound for the alternate cut sets of
the selected sequence or sequences.
Equation for min-cut upper bound is
Ill

MC-- 1- iI- l (1 -C)
I

where
MC
C
m

=
=
=

minimal cut set upper bound
probability of the i'h cut set
number of minimal cut sets in the sequence.

o
---o

parameters:
Cut set probability cutoff
Discard any cut sets whose probability of failure is less than
the cutoff value.

t,a
4a

t_

28
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2.

Major
function

(continued).
Vital
feature

Sub-features
Cut set uncertainty Perform uncertainty
analysis on the sequence(s)
based on the following:

Description
•

•
•
•
•

Sampling techniques
Monte Carlo
Latin Hypercube
Sample size
Random number seed
Probability distribution of each event in the cut set
Level
-

-

Sequence Cut Set
Generation

Split fraction

•
*
•

29

Single- Performuncertainty
on eachhighlighted/marked
sequenceindividually.
Group - Performuncertainty
analysis
on a groupof
highlighted/marked
sequences.
End State- Performuncertainty
analysis
on thegroupof
sequences that belong to the same highlighted end state.
Family - Perform uncertainty analysis on all sequences as a
group in the family.

-

Event Tree
Analysis

Test
number

Calculate the split fraction for the highlighted/marked sequences.
Split fraction is an approximation of the minimum cut set upper
bound for a sequence.
The equation is
tl

30

Itl

SF--(il- I (1 -sMC,))x(JI-

I fMCj)

o

where

N
-.]
SF
=
sMC =
n
=
fMC =
m
-

t'rJ
_'3
Base case update
dr,
"_

*
-

split fraction
minimal cut set upper bound of the i'h successful
system
number of successful systems
minimal cut set upper bound of the i'hfailed system
number of failed systems

Copy the alternative cut set information to the base case.
Information includes the cut sets, quantified values, and the
-" " "- values.
uncertainty

="
o
_--31
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Table

2.

(continued).

Major

Vital

function

feature
Quantifying
Process

Test
Sub-features
•

•

Description

Generate minimal cut
set upper bound for
the alternate cut sets
of the selected

•
•
•

MC
C
m

=
=

minimal cut set upper bound
probability of the im cut set
number of minimal cut sets in the sequence

number
32

"
:::l
00
o

sequence or
sequences,
Equation for min-cut

<
t_"

I,....m.

upper bound is

_"
t:::
mt

nl

MC=I-i I n
Event Tree
Analysis
o,

Capability of
performing the
analysis on a
single event tree

(l-C;)

Perform analysis on event
tree using fault trees.

o
•
•
•
•

Perform analysis on event
tree using cut sets.

•
•

Event Tree
Analysis

,...]
rd_

Capability of
performing the
analysis on
multiple event
trees.

Perform analysis on two
event trees using fault tree
method

Capability of
performing the
analysis on
multiple event
trees.

Perform analysis on five
event trees using fault tree
method

°
•
•
•

•
•
°
•

Maximum
Maximum
logic.
Maximum
Maximum

of 10,000 events and gates per combined failed logic.
of 10,0t_ events and gates per combined successful

33

of 2,500 gates per combined failed logic.
of 2,500 gates per combined successful logic.

Combine the cut sets for all referenced systems to generate the
sequence cut sets.
Referenced system cut sets must exist at this point.

34

Maximum
Maximum
logic.
Maximum
Maximum

of 10,000 events and gates per combined failed logic.
of 10,000 events and gates per combined successful

35

Maximum
Maximum
logic.
Maximum
Maximum

of 10,000 events and gates per combined failed logic.
of 10,000 events and gates per combined successful

of 2,500 gates per combined failed logic.
of 2,500 gates per combined successful logic.

of 2,500 gates per combined failed logic.
of 2,500 gates per combined successful logic.

36

Table 2. (continued).
Major
function

Vital
feature

Sub-features
Perform analysis on fifty
event trees using fault tree
method

Description
•
•
•
•

bO

---i

Event Tree
Analysis

Event tree rules

Perform analysis on two
event trees using system cut
set method

•

Perform analysis on five
event trees using system cut
set method

•

Perform analysis on fifty
event trees using system cut
set method

•

Multiple branches- If more
than one failed branch
exists and an exception
applies to at least one of
them, then all branches
must have a replaced top
and replacement top.

Maximum
Maximum
logic.
Maximum
Maximum

37

of 2,500 gates per combined failed logic.
of 2,500 gates per combined successful logic.

Combine the cut sets for all referenced systems to generate the
sequence cut sets.
Referenced system cut sets must exist at this point

38

Combine the cut sets for all referenced systems to generate the
sequence cut sets.
Referenced system cut sets must exist at this point

39

40

•

Combine the cut sets for all referenced systems to generate the
sequence cut sets.
Referenced system cut sets must exist at this point

•

Definitions

41

•

•

-

Z
['rl
-

4:x
L_

of 10,000 events and gates per combined failed logic.
of 10,000 events and gates per combined successful

Test
number

Rule - A rule of replacement contains a number of
conditional tops, tops to be replaced, and tops to replace.
Entry - A cell in a rule (conditional top, replaced top, or
replacement top).
Add RULE - Complete rule.
ENTRY - Add an entry at the highlighted cell.
Modify RULE - Complete rule.
ENTRY - Add an entry at the highlighted cell.
Delete RULE - Complete rule.
ENTRY - Highlighted entry,

tro
o

Restore RULE - Last deleted complete rule.
Entry - Last deleted entry.
Copy RULE - Make a copy of an existing rule at user
specified location,

<
_"
-o

r._o
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(continued).
o

Major
function
Event Tree
Analysis

Vital
feature
Editing and
modifying of
event tree
sequence cut sets

Sub-features
Cut set editor - list all
sequences and allow user to
select a sequence to edit its
base case or alternate cut
sets.

Test
number

Description
•
•
•
•
•
•

View existing cut sets.
Add cut set - Add a brand new cut set.
Modify cut set - change the events that exist in a cut set.
Delete cut set - Delete the entire cut set.
Restore cut set - Restore the last deleted cut set.
Add event to cut set - Add event to existing cut set.

•

Modify event in cut set- modify highlighted event.

•

Delete event from cut set - Remove the highlighted event from the
cut set.
Restore event - Restore the last deleted event.

•
•

•
oo

•

•
•

=

Speed search Allow user to enter a name and highlight the first
event that matches that name.
Next - Highlight the next matching event.
Previous - Look at the previous event that matches that name
View events with mask
Enter a set of event attributes as a mask and view any
matching events along with their attributes.
Next - Look at the next event that matches.
Previous - Look at the previous event that matches.
Find - Find cut setCs) that contains a given list of events and
perform the following functions:
Insert - Add the specified event to the found cut set.
Replace - Replace the list of events with the specified event.
Delete - Delete the found cut set.

Copy/Add - Create a copy of the found cut st.t and in that
copy, replace the list of events with the specified event.
Options
Number of cut sets to look through on find operations.
-

Toggle to ask for modify confirmation
confirmation.

-

Toggle to ask for delete confirmation
confirmation.

Exit without saving changes.
Exit while saving changes.

or modify without
or delete without

,..]
_-

-

-

•
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Table 2. (continued).
Major
function
Uncertainty
Analysis

Vital
feature
Single Event
sampling - Take
single event with
known
distribution and
sample the event
to determine if
the distribution is

Sub-features

Description

Test
number

Monte Carlo Sampling

•
•
•
•
°
°
°

Lognormai Distribution
Normal Distribution
Beta Distribution
Chi-Squared Distribution
Exponential Distribution
Uniform Distribution
Histogram

43

Latin Hypercube Sampling

°
°
°
°

Lognormal Distribution
Normal Distribution
Beta Distribution
Chi-Squared Distribution

44

°
°
°

Exponential Distribution
Uniform Distribution
Histogram

reproduced.
Uncertainty
Analysis

Single Event
sampling - Take
single event with
known
distribution and
sample the event
to determine if
the distribution is

"_

reproduced.
Uncertainty
Analysis

Uncertainty
analysis of
sequences.

Monte Carlo Sampling

Perform uncertainty on sequences with approximately 100, 1000, and
5000 cut sets. Check the following levels for the sequences:
Single - Perform uncertainty on each highlighted/marked sequence
-

Z
['1'1

,...,

individually.
Group - Perform uncertainty analysis on a group of
highlighted/marked sequences,
End State - Perform uncertainty analysis on the group of sequences
that belong to the same highlighted end state.
Family - Perform uncertainty analysis on all sequences as a group
in the family.

45
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2.

(continued).
o
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Major

Vital

function

feature

Test
Sub-features
Latin Hypercube Sampling

o',
-_
t.,n

Description

number

Perform uncertainty on sequences with approximately 100, 1000, and
5000 cut sets. Check the following levels for the sequences:
Single - Perform uncertainty on each highlighted/marked sequence
individually,
Group - Perform uncertainty analysis on a group of
highlighted/marked sequences.
End State - Perform uncertainty analysis on the group of sequences

46

-

I,,,_o

t_
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T

that belong to the same highlighted end state.
Family - Perform uncertainty analysis on all sequences as a group
in the family,
for when on-of-a-kind events must be

_'
t_

Change Set
Features

Creating Change
Sets

Individual Probability
Method - Direct assignment
of new probability.

This method is most appropriate
changed.

Change Set
Features

Creating Change
Sets

Tagging Method - Manual
designation of a group of
events that need the same
change definition.

This method is appropriate when search criteria for a group of events is
difficult to establish or when more than one group of events must reside
in a change set.

48

Class Method -Establishing
search criteria for a class
of events, inputting the
desired change definition,
and allowing the software
to search the database for
all events that meet the
search criteria and

This method is appropriate
changes defined.

49

when a large number of like events must have

47

automatically applying the
change definition.
Change Set
Features

Applying
Changes to
Models

Enter the change set menu In IRRAS it's under
"Generate Event Data"
menu and in SARA it's
under "Modify Event Data"
under the Systems Analysis
Menu.

•
•

Mark the change set to be modified.
Generate changes.

50

Table

2.

(continued).

Major
function
Change Set
Features

Vital
feature

Sub-features

Description
Select the quantification option.
Select the system or sequence.
Press enter.

Test
number

Applying
Changes to
Models

Apply changes to system
data - Enter the "Analyze
Sequence" menu in IRRAS
or the "Analyze Systems"
menu or the "Analyze
Event Tree" menu in
SARA.

•
•
•

51

Flags to be
applied in change
set events

Sensitivity Analysis, "S"
flag

Special flag put in for a one-of-a-kind

Do not expand transfers,
"X" flag

"X" tells SAPHIRE that the basic event is to be used for failure
references, but success references are to be treated the same as if the flag
was blank.

53

Never expand transfers,
"Y" flag

"Y" indicates that a transfer is to be replaced with its basic event for
failed references and the complement of the event is to be used for
success references.

54

Always expand transfers,
"r' flag

'T' causes SAPHIRE to treat the transfer as independent. Logic below
this transfer is expanded for failure references and for success references,
the complement of the logic is used.

55

Blank flag field

When the process field is blank, the transfer associated with this event is

56

o

study.

52

expanded; however, the cut sets generated are removed from the cut sets

_Z
m
_'3

Cut Set

t")

Editor

Key event, "K" flag

using cut set matching.
Fails all locks in the same group.

57

,...]
t_

Lock event, "L" flag

Failed only by its key event.

58

Zoned flagged event, "Z"
flag.

Used to designate that the event has location information attached that
can be used as a criteria on for truncation during cut set generation.

59

_.
o-o
o

Add a cut set

Add a brand new cut set View an existing cut set.

60

<
_"
m

Modify cut set

Change the events that exist in a cut set.

61

"rl

Delete cut set

Delete the entire cut set.

62

Restore cut set

Restore the last deleted cut set.

63

Z
m
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Table 2. (continued).
Q
Major
function

Vital
feature

Cut Set
Editor

Cut Set
Editor

List all sequences
and allow user to
select a sequence
to edit its base
case or alternate

Sub-features
Add event to cut set

Add event to existing cut set.

64

,...]

Modify event in cut set

Modify highlighted event name.

65

Delete event from cut set

Remove the highlighted event form the cut set.

66

_.
t_
o

Restore event

Restore the last deleted event.

67

IIh

Speed search

User can enter a name and the first occurrence of that name is
highlighted. The "NEXT" option goes to and highlights the next
matching event. The "PREVIOUS" option goes to and highlights the
previous matching event.

68

View events with mask

User enters a set of attributes as a mask and views any matching events
with those attributes. The "NEXT" option looks at the next matching
event. The "PREVIOUS" option looks at the previous matching event.

69

Find

Finds the cut set(s) that contains a given list of events and performs the
following functions:
Insert - Add the specified event to the cut set
Replace - Replace a list of events with the specified event.
Delete - Delete the found cut set.
Copy/Add - Create a copy of the found cut set and in that copy,
replace the list of events with the specified event.

70

cut sets.

Importance
Measures

Calculate
importance
measures with:
P(top) Probability that
the top event
occurs.
P(A) Probability of
event A (the
event of interest.

Description

Test
number

Fussell-Vessely

71
FV= P(top)-P(top/A---0)
P(top)

Risk Reduction Ratio

RDR---

P(top)
P(top/A=O)

Risk Increase Ratio

72

73
RIR-- P(top[A --1)
P(top)

"1"1
o
=

Table 2.
Major
function

(continued).
Vital
feature
P(top/A= 1) Probability that
the top event
occurs given A
always occurs
(Probability of
A=I).
P(top/A=O Probability that
top event occurs
given event A
never occurs

Sub-features

Description
_ 1)-P(top/A

---0)

Test
number

Birnbaum Importance

BB--P(top[A

74

Risk Reduction Interval

RRl=P(top)-P(top/A--O)

75

Risk Increase Interval

RH--P(top[A

76

(Probability of
A=0).
_

Importance
Measures

(Same as above)

--1)-P(top)

(.,¢3
O

Select basic
events to show
their importance.
This selection is

Matching basic events with
various criteria.

Matching criteria follows:
Primary name
Group Name
System

accompli shed

Train

through various
selection
techniques.

C)

Type
Failure mode
Location
Initiating event

('3

Attributes

_Z
C_

&
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Table 2. (continued).
Major
function

o
Vital
feature

,-.-,
._

Exclude basic events that
match various criteria.

Importance
Measures
._

Sub-features

Select basic
events to show
their importance.
This selection is
accomplished
through various
selection
techniques.

Description

Test
number

Matching criteria follows:
Primary name
Group Name
System
Train
Type
Failure mode
Location
Initiating event
Attributes

78

Complement

Basic events that were not included or marked are now the selected
events.

79

Reset

Make all events selected.

80

View events

Basic events that are marked ('*') will be selected.

81
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Software
was performed, the actual results were also
documented on the software test record. The
software test record numbers are shown in the
sixth column of Table 3. The fifth column of
Table 3 provides the cross-reference to Table 2.

A discrepancy

was categorized

of Vital Features

testing if SAPHIRE will generate the correct cut
sets for all event tree sequences respectively
using the fault tree method and the cut set
method.
Software test record 20 involves evaluating
uncertainty analysis results for event tree
sequences. Software test record 20 is covered by
software test records 32 and 33.

Anomaly reports were prepared for all discrepancies identified between the way SAPHIRE
should operate and actual operation. Discrepancies were categorized as either critical or noncritical.

Testing

6,2 Summary of Vital Features
Testing

as

critical if the results were incorrect or the potential existed for the results to be misleading. A
discrepancy was categorized as non-critical if the
results were correct but the option was difficult

All
vital
features
were
tested
on
SAPHIRE 4.16. The following sections summarize by major group and vital feature the testing
that was performed and if the results were as
expected or not. The discrepancies that were
identified between the expected operation and the
actual operation of SAPHIRE are discussed in

to use.
During testing it was recognized that some
tests would be redundant in that they would be
bounded or covered by other tests. Specifically,
the tests that fall into this category are software
test records 8, 26, and 28; software test records
14 and 15; and software test record 20.

greater detail in these sections. Software test
records are provided in Appendix C. These
software test records describe the input files,
expected results, and if the output compared to
the expected results or not. Software test records
with all supporting documentation (actual input
and output files) have been retained in the V&V
project files. Anomaly reports that were generated for identified discrepancies are provided in
Appendix D.

Analyze a Medium Fault Tree, software test
record 8, is bounded by software test record 7,
Analyze a Large Fault Tree, and software test
record 9, Analyze a Small Fault Tree. Perform
Analysis on Two Event Trees Using Fault Tree
Method, software test record 26, is bounded by
software test record 24, Perform Analysis on
Event Tree Using Fault Tree Method, and by
software test record 27, Perform Analysis on
Five Event Trees Using Fault Tree Method.
Perform Analysis on Two Event Trees Using
System Cut Set Method, software test record 28,
is bounded by software test record 25, Perform
Analysis on Event Tree Using Cut Sets, and by
software test record 29, Perform Analysis on
Five Event Trees Using System Cut Set Method.
As a result, Tests 8, 26, and 28 were not explic-

6.2.1 Fault Tree Analysis.

itly conducted.

Each of these features and their associated subfeatures were tested. The majority of the results

The vital features

for the major group of Fault Tree Analysis are
1. Cut set generation process
2. Cut set quantification process
3. Cut set quantification

process--analysis

of

single and multiple fault trees.

Software test records 14 and 15 involve
testing if SAPHIRE will generate the correct cut
sets for an event tree sequence using the fault
tree method in one case (software test record 14)
and the cut set method in the second case (software test record 15). These tests are also cov-

were determined to be acceptable except as
discussed below. The implementation for two
points should be discussed. First is the message
given when the cutoff (either size or probability)
is set above any cut set in the fault tree. The
message given is, "The top event cannot occur
(FALSE)!" A better message might be "No cut
sets qualify based upon cutoff." Second, a cut

ered by software test records 24 and 25, respectively. Software test records 24 and 25 involve
35
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Table

3.

Major
function

SAPHIRE

4.0 vital features

Vital feature

Fault Tree

Cut set

Analysis

Generation
Process

o

tested,

Sub-features
Cut set probability cutoff

Cross-Ref
No. to
Table I

Description
Keep only cut sets whose probability is above the cut set

!

Test
Record
No.
1

probability cutoff,
Maximum number of cut
sets

_"
o

The maximum number of cut sets saved in the data is

4

2

,e_
t,,,,,,,
°

nl

i_

( 1+n,)<32,700

¢_"rl
1- I

where

o',

Fault Tree
Analysis

n

=

number of events in the

m

=

number of minimal cut sets in the sequence.

i th

CUt set.

Correct cut set generation

When a fault tree is reduced to cut sets, the correct number of
cut sets exist that produce the top event exists.

5

3

Cut set

Generate minimal cut set

This is the bounding number for the sum of all the cut sets.

8

4

quantification
process

upper bound for alternate
cut sets of the selected
systems

Cut set
quantification
process

Equation for min-cut upper
bound is

•
°
°

9

5

Analysis of
single fault tree

MC--I-il-

Analysis of

A fault tree created with less

This effort is to test the ability of SAPHIRE to solve a single

10

6

multiple fault
trees

than 100 gates and reduced
by hand.

fault tree.

Analyze large fault trees
(fault tree with greater than
1,500 gates). Include
complemented events in the
fault tree.

Maximum number of gates for a fault is 2,500. Fault trees
with greater than 1,500 gates exercise all fault tree reduction
functions.

11

7

It!

MC
C
m

=
=
=

minimal cut set upper bound.
probability of the i'i' cut set.
number of minimal cut sets in the sequence.

I (1-Ci)
i

Table

3.

Major
function
Fault Tree
Analysis

Event Tree
Analysis

(continued).

Vital feature
Analysis of
multiple fault
trees

Sequence
Process
Generation

The break between medium and large is arbitrary. However,
the break between medium and small fault three is to allow a
possible reduction by hand.

12

8

Analyze small faul! trees
where the total number of
gates for each fault tree is
less than 100.

Small fault tree reduction should be accomplished
possible.

13

9

Generate sequences

•

Generate the possible sequences for an event tree or list
of event trees.
Generate all logic for each sequence
All sequences have logic generated except (!) those with
"OK," "SUCCESS," or "IGNORE" as end states and (2)
those whose end states begin with the character "@".
Add mutually exclusive top (if non-blank top exist) as a
successful top to each sequence logic.
Name of list file - Output the logic generated in a report
form to the screen, printer, or user named file.
Numbers - Use sequence numbers as the name of each
generated sequence.
Names - sequence name contained in the event tree as the
name of each generated

16

10

Frequency
Look up sequence minimum cut set upper bound
for marked/highlighted sequences (0.0 is default)
Add frequency to the event tree drawing.
Changed header for the third column to be
frequency.

17

•
•

•

t')

Record
No.

Analyze medium fault trees
(fault tree with greater than
100 and less than 1,500
gates). Include
complemented events in the
fault tree.

•

m

No. to
Table !

Description

•

Sequence
Process
Generation

Test

Sub-features

•

Event Tree
Analysis

Cross-Ref

Sequence editor - Allow
user to change the end state
header and fields for a given
event tree.

•

by hand if

r,_
o
_

t.,t.

11

o
<
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"rl
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Table

_3
(')
70

3.

Major
function

(continued).

Vital feature

r_
o

Sub-features

Description
•

"_

•
•
•

•
•
ta_

oo

Event Tree
Analysis

Sequence
Process
Generation

Link Editor - Allows user to
enter links (exceptions) that
are to be applied during
sequence logic generation

•

•

•

Cross-Ref
No. to
Table 1

Test
Record
No.

'@" status - Change the end state name to be generated
(without '@' in the first character) or not generated (with
'@' in the first character) for each highlighted/marked
sequence.
Line edit - Change any highlighted line.

-"
oo
"<
_"

Follow transfer - If transfer event tree exists, edit its
logic.
Global replace - Given the column number and a search
string, replace any occurrences of the search string in the
given column number with the replace string.
Header edit - Change the header for the drawing.
Change transfer - Toggle logic between being a transfer
path or a termination path.
Multiple branches - If more than one failed branch exists
and an exception applies to at least one of them, then all
branches must have a replaced top and replacement top.
Definitions
Rule - A rule of replacement contains a number of
conditional tops, tops to be replaced, and tops to
replace.
Entry - A cell in a rule (conditional top, replaced
top, or replacement top).
Add RULE - Complete rule.
ENTRY - Add an entry at the highlighted cell.
Modify RULE - Complete rule.
ENTRY - Add an entry at the highlighted cell.
Delete RULE - Complete rule.
ENTRY - Highlighted entry.
Restore RULE - Last deleted complete rule.
Entry - Last deleted entry.
Copy RULE - Make a copy of an existing rule at
user specified location.
Discard any cut sets whose probability is less than this
value.

t_
'-']
¢*

=
u,

18

12

Table

3.

(continued).

Major
function

Vital feature
Sequence Cut
Set Generation

Sub-features

Description

Cross-Ref

Test

No. to
Table i

Record
No.

Cut set probability cutoff

•

Cut set probability of failure is equal to the product of
the failure probability of each event.

19

13

Event Tree

Solve sequence with fault

•

Maximum of 10,000 events and gates per combined

23

14

Analysis

trees - Combine the fault
tree logic for all referenced
successful and failed

-

failed logic.
Maximum of I0,000 events and gates per combined
successful logic.

systems, generate cut sets,
and solve using fault tree
cut set generation algorithm.

•
•

Maximum of 2,500 gates per combined failed logic.
Maximum of 2,500 gates per combined successful logic.

Solve sequence with system
cut sets

•

24

15

•

Combine the cut sets for all referenced systems to
generate the sequence cut sets.
Referenced system cut sets must exist at this point.

•
•

n
m

25

16

,.c,

Maximum number of cut
sets that can be saved in the

=
=

number of events in the ithcut set.
number of minimal cut sets in the sequence.

database for one sequence is
calculated as follows:
n!

i_

or"e

(1 +n)<32,700

ta

Event Tree
Analysis

Sequence Cut
Set Generation

Default flag (change Set)

•
•

Z

•

70
['rJ

•

70
-,

Each sequence can have a change set that applies only to
it during the cut set generation.
The default change set listed here will overwrite any
change sets that are specifically tied to the sequence.
Keyword "NONE" will cause cut sets to be generated
without any sequence change set.
Reevaluate existing cut sets based on the current data and
these parameters:
-

Cut set probability cutoff
Discard any cut sets whose probability of failure is
less than the cutoff value.

-

The probability of failure is equal to the product of
the probability of each event in the cut set.

26
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Table

3.

(continued).

Major
function

Vital feature

Event Tree

Sequence Cut

Analysis

Set Generation

o
::t,

Sub-features
Update cut sets

Quantify cut sets

Description
•

Size truncation - Throw away any cut sets whose size

•

exceeds a specified size.
Zone truncation - Throw away any cut sets whose

•

number of zone events exceeds the specified zone size.
Use base case or alternate case - Use base case cut sets
or alternate case cut sets as the basis for the evaluation,

•
•

Generate minimal cut set upper bound for the alternate
cut sets of the selected sequence or sequences.
Equation for min-cut upper bound is

Cross-Ref
No. to
Table 1
27

Test
Record
No.
18

_"
m..
"rl
¢¢
28

19

!

where

Event Tree
Analysis

Sequence Cut
Set Generation

Cut set uncertainty Perform uncertainty analysis
on the sequence(s) based on
the following:

•

•
•
•
•

=
=
=

minimal cut set upper bound
probability of the i'h cut set
number of minimal cut sets in the sequence.

Sampling techniques
Monte Carlo
Latin Hypercube
Sample size
Random number seed
Probability distribution of each event in the cut set
Level
Single - Perform uncertainty on each
highlighted/marked sequence individually.
Group - Perform uncertainty analysis on a group of
highlighted/marked sequences.
End State - Perform uncertainty analysis on the
group of sequences that belong to the same
highlighted end state.
Family - Perform uncertainty analysis on all
sequences as a group in the family.
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29

20

Table 3. (continued).
Cro_-Ref
Major
function
Event Tree
Analysis

Vital feature
Sequence Cut
Set Generation

Sub-features
Split fraction

Description
•
•
•

Calculate the split fraction for the highlighted/marked
sequences.
Split fraction is an approximation of the minimum cut set
upper bound for a sequence.
The equation is
tl

Test

No. to
Table 1

Record
No.

30

21

nl

SF=(i!H

(1 -sMC,))x(jH

!

fMC)

where
SF
sMC =
-_
n
=
fMC =
m
Event Tree
Analysis

Sequence Cut
Set Generation

Base case update

•
•

Copy the alternative cut set information to the base case.
Information includes the cut sets, quantified values, and
the uncertainty values.

31

22

r_
o
_,

Quantifying
Process

•

•
•
•

MC
C
m

32

23

..]
t_,,
=--

_Z
C1
t'l'l
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=

split fraction
minimal cut set upper bound of the i'h
successful system
number of successful systems
minimal cut set upper bound of the i'" failed
system
number of failed systems.

•

Generate minimal cut
set upper bound for
the alternate cut sets
of the selected
sequence or
sequences.
Equation for min-cut
upper bound is

=
=
=

minimal cut set upper bound
probability of the ithcut set
number of minimal cut sets in the sequence
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Major
function
dr,
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(continued).

Vital feature

Description

Sub-features

Cross-Ref

Test

No. to
Table i

Record
No.

-.]

24
Event Tree
Analysis

Capability of
performing the
analysis on a
single event
tree

Perform analysis on event
tree using fault trees,

•

Maximum of 10,000 events and gates per combined
failed logic.
Maximum of 10,000 events and gates per combined
successful logic.
Maximum of 2,500 gates per combined failed logic.
Maximum of 2,500 gates per combined successful logic.

33

Combine the cut sets for all referenced systems to
generate the sequence cut sets.
Referenced system cut sets must exist at this point.

_'34

35

26

•
•

Maximum of 10,000 events and gates per combined
failed logic.
Maximum of 10,000 events and gates per combined
successful logic.
Maximum of 2,500 gates per combined failed logic.
Maximum of 2,500 gates per combined successful logic.

•

Maximum of 10,000 events and gates per combined

36

27

Combine the cut sets for all referenced systems to
generate the sequence cut sets.
Referenced system cut sets must exist at this point

38

28

Combine the cut sets for all referenced systems to
generate the sequence cut sets.
Referenced system cut sets must exist at this point

39

29

•
•
•
Perform analysis on event
tree using cut sets.

°
•

Event Tree
Analysis

Capability of
performing the
analysis on
multiple event
trees.

Perform analysis on two
event trees using fault tree
method

Event Tree

Capability of

Perform analysis on five

Analysis

performing the
analysis on
multiple event
trees.

event trees using fault tree
method

Capebility of
performing
analysis on

Perform analysis on two
event trees using system cut
set method

•

multiple event
flees

Perform analysis on five
event trees using system cut
set method

•

-_

•
•

•
•
•

°

•

_"
_o
_<.
"rl
25
_

failed logic.
Maximum of 10,000 events and gates per combined
successful logic.
Maximum of 2,500 gates per combined failed logic.
Maximum of 2,500 gates per combined successful logic.

Table

3. (continued).

Major
function
Uncertainty
Analysis

Vital feature
Single Event
sampling Take single
event with
known
distribution and
sample the
event to
determine if the
distribution is
reproduced.

Sub-features
Monte Carlo Sampling

Uncertainty
analysis of
sequences,

*
*
•
•
•
•

Lognormai Distribution
Normal Distribution
Beta Distribution
Chi-Squared Distribution
Exponential Distribution
Uniform Distribution

•

Histogram

•

Lognormal Distribution

•
•
•
•
•
•

Normal Distribution
Beta Distribution
Chi-Squared Distribution
Exponential Distribution
Uniform Distribution
Histogram

Latin Hypercube Sampling

._

Uncertainty
Analysis

Description

Monte Carlo Sampling

Perform uncertainty on sequences with approximately 100,
1,000, and 5,000 cut sets. Check the following Levels for the
sequences:

,
_Z
70
0"1
70
_

Uncertainty
Analysis

Uncertainty
analysis of
sequences,

Latin Hypercube Sampling

Test
Record
No.

43

30

44

31

45

32

Single - Perform uncertainty on each highlighted/marked
sequence individually,
Group - Perform uncertainty analysis on a group of

o'_
o

highlighted/marked sequences.
End State - Perform uncertainty analysis on the group of
sequences that belong to the same highlighted end state,
Family - Perform uncertainty analysis on all sequences as

,...]
ooo
,_.
=

a group in the family.

0_
o

Perform uncertainty on sequences with approximately 100,
1,000, and 5,000 cut sets. Check the following Levels for the
sequences:
Single - Perform uncertainty on each highlighted/marked
sequence individually.
-

Cross-Ref
No. to
Table !

-

Group Perform uncertainty analysis on a group of
highlighted/marked sequences.

46

33
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Table 3. (continued).

Major
function

Vital feature

o

Sub-features

-.,
4_

Description
-

Cross-Ref
No. to
Table 1

Test
Record
No.

End State - Perform uncertainty analysis on the group of
sequences that belong to the same highlighted end state,
Family - Perform uncertainty analysis on all sequences as
a group in the family.

_"
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Change Set
Features

Creating
Change Sets

Individual Probability
Method - Direct assignment
of new probability.

This method is most appropriate for when on-of-a-kind events
must be changed.

47

34

Change Set
Features

Creating
Change Sets

Tagging Method - Manual
designation of a group of
events that need the same
change definition.

This method is appropriate when search criteria for a group of
events is difficult to establish or when more than one group of
events must reside in a change set.

48

35

Class M_.hod - Establishing
search criteria for a class of
events, inputting the desired
change definition, and
allowing the software to
search the database for all
events that meet the search
criteria and automatically
applying the change
definition.

This method is appropriate when a large number of like events
must have changes defined.

49

36

Enter the change set menu In IRRAS it's under
"Generate Event Data" menu
and in SARA it's under
"Modify Event Data" under
the Systems Analysis Menu.

°
•

50

37

Applying *
Changes to
Models

Mark the change set to be modified.
Generate changes.

,-.]

Table

3. (continued).

Major
function

Vital feature

Sub-features

Description
Select the quantification option.
Select the system or sequence.
Press enter.

Cross-Ref
No. to
Table 1

Test
Record
No.

51

38

52

39

Change Set
Features

Applying
Changes to
Models

Apply changes to system
data - Enter the "Analyze
Sequence" menu in IRRAS
or the "Analyze Systems"
menu or the "Analyze Event
Tree" menu in SARA.

•
•
°

Change Set
Features

Flags to be
applied in
change set
events

Sensitivity Analysis, "S"
flag

Special flag put in for a one-of-a-kind

Do not expand transfers,
"X" flag

"X" tells SAPHIRE that the basic event is to be used for failure
references, but success references are to be treated the same as
if the flag was blank.

53

40

Never expand transfers, "Y....
flag

Y" indicates that a transfer is to be replaced with its basic
event for failed references and the complement of the event is
to be used for success references.

54

41

Always expand transfers, "1.... I" causes SAPHIRE to treat the transfer as independent. Logic
flag
below this transfer is expanded for failure references and for
success references the complement of the logic is used.

55

42

Blank flag field

56

study.

4_

When the process field is blank, the transfer associated with
this event is expanded; however, the cut sets generated are
removed from the cut sets using cut set matching.

o
43
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Table 3. (continued).

(")

Major
function

,--,
-_

Importance

Calculate

Measures

various
importance
measures with
the following

Vital feature

o

Sub-features

Description

Cross-Ref

Test

No. to
Table 1

Record
No.

71

44
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FusselI-Vessely

FV-- P(top)-P(top/A

---0)

P( top)

o
,-m
i,,,d•
¢,,,,,¢

_.

definitions:
P(top) Probability that
the top event
occurs.

Risk Reduction Ratio

P(A) Probability of
event A (the
event of
interest.

Risk Increase Ratio

RDR _

P(top)

72

45

P( top]A --O)

_

RIR = P(top/A --l )
P(top)

73

46

Birnbaum Importance

BB =P(top[A-- 1)-P(top/A--O)

74

47

A= 1).
P(top/A=0) Probability that
the top event
occurs given

Risk Reduction Interval

RRI=P(top)-P(top/A

75

48

event A never
occurs

Risk Increase Interval

Rll--P(top[A

76

49

P(top/A=l) Probability that
the top event
occurs given A
always occurs
(Probability of

(Probability of
A=0).

_.
(m

=l)-P(top)

=0)

Software

Testing
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set report (empty except for the date, time, and
page number) is produced from the Report
Module even when there are no cut sets available. It might be better to produce the same
message that appears under the Display Option,
"No cut sets available." Software test records 1
through 9 in Appendix C address the testing
performed for the vital features of Fault Tree
Analysis.

gates that CAFTA calculated, there is a problem
with the gate counter. The impact was categorized as non-critical.
The error message does
lead the user to believe that the problem may be
in a different area other than memory. In addition, SAPHIRE will corrupt the database and
recovery actions will be necessary if SAPHIRE
is unable to process the tree. The appropriate
documentation should be changed.

Cut Set Generation Process---Maximum
Number
of Cut Sets Saved.
The formula
provided in the IRRAS Version 4.0 Functional
Requirements Document (Draft, dated December
1992) for the maximum number of cut sets saved
was tested (software test record 2). The formula
provided is incorrect.
It states that the total
number of events plus the number of cut sets
saved will be one less than 32,700. The correct
value was found to be one less than 32,000. The
discrepancy appears to be a misinterpretation of
the space provided for the storage of cut sets.
The impact is considered to be non-critical;
however, the user documentation should be
changed to reflect the correct storage capacity of
the code. The maximum number of cut sets

6.2.2 Event Tree Analysis. The vital features for the major group of Event Tree Analysis
are

saved was also a problem under Event Tree
Analysis (software test record 16).

Software test records 10 through 29 in Appendix C address the testing performed for the vital
features of Event Tree Analysis. The majority of
the results were acceptable. The following
discrepancies were identified for Event Tree
Analysis.

1. Sequence generation process
2. Sequence cut set generation process
3. Quantifying process
4. Capability of performing analysis on a single
event tree
5. Capability of performing analysis on multiple
event trees.

Cut Set Quantification Process.--Large
Fault Tree. A test was performed (software
test record 7) to determine if SAPHIRE would
correctly quantify a large fault tree (between
1500 and 2500 gates). Even though the quantification and cut set results from SAPHIRE compared well with the results from CAFTA,
SAPHIRE and CAFTA reported a different
number of gates per tree. CAFTA recognized
1856 gates, while SAPHIRE recognized only 612
gates. By changing the amount of RAM memory, the size of the tree that could be analyzed
would change.
However, after maximizing
memory to 627K out of 640K, it was not possible to analyze a tree past 612 gates without
receiving the error message, "Too many gates in
this tree!" Therefore, the maximum number of
gates (2,500) was never reached and is misleading because the total number of gates is dependent on the amount of available RAM. Since the
total number of gates that SAPHIRE calculated
for this test was less than 3 times the number of

Sequence Generation Process---Link
Editor. The Link Editor sub-feature was tested
(software test record 12) to determine if correct
sequence logic would be generated when linkage
rules were invoked. This sub-feature or option
allows the user to define linkage rules and
generate sequence logic.
To test the linkage rules, an event tree with
multiple branches was developed.
The user
selects multiple branches to consider more than
one possible failure path for an event tree top
event. For example, a user can set one safety
relief valve to reseat and a separate failure path
for failure of more than one safety relief valve to
reseat. Figure 2 shows the event tree used for
this test. Table 4 reflects the linkage rules that
were imposed (the input file). According to the
47
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Figure

2. Link editor discrepancy.

Table 4. Linkage rules.
IF

AND

1/A
2/A

B1

Table 5. Output file for link editor test.
THEN

IS

Sequence
name

System

System

System

B
B

=B
=B1

1

/A

/I3

/C

C

=C1

2

/A

/B

C

3

/A

B

4
substitutes

/A

B
B1

/C

5
substitutes

/A

B
B1

C

6

A

rules in Table 4, when A succeeds, B can fail in
two ways: either as B or B 1. Or, when A succeeds and B 1 fails, C should be designated as C1
instead.
Table 5 shows the output file after
processing by SAPHIRE.
All sequences are
correct except for Sequence 5. This sequence
should have been A succeeds, B fails and is then
replaced by B 1, and C fails and is then replaced
by C1. SAPHIRE did not replace C with C1.
Anomaly report AR-12-0893-001 was generated
to document this problem.

B 1, and C succeeds and is then replaced by C 1.
SAPHIRE did not replace B with B 1 and C with
C1. Sequence 5 should have been A succeeds,
B fails and is then replaced by B 1, and C fails
and is then replaced by C1. SAPHIRE did not
replace B with B 1 and C with C 1.

As a further test, an "@" symbol was placed
on the end state of Sequence 3. Therefore, no
logic was generated for this sequence. Table 6
shows the output files after processing by
SAPHIRE. All sequences are correct except for
Sequences 4 and 5. Sequence 4 should have
been A succeeds, B fails and is then replaced by
NUREG/CR-6145

From these two tests, SAPHIRE is not correctly processing event tree sequence linkage
rules for event trees with multiple branches.
Given the potential for some PRA analysts to
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Table 6. Output file for link editor test with @
symbol,
Sequence
name
1

System
/A

System
/B

2

/A

/B

C

4

/A

B

/C

5

/A

B

C

6

A
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instead of the base case probabilities. Since the
report function does not identify whether the
printout is for the base case or the alternate case,
the user could inadvertently use the wrong case.
This discrepancy was categorized as critical since
the user could inadvertently use the wrong case.

System
/C

6.2.3

Uncertainty Analysis.

features for the major
Analysis are

The vital

group of Uncertainty

1. Single event sampling
2. Uncertainty analysis of sequences.

develop event trees with more than one possible
failure path for an event tree top event, this
discrepancy was categorized as critical

Each of these features and their associated subfeatures were tested. Software test records 30
through 33 in Appendix C address the testing
performed for the vital features of Uncertainty
Analysis. The uncertainty analysis was checked
for both the Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube
sampling.
For both of these sampling techniques, single event analysis (i.e., a single basic
event) and multiple event analysis (i.e., a group
of basic events, such as system or sequence cut
sets) were investigated.
Additionally, the random number generator used in SAPHIRE was
checked for its suitability. The following discrepancies were identified for Uncertainty
Analysis.

Sequence
Cut
Set
Generation
Process--Maximum
Number of Cut Sets
Saved.
A separate anomaly report was not
generated for the maximum number of cut sets
saved under event tree analysis (software test
record 16) since the same problems were
encountered here as in ,'he fault tree analysis section on the maximum number of cut sets saved
(see software test record 2 and anomaly report
AR-2-07-93-001).
Sequence
Cut
Set
Generation
Process--Split
Fraction.
From the test of
the split fraction calculation (software test record
21), SAPHIRE is not rounding the results correctly. SAPHIRE results may be truncated after
three decimal places. The problem appears to be
due to incorrect or lack of rounding techniques,
This discrepancy was categorized as non-critical;
however, it could be an important factor if
rounding is treated in the same manner in other
portions of SAPHIRE, such as in the quantification modules.
(The rounding problem was
also noted in software test record 23 on the
minimal cut set upper bound calculation.)

Sequence

Cut

Set

For the single event uncertainty analysis, all
SAPHIRE available distributions were checked.
These distributions are uniform, exponential,
lognormal, chi-square, normal, gamma, beta, and
histogram. Out of these eight distributions, only
one passed all the acceptance criteria tests (the
specific acceptance criteria is spelled out in the
particular software test record). The predominant
reason why seven of eight distributions failed
some of the acceptance criteria tests was that
SAPHIRE allows the user to input improper
distribution
parameters.
In some cases,
SAPHIRE will print an error message indicating
that improper distribution parameters were used,
but still attempt to perform the uncertainty
analysis using the improper parameters.
This
could lead to incorrect results, a:_d consequently,
was categorized as a critical discrepancy for each
appropriate distribution. Anomaly reports AR30-0893-001
(exponential),
AR-30-0893-005

Generation

Process---Base
Case Update. Even though
SAPHIRE correctly performed the quantification
when the base case update function was tested
(software test record 22), the report function
printed out the alternate change set values
49
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(chi-square), AR-30-0893-008
(beta), AR-300893-010 (normal), AR-30-0893-011 (gamma),
AR-30-0893-012 (lognormal), and AR-30-0893013 (uniform) discuss the lack of parameter
validation for the respective distributions.

the uncertainty value as the degrees of freedom
for the chi-square distributiGn, the results should
be as expected. This discrepancy was categorized as critical. See anomaly report AR-300893-004 for details on the test results.

For those test cases that did not use improper
distribution parameters, another generic problem
was found for both the Monte Carlo and Latin
Hypercube Sampling.
The problem is that
SAPHIRE appears to have an internal arithmetic
precision limitation when distribution sampled
values are small (approximately 1E-14 to 1E-15
or smaller). When a small value is generated by
SAPHIRE, the value is rounded down to zero.
It is assumed that this problem appears because
of the arithmetic operations in the min-cut upperbound approximation.
This discrepancy was
categorized as critical for both Monte Carlo and
Latin Hypercube Sampling.
Anomaly reports
AR-30-0893-002
and AR-30-0893-003
give
additional detail on this generic problem.

The gamma distribution had two anomalies,
one categorized as non-critical and one as critical. The non-critical anomaly is that when the
uncertainty value equals n/2 (where n equals the
degrees of freedom) and the probability field
equals 2*(uncertainty value), then the gamma
distribution will be chi-square distributed with n
degrees of freedom. Consequently, it would be
expected that the sampling for identical gamma
and chi-square distributions should be exactly the
same. The Monte Carlo sampling for the gamma
distributions, which are X2(1) and 2:(2), differs a
little from the Monte Carlo ,,ampling for the
corresponding chi-square distributions.
This
inconsistency could cause some confusion. The
Latin Hypercube Sampling for the gamma/chisquare distributions does not display this inconsistency. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-007
for details on the test results.

The chi-square distribution has a discrepancy
that could result in confusion. When using the
chi-square distribution, the SAPHIRE Technical
Reference Manual: IRRAS/SARA Version 4.0
(NUREG/CR-5964),
states that the chi-square
distribution that is sampled (Y) is given by

The critical anomaly for the gamma distribution is that with a probability value of 1E--4 and
an uncertainty value of 10,000, the Monte Carlo
sampling seemed to return the same value (7.068E-6) for each sample.
Consequently, the
sampling distribution results were in error. Also,
no error messages were displayed alerting the
user to the problem. Two other statistical packages (@RISK and SAS) were used to see if the
choice of parameters for the gamma distribution
is a generic problem. Both @RISK and SAS
correctly handled the gamma distribution with
these parameters. Thus, some parameter values
for the gamma distribution could result in erroneous results.
The users of SAPHIRE should
exercise caution and test specific gamma distributions if the gamma distribution must be used.
See anomaly report AR-30-0893-006 for details
on the test results.

Y = aX ,
where X is distributed as x2(k), k is the uncertainty value, and a = (probability value)/
(uncertainty value).
Thus, if the probability
value equals 2 and the uncertainty value equals
1, then the sample chi-square distribution results
should equal 2_2(1).
All the tests that were set up as a multiple of
the chi-square distribution did not give sampling
results as a multiple of the chi-square distribution. Instead, the results only seemed to give the
chi-square distribution part [e.g., the results were
very close to what would be expected for X2(1),
not 2_2(1)]. Other than this discrepancy of not
resulting in a multiple of the chi-square distribution, the chi-square sampling for n degrees of
freedom seemed to be close to tabulated values
of chi-square percentiles.
Consequently, if the
user ignores the probability value and uses only
NUREG/CR-6145

The exponential distribution had a discrepancy that was categorized as non-critical.
When using the exponential distribution, the
distribution results should be the same as those
from the gamma distribution
(when the
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uncertainty value parameter equals 1 in the
gamma distribution).
For the Latin Hypercube
Sampling analysis, the sampling for EXP(O) is
not exactly the same as GAMMA(O,I), while for
the Monte Carlo sampling the two distributions
produce exactly the same sampling. This is not
a critical error (since both sampling methods for
the Latin Hypercube Sampling distributions seem
to produce accurate results). However, to be
consistent, the EXP(O) and GAMMA(O,1)
sampling for Latin Hypercube Sampling should
be the same. (This could also be labeled as
another anomaly for the gamma distribution.)
See anomaly report AR-31-0893-001 for details
on the test results,
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3. Flags to be applied in change set events.
Software test records 34 through 43 in Appendix C address the testing performed for the vital
Change Set features. The majority of the results
were acceptable. The following discrepancies
were identified for Change Set Features.
Creating Change Sets--Class
Method.
A test (software test record 36) was performed to
evaluate the Class Method sub-feature. This subfeature or option is used when a large number of
events need to be changed. The user establishes
a search criteria, and the software will search the
database for all events that meet that criteria and
automatically apply the change definition.
The
results obtained from this test were correct;
however, an anomaly report (AR-36-0793-001)
was generated since the menus and the user
documentation do not explain how to mark a
class of events. This discrepancy between how
the code actually works and the documentation
was categorized as non-critical.

The beta distribution has a discrepancy that
was categorized as critical. For the beta distribution, the parameters that were specified for
several distdbutiotas [e.g., (1) prob. value =
0.001, uncertainty value = 0.2; (2) prob. value =
1E-6, uncertainty value = 2; and (3) prob. value
= 1E-6, uncertainty value = 800000] should
result in legitimate beta distributions. For these
beta distributions, SAPHIRE actions ranged from
giving runtime errors (causing the need to recover the database)to seemingly running correctly
but giving nonsensical results.
Thus, some
parameter values for the beta distribution could
result in erroneous results.
The users of
SAPHIRE should exercise caution and test
specific beta distributions if the beta distribution
must be used. See anomaly report AR-30-0893009 for details on the test results,

Flags to be Applied to Change Set
Events. The Sensitivity Process Flag CS" Flag)
was not tested since it is an undocumented
feature and has no criteria by which to measure
results. This flag allows the analyst to vary the
probability of an event or group of events over
a specified range and plot the change to core
damage frequency.
To use this option, the
hidden key "P" must be used to gain access to
the sensitivity menus. This feature could be very
useful and needs to be documented. The discrepancy between how th_ code actually works
and the documentation was categorized as critical. If users do not know about the hidden "P"
key, they could mark the flag, run the option,
and think that an analysis had been performed by
the code when, in actuality, the analysis would
not have been performed.
Users could then
interpret the results as the event or group of
events having very little effect on the core
damage frequency. Anomaly report AR-39-0793-002 was generated to document this problem.

No anomalies were found for the multiple
event uncertainty analysis (note: only distributions and parameters that checked out correctly
from the single event uncertainty analysis tests
were used for the multiple event uncertainty
analysis tests). Also, tests checking the random
number generator did not reveal any anomalies,
6.2.4
Change Set Features.
The vital
features for the major group of Change Set
Features are
1. Creating change sets

The 'T' process flag uses the failure of system
logic on the event tree failure path and the
success of system logic on the event tree success
path. This feature was tested under software test

2. Applying changes to models
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record 42.
A change set was created, and
sequence logic and cut sets were generated both
with and without fault trees. "With fault trees"
means that the fault tree logic was used to
generate the sequence logic.
"Without fault
trees" signifies that SAPHIRE used existing fault
tree cut sets to generate the sequence logic,
Unacceptable results were generated for the
without fault trees case. The cause appears to be
that SAPHIRE complemented the existing system
cut sets incorrectly. SAPHIRE did not account
for the event tree success logic in generating
sequence cut sets. Anomaly Report AR-420793-001 was generated. This discrepancy was
categorized as critical since it could provide the
user with incorrect results,

Vesely, Risk Reduction Ratio, Risk Increase
Ratio, Birnbaum Importance, Risk Reduction
Interval, and Risk Increase Interval. The importance measures were examined using three
slightly different approaches.
First, IRRAS
calculations for the CSS system in the DEMO
family were independently checked using a
LOTUS 1-2-3 spreadsheet. Second, importance
measures for an event in the LOSP event tree in
the DEMO family were compared with importance measures calculated by hand. Last, IRRAS
calculations using a SARA-level database of the
LaSalle PRA 6 were compared against importance
measures published in the LaSalle PRA documentation.
All results were determined to be
acceptable. Software test records 44 through 49
in Appendix C address the testing performed for
importance measures.

6.2.5 Importance Measures. Six importance
measures are available in SAPHIRE: Fusseil-
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7. SOFTWARE TESTING OF NON-VITAL FEATURES
SAPHIRE features were evaluated and either
designated as vital or non-vital features. Nonvital features are those features whose malfunction or lack of function will not preclude obtaining the final correct results from SAPHIRE. The
non-vital features are fault tree construction,
event tree construction, database manipulation,
histograms, results display, and general capabilities. Lack of function of a non-vital feature can
add many additional hours to an analysis since
the work that would have been performed by that
feature will have to be performed manually or
through an altemate method.

The next step was to prepare a test procedure
to identify the success criteria that the feature
must meet. The non-vital features test procedure
is provided in Appendix F.
The final step was to apply the test procedures to SAPHIRE. Software test records were
not generated for the non-vital features. Instead
the test procedure was followed and items were
checked off as they were completed. All discrepancies identified with the non-vital features
were documented on anomaly reports.
The non-vital features testing was performed
on SAPHIRE 4.15. Except for one discrepancy,
all other discrepancies identified were categorized as non-critical.
The one discrepancy
categorized as critical was the link editor problem that was also identified during the vital
features testing and discussed in Section 6.2.2.
The anomaly reports for the non-vital features
are provided in Appendix G.

Non-vital features were tested for functionality. The first step was to prepare a test design
specification to identify and summarize the nonvital features to be tested. The non-vital features
test design specification is provided in Appendix E.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Section 8.1 discusses the V&V findings that
are directly applicable to SAPHIRE and provides
recommendations for these findings. Section 8.2
discusses the findings from the V&V process
that was used and provides recommendations for
improving this process.

and performance requirements and restrictions
should be prepared and maintained so that other
code developers could continue developing,
enhancing, and maintaining the code if the
current code developers were not available.
8.1.2 User Documentation. It is important
that the userdocumentation be complete,correct,

8.1 Conclusionsand Recommendations from the

and understandableso that the code will be used
correctly and to its fullest potential. Evaluation
of the user documentation is recommended in
IEEE Std 1012-1986.
As discussed in Section 5.0, to evaluate the user documentation,
users were surveyed across NRC, commercial
industry, and national laboratories to determine
how well the user documentation meets the
needs of the users. Users rated the SAPHIRE
documentation for helpfulness, technical content,
organization, completeness, and overall usefulness. This survey determined that the SAPHIRE
user documentation needs improvement.
The
majority of users commented that the documentation needs a much better discussion of how the
code works, which includes a better discussion
of the code hierarchy and of the features and
options. Most users also commented that the
documentation needs to discuss how to use the
codeto perform a PRA. Several users suggested
that the user documentation include a road map
or flow path of how to use SAPHIRE from a
PRA analyst's point of view.

SAPHIRE V&V
A consistent comment that was heard during
the V&V of SAPHIRE/IRRAS was that it is a
very powerful and extremely useful PRA code.
This comment was received from NRC, commercial industry, and national laboratory users,
However, in almost all cases there was the
caveat statement that the code is difficult to use
and that the user documentation is not helpful,
Correction of many of the following findings
could improve this situation,
The following summarizes the major findings
from each task and, if appropriate, recommends
actions that need to be taken,
8.1.1 Software Requirements Documentation. As discussedin Section 4.1.1, the Functional Requirements
Document is neither a
functional description nor a system requirements
specification. It will be desirable to rewrite the

8.1.3 SAPHIRE V&V Testing and Code
Discrepancies.
As discussed in Section 6.1,
not all vital features were tested due to the time'
available to V&V SAPHIRE 4.0. To reduce the
original list of vital features, frequent INEL users
were asked to rank each sub-feature as high,
medium, or low. Only those sub-features that
were ranked as high were tested. For the V&V
of SAPHIRE 5.0, it is planned that all vital
features will be listed again, including any new
vital features that result from changes or enhancements to SAPHIRE 5.0. It is expected that
all vital features will be tested for SAPHIRE 5.0.

Functional Requirements
Document so that
requirements and design constraints are clearly
and concisely stated. It is recommended that this
be considered for future SAPHIRE versions,
Using the rewritten Functional Requirements
Document, a Software Design Description (SDD)
should be prepared. Preparing an SDD would
greatly facilitate applying changes and enhancements to future versions,
Overall, the methodology employed to control
both documentation and software changes needs
to be more rigorous. Changes to software should
be reflected in system and user documentation as
new versions are released and deficiencies corrected. System documentation detailing system
NUREG/CR-6145

Discrepancies between the way SAPHIRE
should operate and actually operates were
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identified.
All discrepancies identified were
either considered to be of moderate or minor
significance. Section 6.2 presented discrepancies
that were identified during the V&V testing of
vital features. The discrepancies were provided
to the code developers for modifications to
SAPHIRE 4.16. Briefly, the following discrepancies were categorized as critical:

and Recommendations

very close to what would be expected for ;(:(1),
not 2;(-'(1)].
The anomaly for the gamma distribution is
that with probability value of 1E--4 and uncertainty value of 10,000, the Monte Carlo sampling
seemed to retum the same value (7.068E-6) for
each sample. Consequently, the sampling distribution results were in error. Also, no error
messages were displayed alerting the user to the
problem.

Link Editor.
SAPHIRE is not correctly
processing event tree sequence linkage rules for
event trees with multiple branches (see Section 6.2.2). This discrepancy cannot be corrected
in the SAPHIRE 4.0 series,

For certain beta distributions, SAPHIRE
actions ranged from giving runtime errors (causing the need to recover the database) to running
seemingly correctly but giving nonsensical
results.

Sequence Cut SetGenerationProcess
---Base
Case
Update.
Even though
SAPHIRE correctly performed the quantification
when the base case update function was tested,
the report function did not identify whether the
printout was for the base case or the alternate
case (see Section 6.2.2). This discrepancy was
categorized as critical since the user could inadvertently use the wrong case. This discrepancy
will be corrected
with the release
of
SAPHIRE 4.17.

All discrepancies associated with uncertainty
analysis will be corrected with :'.e release of
SAPHIRE 4.17.
Process
Flags.
The Sensitivity Process
Flag CS" Flag) was not tested since it is an
undocumented feature and has no criteria by
which to measure results. This flag allows the
analyst to vary the probability of an event or
group of events over a specified range and plot
the change to core damage frequency.
Even
though this is a menu option, it will not operate
by simply selecting the option from the menu.
An anomaly report was generated because the
potential exists for a user to select this menu
option and think that an analysis has been performed. To use this option, a hidden key must
be used to gain access to the necessary menus
and "run" the analysis (see Section 6.2.4). This
feature could be very useful and needs to be
documented.

Uncertainty
Analysis,
Several discrepancies were identified with the uncertainty analysis
that are considered to be of moderate significance (see Section 6.2.3).
The first is that
SAPHIRE will allow the user to input improper
distribution parameters. In some cases SAPHIRE will print an error message indicating that
improper distribution parameters were used, but
it will still attempt to perform the uncertainty
analysis,
Another moderate significance discrepancy
was the generic problem for both Monte Carlo
and Latin Hypercube Sampling. It appears that
SAPHIRE has an internal arithmetic precision
limitation when distribution sampled values are
small,

For the 'T' process flag, unacceptable results
were generated for the "without fault trees" case
because SAPHIRE complemented the existing
system cut sets incorrectly. SAPHIRE did not
take into account the event tree success logic in
generating sequence cut sets. This discrepancy
was categorized as critical since it could provide
the user with incorrect results (see Section 6.2.4).
All discrepancies associated with process flags
will be corrected as the options will be removed
with the release of SAPHIRE 4.17.

All the tests that had a multiple of the chisquare distribution did not give sampling results
as a multiple of the chi-square distribution,
Instead, the results seemed only to give the chisquare distribution part [e.g., the results were
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8.2 Conclusions from the V&V
Process

experience

of the personnel

performing the V&V.
Reproducing the results is very important in

The lessons learned during the V&V are
discussed below along with any changes that
should be incorporated into the V&V process for

any technical analysis, including a V&V. To
ensure that results can be reproduced, the code
version must remain the same throughout the
V&V. Ever3' effort should be made to use the
same code version during the V&V of
SAPHIRE 5.0.

SAPHIRE 5.0.
The V&V Plan provided a definite structure
to the V&V effort and ensured that all testing
had a purpose and was documented. However,
in one case the V&V plan wasn't followed to the
letter, and this deviation was not documented.
Initially, a SAPHIRE V&V committee of senior
PRA analysts was formed according to the V&V
Plan to supplement the experience and knowledge of the personnel performing the V&V.
However, for the vital features testing, it was

The description/criteria column of the vital
features list did not always provide well-defined
criteria and test conditions for all features and
sub-features. Some tests were also bounded by
other tests or were imbedded within other tests.
To eliminate any redundancies and inconsistencies for the V&V of SAPHIRE 5.0, the list of
vital features tested should be revised to ensure
that the best test of a feature has been deter-

decided to use senior PRA analysts, thus negating the need for the V&V committee.
The
SAPHIRE 5.0 V&V Plan should allow for the
V&V committee to be optional, based on the

NUREG/CR-6145

and knowledge

mined and is properly described.
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Appendix
A
Verification
andValidation
PlanforSAPHIRE
4.0
This document def'mesthe software verification andvalidation (V&V) plan to be used for the System Analysis
Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluation (SAPHIRE) 4.0 code suite. This V&V plan is based on
ANSFIEEE Std 1012-1986. However, not all the sections outlined in this standard for a life-cycle V&V will be
applied because SAPHIRE 4.0 is an existing code. All the sections that will not be applied will be so indicated.
SAPHIRE is a set of four computer programs that theNRC has developed for the performance of probabilistic
risk assessments (PRAs). These programs allow an analyst to perform many of the functions necessary to create,
quantify, and evaluate the risk associated with a facility or process being analyzed. The programs included in this
set are Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS), System Analysis and Risk Assessment (SARA),
Models and Results Database (MAR-D), and Fault Tree/Event Tree/Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (FEP)
graphical editor. These programs are "hands-on" in the sense that they executeon an IBM-compatible PC, and they
are integrated in the sense that they can communicate with one another through the MAR-D database.
To ensure an adequate review and completeness of tests, a team of expert users and code developers has _en
assembled. Henceforth, this assemblage will be known as the SAPHIRE V&V committee. The purpose of the
SAPHIRE V&V committee is to ensure that this V&V Plan and the resulting test plans and test procedures are
adequate to test the specified SAPHIRE capabilities, that the procedures are uniform and will actually verify the
items being checked, and that data from the tests meet the acceptance criteria. This team J_.necessaryto supplement
the experience and knowledge of the performers of the V&V.

A-1. PURPOSE
A documented V&V of SAPHIRE4.0 is necessary to demonstratethatthe softwareis adequatefor expected
production applications. Although SAPHH_,E4.0 is an existing code and it has been extensively Beta tested, no
formal V&V presentlyexists. This V&V plan is proposedfor the purposeof completinga documentedV&V effort
thatshows that SAPHIRE 4.0 is adequateto perform safety related frequencyand risk calculations.

A-2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS
This V&V plan shall comply -,viththe following documents:
I.

ANSI/IEEE Std 1012-1986, 'IEEE Standardfor Software Verificationand ValidationPlans"

2.

ANSI/ASME NQA-1 Supplement11S-2, "SupplementaryRequirementsfor ComputerProgramTesting"

Documents referencedby this V&V plan are:

Computer Programs for the Nuclear Industry"
I

2.
1.

ANSI/IEEE
Std 829-1983,
'Test Documentation"
ANSI/ANS-10.4-1987,
"Guidelines
for the Verification and Validationof Scientific and Engineering

Supporting documents required to supplement or implement this V&V plan are:
1.

The software requirementsspecification for SAPHIRE 4.0.
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2.

...Thesystem environmentspecification of the SAPHIRE 4.0 version. DOS versions 3.31 to 5.0 are
compatible with SAPHIRE 4.0; any of these DOS versions are acceptable. Hardware requirements are
an 8088-based through 80486-based or 100% compatible machine with 640K main memory.
SAPHIRE 4.0 was written on a Stoneybrook compiler dated September 30, 1990, and Sage development
environment version 3.1 dated November 30, 1990.

3.

The SAPHIRE 4.0 users manual.

A-3. DEFINITIONS
In the context of this V&V plan, the following definitions apply.
Anomaly. Anything observed in the documentationor operation of software that deviates from expectations based
on previously verified software products or reference documents. A critical anomaly is a failed vital feature and
must be resolved before the V&V effort can proceed.
Beta testing. Testing and notification of anomalies provided by software users.
Vital feature. A vital feature is a feature that is essential for completing the PRA analysis. If this feature failed,
it would be impossible to get f'mal PRA results from the SAPHIRE 4.0 PRA workstation.
Life-cycle phase. Any period of time during software development or operation that may be characterized by a
primary type of activity (such as design and testing) that is being conducted.
Non-vital feature. Non-vital features are those features whose malfunction or lack of function will not preclude
getting the final results from the SAPHIRE4.0 workstation. Lack of function of a non-vital feature can add many
additional hours, days, or months to an analysis since the work that has been done by that feature will have to be
done by hand.
Software requirements specification. Documentationof the essential requirements (functions, performance, design
constraints, and attributes)of the softwareand its external interfaces.
Test case specification. Documentationspecifying inputs,predicted results, testing procedures, and a set of execution
conditions for a test item,
Test design specification. Documentation specifying the details of the test approach for a software feature or
combination of software features and identifying the associated tests.
Validation. The processof evaluatingsoftwareat the end of the software development process to ensure compliance
with software requirementsobtained from the software requirementsspecification.
Verification. The process of determining whether or not the products of a given phase of the software development
cycle fulfill the requirements established during the previous phase.

A-4. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OVERVIEW
A-4.1 Organization
To be completed by the principal investigator (PI).

A-4.2 Master Schedule
To be completed by the PI.
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A-4.3 Resources Summary
The resources, such as staffing, facilities,tools, finances, and special procedural requirements, shall be defined
by the PI. Emphasis will be placed on the most important software elements with the scope of the V&V being
balanced with cost and schedule constraints.

A-4.4 Responsibilities
The responsibilities of the PI and the SAPHIRE V&V committee are defined in this section. The PI has
responsibility for specifying and meeting budget, schedule and V&V plan requirements. The PI will direct and
oversee performance of the V&V. The SAPHIRE V&V committee is responsible for the following items:
•

Review and approval of the V&V plan

•

Approval of features to be tested

•

Review, approval, and recommendation of actions for anomaly reports

•

Review and approvalof the fmal V&V report.

A-4.5 Tools, Techniques, and Methodologies
Test cases will be developed to test major features, and the testing will focus on expected usage as predicted
by the V&V performers. Where possible, test results will be compared with theoretically-based hand calculations.
Where hand calculations are not practical, existing codes such as CAFFA and PC-SETS software will be used to
provide computer-assisted results for comparison. Although neither CAFTA nor PC-SETS are V&Ved, it is deemed
appropriate that correlation of results with SAPHIRE signifies correct operation of the software since the three codes
use different coding techniques and methodologies.

A-5. LIFE-CYCLE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
A-5.1 Management of V&V
1.

Software Verification and Validation Plan Generation. This document will serve as the software V&V
plan, and can be revised by the PI and V&V committee as necessary.

2.

Baseline Change Assessment. All V&V tests must be performed on one version of the code. The
current V&V plan does not accommodate an iterative cycle of producing anomaly reports and updating
the code. However, if a critical anomaly is found, the SAPHIRE V&V committee can recommend.
modifying the code and performing V&V on the new version. In this circumstance, the impact on the
V&V schedule and budget would have to be assessed. Following the code modification, tests may have
to be rerun.

3.

Management Review. The PI will provide V&V progress reports, test design specification, test case
specifications, anomaly reports, test summary reports, and the final V&V report to the SAPHIRE V&V
committee.
The SAPHIRE V&V committee will review these items and provide a written summary of actions to
all committee members and the PI.

4.

Review Support. The SAPHIRE V&V committee (or member(s) appointed by the committee) will
review and evaluate V&V progress reports, test design specification, test case specifications, anomaly
reports, test summaryreports, andthe final V&V report. Other reviews may be requested by the PI such
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as independentreviews or external reviews. The PI should conduct reviews as requiredby the Quality
ProgramPlan that the projectis conductedunder. Documentationof reviews will includeas a minimum
an internal correspondence summarizingwhat was reviewed, findings, and who performedthe review.
5.

Applicable Life-cycle Phases. Because SAPHIRE 4.0 is an existing code, not a]I life-cycle phases of
V&V stipulated by IEEE Std 1012-1986 are applicable to this plan. Therefore,the following sections
of the IEEE Std 1012-1986 report format are not applicable to this plan:

A-5.2 Concept Phase V&V
Not applicable.

A-5.3 Requirements Phase V&V
Not applicable.

A-5.4 Design Phase V&V
Not applicable.

A-5.5 Implementation Phase V&V
Not applicable.

A-5.6 Test Phase V&V
Not applicable.

A-5.7 Installation and Checkout Phase V&V
Not applicable.

A-5.8 Operation and Maintenance Phase V&V
5.8.1

V&V Tasks
The following V&V tasks will be performed on SAPHIRE 4.0:
1.

Evaluatecompleteness andcorrecmessof the softwarerequirementsspecification. Generatean anomaly
report for any discrepancies found. Summarizecompletion of this task in an internalcorrespondence
to the SAPHIRE V&V committee.

2.

Throughoutthe V&V, evaluate completeness and correctnessof user documentation,particularlywith
regard to preventing code misuse. Generate an anomaly report for any d;_crepanciesfound. (See
item 4.)

3.

Design and perform software tests. Software features that are designated as vital features are to be
tested using the requirementsstated in Section 5.X.4. Softwarefeatures designatedas non-vitalfeatures
are to be tested for functionality. The functionality tests will be recorded as a checklist and any
anomalies will be reported. Any untested features will be listed. The SAPHIRE V&V committee should
approve the designation of vital, non-vital, and untested features.

4.

Tasks that are not planned include the following:
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(a)

Comprehensiveinspection of source code; however, source code listings should be available for
inspection.

(b)

Comprehensive review of user documentation; however, anomalies detected should be reported.

Software Features to be Tested
The following vital featureswill be tested:
•

Fault Tree Analysis: Test cases will be designed to test the fault tree cut set generation process, the
quantifying process, and the capability to perform the analysis on a single fault tree or on multiple fault
trees. The editing and modifying of fault tree cut sets are also tested in this process.

•

Event Tree analysis: Test cases will be designed to test the event tree sequence generation process,
sequence cut set generation process, the quantifying process, and the capability of performing the
analysis on a single event tree or on multiple trees. The event tree rules and editing and modifying of
event tree sequence cut sets are also tested in this process.

•

Uncertainly Analysis: Test cases will be designed to test the uncertainty analysis for the whole 'Tamily"
(SAPHIRE designation for a entire PRA model) using both the Latin Hypercube and the Monte Carlo
simulation processes. The effect of sample size and seed number on the results will also be tested.

•

Change Sets Feature: Test cases will be designed to test the change sets feature and similar features
used to perform sensitivity analyses.

•

Cut set editor:. Test cases will be designed to test the cut set editor.

Non-vital features to be tested are as follows:

5.8.3

•

Fault Tree construction: Tests will be performed to test fault tree construction, including logic symbols
and the functions in the Build Fault tree menu (e.g., alpha to graphics, pager, text fonts, scaling, and
printing capability).

•

Event Tree construction: Tests will be performed to test the event tree construction, including logic,
sequences, plant damage states, and the functions in the Create Event tree menu (e.g., alpha to graphics,
add/delete branch, add/delete top events, text fonts, scaling, and printing capability).

•

Data Base Manipulation: The adding and deleting of basic events, event trees or fault trees, the base
case update feature, and the change sets update feature will be tested.

•

Histogram: The percentage and range format of the histograms will be tested.

•

Results Display: The result displays and reports on screen and on hard copy will be tested.

•

General Capabilities: The general capabilities of SAPHIRE, such as the on-line help features, the error
messages, and the locate function (F5), will be tested.
Procedures for V&V

The V&V performers under the direction of the PI are expected to follow the basic outline below:
1.

Evaluate the software requirements specification and addor clarify requirements if necessary to complete
the V&V.
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2.

Develop test design specifications following the requirements of Section 5.8.4. For tasks that require
a deviation from the V&V plan, create a deviation report. Develop and document test case specifications
that define input, predicted results, testing procedures, and execution conditions.

3.

Circulate the test design and test case specifications for the SAPHIRE V&V committee review and
approval.

4.

Execute the tests.

5.

Report anomalies and progress.

6.

Receive review of anomaly reports from the SAPHIRE V&V committee.

7.

Complete documentation of V&V and retain records as required in Section 7.4.

5.8.4 Testing Requirements
Testing objectives will be documented in a test design specification report for each group of features to be
tested. The test design specification describes the testing approach. The report will contain tables that document
the coverage of test cases with regard to the requirementsand features being tested. Test case specifications will
be created that specify input, pre('icted results, testing procedures, and execution conditions. Documentation of
predicted results will include a description of how the results were generated and appropriatereferences.
For each test case (or test segment) a software test record(STR) form will be completed and the following
informationwill be provided:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STR number for tracking
test identification
computersystem and operating ,_.nvironment
description of segment being tested
input data files
output data files
batch or operator entries
output listings
date of test
test performer.

A test summary report will be createdfor each test case that includes a summary of results and variances,
summaryof activities, comment on adequacy and coverage of the test and appropriateapprovals.
A numbering system for the test cases, STRs, and anomaly reports, and a filing system for testing materials'
will be established. Configurationcontrol of test cases, input and output files, and all project materials is required.
Subsequentrevisions to SAPHIREcan use the test design specifications generatedin this V&V effort to test
featuresthat have not changed. Such usage results in a cost saving on subsequentSAPHIRE V&Vs.

A-6. SOFTWARE VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION REPORTING
The documents to be created during the V&V effort are described below. Their distribution for review is
described in Section 5.1.
1.

V&V Progress Reports. EG&G, Idaho, Inc., will prepare a monthly letter status report, including
recovery data, in accordance with the currentNRC Manual Chapter1102.
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2.

Anomaly Report. ,Aaomalyreports shall be generated each time an anomaly is detected by the V&V
effort. Each rereortshall include the control number for tracking purposes, description and location of
the anomaly, its impact and cause (if known), its criticality (as described in Section 7.1 of the V&V
plan), recommendations, and resolution decision. Following review by the SAPHIRE V&V committee,
each anomaly report should be signed by the PI and SAPHIRE V&V committee representative.

3.

Test Design Specification. The test design specifications will be documented in a format that is suitable
for review and should be included in the final V&V report. Contents of the test design specification are
described in Section 5.8.4.

4.

Test Case Specification. The test case specification documentation specifying inputs, predicted results,
testing procedures, and a set of execution conditions for a test item will be documented in a format
suitable for review and use.

5.

Test Summary Reports. Test summary reports should be provided in internal correspondence format.
Contents of the test summary reports are described in Section 5.8.4

6.

V&V Final Report. A V&V final report using the NUREG/CR format will be generated. This report
will summarize all life-cycle V&V tasks performed, all task results, test design specification reports, all
anomalies identified and resolutions, assessment of overall software quality, and appropriate
recommendations.

A-7. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES
A-7.1 Anomaly Reporting and Resolution
Anomaly reports will be created by the V&V performers, and shall be submitted to the SAPHIRE V&V
committee. Anomalies shall be ranked into one of three categories to assess the significance from a user's viewpoint
as to the ability to produce accurate results:
1.

Critical

2.

Moderate significance

3.

Minor significance.

The significance categoryof the anomaly and correctnessof the assessment of the anomaly shall be reviewed
by the SAPHIRE V&V committee. Acceptanceof the stated anomaly by the SAPHIRE V&V committee shall be
shown by a committee representativesignatureon the anomaly report. Recommendations for resolution can be made
by the SAPHIRE V&V committee.

A-7.2 Task Iteration Policy
An anomaly that is judged by the SAPHIRE V&V committee to be critical may require stoppage of the V&V
to correct the code. (See Section 5.1) However, the current V&V plan does not accommodate an iterative process,
and the V&V plan would have to be modified.

A-7.3 Deviation Policy
Deviations from the finalized V&V plan must be documented on a deviation form.
reviewed by the SAPHIRE V&V committee.
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A-7.4 Control Procedures
All relevant materials (listings and files on magnetic media) including codes, reports, test plans, test case
listings, and test input/output shall be retrievable and organized by a documented filing system. The recordsshould
be kept to aid futureV&V needs as well as to provide quality recordsfor the present project.

A-7.5 Standards,Practices,and Conventions
An appropriate Quality ProgramPlan (QPP) shall be created as designated by the PI.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator
Test Number:
Test Description:

........

Computersystemdescription
(attached):

i

Batchjoboroperator
commands(attached):

Expected
values/acceptance criteria (attached):

Input data file names and listings (attached):

Output data file names and listings (attached):
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ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly ReportNo.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Sourct_iLocation:

i

Description:

Cause.'

Impact:

Criticality
Scale:

1
Critical

2
Moderate

3
Minor

Significance Significance
Recommendations:

Requested Resolution Date:
Resolution:

Principal Investigator
Signature

Date

Committee Representative
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DEVIATION
REPORT
Deviation Report No.
Test RecordNo.
Date
Originator

Source/Location:

Description:
, ,,,,,,

Justification:

AnticipatedImpacton V&V

PrincipalInvestigator
Signature

Date

Signature

Date

CommitteeRepresentative .-_
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B-1. INTRODUCTION
As part of the verification and validation activities (V&V) performed on the Systems Analysis Program
for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluation (SAPHIRE), in particular the Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis
System (IRRAS), the documentation describing the functionality of and requirements for IRRAS were to be
reviewed.
Only one document, other than user manuals, describing the functionality of IRRAS was delivered to the
V&V team. This document, a draft of the '_lntegrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS) Version 4.0
Functional Requirements Document," was completed in December 1991 by S. Ted Wood and Kenneth D. Russell,
two key people in the development of IRRAS.

B-2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
A review of the document was conducted as a part of an independent verification and validation (IV&V)
project conducted on IRRAS. The review of the Functional Requirements Document was conducted to determine
correctness, completeness, and traceability of the requirements and to determine how useful the document will be
in developing test cases and test procedures for use in executing tests on the IRRAS code. As the Functional
Requirements Document for IRRAS was examined, the reviewer noted observations concerning the document that
impact the ability to perform tests on the IRRAS as well as the completeness and correctness of the requirements,
where possible.
The purpose of this document is to present the f'mdings of the review and to provide reviewer observations
of the content of the Functional Requirements Document. This document contains a summary of those observations
as applied to the entire Functional Requirements Document.
This document also contains suggestions and
recommendations based on the observations made.
No attempt is made to specifically identify functional tests to be executed on the IRRAS. Additional
document reviews must be conducted before providing any testing suggestions based on the Functional Requirements
Document.

B-3. ACRONYMS
FD
IN'EL
IRRAS
IV&V
PRA
SAPHIRE
SDD
SRS

Functional Description
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Integrated Risk and Reliability Analysis System
Independent Verification and Validation
Probability Risk Assessment
System Analysis Program for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluation
Software Design Document
Software Requirements Specification

B-4. METHODOLOGY
As the document was reviewed to identify functionalities as well as specific items for testing, the document
was examined to determine the testability of the requirements. The requirements presented were also examined for
completeness, correctness, and traceability.
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The original intent was to review each subsection in the same manner as the Functional Requirements
document structure and provide observations and comments about each subsection. However, upon completion of
the Fault Tree Graphical Editor, it was determined that such a detailed report was not necessary. The same
observations, or the same comments are valid for the entire section. Therefore,fromthat point on, observations are
presented that refer to an entire section with subsections specifically addressed only when clarification is achieved
or required.

B-5. OBSERVATIONS
This section presents the observationsof the revieweras theFunctionalRequirementsdocumentwas examined.
The observations are grouped to correspond with the paragraph numbering system employed in the Functional
Requirements. A summary of observations is presentedbelow.

B-5.1 General
This section contains requirementsthatappa2rently
are to be appliedthroughoutIRRAS. Information regarding
the scope of this section is missing.
B-5.1.1

General

Capabilities

Section A describes the general capabilities to be presentin IRRAS. The sectiondescribes help features, locate
functions, marking functions, escape sequences, hot keys, error messages, and warning messages.
The section is writtenas a descriptionof changes to be implementedon an earlier version of IRRAS without
identifying that version or which items constitute changes or enhancements.
B-5.1.1.1
On-Line Help. On-line help is required on any formshowing<FI> as an option. No specific
forms are identified.
B-5.1.1.2 Field Specific
places are not identified.

Help. Field specific help is required in designated places. The designated

B-5.1.1.3 Locate Function. A locate function is requiredon any form thatdisplays alist of names and
shows <FS> as an option. Specific forms are not identified.
B-5.1.1.4
Marking Functions. Markingfunctions are requiredon any form displaying a list of names
and showing the function keys <F2>, <F3>, and <F4>. No specific forms are identified.

B-5.1.1.5 Error Massages. Errormessages are to be providedthat inform the user of incorrect data,
invalid option selection, of failure of operation. No formator other specifics are provided.
B-5.1.2

Data base

This section of the FunctionalRequirements addressesthe data base associated with IRRAS.
This section apparentlydescribes the information to be displayed when the user selects options displayed on
menus relating to families or plants, event trees, systems, end states, or basic events.
The requirementsare not clearly stated. Apparentlythe requirementshave been writtenas modifications and
enhancements to a previous version of IRRAS. No previous version is identifiednor referenced in this section.
It is also apparentthatvery specific requirements are contained and/or referencedin this section. However,
they are not clearly stated as such.
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B-5.2 Disclaimer Notice
This section describes the contents of a disclaimer that must be displayed when IRRAS is initially invoked.
Additional specifics could be provided, but probably would not enhance this reauirement.

B-5.3 Select Family
Apparently the requirementshave been written as modifications and enhancements tO a previous version of
IRRAS. Version 2.5 data apparently must be upgraded before it can be used with Version 4.0.
This section clearly contains numerous requirements for IRRAS. However, they are not stated in a clear and
concise manner. Several subsections are worded in such a way as to imply a requirement without explicitly stating
the requirement.
Numerous design issues are presented in this section.

B-5.4 Generate Current Event Data
B-5.4.1

Definitions

This section contains information indicatingthat all defined fields must have field specific help available.
The section presents definitions that are field descriptions. However, it is not readily apparent if the user must
supply all of the data or if the system will process existing data or use data just entered to provide the data required
in other fields. No description of processing activities is provided.
This section clearly contains numerous requirements for IRRAS. However, they are not stated in a clear and
concise manner. Many are implied.
Numerous design issues are presented in this section.
B-5.4.2

List Existing Change Sets

This section contains no information, only a section heading.
B-5.4.3

Add Change Set

This section clearly contains numerousrequirements for IRRAS. However, they are not stated in a clear and
concise manner. Many are implied.
Design issues are presented in this section.
B-5.4.4

Modify Change Set

This section clearly contains numerousrequirementsfor IRRAS. However, they are not stated in a clear and
concise manner. Many are implied.
Design issues are presented in this section.
B-5.4.5

Delete Change Set

The requirement, as stated, appear to be understandable. However, design issues are presented.
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Probability

This section clearly contains numerous requirements for IRRAS. However, they are not stated in a clear and
concise manner. Many are implied.
Design issues are presentedin this section.
B-5.4.7

Class

This section clearly containsnumerousrequirements for IRRAS. However, they are not stated in a clear and
concise manner. Many are implied.
Design issues are presented in this section.
B-5.4.8

Generate

This section clearly contains numerousrequirements for IRRAS. However, they are not stated in a clear and
concise manner. Many are implied.
Design issues are presented in this section.

B-5.5 Reports
No reportformatsare specified.This is notconsistentwith the type of informationpresentedin previous
sections,specificallydesigndetails.
This section clearly contains numerousrequirementsfor IRRAS. However, they are not stated in a clear and
concise manner. Many are implied.
Design issues are presented in this section.
B-5.5.1

Base Case and Function

Keys

The remaining sections present enough information for the sections to be understandable without any
ambiguities. However, the language is suchthat some requirementsare implied ratherthan explicitly stated. Design
issues are also presented.

B-5.6 Build Fault Trees
This section describes the output devices to be supported and a limited number of functions to be performed,
apparently when using the fault tree editor. However, several requirements are implied rather than explicitly stated.

B-5.7 Fault Tree Graphical Editor
The graphical faulttree editorrequirementsare presented in this section. However, in many cases the language
used does not explicitly state the requirements. Design issues are interspersed throughout the section. No easily
identifiable list of inputs, outputs, or processing is provided.
The section begins by identifying the need for mouse support as well as arrowkey support.
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Menus

Three requirements are listed, but numerous others are implied. Apparently when certain menu items are
selected, an additional pop-up menu will be invoked that must satisfy the listed requirements as well. Design issues
are raised but not resolved.
The section provides enough information to provide the basis for an understanding of the intended functions
but does not provide the detail required for thorough evaluation of the functionalities presented.
B-5.7.2

Exit and Show Options

Without explicitly stating the requirement, these two sections provide enough information to imply the
requirements to be implemented.
B-5.7.3

Build

The symbols to be provided and used by the editor are described. An illustration would be appropriate.
B-5.7.4

Edit

This section describes the options to be provided when the user selects the edit option. However, this is not
explicitly stated but is implied.
Apparently there are multiple options that are to be made available to the user.
B-5.7.5 Text
This section provides information concerning editing operations on text and shape names. Most requirements
are implied rather than explicitly listed and clearly defined.
B-5.7.6

View

This section presents information that apparently describes the options to be provided if auser selects the view
option from a higher level menu. The requirements are presented as definitions rather than stated as requirements.
B-5.7.7

File

The options that are apparently to be made available as file operations are described. The section appears to
be a description of an existing system. It is not clear if new functionality has been introduced.
B-5.7.8

Name

The options that are apparentlyto be made available as 'name' operations are described. The section appears
to be a description of an existing system. It is not clear if new functionality has bees introduced.
B-5.7.9

Level of Detail Changed

At this point is was determined to not provide comments and observations on each subsection because the
comments were becoming redundant. The remaining sections would be described in the same fashion as the previous
two. The information provided is descriptive in nature. Many requirements are implied rather than explicitly stated.
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B-5.7.10 Section Summary
As with previous sections of the Functional Requirements, the Fault Tree Graphical Editor section clearly

contains numerousrequirementsforIRRAS. However,they are not stated in a clearand concisemanner. Many
are implied; several are not complete. The information is presented more as a description of an existing system than
as requirements for the development of a new system.
Several requirements are stated so that reference to an earlier version of IRRAS is definitely implied. For
example, consider paragraph L, "Change all text justification for all written tests from now on to left, right or center."
(Italics added.)

8-5.8 Fat'It Tree GraphicalPager
No information is provided to identify what is being described. Options, apparently available through a menu,
are presented and briefly described.
The information provided in this section appears to be a description of an existing system. It is not clear if
the items described are enhancements or existed in a previous version.

B-5.9 Fault Tree Analysis
No information is provided to de_ribe the subsystem for which the requirements will be listed.
The section does provide some information about the processes to be performed and supplies some of the
parameters. It is not clear if all the required parameters have been described in this section.
Requirements are implied without explicitly stating them. For example, Subsection A indicates that all
operations are to be performed on highlighted/marked systems. This implies that the user must, in some way, be
able to mark or highlight the systems on which all operations _a'e to be performed. The section does not explicitly
list what is to be included in the phrase. "all operations."
Several subsections include wording such "Show the description" and "Show events" without providing details
concerning what is to be "shown" or what "shown" means; does "shown" imply CRT output, printer output, or file
output.
Section B states "Provide tools to obtain different views of cut sets" and then presents descriptions of cut sets,
importance measures, and uncertainty. Three views of cut sets are apparently presented, but there is no discussion
of any "tools" to obtain the views. Apparently the views described are to be prepared and presented to the user and
the code to perform these functions are the "tools." The lack of an introduction with a high-level view of the intent
of this section can cause confusion.
The section also provides information about editors that apparently must be available to the user to modify the
data available for analysis.

B-5.9.1 Cut Set Editor
A brief description of functions apparently required to be performed by the editor is supplied. The descriptions
contain many design issues and other requirements can be derived from the requirements as they are currently stated.

B-5.9.2 Logic Editor
The section provides a f_w definitions and then describes what apparently are to be operations for the user who
invokes the logic editor. Few details are provided.
The reader must infer or derive requirements from the
descriptions provided.
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Many design issues are addressed, giving the perception that an existing system is being described.

B-5.10 Create Event Trees
This section describes and/or lists the requirements for creating event trees. No introductory paragraph is
provided to cle:.rly state the intent or purpose of this section.
B-5.10.1

Link Event Trees

The requirements have a few design issues imposed in them. Requirements appear to be descriptive of an
existing system, describing what functionality is desired when menu options are selected, but not explicitly stating
the requirements.
B-5.10.2

Event Tree Plotter

The requirements identify the drawing output destination and required drawing formats.
B-5.10.3

Remaining Options

The remaining options, Load Event tree Graphics and Logic, Extract Event Trees, and Define Plotter Pens
appear to be descriptions of existing menu options. However, the requirements listed, also described as existing
menu options, are fairly clear and urderstandable.

B-5.11 Event Tree Graphical Editor
This section does not contain an introductory paragraph that explainsthe intent of the section or describe the
function being discussed.
B-5.11.1

Definitions and Cursor Control

The first two sections contain definitions and identify cursor control requirements.
B-5.11.2

Menus

This section apparently discusses actions that the user may perform on menus. Only familiarity with the
system provides meaning to the section. Several pop-up menus are displayed as certain options are selected from
other menus. Each of the pop-up menus may be repositioned on the screen. The menus may be removed from the
screen when desired.
B-5.11.3

Exit

This section identifies two ways to exit the screen without saving changes. The requirement is not explicitly
stated, appears to describe existing functions, and presents design issues.
B-5.11.4

Additional Menu Options

The remaining subsections appear to be descriptions of options found on existing menus or to be placed on
menus as options. Requirements are not explicitly stated, but many are worded in such a manner to make the
meaning fairly clear. However, even some of the requirements that appear to be stated in a clear manner could have
reqoire,nents derived from them. For example, section H, Ends, indicates that the user is to be able to edit the end
states for any sequence. This implies that the user should be able to edit each field of the end state as well as each
of tl,e attributes associated with the end state or with each of the contained fields.
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Section N, Text Justification,contains wording that makes it very apparent that an existing system will have
changes applied to it.

B-5.12 Event Tree Analysis
This section, as implied by the title, discusses the requirements associated with event tree analysis. There is
no introductoryparagraphprovidingahigh level overview or description of the section andtheplannedfunctionality.
B-5.12.1

Analyze Sequences

This section indicates that tools are to be provided to allow the user to createand manipulate cut sets. It is
not clear if the tools mentioned are the code that will be produced to satisfy the requirements,but it is implied in
the way the requirementsare organized and stated.
The section is subdivided into eight subsections. The fh-st is a definition. The second indicates that all
operations are to be performedon highlighted/markedevents. Apparently the operations to be performed are
described in the following sections. It is implied that the user will be able to highlight or mark events in some
manner.
The thirdsection containsrequirementsfor generatingminimal cut sets using the parameterslisted. Many of
the parameterslisted contain informationthat imply that certain activities have been or must be performed.
Restrictionsfor the generationof cut sets are also provided.
The remainingsections are similar to the third in that requirementsare provided. However, many contain
enough information to imply that other activities have or will take place or that the user should have already
performedsome action to prepareparametersfor the function to be performed.
B-5.12.2

Display

Results

This section indicatesthat tools are to be provided to allow the user to obtain different views of the cut sets.
Neitherthe tools northe views are explicitly identified. Apparentlythe "tools" to be providedarethe functionsthat
are describedin the subsections of Section B.
This section provides considerable informationconcerning the selection and displaying of results. Sections
appearto be descriptionsof existing functionalitiesandhow they are performed insteadof describing what is to be
done.

B-5.13 Modify Data Base
There is no introductorystatement identifying what is to be described in the following sections.
familiaritywith the system allows the reader to understandmany of the functions described.
B-5.13.1

Only

Family

The informationrequiredto identify a family is presented as field descriptions, providing considerabledesign
information.
The second subsection identifies functions, apparentlyto be performedon families. The add function does
not indicateif all of the previouslydefined fields musthave data entered. The readershould assume so.
B-5.13.2

Event Tree

Similar to the previoussection, this section identifies the data that is contained in an event tree and then the
function section apparentlydescribes the activities that the user is to be allowed to perform on event trees.
NUREG/CR-6145
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Some requirements are not explicitly stated. Some requirements imply that the user has already performed
or will perform some action in order to implement the current function.
B-5.13.3

Remaining Sections

The remaining sections, Systems, End States, Basic Events, Attributes, Gates, and Graphics are similar to the
two described. Each presents a list of data fields to be included followed by a list of functions that the user will be
able to perform. Considerable detail is provided but, in some cases, detail is also missing.

B-5.14 Reports
This section presents the requirements associated with producing reports using the IRRAS. All reports are
output to the screen printer, or a user named file.
Reports are to be produced on highlighted/marked families, basic events, systems, event trees, sequences, and
end states. Therefore, it is implied that the user be provided a mechanism whereby these items can be marked or
highlighted.
The items to be included in the various reports are itemized. No report formats are specified.

B-5.15 Utilities
This section lists and describes the utility options to be provided for the user. No introductory paragraph is
provided to give a high level overview of the functions to be included in "utilities."
B-5.15.1

Load MAR-D Data

This section is concerned with loading data for and into the IRRAS system. Valid formats for various file
types are provided in an appendix.
The information appears to be fairly clear, but the section does contain instances where it is implied that the
user has already performed some action or will perform it in ordei"to continue with or initiate the function being
described. These actions are not explicitly stated.
B-5.15.2

Remaining Subsections

Similar to the preceding subsections, the remaining subsections present information that is fairly clear but
requires the user, or permits the user, to imply other, additional requirements. Some requirements are not explicitly
stated while others are.

B-6. SUMMARY
B-6.1 Functional Requirements
The Functional Requirements Document is neither a functional description (FD) nor a system requirements
specification (SRS).
A functional description provides the reader an overview or a description of the functions to be performed by
the system without providing low level details. An SRS provides detail of WHAT the _ystem is to do without
describing HOW it will be accomplished. How the system is to pertorm is addressed in the software design
document (SDD).
The Functional Requirements Document appears to be a combination of an FD, an SRS, an SDD, and a
description of an earlier version of IRRAS.
B-15
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B-6.2 Functional Requirements or Enhancements
The Functional RequirementsDocument definitely presentsnumerousrequirementsforthe IRRAS. However,
the document is written as though it is describing changes and/orenhancements to an earlierversion of IRRAS.
Several sections contain wording such 'from now on' that clearly indicate that the document,or at the very least,
portions of the document, is describing an existing system without clearly identifying new functionality,
enhancements, or changes to the system.

B-6.3 Descriptive Introductions
In most sections there is no introductoryparagraphthat presents an overview of the contents of the current
section and what the overall purpose of the function is. This can cause confusion. The lack of an introductory
paragraphmakes it difficult for another,not familiarwith the system, to fully understandwhat informationis being
presented.

8-6.4 Using the Functional Description for Testing
It is possible to extract considerableinformationfrom this document thatwill be useful in preparingtest cases
andtest procedures. However, many impliedrequirementswill beoverlooked becausetheyare not explicitly stated.
As a result, some functionalities will not be tested.
Although very useful in the developmentof test cases andtest procedures,the documentdoes not providethe
detail necessary to provide the traceabilityor audit trail necessary to perform thoroughand detailed testing of a
software system. The document providesconsiderabledetail but too much detail mustbe derivedfrom improperly
stated requirements. Such a subjective interpretationof requirementswill cause the introductionof biases into test
results.
This does not mean that the Functional Requirements Document does not or will not provide adequate
informationto performa variety of functionaltests of the IRRAS. As stated, the documentdoes provide sufficient
data to perform considerable testing. The results cannot be interpretedto indicate that the IRRAS performsall
indicated functions as required,even if all of the tests developed from the FunctionalRequirementsDocument are
successful. Successful completion of all tests developed from the Functional Requirementswill indicate that the
IRRAS performs all of the functions identified by the test script writer. It is possible that the subjective
interpretation of the requirements has overlooked critical and noncritical functionalities.
The Functional Requirements document can and should be used for testing purposes and the results will be
beneficial. Testing will be prolonged as implied requirements are extracted, requiring more time for test preparation
and execution.

B-6.5 Requirements Language
Many sections present considerable informationwithout explicitly stating requirements. The language used
implies requirementswithout explicitly stating the requirements. As indicated earlier, many sections appearto
describe an existing system without providing adequatedetail.
Many of the deficiencies, perceived or otherwise, are caused by the languageused in preparingthe document.
For example, Subsectic_nB, Display Results, of Section XI, Event Tree Analysis, states "Provide tools to obtain
different views of cut sets." The documentdoes not indicate thatthe tools mentionedare to be developed as part
of the system. Nor does it explicitly identify the "differentviews" thatare to be provided.

B-6.6 Design Issues
Numerous design issues are presented within requirements without a clear and concise description. It is not
readily apparent when design issues are presented as requirements or as design constraints.
NUREG/CR-6145
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If the document describes enhancements to an existing system, or even it is describing an existing system, that
fact should be clearly stated and the version of software;referenced identified.

B-6.7 General Capabilities
Function keys and functionalities described in the General Capabilities section are identified throughout the
remaining sections of the Functional Description. However, the General Capabilities section does not identify the
forms to display function key mappings and provide the described functions nor does it indicate that those forms
requiring the capability will indicate that it is required. It is not possible, therefor, to determine if the requirement
has been satisfied.
Those sections that will not implement the general capabilities of the system should explicitly state the
omission of the capabilities just as those sections that will implement the general capabilities should explicitly
identify their use.

B-6.8 Traceability
No other source of functional requirements has been provided. Neither is the reviewer knowledge,able enough
in probabilistic risk assessment techniques and methodologies to provide a determination pertaining to tracing the
functions identified to accepted standards _d/or methodologies and practices.
It is clear that a numberof software change requests have been submitted to the development team. However,
it is not known if these requests were to resolve a discrepancy discovered in the software or to request an
enhancement or change to the system.
Even though the Functional Requirements Document appears to describe existing system functionalities, the
reviewer must assume that this functional requirements document is at the root of the document hierarchy for the
IRRAS project. Other project documentation should be traced to the functional requirements if no other
documentation exists.

B-6.9 Completeness
When the number of implied requirements, or the need to derive requirements from the information contained
in the Functional Requirements Document, is considered, the Functional Requirements Document is not complete.
If the funcUons required to perform probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) will be used as a measure to
determine completeness, the reviewer has neither the training nor the expertise to perform that activity. No
conclusions as to completeness of functionality for the IRRAS system for performing PRA activities will be
attempted in this review.

B-6.10 Correctness
When the number of implied requirements, or the need to derive requirementsfrom the information contained
in the Functional Requirements Document, is considered, the Functional Requirements document cannot be
considered 100%correct. Neither can the document be considered as completely incorrect.
If the functions required to perform PRAs will be used as a measure to determine correcmess, the reviewer
has neither the training nor the expertise to perform that activity. No conclusions as to correctness of functions
described for the IRRAS system will be attempted in this review.
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B-7. SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
B.7.1 Rewrite Requirernnts Document
The Functional Requirements Document should be rewritten in a requirements format. The requirements
should be clearly and concisely stated. Design constraints should be clearly identified.
In many sections, simply rewriting the requirement as a statement of what must be accomplished will provide
the necessary clarity.

B-7.2 Prepare Design Documentation
Using the rewritten requirements documentation and existing code, a Software Design Description (SDD)
should be prepared. IRRAS is a powerful and extremely useful system. IRRAS will continue to grow and will
requirethat changes be implemented as technological advancements are continually incorporatedinto more powerful
computer hardware components. Preparing an SDD will greatly facilitate applying changes and enhancements to
the IRRAS in future versions. The lack of appropriate system documentation will be the source of deficiencies as
the software matures.

B-7.3 Document and Software Configuration Management
The methodology employed to control both documentation and software changes needs to be more rigorous.
Changes to software should be reflected in system and user documentation as new versions are released and/or
deficiencies corrected.

B-7.4 User Documentation
All user documentation should be updated to reflect the status of the most recently released version. User
documentation updates should be provided as deficiencies are corrected and enhancements introduced. As new
versions of the system are released, new versions of user documentation should also be released.

B-7.5 System Documentation
Documentation shouldbe preparedfor those that will be required to maintain the system. This documentation
is referred to as system documentation and programmer documentation.
Currentlythe individuals who are responsible for the maintenance of IRRAS have been intimately involved
with the development of the system. Their knowledge and understandingof the system is extensive and quite
thorough. However, there is absolutelyno guaranteethat these individuals, or individuals with equivalentknowledge
and understandingof the system,will always be available. Systemdocumentation detailing system and performance
requirementsandrestrictionsshouldbe preparedandmaintainedso that other individuals, when required,will beable
to acquirean understandingof the system adequateto allow them to continue developing, enhancing,and maintaining
the system.
The system documentation, when combined with an SRS and SDD will provide a thorough and complete view
of the IRRAS. The formal reporting and logging of discovered deficiencies and applied resolutions will provide a
clear view of the growth and maturity of the system.
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Idaho

"Providing research and development services to the government"

INTEROFFICE

CORRESPONDENCE

Date:

August 4, 1992

To:

J.L. Jones, MS 2406

From:

D.L. Kelly, MS 2405ozj_,_,/7_._,
f

Subject:

COMMENTS ON IRRAS 4.0 DRAFT FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENTS
DLK-20-92

I have reviewed the draft IRRAS 4.0 functionalrequirementsdocument
transmitted in your letter of July 22 (JLJ-13-92). I reviewed selected
portions of the document, but became rather discouraged and did not
completely review all sections because I found little discussion of ho.__.ww
IRRAS goes about its business. I feel that this is more of an outline of a
requirements document. However, it is a much belated step in the right
direction. Unfortunately,it appearsto have not kept up with the IRRAS
(SAPHIRE) code development.
Overall, I think the document may be too sparse in detail to help much in
the development of vital feature tests. Also, the limitations of the code
are not entirely clear to me after reading this document. To write an
intelligent test plan, one needs to understandexactly what is being done by
the code. As an example, in uncertaintyanalysis, what are the differences
between single, group, and endstate analyses? In generating sequence
cutsets, are there circumstancesin which IRRAS will truncate the results?
If so, what are the indicatorsthat such has occurred? I could list many
more similar examples.
I close with a number of specific comments tied to particular sections of
the document. I have avoided being repetitious. For example, comments made
about importanceanalysis in one section apply generally to importance
analysis in other sections.
SDecific Comments
I)

References to IRRAS 2.6 should be changed wherever they occur.

2)

The limit of 10,000 sequencesper family stated under B.3 on p.4 is
overly restrictive,particularlyfor a .!argeevent tree/small fault
tree PRA. What happens if this limit is exceeded?

3)

B.11 on p.5 contradictsB.4.b on p.4.
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4)

In the definitions
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

on pp. 7 and 8, there

are several

"p" is not a failure
probability
in calculation
type 9,
failure
rates and times do not have to be input in hours,
tau is also used as a surveillance
test interval
in calculation
types 6 and 7,
the equation for calculation
type 5 is incorrect,
calculation
type S is not discussed,
process flags W, K, and L are not discussed.

5)

On p. II, the discussion of cascaded events
the actual requirements are.

6)

Under VI.E on p.14,

7)

On p. 15, numbers 11 and 12, "undefined"

8)

On p. 20 the definition
minimal cutset.

9)

Under VIII.A.3 on pp. 20 and 21:
a)
b)
c)

errors:

are there

any limits

of "cut

set"

is

is too vague to tell

what

to the number of gate inputs?
should be "undeveloped."
actually

the definition

of a

For "Event Probability Cut Off," cutsets are not discarded if
conditions(a) and (b) are met,
What is a "zone event?"
The equation under (f) is a "constraint," not a "calculation."
This is a very severe constraint. Is it a result of using small
integerarrays in the programming? If so, how difficult would
it be to fix by going to huge integer arrays? What does the
code do if this limit is exceeded?

10)

Under VIII.A.5.aon p.22, "sample size" is not a sampling technique.

11)

Under VIII.B.2 on p. 23, the definitions of the importancemeasures
are incorrectin some cases and vague in all cases. The requirements
document should, I think, specify the equations used to calculate each
importancemeasure. Also, where is the discussion of uncertainty
importance,one of the options available in the "Define Constants"
menu (it is mentioned in passing on p.54)?

12)

Under VIII.B.3 on p.24, what sample estimators are used for the
uncertaintymeasures reported by IRRAS? How are the confidence
intervals on the quantiles estimated? Are the same estimators used
for both Monte Carlo and Latin hypercube sampling?
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13)

Under IX.B on p. 27:
a)
b)

What is the limit on the number of sequences in each event tree?
How are transfer event trees counted in this limit? What does
the code do if the limit is exceeded?
The descriptionof the link editor is incorrectfor the editor
in IRRAS 4.11.

14)

Under XI.A.7 on p. 37, the equation for calculating sequence frequency
using split fractions is incorrect. It is correct if "MC" is the
minimal cutset upper bound of the system instead of the cutset. Also,
the terminologyis non-standard; "split fraction" normally refers to
the probabilityof an event tree branch, not to the frequency of a
sequence.

15)

Under XII.J.2 on p. 47, the discussion of histogramsdoes not match
what is currently in IRRAS 4.11. In IRRAS, the percentage format
gives a discrete probabilitydistribution, not a histogram. The range
format gives a histogram,but one of the inputs is the height, not the
range probability. The area format also gives a histogram; it is not
mentioned in the requirementsdocument.

cc:

J.H. Bickel, MS 2405"-_
S. A. Eide, MS 2406
T. A. Thatcher,MS 2406
Central Files, MS 1651
D. L. Kelly File
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Idaho

"Providing

research and development services to the government"

INTEROFFICE

CORRESPONDENCE

Date:

November 2, 1992

To:

T.A.

From:

S.D. Matthews, MS 2408"_'" '

Subject:

REVIEW OF IRRAS 4.0 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTSDOCUMENT - SDM-11-92

Thatcher, MS 2406

After reviewing the IRRAS 4.0 Functional RequirementsDocument (FRS),
December 1991, I have the questions listed below.

NUREG/CR-6145

I.

Is the FRS conformableto any standard? If so, what? If not,
what is being used and why? (I would recommendANSI/IEEE Std 8301984.)

2.

What quality level is required for IRRAS 4.0 and the IRRAS 4.0
FRS? (Is the desired quality level documented?)If IRRAS 4.0 must
have greater than quality level C, is a requirementstraceability
matrix being developed to provide traceabilityand auditability?

3.

What is the purpose of the FRS and who is the intended audience
for the FRS?

4.

What are the user characteristics? (Are legitimate user
complaintsdocumented and considered in this FRS?) How much
training will be required for the users?

5.

Are there any related software packages?

6.

Are there any reference documents?

7.

What are the general constraints, e.g., hardware, regulatory
policies, and interfaces to other applications?

8.

What are the design constraints?

9.

Are there any requirements for maintainability,portability,
training, or testability?

10.

Are there any external interface requirements,i.e., software,
hardware, and/or user? For example, what are the required report
contents? The required screen formats? Are there any required
software packages such as a DBMS?
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11.

What are IRRAS' performancerequirements,e.g., measurable values
for table and file-sizes,and response times?

12.

What are the relationshipsbetween the functionalrequirements?
(A context diagram and a data flow diagram or object model would
be useful to show relationships.)

13.

How are the functionalrequirementsdelineated? Each functional
requirementshould contain a descriptionof the requirement,the
inputs to ini.tiatethe processing,a descriptionof the processing
includingthe algorithms-,
the resultingoutput-from processing,
and any required error handling,for invaliddata. Functional
requirementsshould specify "what" has to happen, not "how" it
will happen, which is a design issue. In addition, all values
should show the range and units. For example, what are the
acceptableranges for "probabilityof failure" and "random number
seed"?

14.

Are the functionalrequirementsfor the uncertainty analysis
(Monte Carlo analysis and Latin Hypercube),DBMS, and graphical,
provided in another reference? If so, what? If it is not
provided anywhere else, why not?

15.

Is a data dictionaryavailableto define all input, output and
processingvalues?

16.

What are the algorithmreferences,e.g., Fussell-Vesely
Importance,and Birnbaum Importance?

Also, I believe including a summary of IRRAS functionalityand operating
environment would benefit the FRS readers.
Please call me at extension6-9575 if you have additionalquestions regarding
this review.
pjc
cc:

G.V. Miller, MS 2408
B. J. Stacey, MS 2408
Central Files, MS 1651
S. D. Matthews File
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C-1. INTRODUCTION
The following sections describe the tests that were performed for each vital features and associated sub-feature.
The software test record number has the following format:
STR-VFN-XXX-MMYY
where
ST

= Three-letter acronym for Software Test Report.

VFN

= Two-digit vital feature number (i.e. 01 to 49)

XXX

= Three-digit sequential test number assigned by the tester that represents the set of data being used
to test the feature (features may be tested with multiple sets of data)

MM

= Two-digit code for the month of the test

YY

-

Two-digit code for the year of the test.

Each software test record provides a description of the test, the computer system used, the expected values or
acceptance criteria, and the input and output file names. Software test records with all supporting documentation
(actual input and output files) can be obtained from EG&G Idaho, Inc. Anomaly reports that were generated for
identified discrepancies are located in Appendix D.

C-2. FAULT TREE ANALYSIS
The vital features for the major group of Fault Tree Analysis are:
1.

Cut set generation process

2.

Cut set quantification process

3.

Cut set quantification process---analysis of single and multiple fault trees.

Software test records 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9 were tested using the DEMO Family. The DEMO Family has simple
fault trees to test the analysis features and most of the results can be examined by inspection. The results from all
of these tests were found acceptable. There were two points found that should have some discussion about their
implementation. First is the message given when the cutoff (either size or probability) is set above any cut set in
the fault tree. The message that is given is, "Ilae top event cannot occur (FALSE)!" A better message might be
'_lo cut sets qualify based upon cutoff." Second, a cut set report (empty except for the date, time, and page number)
is produced from the Report Module even when there are no cut sets available. It might be better to produce the
same message that appears under the Display Option, '_o cut sets available."
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C-2.1 Cut Set Generation Process
To test the cut set generation process the following three sub-features were tested: cut set probability cutoff
(software test record 1), the maximum number of cut sets saved (software test record 2), and that the reduction of
the fault tree results in the correct cut sets both in number and type (software test record 3).
The DEMO Family was used to test the cut set probability cutoff (software test record 1). Cut sets were
generated in the analysis fault tree module with the probability cutoff at 0.00, 1E-20, 1E--8, 1E-5, 1E-3, 1E-I, and
1.00. The results were verified against the actual boolean reduction and lotus spread sheet calculations. The results
were acceptable.
To test the maximum number of cut sets saved cutsets were created from the Peach Bottom IAS fault tree with
a cutoff truncation value of 1E-19. Analysis of this fault tree generated more cut sets than the code could save.
The IAS cut sets were saved in an ASCII report using the IRRAS report function and then loaded into MS EXCEL
4.0. The total number of events and cutsets were added to test the formula for the maximum number of cut sets
saved. The results did not agree with the formula. It was found that the total number of cut sets saved is <32,000
not <32,700. Anomaly report AR-02-07-93-001 was generated.
The DEMO Family was used to test that SAPHIRE generated the correct cut sets (software test record 3).
Cut sets were generated in the analysis fault tree module with the probability cutoff at 0.00, 1E-20, 1E-8, IE-5,
1E-3, 1E-l, and 1.00. The results were verified against the actual boolean reduction and lotus spread sheet
calculations. The results were acceptable.

0-2.2 Cut Set Quantification Process
The DEMO Family was used to test the cut set quantification process (software test record 4). Cut sets were
generated in the analysis fault tree module with the probability cutoff at 0.00, IE-20, 1E--8, 1E-5, 1E-3, IE-I, and
1.00. The results were verified against the actual boolean reduction and lotus spread sheet calculations. The results
were acceptable.

C-2.3 Cut Set Quantification Process--Analysis of Single and
Multiple Fault Trees
To test the cut set quantificationprocess through the analysis of single and multiple fault trees, the following
four sub-features were tested: that the equation for the min-cut upper bound is correct (software test record 5), the
ability of SAPHIRE to solve a small fault tree of less than 100 gates (software test record 6), the ability of SAPHIRE
to solve large fault trees of greater than 1500 gates and with complemented events in the fault tree (software test
record 7), and the ability of SAPHIRE to solve small fault trees with complemented events in the fault tree (software
test record 9). The ability of SAPHIRE to solve medium fault trees of greater than 100 gates but less than 1500
gates and with complemented events, software test record 8, was not performed since it is bounded by software test
records 7 and 9.
The DEMO Family was used to determine if the equation for the min-cut upper bound is correct (software test
record 5). Cut sets were generated in the analysis fault tree module with the probability cutoff at 0.00, 1E-20, 1E-8,
1E-5, 1E-3, 1E-l, and 1.00. The results were verified against the actual boolean reduction and lotus spread sheet
calculations. The results were acceptable.
The DEMO Family was used to evaluate the ability of SAPHIRE to solve a small fault tree of less than 100
gates (software test record 6). Cut sets were generated in the analysis fault tree module with the probability cutoff
at 0.00, IE-20, 1E-8, IE-5, IE-3, 1E-l, and 1.00. The results were verified against the actual boolean reduction
and lotus spread sheet calcu!ations. Both the cut sets and the fault tree quantification were correctly generated by
SAPHIRE.
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To evaluate the ability of SAPHIRE to solve large fault trees of greater than 1500 gates with complemented
events in the fault tree (software test record 7), five fault trees from the LaSalle database were combined into a new
tree. This new tree was also evaluated in CAFTA. The results were considered acceptable since they were
comparable between the two codes. Even though the quantification and cut set results from SAPHIRE compared
to the results from CAFTA, it was found that SAPHIRE and CAFTA reported a different number of gates per tree.
CAFTA recognized 1856 gates while SAPHIRE recognized only 612 gates. It was found that by changing the
amount of RAM memory, the size of the tree that could be analyzed would change. However, after maximizing the
memory to 627K out of 640K, it was not possible to analyze a tree past 612 gates without receiving the error
message, "roo many gates in this tree!" Therefore, the maximum number of gates (2500) was never reached and
is misleading since the total number of gates is dependent on the amount of available RAM. How SAPHIRE
calculated the total number of gates is also questionable since the total number of gates that SAPHIRE calculated
for this test was less than 3 times the amount CAFFA calculated. The impact is minor but leads the user to believe
that the problem may be in a different area other than memory. Also, it is annoying since SAPHIRE will corrupt
the database and require recovery actions if it is unable to process the tree. The appropriate documentation should
be changed.
The DEMO Family was used to evaluate the ability of SAPHIRE to solve small fault trees with complemented
events in the fault tree (software test record 9). Cut sets were generated in analysis fault tree module with the
probability cutoff at 0.00, 1E-8, 1E-5, 1E-3, 1E-l, and 1.00. The results in the report produced were verified
against the actual boolean reduction and lotus spread sheet calculations. The results were acceptable.

C-3. EVENT TREE ANALYSIS
The vital features for the major group of Event Tree Analysis are:
1.

Sequence generation process

2.

Sequence cut set generation process

3.

Quantifying process

4.

Capability of performing analysis on a single event tree

5.

Capability of performing analysis on multiple event trees.

C-3.1 Sequence Generation Process
To test the sequence generation process, three sub-features were tested: the generate sequences process, the
sequence editor, and the link editor.
The VV Family was used to test the generate sequences portion of the event tree analysis. The purpose of
software test record 10 was to determine if SAPHIRE would generate the correct sequence logic. Seven items were
evaluated for software test record 10. The fast item was to determine if the code correctly generated the sequence
logic. The second item was to determine if all sequences have correct logic generated except for those sequences
with end states that are designated as "ok," "success," or "ignore," and those sequences that are not to be included
in a particular analysis by marking the end state with an "@" symbol. The third item was to determine if the code
would generate correct sequence logic if a mutually exclusive top was added to each sequence logic. To test this
item a fault tree was created for use as a mutually exclusive top event substitution during the sequence logic
generation process. The fourth item was to verify that the code would correctly output the sequence logic to the
screen, printer, and to a file in the family directory. The fifth item was to determine if the code would automatically
assign sequence numbers to each sequence if this menu option was chosen. The sixth item was to determine if the
code would automatically assign an alpha character to each sequence or allow the user to manually name each
sequence if this menu option was chosen. For all of the above items the SAPHIRE generated the correct sequence
logic and correctly made the requested changes.
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The \rv Family was used to test the generate sequence editor portion of the event tree analysis. The sequence
editor allows the user to edit sequence names, end states, and assign frequencies after an event tree has been created.
The purpose of software test record 11 was to determine if correct sequence logic would be generated using the
sequence editor to modify the event tree. Seven items were evaluated for software test record 11. The first item
was to determine if modification of the frequency would produce the correct changes to the sequences. The second
item was to determine that sequence logic will not be generated for those sequences marked with an "@" symbol.
The third item was to perform various changes by using the line edit option. The fourth item was to check the
transfer function and determine if the user can edit the transfer event tree end state information in the same manner
as that for the initiating event tree. The fifth item was to test the global replace option. This option allows a specific
sequence name to be searched for and replaced with a new sequence name. The sixth item was to test the header
edit option. The final item was to determine if the change transfer option will correctly work as a toggle switch to
turn on and off transfer points. For all of the above items the SAPHIRE generated the correct sequence logic and
correctly made the requested changes.
The VV Family was used to test the link editor portion of the event tree analysis. This option allows the user
to define linkage rules and generate sequence logic. The purpose of software test record 12 was to determine if
correct sequence logic would be generated when linkage rules were invoked.
The fwst item was to test multiple branches. Multiple branches are used when the user wants to consider more
than one possible failure path for an event tree top event. For example, a user may want to show a failure path for
failure of one safety relief valve to reseat and a separate failure path for failure of more than one safety relief valve
to reseat. All sequences are correct except for Sequence 5. This sequence should have been A succeeds, B falls
and is replaced by B1, and C fails and is replaced by C1. SAPHIRE did not replace C with C1. Anomaly report
AR-12-0893-001 was generated.
As a further test an "@" symbol was placed on the end state of Sequence 3, therefore no logic was generated.
All sequences are correct except for Sequences 4 and 5. Sequence 4 should have been A succeeds, B fails and is
replaced by B1, and C succeeds and is replaced by C I. SAPHIRE did not replace B with B1 and C with C1.
Sequence 5 should have been A succeeds, B fails and is replaced by B1, and C fails and is replaced by C1.
SAPHIRE did not replace B with BI and C with CI. Anomaly report AR-12-0893-002 was generated.
From these two tests SAPHIRE is not correctly processing event tree sequence linkage rules for event trees
with multiple branches. Given the potential for PRA analysts to develop event trees with more than one possible
failure path for an event tree top event, this is considered to be a significant discrepancy between the way SAPHRIE
should work and its actual operation.
Other options that were evaluated to test the link editor included the Add, Modify, Delete, Restore, and Copy
options. The results from exercising each of these options were acceptable.

C-3.2 Sequence Cut Set Generation Process
To test the cut set probability cutoff (software test record 13), the Peach Bottom sequence A17 was used and
cut sets were generated for 4 different probability cutoff values. This test was repeated for cut sets using fault trees
and then sequences to generate the cut sets. The results matched the appropriate cutoff probabilities in all cases.
Software test records 14 and 15involve testing if SAPHIRE will generate the correct cut sets for an event tree
sequence using the fault tree method in one case (software test record 14) and the cut set method in the second case
(software test record 15). These tests are also covered by software test records 24 and 25, respectively. Software
test records 24 and 25 involve testing if SAPHIRE will generate the correct cut sets for all event tree sequences
respectively using the fault tree method and the cut set method.
The test that was performed to determine the maximum number of cut set that can be saved for one sequence
(software test record 16) was essentially the same as that for software test record 2. The results were also the same.
Default flag was the next sub-feature exercised to test the sequence cut set generation process. A default flag
designates that a change set has been previously established. For example, a change set may have been previously
NUREG/CR-6145
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established that says a point estimate should be used for a particular event tree top. The purpose of software test
record 17 was to over-write previous change sets and determine if the sequence logic incorporated this new change
set. Various combinations of new changes sets were tried using this option and in all cases the sequence logic was
correct.
The update cut sets feature (software test record 18) was examined using the DEMO Family. All the subfeatures tested were found acceptable. It is important to remember that for the alternate (or current) case, the results
are dependent upon those cut sets available. If, for example, the most stringent probability cutoff (1.00) had been
used first it would have eliminated all cut sets in the current case for subsequent analyses. For all testing, both the
base and current case cut sets were generated without cutoffs, and the current case was always "renewed" to contain
all sequence cut sets for each test cutoff.
To test the cut set quantification process (software test record 19), sequence A17 from the Peach Bottom
database was used to generate a new cut set report that included the cut set members and the calculated probability.
The files were loaded into MS EXCEL 4.0. The results did not match the IRRAS file. The EXCEL values were
off by a factor of 1E--4,probably due to the initiating event which is not included in the cut sets, and therefore not
calculated by the EXCEL macro. No anomaly report was generated.
Software test record 20 involves evaluating uncertainty analysis results for event tree sequences. Software test
record 20 is covered by software test records 32 and 33.
To test the split fraction calculation (software test record 21), values from two systems were generated using
IRRAS. These were then combined using the equation provided in the vital features list to calculate a sequence split
fraction by hand. The values were compared to the IRRAS values. The results were consistent with the hand
calculated values; however, it appears that SAPHIRE may not be rounding the results correctly. SAPHIRE results
may be truncated after three decimal places. The problem appears to be due to incorrect or lack of rounding
techniques. The impact is considered to be minor, however, this could be an important factor if rounding is treated
in the same manner in other portions of SAPHIRE such as in the quantification modules (the rounding problem was
also noted in software test record 23 on the minimal cut set upper bound calculation).
To test the base case update feature (software test record 22), an alternate case was developed that changed
three basic event probabilities. Cut sets for the alternate case and the base case were determined. Even though
SAPHIRE correctly performed the quantification when the base case update function was tested, the report function
printed out the alternate change set values instead of the base case probabilities. Since the report function does not
identify whether the print-out is for the base case or the alternate case, the user could inadvertently use the wrong
ca_.

0-3.3 Quantifying Process
To test the minimal cut set upper bound sub-feature (software test record 23), the cut sets and their
probabilities from sequences 2 and 3 of the DEMO Family were downloaded into a text tile. The text file was
uploaded into MS EXCEL and manipulated. The results were acceptable, except that there still appears to be a
problem with rounding.

0-3.4 Capability of Performing Analysis on a Single Event Tree
Software test records 24 and 25 involve testing if SAPHIRE will generate the correct cut sets for all event tree
sequences using the fault tree method and the cut set method, respectively. To test this two systems were extracted
from the LaSalle-4 database and a small event tree was created that included these systems. Sequence cut sets were
generated in IRRAS and CAb'TA using both the fault tree method and the cut set method. The results were
acceptable.
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C-3.5 Capability of Performing Analysis on Multiple Event Trees
Perform Analysis on Two Event Trees Using Fault Tree Method, software test record 26, is bounded by
software test record 24, Perform Analysis on Event Tree Using Fault Tree Method, and by software test record 27,
Perform Analysis on Five Event Trees Using Fault Tree Method.
Software test records 27 and 29 addresstesting the capability of performing analysis on multiple event trees.
Software test record 27 covers the case of using the fault tree method. Software test record 29 covers the case of
using the cut set method. For both tests the results were acceptable.
Perform Analysis on Two Event Trees Using System Cut Set Method, software test record 28, is bounded by
software test record 25, Perform Analysis on Event Tree Using Cut Sets, and by software test record 29, Perform
Analysis on Five Event Trees Using System Cut Set Method.

C-4. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
The vital features for the majorgroupof UncertaintyAnalysis are:
1.

Single event sampling

2.

Uncertaintyanalysis of sequences.

The uncertaintyanalysis was checked for both the Monte Carlo (MC) and Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS).
For both of these sampling techniques, single event analysis (i.e., a single basic event) and multiple event analysis
(i.e., a group of basic events, such as system or sequence cutsets) were investigated. Additionally, the random
number generatorthat is used in SAPHIREwas checked for its suitability. The uncertainty analysis testing is
coveredby software test records 30 through33.
For the single event uncertainty analysis, all SAPHIRE available distributions were checked. These
distributionsare: uniform,exponential, lognormal,chi-square,normal, gamma, beta, and histogram. Out of these
eight distributions,only one passedall the acceptancecriteriatests (the specific acceptancecriteria is spelled out in
the particularsoftware test record). The predominantreason why seven of eight distributions failed some of the
acceptancecriteriatests was that SAPHIREallows theuserto inputimproperdistributionparameters. In some cases,
SAPHIREwill print an errormessage indicating that improperdistributionparameterswere used, but still attempt
to perform the uncertaintyanalysis using the improperparameters. This could lead to incorrect results, and
consequently, is deemed unacceptable. Anomaly reports AR-30-0893-001 (exponential), AR-30-0893-005 (chisquare), AR-30-0893-008 (beta), AR-30-0893-010 (normal), AR-30-0893-011 (gamma), AR-30-0893-012
(lognormal), and AR-30-0893-013 (uniform) discusses the lack of parameter validation for the respective
distributions.
For those test cases thatdid not containimproperdistribution patamete.rs,anothergeneric problemwas found
for both the MC andLHS. The problem is that SAPHIRE appears to have an internal arithmetic precision problem
when distribution sampled values are small (approximately 1E-14 to 1E-15 or smaller). When a small value is
generatedby SAPHIRE, the value is frequently roundeddown to a value of zero. It is assumed that this problem
appears because of the arithmetic operations in the rain-cut upper-bound approximation. Anomaly reports AR-300893-002 and AR-30-0893-003 give additionaldetail on this generic problem.
The chi-square distributionhas a discrepancythat could result in confusion. When using the chi-square
distribution,the SAPHIRETechnicalReferenceManual: IRRAS/SARA Version 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5964), states that
the chi-squaredistributionthat is sampled (Y) is given by:
Y-aS,
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where X is distributed as x:(k), k is the uncertainty value, and a = (probability value)/(uncertainty value). Thus, if
the probability value - 2 and the uncertainty value = 1, then the sample chi-square distribution results should equal
2X2(1).
All the tests which had a multiple of the chi-square distribution did not give sampling results as a multiple of
the chi-square distribution. Instead, the results only seemed to give the chi-square distribution part [e.g., the results
were very close to what would be expected for X2(1),not 2X2(1)]. Other than this discrepancy of not resulting in
a multiple of the chi-square distribution, the chi-square sampling for n degrees of freedom seemed to be close to
tabulated values of chi-square percentiles. Consequently, if the user ignores the probability value and only uses the
uncertainty value as the degrees of freedom for the chi-square distribution, the results should be as expected. See
anomaly report AR-30-0893-004 for details on the test results.
The gamma distribution has two anomaly, one minor and one major. The minor anomaly for the gamma
distribution is that when the uncertainty value equals n/2 (where n equals the degrees of freedom) and the probability
field equals 2*(uncertainty value), then the gamma distribution will be chi-square distributed with n degrees of
freedom. Consequently, it would be expected that the sampling for identical gamma and chi-square distributions
should be exactly the same. The Monte Carlo sampling for the gamma distributions which are X2(I) and X2(2)differs
a little from the Monte Carlo sampling for the corresponding chi-square distributions. This inconsistency could cause
some confusion. The Latin Hypercube sampling for the gamma/chi-square distributions does not display this
inconsistency. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-007 for details on the test results.
The major anomaly for the gamma distribution is that with probability value of 1E-4 and uncertainty value
of 10,000, the MC sampling seemed to return the same value (7.068E--6) for each sample. Consequently, all the
sampling distribution results were in error. Also, no error messages were displayed alerting the user to the problem.
Two other statistical packages (@RISK and SAS) were used to see if the choice of parameters for the gamma
distribution is a generic problem. Both @RISK and SAS correctly handled the gamma distribution with these
parameters. Thus, some extreme parameter values for the gamma disa'ibution could result in erroneous results. The
users of SAPHIRE should exercise caution and test specific gamma distributions if the gamma distribution must be
used. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-006 for details on the test results.
The exponential distribution has a minor anomaly. When using the exponential distribution, the distribution
results should be the same as those from the gamma distribution (when the uncertainty value parameter equals 1 in
the gamma distribution). For the LHS analysis, the sampling for EXP(O) is not exactly the same as GAMMA(@,I)
while for the MC sampling the two distributions produce exactly the same sampling. While this is not a critical error
(since both sampling methods for the LHS distributions seem to produce accurate results), to be consistent, the
EXP(@)and GAMMA(O,1) sampling for LHS should be the same. (This could also be labeled as another anomaly
for the gamma distribution). See anomaly report AR-31-0893-001 for details on the test results.
The beta distribution has a major anomaly. For the beta distribution, the parameters that were specified for
several distributions (e.g., (1) prob. value --0.001, uncertainty value - 0.2; (2) prob. value - IE-6, uncertainty value
= 2; and (3) prob. value = IE--6, uncertainty value = 8000(_E) should result in beta distributions which are
legitimate. For these beta distributions, IRRAS actions ranged from giving runtime errors (causing the need to
recover the database) to running seemingly alright but giving nonsensical results. Thus, some parameter values for
the beta distribution could result in erroneous results. The users of SAPHIRE should exercise caution and test
specific beta distributions if the beta distribution must be used. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-009 for details on
the test results.
No anomalies were found for the multiple event uncertainty analysis (note: only distribution and parameters
that checked out alright from the single event uncertainty analysis tests were used for the multiple event uncertainty
analysis tests). Also, tests _hecking the random number generator did not reveal any anomalies.

C-S. CHANGE SET FEATURES
The vital features for the major group of Change Set Features are:
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1.

Creating change sets

2.

Applying changes to models

3.

Flags to be applied in change set events.

The change set features were examined using either the DEMO Family or the VV Family. The W Family
has simple event trees and fault trees to test the change set features and most of the results can be determined by
inspection.

C-5.1 Creating Change Sets
Using the DEMO Family, the direct assignment of individual probability to an event (software test record 34)
was tested by creating a change set with a probability change on basic event C-MOV-A from 5.0E-3 to 0.1. The
changes were verified on the change set report, basic event probability report, and the sequence cut set reports. The
results were acceptable.
Using the DEMO Family, manual designation of a group of .vents with the same probability (software test
record 35) was tested by creating a change set to change the values of basic events C-CV-A and C-CV-B from
1.0E-4 to 0.1 and change the values of basic events C-MOV- 1 and E-MOV- 1 from 1.0E-3 to 0.1. The results were
acceptable.
Using the DEMO Family, establishing search criteria for a class of events (software test record 36) was tested
by setting attribute 1 to yes on basic events DG-A and DG-B. Set attribute 3 to yes on basic events C-PUMP-A, B, and E-PUMP-A, -B. Set attribute 1 and 3 to yes on basic events C-MOV-1 and E-MOV-1. On the class change
set menu, put an asterisk in the name block, set calculation type to 1, and set the probability to 0.1. Three attribute
combinations were used to check this search criteria. Class attribute 1 is set to yes for the first search criteria test.
Set class attribute 3 to yes for the second search criteria test. Set class attributes 1 and 3 to yes for the third search
criteria test. The results obtaJa_for STR 36 were correct; however, an anomaly report was generated (see anomaly
report AR-364Y793-001) since the menus and the user documentation do not explain how to mark a class of events.

C-5.2 Applying Changes to Models
Entering the change set menus and applying changes to system data (software test records 37 and 38) was
tested by the change set features discussed above (software test records 34, 35, and 36); therefore, no separate test
procedure was developed.

C-5.3 Flags to be Applied to Change Set Events
The Sensitivity Process Flag ("S" Flag) was checked (software test record 39) but not tested since it is an
undocumented feature and has no criteria by which to measure results. Anomaly report AR-39-07-93-002 was
generated. It appears that this flag allows the analyst to vary the probability of an event or group of events over a
specified range and plot the change to core damage frequency. This is a very useful feature that needs to be
documented.
The "X" process flag was tested (software test record 40) in the DEMO Family. The ability of the '_" process
flag to substitute a developed event for both a system and a train of the system was tested. The '9(" process flag
substitutes a developed event probability instead of processing the system logic on the failed event tree path, and
for the success event tree path the code will use a "delete" term. The '_X"process flag was tested at a system level
and at a train level and in both cases the results were acceptable.
The '_Y"process flag was tested (software test record 41) in the DEMO Family. The ability of the '_" process
flag to substitute a developed event for both success and failure logic in an event tree was tested. The results were
acceptable.
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The 'T' process flag was tested (software test recore 42) in the VV Family. The ability of the 'T' process flag
to use system logic on the failure event tree path and the success of system logic on the event tree success path was
tested. A change set was created, and sequence logic and cut sets were generated both with and without fault trees.
The results were unacceptable. The unacceptable results were generated without fault trees and IRRAS
complemented the existing system cut sets incorrectly. IRRAS did not take into account the event tree success logic
in generating sequence cut sets. See anomaly report AR-42-0793-001 for more specifics.
The Blank flag was tested (software test record 43) while testing the process flags in the change set features
(software test records 34 through 41). The results were acceptable.

C-6. IMPORTANCE MEASURES
Six importance measures are available in SAPHIRE: Fussell-Vessely, Risk Reduction Ratio, Risk Increase
Ratio, Birnbaum Importance, Risk Reduction Interval, and Risk Increase Interval. The importance measures were
examined utilizing three slightly different approaches. First IRRAS calculations for the CSS system in the DEMO
family were independently checked using LOTUS spreadsheet. Second, importance measures for an event in the
LOSP event tree in the DEMO family were compared to importance measures calculated by hand. Lastly, IRAS
calculations using a SARA-level database of the LaSalle PRA were compared against importance measures published
in the LaSalle PRA documentation. Each of these are briefly described below and are addressed by software test
records 44 through 49.
Using the CSS system from the DEMO family in IRRAS, the importance measures are calculated for each of
the events appearing in the CSS system cut sets. These IRRAS generated importance measures are then compared
to calculations performed using a LOTUS spreadsheet. All six importance measures are included in these
calculations. All agreed to three significant digits. This is judged acceptable.
Using the LOSP event tree sequence #3 in the DEMO family, importance measures were calculated by IRRAS.
These same importance measures were then manually calculated for event C-MOV-1 by setting the event probability
to one and then zero. The resulting sequence frequencies were then used in hand calculations. These hand
calculated importance measures were then compared to those reported by IRRAS. All agreed to three significant
digits. This is judged acceptable.
Using the SARA-level LaSalle database,importance measures were calculated by IRRAS for the accident
sequence identified as "rio0." These importance measures were then compared to those documented in the LaSalle
PRA (A. C. Payne, Jr. et al., Analysis of the LaSalle Unit 2 Nuclear Power Plant: Risk Methods Integration and
Evaluation Program (RMIEP), NUREG/CR-4832, Vol. 3, Part 2, August 1992). Only the Risk Reduction Interval
and Risk Increase Interval are published in the LaSalle PRA, therefore, only these two measures could be compared
and checked. All agreed to three significant digits. This is judged acceptable.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-01-000-0893
8/4193
RVH

Test Number: Test 1
Test Description: DEMO data base. Cut set probability cutoff_keep only cut sets whose probability is above the cut set
probability cutoff. Using DEMO database will set probability cutoff at 0.00, I E-20, IE-8, 1E-5, IE-3, 1E-I, and 1.00 and
generate cut sets in the analyze fault tree module for CCS system.
Settings are: Perform cut set prob truncation_YES, (with truncation as stated); Perform event truncation---NO; Perform cut set
size truncation---NO; and no starting gate entered.
This will also test STR-03-000-0893, STR-04-000-0893, STR-05-000-0893, and STR-06-000-0893.
Computer system fleseription: IBM Clone, Gateway 2000 486/33DXC, 8Mb Ram, 200IDE hard drive, VGA display, DOS 5.0
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The CCS system was solved using Boolean logic, the cut sets producedwereloaded into
a LOTUS 1,2,3 spreadsheet, values were added for basic events and each cut set value was generated. This is shown in printout.
Visual inspection and comparison of the values generated by IRRAS and this pri_atoutwas considered acceptable.
Input data file names and listings: Since DEMO databasewas used there are no input files.
Output data file names and listings: After each calculation was performed, a reportwas produced on the cut set listing in
display reportsfor all results that producedcut sets. For those two cut offs that did not produceresultsthe <CTRL>Kcommand
was used to produce a screen copy of the results. All results were combined into one Word Perfect file as shown.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-2-O01-0793
7/29/93
Steven D. Novaek

Test Number: STR-2-001-07-93
Test Description: Determine the maximum number of outsets saved in the database for a fault tree. To determine this value
I created eutsets from one fault tree (IAS) taken from a Peach Bottom system with a cutoff truncation value of 1E-19. Analysis
of this fault tree generated more outsets than the code could save therefore the total number of outsets were truncated. Next, I
saved the cutsets in an ASCII report using the IRRAS report function. Then I loaded the file into MS EXCEL 4.0, smart parsed
the results and wrote a macro that stripped the headers off the file and another that counted the total number of events. By adding
the total number of events and outsets I could test the formula given in vital features document.
Computer system description:
VGA-DOS

IBM Clone/Continental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE- 100Mb, SVGA-Windows

Expected values/acceptance criteria:

The expected total number of events and outsets should be less than 32,700.

Input data file names and listings: Input listings are attached (on disk).
Output data file names and listings: Output files are on disk. The results conflicted with the formula give in the technical
reference guide V4.0. I found the number of total cutsets saved in the database to be < 32,000 not < 32,700. See Anomaly report
AR-2-07-93-001.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR-03-000-0893
8/4/93

Originator

:

RVH

Test Number:

Test 3

Test Description:
DEMO data base. Correct cut set generation---when a fault tree is reduced to cut sets the correct number of
cut sets that produce the top events exist. Using DEMO database will set probability cutoff at 0.00, IE--20, IE-8, IE-5, IE---3,
IE-1, and 1.00 and generate cut sets in the analyze fault tree module for CCS system.
Settings are: Perform cut set prob truncation--YES,
size truncation---NO; and no starting gate entered.
This will also test STR-01-000-0893,
Computer

system description:

(with truncation as stated); Perform event truncatiorr--NO;

STR-04-000-0893,

STR-05-000-0893,

Perform cut set

and STR-06-000-0893.

IBM Clone, Gateway 2000 486/33DXC, 8Mb RAM, 200IDE hard drive, VGA display, DOS 5.0

Expected values/acceptance
criteria: The CCS system was solved using Boolean logic, the cut sets produced were loaded into
a LOTUS 1,2,3 spread sheet, values were added for basic events and each cut set value was generated. This is shown in printout.
Visual inspection and comparison of the values generated by IRRAS and this printout was considered acceptable.
Input data file names and listings:

Since DEMO database was used there are no input files.

Output data flit names and listings: After each calculation was performed, a report was produced on the cut set listing in
display reports for all results that produced cut sets. For those two cut offs that did not produce results the <C'I_L>K command
was used to produce a screen copy of the results. All results were combined into one Word Perfect file as shown.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

Originator

:

STR-04-0(_0893
8/5/93
RVH
i

Test Number:

Test 4

Test Description:
DEMO data base. Generate minimal cut set upper bound for alternate cut sets of the selected systems--this
is the bounding number for the sum of all the cut sets. Using DEMO database will set probability cutoff at 9.00, IE-20, IE-8,
IE-5, IE-3, IE-I, and 1.00 and generate cut sets in the analyze fault tree module for CCS system.
Settings are: perform cut set prob truncation--YES,
size truncation---NO; and no starting gate entered.
This will also test STR-01-000-0893,
Computer

system description:

(with truncation as stated); Perform event truncatiort--NO;

STR-03-000-0893,

STR-05-000-0893,

Perform cut set

and STR-06-000-0893.

IBM Clone, Gateway 2000 486/33DXC, 8Mb RAM, 200IDE hard drive, VGA display, DOS 5.0

Expected values/acceptance criteria: The CCS system was solved using Boolean logic, the cut sets produced were loaded into
a LOTUS 1,2,3 spread sheet, values were added for basic events and each cut set value was generated. This is shown in printout.
Visual inspection and comparison of the values generated by IRRAS and this printout was considered acceptable.
Input data file names and listings:

Since DEMO database was used there are no input files.

Output data file names and listings: After each calculation was performed, a report was produced on the cut set listing in
display reports for all results that produced cut sets. For those two cut offs that did not produce results the <CTRL>K command
was used to produce a screen copy of the results. All results were combined into one Word Perfect file as shown.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-05-000-0893
8/5/93
RVH

Test Number: Test 5
Test Description: DEMO data base. Generate and quantify the correct minimal cut set upper bound using the min-cut upper
bound equation. Using DEMO database will set probability cutoff at 0.(30, IE-20, IE--8, IE--5, IE-3, IE-I, and 1.00 and
generate cut sets in the analyze fault tree module for CCS system.
settiags are: Perform cut set prob truncation--YES, (with truncation as stated); Perform event truncation_NO;
size truncation---NO; and no starting gate entered.

Perform cut set

Thi_ will also test STR-01-000-0893, STR-03-000-0893, STR-04-000-0893, and STR-06-000-0893.
Computer system description: IBM Clone, Gateway 2000 486/33DXC, 8Mb RAM, 200IDE hard drive, VGA display, DOS 5.0
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The CCS system was solved using Boolean logic, the cut sets produced were loaded into
a LOTUS 1,2,3 spread sheet, values were added for basic events and each cut set value was generated. This is shown in printout.
Visual inspection and comparison of the values generated by IRRAS and this printout was considered acceptable.
Input data file names and listings: Since DEMO database was used there are no input files.
Output data file names and listings: After each calculation was performed, a report was produced on the cut set listing in
display reports for all results that produced cut sets. For those two cut offs that did not produce results the <C'I_L>K command
was used to produce a screen copy of the results. All results were combined into one Word Perfect file as shown.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-06-000-0893
8/6/93
RVH

Test Number: Test 6
Test l)eseription: DEMO data base. Fault tree created with less than 100 gates. This effort is to test the ability of SAPIR
to solve a single fault tree. Using DEMO database will set probability cutoff at 0.00, 1E,-20, IE--8, 1E--5, IE--3, IE-], and 1.00
and generate cut sets in the analyze fault tree module for CCS system.
Settings are: Perform cut set prob truncation--YES, (with truncation as stated); Perform event truncation--NO; Perform cut set
size truncatiorr---NO; and no starting gate entered.
This will also test STR-01-000-0893, STR-03-000-0893, STR-04-000-0893, and STR-05-000-0893.
Computer system description: IBM Clone, Gateway 2000 486/33DXC, 8Mb RAM, 200IDE hard drive, VGA display, DOS 5.0
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The CCS system was solved using boolean logic, the cut sets produced were loaded i:r.o
a LOTUS 1,2,3 spread sheet, values were added for basic events and each cut set value was generated. This is shown in printout.
Visual inspection and comparison of the values generated by IRRAS and this printout was considered acceptable.
Input data file names and listings: Since DEMO database was used there are no input files.
Output data file names and listings: After each calculation was performed, a report was produced on the cut set listing in
display reports for all results that produced cut sets. For those two cut offs that did no__roduce results the <CTRL>K command
was used to produce a screen copy of the results. All results were combined into one Word Perfect file as shown.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-7-001-0893
8/12/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number: STR-7-001-08-93
Test Description: Analyze a large fault tree to determine if the code correctly determines the appropriate cutsets. To accomplish
this test I combined two fault trees from the Peach Bottom Database (V2 and V3) into a new tree name Test 7. Next I evaluated
the new tree and printed the results. Then I down loaded the value block and tree information into a sets input file and uploaded
the data into CAFI'A. I evaluated the tree in CAVI'A, printed and compared the results. I used a cutoff value of IE--7 and the
test tree contained 150 gates.
Computer system description: IBM Clone/Continental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE- 100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The outsets for IRRAS and CAFI'A should match.
Input data rde names and listings: Input listings are attached (on disk). Included are reports containing the cutsets from
CAFTA and IRRAS for comparison purposes.
Output data file names and listings: Output files are on disk. The results from CAFTA and IRRAS matched to two places
after the decimal point in scientific notation.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-7A-001-0893
8/16/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number: STR-TA-001-08-93
Test Description: Analyze a large fault tree to determine if the code correctly determines the appropriate cutsets. To accomplish
this test I combined five fault trees from the LaSalle Database (ADS,CDS,HPCS,LPCI,RCIC) into a new tree name Test 7-1.
Next I evaluated the new tree and printed the results. Then I down loaded the value block and tree information into a sets input
file and uploaded the data into CAFFA. I evaluated the tree in cAFrA, printed and compared the results. I used a cutoff value
of IE-7, a truncation of four events per outset, and the test tree contained 612 gates. In addition to testing the eutsets I attempted
to test the maximum number of gates allowed (2500) to analyze a fault tree.
Computer system description: IBM Clone/ContinentaV386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE- 100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
Expected xdues/acceptance criteria: The cutsets for IRRAS and CAFTA should match and the number of maximum gates
should be 2500.
Input data file names and listings: Input listings are attached (on disk), also included are a hard copy of the cutset report.
Output data file names and listings: Output files are on disk. The results from CAFI'A and IRRAS matched to two places
after the decimal point in scientific notation. However the maximum number of gates was limited by DOS memory. 1 found
that CAFTA and IRRAS reported a different number of gates per tree. CAFTA recognized 1856 gates for the Test 7-1 tree while
IRRAS recognized only 612. I attempted to test different size trees and found that by changing the amount of RAM memory
I could change the size of tree that could be analyzed. However, after maximizing the memory to 627K out of 640K I still was
unable to analyze a tree past this point (612 gates) and received a "roo many gates in this tree!" error message in IRRAS and
was told that my database needed to be recovered. I found this limitation in conflict with the documented maximum number
of gates. An anomaly report will follow.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-09-000-0893
8/15/93
RVH

Test Number: Test 9
Test Description: DEMO data base. Analyze small fault trees whose the total number of gates for each fault tree is less than
100. Fault trees should be reduced by hand. This is to test the ability of IRRAS to produce results for more than one fault tree
when two or more are marked (using the <F3> key) for generate cut sets.
Using DEMO database will set probability cutoff at 0.00, IE-8, IE-5, IE-3, lEvi,
analyze fault tree module both the ECS and CCS systems.

and 1.00, mark and generate cut sets in the

Seaings are: Perform cut set prob truncation---YES (with truncation as stated); Perform event truncation---NO; Perform cut set
size truncation_NO; and no starting gate entered.
This will also test STR-01-000-0893, STR-03-000-0893, STR-04-000-0893, and STR-05-000-0893.
Computer system description: IBM Clone, Gateway 2000 486133DXC,8Mb RAM, 200IDE hard drive, VGA display, DOS 5.0
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The ECS and CCS system were solved using Boolean logic, the cut sets produced were
loaded into a I_TUS 1,2,3 spread sheet, values were added for basic events and each cut set value was generated. This is shown
in printout. Visual inspection and comparison of the values generated by IRRAS and this printout was considered acceptable.
Input data file names and listings: Since DEMO database was used there are no input files.
Output data file names and listings: After each calculation was performed, a report was produced from the report option for
all results that produced cut sets. All results were combined into one Word Perfect file as attached.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
I

STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-9-001-0793
7/29/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number: STR-9-001-09-93
Test Description: Analyze a large and small fault tree to determine if the code correctly calculates the outset probability. To
accomplish this test I used a small tree (CSS) from the DEMO database and a large fault tree (IAS) from the Peach Bottom
database. I extracted the basecase basic event table that includes the event names and probabilities, and the outset report that
includes the cutset members and the calculated probability. Next, I loaded the files into MS EXCEL V4.0 used a previously
generated macro to strip the headings from the file and created a second macro to calculate each cutset probability.
Computer system description: IBM Clone/Continental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE- 100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected cutset probabilities in IRRAS should match the calculated values in EXCEL.
Input data file names and listings: Input listings are attached (on disk). Also included are a hard copy of the Excel macro used
to determine the cutset probability.
Output data file names and listings: Output files are on disk. The results matched the IRRAS file for both the large and small
fault trees.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR- 10-001-0793
7/26/93
LW

Test Number: Test 10
Test Description: VV data base---l) Generate the possible sequences for an event tree and all logic for each sequence 2) All
sequences have logic generated except (a) those with "OK" "SUCCESS", or "IGNORE" as end states and (b) those whose end
states begin with the character "@"; 3) Add mutually exclusive top (if non-blank top exist) as a successful top to each sequence
logic; 4) Name of list file----output the logic generated in a report form to the screen, printer, or user named file; 5) Numbers--use
sequence numbers as the name of each generated sequence; 6) Names---use sequence name contained in the event tree as the
name of each generated sequence
Computer system description:
VGA display

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

Expected values/acceptance criteria: 1) Generated all sequence logic for the VV data base event tree--acceptable; 2) "@"
placed on seq l--sequence not generated; ignore placed on seq 2--sequence not generated; success placed on seq 3---sequence
generated----acceptable; 3) Mutually exclusive top substitution added to all sequences of the event tree--acceptable; 4) Logic
output to screen, printer and file--acceptable; 5) Sequence numbers used as sequence names---acceptable; 6) Sequence name on
event tree as sequence name---acceptable
Input data Valenames and listings: See attached
Output data fde names and listings: See attached

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-11-001-0793
7/26/93
LW

Test Number: Test 11
Test Description: VV data base--l) Frequency--look up minimumcut set upper boundfor marked/highlightedsequences (0.0
Is default)---add frequency to the event tree drawing--.changed header for the third column to be frequency; 2) '@'
status--change the end state name to be generated (without '@' in the first character)or not generated(with '@' in the first
character)for each; 3) Line edit--change any highlightedline; 4) Follow transfer--if transferevent tree exists, edit its logic;
5) Global replace---giventhe column numberanda searchstring,replaceany occurrencesof the searchstringin the given column
number with the replace string; 6) Headeredit---change the header for the drawing; 7) Change transfer--toggle logic between
being a transferpath or a termination path
Computer system description: IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE harddrive,
VGA display
Expected values/acceptance criteria:
1) Frequency added to event tree sequence--acceptable; 2) @ added to each
sequence--sequences not generated_acceptable; 3) Line edit---changed highlighted lines--acceptable; 4) Follow transfer--edit
logic_acceptable; 5) Global replace--replace all occurrencesof a search string in a column---acceptable;6) Headeredit---event
tree header edited to turn on and off header columns---acceptable;7) Change transfer----transfer
toggled on and off, sequence
transfers with transfer on and no transfer with transferoff--acceptable
Input data file names and listings: See attached
Output data fde names and listings: See attached
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TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

'
•
'

STR-12-001-0893
8/4/93
LW

Test Number: Test 12
Test Description: VV data base---1A) Multiple branches---if more than one failed branch exists and an exception applies to at
least one of them, then all branches must have a replaced top and replacement top. Use event tree El'-1. 1B) in the sequence
editor place an '_" on the end state of seq 3 on event tree IE--I. Generate sequence logic.
Rule_a rule of replacement contains a number of conditional tops, tops to be replaced and tops to replace.

I

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Add- add an entry at the highlighted cell.
Modify- (insert)--add a blank line above the highlighted cell.
Delete- delete an entry at the highlighted cell.
Restore- last deleted entry at the highlighted cell.
Copy- make a copy of an existing rule at user specified location.

Computer system description: IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,
VGA display
Expected values/acceptance criteria: VV data base--link editor_allows userto enterlinks (exceptions) that are to be applied
during sequence logic generation.
1A) Top event substitutions should appear in the sequence logic report. Seq 5 of event tree IE-1 should have a substitution of
CI for C. Unacceptable. See AR-12-0893-001
1B) Top event substitutions should appear in the sequence logic report. Seq 3 should not appear in the logic report (correct) and
top event B 1 should be substituted for top event B in sequences 4 and 5. Unacceptable. See AR-12-0893-002 Rule---a rule of
replacement contains a number of conditional tops, tops to be replaced and tops to replace. 2) Add_add an entry at the
highlighted cell. Acceptable. 3) Modify is not on the IRRAS 4.16 Link editor menu. Insert is. Insert--add a blank line above
the highlighted cell. Acceptable. 4) Delete--delete an entry at the highlighted cell. Acceptable. 5) Restore--- last deleted entry
at the highlighted cell. Acceptable. 6) Copy--make a copy of an existing rule at user specified location. Acceptable.
Input data file names and listings: See attached
Output data file names and listings: See attached
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR- 13-001-0893
8/9/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number: STR- 13-001-08-93
Test Description: Event Probability cutoff value. Do not discard cut set if cut set failure probability is greater than the cutoff
or failure probability for each event in the cutset is greater than or equal to the event probability cutoff. To accomplish this Test I
used the Peach Bottom sequence A 17and generated cut sets for 4 different probability cutoff values (I E-2, 1E--9, 1E--11,5E-- 12).
This test was repeated for cut sets using fault trees and then sequences to generate the cutsets.
Computer system description:
VGA-DOS

IBM Clone/Continental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE- 100Mb, SVGA-Windows

Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected val.ueswould be consistent with the probability cutoff values in the reports.
Input data file names and listings: Input listings are attached (on disk). Also included are a hard copy of the reports.
Output data file names and listings: Output files are on disk and on hard copy. The results matched the appropriate cutoff
probabilities in all cases.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR- 16-001-0693
7/20/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number: STR- 16-001-07-93
Test Description: Determine the maximum number of cut sets saved in the database for one sequence. To determine this value
I created cut sets from one sequence taken from a Peach Bottom event tree. The sequence generated more than the saved number
of cut sets therefore the total number of cut sets were truncated. Next, I saved the cut sets in an ASCII report using the IRRAS
report function, loaded the file into Word Perfect for Windows and split the file in half. Then I loaded the two files into MS
EXCEL4.0, smart parsed the results and wrote a macro that stripped the headers off the file and another that counted the total
number of events.
Computer system description: IBM CloneJContinental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE- 100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
Expected
values/acceptance
criteria:
Theexpected
total
numberofevents
andcutsets
shouldbe less
than32,700.
Inputdatafile
namesand listings:
Inputlistings
areattached
(ondisk).
Outputdatafile
names andlistings:
Outputfiles
areon disk.Theresults
conflicted
withtheformula
giveinthetechnical
reference
guide
V4.0.Ifoundthenumberoftotal
cutsets
savedinthedatabase
tobe< 32,000not< 32,700.
An anomalyreport
AR-02-07-93-001.
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TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR- 1%001-0893
816193

Originator

:

LW

Test Number:

Test 17

Test Description: VV data base
IA) Event tree El': create three (3) chg sets" flagsetl, flagset2, flagset3 for sequences 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
names in "flag set name" block of the event tree modify sequence menu.
Seq 2_Flagsetl:

System A, Y flag set, basic event L, house event TRUE_L

Seq 3--Flagset2:

System B, Y flag set, basic event J, I (ignore J)

Seq 4---Flagset3: Basic event J, house event FALSE--J

Enter flagset

removed (input to AND gate)

removed (input to OR gate)

Generate S_lUence cut sets on each sequence individually and as a group, no cut offs with fault trees
IB)

Seq 4---Flagset3: basic event J, house event TRUE--J

and K removed (input to OR gate)

Generate sequence cut sets on sequence 4, no cut offs with fault trees
1C)

Seq 3---Flagset2: Basic event L, house event FALSE---L and M removed (input to AND gate)

Generate sequence cut sets on sequence 4, no cut offs with fault trees
2) Event nee ET: create three (3) chg sets: flagsetl, flagset2, flagset3 for sequences 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
names in "flag set name" block of the event tree modify sequence menu.
Seq 2--Flagsetl"

I

Basic event L, house event TRUE.--L

Enter flagset

removed (input to AND gate)

Seq 3---Flagset2: System B, Y flag set, basic event J, I (ignore J)
Seq 4---Flagset3: Basic event J, house event FALSE---J removed (input to OR gate)
Generate sequence cut sets on each sequence, no cut offs with fault trees and insert defaultl for flag set name in the cut set
generation cutoff values menu for sequence 2 cut set generation. Do the same for default2 on sequence 3 and default3 on
sequence 4.
3) Using the data in number 2 above, generate sequence cut sets on each sequence, no cut offs with fault trees and insert 'none'
for the flag set name in the cut set generation cutoff values menu.
Computer system description:
display
Expected values/acceptance
IA)

Seq 2_Flagsetl:

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb ram, 340 Mb IDE hard drive, VGA

criteria:
System A, Y flag set, basic event L, house event TRUE -L removed (input to AND gate)

Seq 3---Flagset2" System B, Y flag set, basic event J, I (ignore J)
Seq 4.--Flagset3: Basic event J, house event FALSE--J

removed (input to OR gate)

Generate sequence cut sets, no cut offs with fault trees_acceptable
1B)

Seq 4 Flagset3:

Basic event J, house event TRUE--J

and K removed (input to OR gate)

Generate sequence cut sets on sequence 4, no cut offs with fault trees_acceptable
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Seq 3 Flagset2: Basic event L, house event FAI.,SE--L and M removed (input to AND gate)

Generate sequence cut sets on sequence 4, no cut offs with fault trees--acceptable
2) Event tree ET: create three (3) chg sets: flagsetl, flagset2, flagset3 for sequences 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Enter flagset
names in "flag set name" block of the event tree modify sequence menu.
Seq 2--Flagsetl: Basic event L, house event TRUE--L removed (input to AND gate)----acceptable
Seq 3---Flagset2: System B, Y flag set, basic event J, I (ignore J)----acceptable
Seq 4--Flagset3: Basic event J, house event FALSE--J removed (input to OR gate)--acceptable
3) Using the data in number 2 above, generate sequence cut sets on each sequence, no cut offs with fault trees and insert "NONE"
for the flag set name in the cut set generation cutoff values menu. Sequence cut sets will be generated without any change sets.
Acceptable.
Input data file names and listings: See attached
Output data file names and listings: See attached
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR- 18-000-0893
8/15/93
RVH

Test Number: Test 18
Test Description: DEMO data base. Update cut sets. Reevaluate existing cut sets using the cut set update feature in IRRAS
with both the base and current eases. This will test the following parameters.
A) When the cut set probability cutoff is set, IRRAS discards any cut set whose probability of failure is less than the cutoff
value, and that the probability of failure is equal to the product of the probability of each event in the cut set.
B) That irras uses the size truncation option as intended and eliminates any cut set whose size exceeds a specified size.
C) That IRRAS uses the zone truncation option as intended and eliminates any cut set whose number of zone events exceeds
the specified zone size.
Using DEMO database will generate both base and current case cut sets for sequence 2, setting all cutoff values to no <N>.
Will the cut set update option for both the current and base ease, a) will set cutoffs at combinations of 0.00, IE---8,IE-5, IE--3,
and IE---I; b) will set cutoff for outset size of 0, 1, 2, and 3.)
The cut set update menu does not provide this option in IRRAS 4.0. It is provided in IRRAS 5.0.
Computer system description: IBM Clone, Gateway2000 486/33DXC, 8Mb RAM, 2001DEhard drive,VGA display, DOS 5.0
Expected values/acceptance criteria: Sequence 2 was solved using Boolean logic, the cut sets produced were loaded into a
LOTUS 1,2,3 spreadsheet, values were added for basic events andeach cut set value was generated. This is shown in printout.
Visual inspection andcomparison of the values generatedby IRRAS and this printout was considered acceptable.
Input data _e names and listings: Since DEMO database was used thereare no input files.
Output data file names and Ustings: After each calculation was performed, a report was producedon the cut set listing in
display reports for all results that producedcut sets.
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STR No.
Date

:
:

STR- 19-001-0893
8/2/93

Originator

:

Steven D. Novack

Test Number: STR-19..001-08-93
Test Description: Analyze a large sequence, not using the fault tree option to determine if the code correctly calculates the cut
set probability. To accomplish this Test I used a sequence (A17) from the Peach Bottom database with a probability cutoff value
of 1 x 10E--19. I used the same basic event table as test #9 that includes the event names and probabilities, and generated a new
cut set report that includes the cut set members and the calculated probability. Next, I loaded the files into MS EXCEL V4.0
used a previously generated macro to strip the headings from the file and a second macro to calculate each cut set probability.
Computer system description: IBM Clone/Cominental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE---100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected cutset probabilities in IRRAS should match the calculated values in EXCEL.
Input data file nmaes and listings: Input listings are attached (on disk). Also included are a hard copy of the Excel macro used
to determinethe cutset probability.
Output data file names madlistings: Output files are on disk. The results did not match the IRRAS file for the A17 sequence.
The EXCEL values were off by a factor of IE-4. This is probably due to the initiating event, which is not included in the cutsets
and therefore not calculated by the EXCEL macro. Although I will not write an Anomaly for this item it should be noted.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-2 !-06-93..001
6/14/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number:. STR-21-06-93-001
Test Description: SpritFraction calculation. Values from two systems were generated using IRRAS. These were then combined
using the equation provided in the test protocol to calculate a sequence split fraction by hand. Next the hand calculated values
were compared to the IRRAS report values.
Computer system description: IBM Clone/Continental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE.---100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
EXl_eted values/m:ceptance criteria: Demo database used Sequence 2 - 4.77263E-2
Sequence 3 - 1.03371E--3. (see attached)
Output data file names and listings: Input values are derived from the outset upper bound results of the CCS and ECS trees
(see attached). I.aSalle database.
Output data file names and listings: The output data is found on the split fraction results screen. The results were consistent
with the hand calculated values. However, there may be a problem with not rounding the results of the Split Fraction.
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:
:
:

STR-22-001-06-93
6/15/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number: STR-22-001-06-93
Test Description: Base Case Update. An Alternate case was made that changed 3 basic event probability data. Cut sets for
the alternative case and the base case were run. Report outputs of the alternative case, the base case prior to the update and after
the update were made for comparison purposes.
Computer system description: IBM Clone/Continental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE_100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
Expected values/acceptance criteria: Demo database used (CCS) C-MOV-1 Base ,- 1E-3 Alternate - IE.-4 E-MOV-1 Base
- IE--3 Alternate - IE--4Tank Base ,, IE-7 Alternate IE--3 (See attached)
Input data file names and listings: Input listings are attached.
Output data fde names and listings: The outputdata is included with the attachedlistings. This test was nevercompleted since
the base case reportfailed to show the properbase case probabilities. Print screens of the basic event data were included (see
attached) to confirm base case event data which did not match the base case probabilitiesin the cut sets. It seems that the
alternate probabilities as opposed to the base case data is appearing in the reports for the base case. This feature needs to be
corrected before finalizing this test.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-23-001-06-93
6/15/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number: STR-23-001-06-93
Test Description: Minimal Cut Set Upper Bound. The test procedure included downloading the cut sets and their probabilities
(sequence 2 & 3 from the DEMO family) into a text file. The text file was then uploaded into MS Excel 3.0, and smart parsed.
Once in a workable form, calculations based on the test procedure for determining the minimal cut set upper bound was applied
to the data.
Computer system description: IBM CionelContinental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE--100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
Expected values/acceptance criteria: DEMO database used (CCS) Sequence 2 MCSUB - 4.63633404E-1
Sequence 3 MCSUB - 3.96970739644809E-3 (see attached)
Input data file names and listings: Input listings are attached. IRRAS DEMO Database.
Output data file names and listings: The outputdata is included with the attached listings. All values checked out for two
significant figures after the decimal point using scientific notation. However, there is still a problem with rounding(or not
roundingvalues). See STR # 21 for more detail. In this computation sequence 2 was off in the third value after the decimal
place.
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STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-24-001-06-93
6/29/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number: 5TR-24-001-06-93
Test Description: Perform Analysis on event tree using fault trees. To accomplish this task I extracted two systems from the
LaSaUe-4database in IRRAS, created a small event tree that included these systems and generated cut sets for two sequences.
Next I downloaded the fault tree information and uploaded it into CAFTA. Then I created the same event tree and generated
cut sets for the same two sequences.
Computer system description: IBM Clone/Continental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE--100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
Expected values/acceptance criteria: Based on the CAFI'A results Sequence 2 - 2.54E-01
Sequence 3 -, 9.73E--0 (see attached)
Input data file names and listings: Input listings are attached. LaSalle Database.
Output data file names and listings: The output data is included with the attached listings for eutsets greater than 1 × 10-6.
All values and the top twenty eutsets checked out.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-25-001-06-93
7/1/93
Steven D. Novack

Test Number: STR-25-001-06-93
Test Description: Perform Analysis on event tree using cut sets. To accomplish this task I extracted two systems from the
LaSalle-4 database in IRRAS, created a small event tree that included these systems and generated cut sets for one sequence.
Next, I downloaded the fault tree information and uploaded it into CAFTA. Then I created the same event tree and generated
cut sets for the same sequence.
Computer system description: IBM Clone/Continental/386-33/AT-Bus, DOS 5.0, 12Mb, 2 IDE.--100Mb, SVGA-Windows
VGA-DOS
Expected values/acceptance criteria: Based on the CAFrA results Sequence 4 - 3.3E--02 (see attached)
Input data file names and listings: Input listings are attached. LaSalle. VBK RCIC.SET
Output data file names and listings: The output data is included with the attached listings for outsets greater than 1 × 10-5.
All values and the top twenty cut sets checked out.
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:
:

STR-27-001-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 001
Test Description: Tested the event tree analysis generation of cutsets for five event trees linked together using the top event
system fault trees (i.e., using the fault tree logic). The SAPHIRE code passed the acceptance criteria for this test.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: See attachments for specifics on the event trees and systems that were used to test this
feature.
Input data me namesand listings: See attachments.
Output data file names and listings: See attachments.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-29-001-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 001
Test Description: Tested the eventtree analysis generationof cutsets for five event treeslinked togetherusing the system cutsets
(i.e., not by using the system fault tree logic). The SAPHIRE code passed the acceptancecriteria for this test.
Computer system description: 33 MID. 486, Insight International,AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: See attachmentsfor specifics on the event trees and systems thatwere used to test this
feature.
Input data file names and listings: See attachments.
Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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•

STR-30-001-0893

Date
Originator

•
•

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number:

001

Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo sampling for a single event (seed = 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested was for
the uniform distribution. Three different uniform distributions were tested: (A) low value = 0, high value = 1; (B) low value
- 0, high value = 100,000; and (C) low value = -1, high value = 1. The Monte Carlo results for these three distributions were
compared to hand calculated values. Tile code passed all tests for the uniform distribution Monte Carlo analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

The expected values for the three distributions

Parameter

Distribution

Mean

0.5

5th percentile

0.05

,1,,

50th percentile

A

Distribution
50,000

,,,

,., ,

0.5.

,

are:

B

Distribution
0

,

5,000

-0. l

50,000

0 ,,

95,000

,,

0.95

Standard Dev.
,

0.2887

28,868

0,5774

Skewness

0

0

0

,

95th percentile
,

,

...,,,

,

Kurtosis
,

1.8
,

Input data f'fle names and listings:
the following parameters:
"

,

....

.

,=,

Prob. value
Uncertainty
,,,

,,,

value,,,

,

0.5

,.

Calc.
type
,
Uncertainty
,
,,

Output

,,

,

data file names and listings:

....

,I...........

Distribution C

..,,,

•

50,000
1130,000
., ,.,,

,,

,i.,

,,,,,

Y
,,,,

,,,,.

_

,

.

, ,,

,,

,,

1

U,,.,

,,,

0
1

,

!

.,

Y
,,,,

,...,

1.8

,,,

,

U

Init. Flag

,,,

,u

i.. ,_

1
type ,

,.

,,,,.,,,

0.9

J

Distribution B

1

,

,

,,

Distribution A
, ,,

,

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had a uniform distribution with

,

Parameter

..,,,

1.8

,,.,.

:

,

C

U
Y

,

_ •

,, ,,

,,

,,,

,

. ,, ,',

See attachments.
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STR-31-001-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 001
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube (LHS) sampling for a single event (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the uniform distribution. Three different uniform distributions were tested: (A) low value - 0, high value ffi 1; (B) low
value - 0, high value ffi 100,000; and (C) low value - -1, high value = i. The LHS results for these three distributions were
compared to hand calculated values. The code passed all tests for the uniform distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected

values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

The expected values for the three distributions are:
,,,

Parameter

,

Distribution A
,

Mean

,

Distribution B

Distribution

,,,.

C

,,

0.5

50,000

0

'1

t

5th percentile
50th percentile

0.05

, ,

• ,,

5,000

,,.,,,

0.5

.,,

,,

50,000

95th percentile

0.95

95,000

Standard Dev.

0.2887,,,

28,868

Skewness

0

Parameter

.......

,..,

0.9
0.5774
.,,

,,,.

0

,,..

1.8

Input data fde names and listings:
the following parameters:

0

,.,,,,,

0
,

Kurtosis

-0.1

,,, ,,

,.,

1.8

1.8

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had a uniform distribution

Distribution

A

Distribution B

Distribution

C

•

Prob.value

0.5

Uncertainty
value

l

50,000

0

I00,000

I

.

,,,,.,

Calc. type

1

1

I

Uncertainty type

U

U

U

Init. Flag

Y

Y

y
,,,,,

Output

data file names and listings:
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•

STR-30-002-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 002
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the exponential distribution. Eight different exponential distributions were tested: (A) prob. value - -1, (B) prob. value
- 0, (C) prob. value - 0.1, (D) prob. value - 1, (E) prob. value - 50, (F) prob. value - 5,000, (G) prob. value - 0.0002, and (H)
prob. value -. IE-16. The MC results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code did no......__t
pass
all tests for the exponential distribution MC analysis (see reports AR-30-0893-001 and AR-30-0893-002).
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight Intemational, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the eight distributions are:
........

.,"

H.,,

Parameter

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Mean

-1

0

0.1

1

50

5,000

2E.-4

1.443E--16

5th percentile

n/a

0

5.13E--3

5.13E-2

2.565

256.5

1E-5

7.4E- 18

50th percentile

n/a

0

6.93E-2

6.93E- 1

34.65

3,465

1.39E--4

1.0F.,-16

95th percentile

n/a

0

2.996E--1

2.996

149.8

14,980

5.99E-4

4.3E- 16

Standard Dev.

n/a

0

0.1

1

50

5,0(X)

2E-4

1.443E--16

Skewness

n/a

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

9

9

9

9

9

9

L

Kurtosis

n/a

...............

. "

,

"i_

Tests for distribution A, B, and H did not pass the acceptance criteria (see reports AR-30-0893-001 and AR-30-0893-002).
Input data t"flenames and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an exponential distribution
with the following parameters:

Parameter

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Prob. value

-1

0

0

1

50

5,000

2E-4

1.443E-16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Calc. type

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

Uncertainty type

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

Init. Flag

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Uncertainty value

,m

,

....

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-31-002-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 002
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a single event (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the exponential distribution. Eight different exponential distributions were tested: (A) prob. value - -1, (B) prob. value
= 0, (C) prob. value - 0.1, (D) prob. value - 1, (E) prob. value - 50, (F) prob. value - 5,000, (G) prob. value -- 0.0002, and (H)
prob. value - IE--16. The LHS results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code did no_pass
all tests for the exponential distribution LHS analysis (see reports AR-30-0893-001, AR-30-0893-002, and AR.31-0893-001).
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the eight distributions are:
S

I

?111
f

Ilml

Parameter

A

,

,,,,

..,,,,

C

D

--

, ,,

.,,,,,,,,

0

0.1

-1

5th percentile
i

n/a

0,,,,,

n/a

50th percentile
,.
,

,

l

_n ,n

B

Mean

..,,

_ll.....

E

....

F

_11
n

G

I

ii

77

,,,,,

,

5.13E-3
,,

5.13E-2
,,,,,,

2.565

256.5

0

6.93E-2

6.93E--1
..

34.65

3,465

0

2.996E--1

2.996
,

149.8

14,980
.,,

5.99E-4

50

5,000

2E---4

1.443E16
,,

2

2

n/a

0 ...

0.1
,,

1

Skewness

n/a

0

2

2

.,1,

2

.

0

,

9

i

,,,

1.443E-16
,,

,

1E--5

7.4E- 18
,,, ,,

i .39E-.4
,

1.0E--16

,,,,,

2
.,

9

2E--4

,

5,000
,
,

4.3E--i6
......

,,

,

9

9

, :,'-'.

_

,

9

.

I

H
,,

50

Standard Dev.

n/a

IS

1

n/a
,,

Kurtosis

I

,1

95th percentile

,,.,,

I .....

i

9
,,

"

i,

,.,,.,,,,,

,.

,.,,,

!

Tests for distribution A, B, and H did not pass the acceptance criteria (see'reportsAR-30-0893-001 and AR-30..0893-002). For
the remainingdistributions, the results were acceptable but differed from what was expected (see AR-31-0893-001).
Input data rile names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an exponential distribution
with the following parameters:
,, ,,.,..

Parameter

L

A

i,,

,

,,.

,

,,

B

C

D

E

0,

0,

1

50

0

Prob. value
. ,,,

-1

Uncertainty value

0

0

Calc. type

I

1

,

, ,,

0

,

1

.,

1

L-

,,,,

Uncertainty type
Init. Flag

,.,,

E
Y

,,,,..,

[

-,

G

H ,,,,

5,000

2E--4

1.443E--16
,,,. ,

0 ,,

0

0

1

1

1

,.,.,i

,.

,,

,i

0
1

,,

E

E

E

E

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

c-3o

........

F

E

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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'

STR-30.003-0893

Date
Originator

•
'

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number:

003

Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event (seed = 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the lognormal distribution. Five different lognormal distributions were tested: (A) prob. value = 1E-4, Error Factor (EF)
- I0; (B) prob. value = IE-6, EF = I0; (C) prob. value = IE-15, EF - 1,000 (D) prob. value = IE--16, EF = 1,000; and (E) prob.
value = IE-17, EF = 1,000. The MC results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code did not
pass all tests for the iognormal distribution MC analysis (see report AR-30-0893-003).
Computer system description:
drive,
SVGA monitor.

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

Expectedvalues/acceptancecriteria:
Parameter

A

Mean
.,

,

,,.,

the five distributions are:

B

IE-4

,

values for

The expected

C

D

IE-15

IE--16

IB-6
,

,

5th percentile

3.75E--6

50th percentile
, ........

3.75E-5

95th percentile
.
,,

3.75E-.4
,.

Standard Dev.

2.47E-4

IE-17

,,

3.75E-8
=

E

,

1.48E--22

1.48E--23

1.48E-- 19

1.48E--20
,

3.75E-6

1.48E- 16

1.48E- 17

2.47E-.6

6.75E- 12

6.75E- 13

3.75E-7

.

,,

,

,

1.48E-24
,,

,,

1.48E-2 I
1.48E- 18

HH

6.75E- 14

Tests for distributions C, D, and E did not pa_s the acceptance criteria (see report AR-30-0893-003).
Input data file names and listings:
with the following parameters:
'

,',,
'

,,,

Pat3meter
.,

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an lognormal distribution

.....................

,i

A
,

Prob. value

,

B
,

,

IE--6

..

,,,,

,,

C
,

IE--4

,

,

' ',I'

,,

:::

,,

D

E

IE--16

IE-17

,

IE-15

,

,

,,

,..,

.,.,

.,

,

..,

.,

Uncertainty
value

tO

I0

!,000

1,000

1,000

Calc.type

I

I

I

I

1

Uncertainty
type
.,,

L

Init.
Flag

Y

H,,

L

L

,

Y

Y

J., ,,,

,

L
Y

•

H,

,,

L
Y

Output data file
names and listings:
See attachments.
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STR-31-003-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 003
Test Description: Tested the LatinHypercubesampling (LHS) for a single event (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was forthe lognormaldistribution. Five differentIognormaldistributionswere tested: (A) prob.value - IE-4, ErrorFactor (EF)
- 10; (B) prob.value - IE-6, EF - 10;(C) prob.value - IE-15, El::- 1,000(D) prob.value - IE-16, EF - 1,000; and(E) prob.
value - IE-17, EF - 1,1300. The LHS results for these distributions were comparedto hand calculated values. The code did
no...J.t
pass all tests for the lognormaldistribution LHS analysis (see reportAR-30-0893-003).
Computer system description: 33 Ml-lz486, Insight International,AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the five distributionsare:
Parameter

A
, ,,.,

i

Mean
_

B

,,,,

5th percentile
,
,,,,,,,

,

IE-6

,.,.,,,

50th percentile
i

3.75E-5

3.75E-7
.. ,,,,

95th percentile

3.75E--4

StandardDev.

2,47E.-4

,,,

.

,,,

IE-17

,,,

1.48E-22

,,

,,,

,

,,,,

1.48E-23

1.48E-24

1.48E-20
,

1.48E-21

1.48E-19
,
,,,,

, ,,,

..

IE--16

,.,

3.75E-8
,

,

E

, .,,,.,,

IE-15

, ..,

3.75E--6

.

D

,,

IE--4

,,,,

C

,,,,,

3.75E-6

1.48E- 16

1.48E--17

1.48E- 1..8

2.47E-6

6.75E- !2

6.75E- 13

6.75E- 14

,

Tests for distributions C, D, and E did not pass the acceptance criteria(see reportAR-30-0893-003).
Input data file names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an lognormal distribution
with the following parameters:
Parameter

A

.,,

,

.,

u

Prob. value

B
IE-6

.,,,.

,

Uncertainty
type
,
,,

,,,

,.,

Init. Flag

,,,,,

10
1

,

1

L

L

Y

Y

1,000

,

.......

,

Y

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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1
L

,

E

,.m

.....

10
,,,,,

1,,,

1E--15

,,

Uncertainty value

D
,,.

IE-4

.,,

Calc. type
.,,

C

.

,,,,,,

_

IE--17

,,

,,,

1,000
.,,,,

,

1
L
Y

,,l

1,000,
1

,,

L

L
Y

.,

,,,,..

,,,
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:

STR-30-004-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 004
Test Description:
Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event. The event tested was for the lognormal
distribution. A single lognormal distribution was tested with prob. value - IE-3 and Error Factor (EF) - 5. This event was
tested for several different sample sizes (500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 10000 samples) and several different seed values (512, 4321,
and 65533). The MC results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code passed all tests for this
lognormal distribution MC analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

The expected values for the distribution are:

Parameter

Distribution

Mean

IE--3

5th percentile

1.24E-.4

50th percentile

6.20E-4

95th percentile

3.10E-3

Standard Dev.
:

_

1.27E-3
_

'

_'

-

_ _:,,

_

i,

,i'l',,,

: ,

,,, '

,,,, ,,

_,

--

,,, ,

--

,,,,, '"

--

The skewnessand kurtosisfor the resultswere not checkedagainst handcalculated resultssince theseestimators varied depending
on the sample size. This change in skewnessand kurtosisis probably more dependent on the statistical estimators (which are
poor in IRRAS 4.16) ratlmr than the random sampling. A graph is attachedshowing the variability of the distribution parameters
for different sample sizes.
Input data file names and listings:
with the following parameters:
_i :

,

, '1 ,,,,

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an lognormal distribution

'

,

,

_

Distribution

Prob. value

IE-3

Uncertainty value

5

Calc. type

1

Uncertainty type

L

Init. Flag
i

i'

Parameter

_,

,,

'

_"_"_

,

_

,

"

Y
" '

,, , ,, ',,I

' '

'"' '

Output data file names and listings:

,,

"

'

',,

_"'

,

,

, :,,

z

See attachments.
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STR-31-004-0893

Date
Originator

•
•

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 004
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercub¢ sampling (LHS) for a single event. The event tested was for the lognormal
distribution. A single lognormal distribution was tested with prob. value - 1E-3 and Error Factor (EF) - 5. This event was
tested for several different sample sizes (100, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 10000 samples) and several different seed values (512,
4321, and 65533). The U-IS results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code passed all tests
for this lognormal distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

The expected values for the distribution are:

Parameter

Distribution

Mean

IE--3

5th percentile

1.24E-4

50th percentile

6.20E--4

95th percentile

3.10E--3

Standard Dev.

1.27E-3

The skewness and kurtosis for the results were not checked against hand calculated results since these estimators varied depending
on the sample size. This change in skewness and kurtosis is probably more dependent on the statistical estimators (which are
poor in IRRAS 4.16) rather than the random sampling.
Input data file names and listings:
with the following parameters:
, ,

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an lognormal distribution

,

i

Parameter

Distribution

Prob. value

IE--3

Uncertainty value

5

Calc. type

1

Uncertainty type

L

Init. Flag

Y

Output data file names and listings:

NUREG/CR-6145
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See attachments.
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STR-30-005-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 005
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event (seed = 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the chi-square distribution. Eight chi-square distributions were tested: (A) prob. value = 2, uncertainty value = l; (B)
prob. value - 5, uncertainty value = l; (C) prob. value - 4, uncertainty value = 2; (D) prob. value = 0.1, uncertainty value ,, 5;
(E) prob. value - 400000, uncertainty value - 5; (F) prob. value., 100, uncertainty value ,* 100; (G) prob. value = 0, uncertainty
value = 0; (H) prob. value = 0, uncertainty value = 1.5; and (I) prob. value ,, 0, uncertainty value = 1. The MC results for these
distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code did not pass all tests for this chi-square distribution MC
analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria (according
to the SAPHIRE Technical Reference Manual IRRAS/SARA 4.0, page 69):
Distribution
Distribution
Distribution
Distribution
Distribution
Distribution
Distribution
Distribution
Distribution

A should be distributed
B should be distributed
C should be distributed
D should be distributed
E should be distributed
F should be distributed
G should be undefined
H should be undefined
I should be zero

as 2X2(1)
as 5Z2(1)
as 2Z2(2)
as (1/50)Z2(5)
as 8000Z2(5)
as Z2(100)

The output from the MC were compared to a standard table of chi-square values. Tests for distributions A, B, C, D, E, and 1
did not pass the acceptance criteria (see report AR-30..0893..004).
Tests for distribution G and H did not pass the acceptance
criteria (see report AR-30-0893-005).
Input data file names and listings:
with the following parameters:
Parameter
Prob. value

,,

,,,,

Uncertainty.. value
Calc.

,,,, ,

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an chi-square distribution

A

B

C

D

E

F

G ...........

H

I

2

5

4

0.1

40,000

100

0

0

0

!

1

2

5

5

100

i .5

1

,

,

,,,,,,

....0 ....

type

l

1

1

l

1

l

l

1

i" 1

Uncertainty type

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Init. Flag

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

y

y

Output

data file names and listings:

,,

k,

y

,

See attachments.
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STR-31-005-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 005
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercubesampling (LHS) for a single event (seed = 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the chi-square distribution. Eight chi-square distributions were tested: (A) prob. value = 2, uncertainty value - 1; (B)
prob. value = 5, uncertainty value - 1; (C) prob. value -, 4, uncertainty value - 2; (D) prob. value = 0.1, uncertainty value - 5;
(E) prob. value = 400000, uncertainty value = 5; (F) prob.value - 100, uncertainty value - 100; (G) prob.value - 0, uncertainty
value - 0; (H) prob. value = 0, uncertainty value - 1.5; and (I) prob. value = 0, uncertaintyvalue = 1. The LHS results for these
distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code did not pass all tests for this chi-square distribution LHS
analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/a_,:eptance criteria: The expected values forthe distributionwere basedupon the following criteria(according
to the SAPHIRE Technical Reference Manual IRRAS/SARA 4.0, page 69):
Distribution A should be distributedas 2gZ(l)
Distribution B should be distributed as 5Z2(1)
Distribution C should be distributed as 2Z2(2)
Distribution D should _., distributedas (1/50)Z2(5)
Distribution E should be distributedas 8000Z2(5)
Distribution F should be distributed as gz(100)
Distribution G should be undefined
Distribution H should be undefined
Distribution I should be zero
The output from the LHS were compared to a standardtable of chi-square values. Tests for distributions A, B, C, D, E, and I
did not pass the acceptance criteria (see report AR-30-0893-004). Tests for distributionG and H did not pass the acceptance
criteria (see repo_ AR-30-0893-005).
Input data file names and listings:. One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an chi-square distribution
with the following parameters:
Parameter

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Prob. value

2

5

4

O.I

40,000

100

0

0

0

Uncertainty value

1

1

2

5

5

100

0

1.5

1

Calc. type

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Y

Y

Y

Y,,

Y

Y,

Y

y

y

....Uncertainty type
Init. Flag

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-30-006-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 006
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event. The event tested was for the chi-square
distribution. Three chi-square distributions were tested: (A) prob. value ffi 1, uncertainty value ffi 1; (B) prob. value - 2,
uncertainty value - 2; (C) prob. value = 5, uncertainty value = 5. The three distributions were tested using different number of
sample values (500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 10000). The MC results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated
values. The code did pass all tests for this chi-square distribution MC analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria (according
to the SAPHIRE Technical Reference Manual IRRAS/SARA 4.0, page 69):
Distribution A should be distributed as X2(i)
Distribution B should be distributed as Z2(2)
Distribution C should be distributed as Z2(5)
The output from the MC sampling were compared to a standard table of chi-square values.
Input data file ames and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an chi-square distribution
with the following parameters:
Parameter
............

A
.

,,

.,,

,

B

HH

Prob. value

1

•

,

2
H,

Uncertainty value
tale.
type
.,

.

Uncertainty type
Init. Flag
H,,

,,,

5

.,,

.

1

2

1

1

C

C

C

Y

Y

Y
"' '"

C
u

' "

5
,

i

.

1

,,

., ,,,,

i

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-31-006-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

006

Test Description:
Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a single event. The event tested was for the chi-square
distribution. Three chi-squaxe distributions were tested: (A) prob. value - 1, uncertainty value = l; (B)prob. value - 2,
uncertainty value = 2; (C) prob. value = 5, uncertainty value = 5. The three distributions were tested using different number of
sample values (100, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 10000). The LHS results for these distributions were compared to hand
calculated values. The code did pass all tests for this chi-square distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.

33 MHz 486, Insight International,

AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria (according
to the SAPHIRE Technical Reference Manual IRRAS/SARA 4.0, page 69):
Distribution A should be distributed as x2(l)
Distribution B should be distributed as X2(2)
Distribution C should be distributed as X2(5)
The output from the U-IS were compared to a standard table of chi-square values.
Input data _e names and listings:
with the following parameters:

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an chi-square distribution

Parameter

A

B

C

Prob. value

1

2

5

Uncertainty value

!

2

5

Calc. type

I

I

I

Uncertainty type

C

C

C

Ink. Flag

Y

Y

Y

Output data _e names and listings:
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STR-30-007-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 007
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) samplingfor a single event. The event tested was for the normaldistribution.
A single normaldistributionwas tested with prob. value - 0 and standarddeviation of - 1 (i.e., a standardnormaldistribution).
This event was tested for several different sample sizes (500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 10000 samples) and several different seed
values (512, 4321, and 65533). The MC resultsfor these distributionswere compared to handcalculated values. The code passed
all tests for this normal distributionMC analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive,
SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution are:
Parameter

Distribution

Mean

0

5th percentile

- 1.65

50th percentile

0

95th percentile

1.65

StandardDev.

1

Skewness

0

Kunosis

3

Input data file names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an normal distribution with
the following parameters:
Parameter

Distribution

Prob.value

0

Uncertainty value

1

Calc. type

1

Uncertaintytype

N

Init.Flag

Y

Output datafile names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-31-007-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 007
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a single event. The event tested was for the normal
distribution. A single normal distributionwas tested with prob. value - 0 andstandarddeviation of ffi1 (i.e., a standardnormal
distribution). This event was tested for several different sample sizes (100, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 10000 samples) and
several different seed values (512, 4321, and 65533). The LHS results for these distributions were comparedto hand calculated
values. The code passed all tests for this normaldistribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International,AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distributionare:
Parameter

Distribution

Mean

0

5th percentile

- 1.65

50th percentile

0

95th percentile

1.65

StandardDee.

1

Skewness

0

Kurtosis

3

The maximum and mimmum values from the LHS sampling were checked against the expected upper or lower values knowing
that: (A) if 1000 samples are used, the lower probability interval will be between 0 and 1/1000, (B) the lower interval from the
standard normal distribution from 0 to 1/1000 corresponds to a value of -3.08 (taken from table of cumulative standard normal
probabilities), and (C) consequently, the minimum LHS sample should be between ..o and -3.08 for this distribution for 1000
samples. All the minimum and maximum samples checked out to be within their appropriate intervals.
Input data fidenames and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an normal distribution with
the following parameters:
Parameter

ValueParameterValue

Prob. value
Calc. type
Init. Flag

0
1
Y

Uncertainty value l
Uncertainty typeN

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-30-008.0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 008
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event (seed = 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the gamma distribution. Six gamma distributions were tested: (A) prob. value - 0.5, uncertainty value - 5; (B) prob.
value = 100, uncertainty value = 21_,(C) prob. value = IE-4, uncertainty value = 10000; (D) prob. value = 0.01, uncertainty value
= 100; (E) prob. value = 1, uncertainty value = 0.5; and (F) prob. value = 2, uncertainty value = 1. The MC results for these
distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code did not pass all tests for the gamma distribution MC analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

Expected values/heceptmlee criteria: The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria:
...........

Parameter

A

B

C

D

E

F

Mean

0.5

100

1E--4

1E--2

1

2

Standard deviation

0.2236

22.36

1E-6

1E-3

1.4142

2

Skewness

0.894.

0.447

0.02

0.2

2.83

2

4.2

3.3

3.0006

3.06

15

9

Kurtosis
,

m,

....

Tests for distribution C did not pass the acceptance criteria (see report AR-30-0893-006). Distributions E and F passed the
acceptance criteria, but the results differed a little from what was expected (see report AR-30-0893..007).
Input data file names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had a gamma distribution with
the following parameters:
'

.........

"'

d.

Parameter

A

B

C

D

E

F

Prob. value

0.5

100

1E--4

IE--2

1

2

Uncertainty
value
,

5

20 ,,

1E+4

1E+2 ,

0.5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Uncertainty type

G

G

G

G

G

G

Init. Flag

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Ca.lc. type
H

,

,

,

,H

,,,

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-31-008-0893
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'

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 008
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a single event (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the gamma distribution. Six gamma distributions were tested: (A) prob. value - 0.5, uncertainty value - 5; (B) prob.
value ,, 100, uncertainty value - 20; (C) prob. value - IE--4, uncertainty value - 10000; (D) prob. value - 0.01, uncertainty value
- 10_, (E) prob. value - 1, uncertainty value ,- 0.5; and (F) prob. value - 2, uncertainty value - 1. The LHS results for these
distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code passed all tests for the gamma distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

Parameter

A

B

C

D

E

F

Mean

0.5

100

IE-4

1E-2

1

2

Standard deviation

0.2236

22.36

1E,-6

IE-3

1.4142

2

Skewness

0.894

0.447

0.02

0.2

2.83

2

Kurtosis

4.2

3.3

3.0006

3.06

15

9

Input data file names and listings:
the following parameters:

i

The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria:

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had a gamma distribution with

Parameter

A

B

C

D

E

F

Prob. value

0.5

100

1E.--4

IE-2

1

2

Uncertainty value

5

20

IE+4

IE+2

0.5

1

Calc. type

1

1

1

1

1

1

Uncertainty
type
,
,

G

G

G

G

G

Init. Flag

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Output data file names and listings:
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,

G

,,

Y
See attachments.
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August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number:

009

Test Description:
Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event. The event tested was for the gamma distribution.
A single gamma distribution was tested with prob. value = O.l and uncertainty value of- 1. This event was tested for several
different sample sizes (500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and lO000 samples) and several different seed values (512, 4321, and 65533).
The MC results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code passed all tests for this gamma
distribution MC analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected

values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International,

criteria:

AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

The expected values for the distribution are:
,

Parameter

Distribution

Mean

O.1

5th percentile

0.00513

50th percentile

0.0693

95th percentile

0.2996

Standard Dev.

0. l

Skewness

2

Kurtosis

9

Input data file names and listings:
the following parameters:

,

,

,,,,,

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an gamma distribution with

Parameter

Distribution

Prob.value

0.1

Uncertaintyvalue

1

Calc. type

I

Uncertainty type

G

lnit. Flag

Y

Output data file names and listings:

See attachments.
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STR-31-009-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 009
Test Description:
Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a single event. The event tested was for the gamma
distribution. A single gamma distribution was tested with prob. value - 0. I and uncertainty value of - 1. This event was tested
for several different sample sizes (100, 500, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 10000 samples) and several different seed values (512, 4321,
and 65533). The LHS results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated values. The code passed all tests for this
gamma distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

Expected values/acceptancecriteria:

The expected values for the distribution are:

Parameter

Distribution

Mean

O.1

5lh percentile

0.00513

SOOtpercentile

0.0693

95th percentile

0.2996

Standard Dev.

0.I

Skewness

2

Kunosis

9

Input data file names and listings:
the following parameters:

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an gamma distribution with

Parameter

Distribution

Prob. value

0.1

Uncertainty value

1

Calc. type

1

Uncertainty type

G

lnit. Flag

Y

Output data file names and listings:

NUREG/CR-6145
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STR-30-010-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 010
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the betadistribution. Nine beta distributionswere tested: (A) prob. value - 0.5, uncertaintyvalue - 0.5; (B) prob. value
- l, uncertaintyvalue .- l; (C) prob. value - -l, uncertaintyvalue - 0.5; (D) prob. value - 0.5, uncenain_, value - 0; (E) prob.
value - 0.001, uncertaintyvalue ,, 0,2; (F) prob. value - IE-6, uncertaintyvalue = 2; (G) prob. value - IE-6, uncertaintyvalue
= 800000; (H) prob.value= 0.5, uncertaintyvalue - l; and (I) prob. value - 0.5, uncertaintyvalue - 5. The MC resultsfor these
distributionswere comparedto hand calculated values or other MC code (@RISK) calculations. The IRRAS code did no___._t
pass
all tests for the betadistributionMC analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte 1DE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria:
Parameter
Mean
Std. deviation

A
0.5
0.354

B
n/a
n/a

C
n/a
n/a

D
n/a
n/a

E
0.001
0.0289

F
IE-6
5.8E-4

G
IE-6
l.lE-6

H
0.5
0.289

l
0.5
0.151

Tests for distributionsB throughD did not pass the acceptance criteria (see reportAR-30-0893-008). DistributionsE through
G also did not pass the acceptancecriteria(see reportAR-30-0893-009).
Input data file names and listings: One basicevent was input to an OR gate. The basic event had a beta distributionwith the
following parameters:
,

_:

_

,.i,_]_' ''" '

.......................

: i

"

,,,

Parameter

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Prob.value

0.5

l

-l

0.5

0.001

l E-6

l E,-6

0.5

0.5

Uncertainty value

0.5

1

0.5

0

0.2

2

800000

1

5

Calc.
type

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Uncertainty type

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Init. Flag

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-3 !-010-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 010
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypereube sampling (LHS) for a single event (seed = 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the beta distribution. Nine beta distributions were tested: (A) prob. value = 0.5, uncertainty value = 0.5; (B) prob. value
- 1, uncertainty value - 1; (C) prob. value = -1, uncertainty value - 0.5; (D) prob. value - 0.5, uncertainty value = 0; (E) prob.
value - 0.001, uncertainty value - 0,2; (F) prob. value = IE-6, uncertainty value - 2; (G) prob. value - IF.,.-6,uncertainty value
- 800000; (H) prob. value - 0.5, uncertainty value = 1; and (1) prob. value - 0.5, uncertainty value = 5. The LHS results for
these distributions were compared to hand calculated values or other LHS code (@RISK) calculations, The IRRAS code did no__..._t
pass all tests for the beta distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor,
Expected valu_/aecept_ee

33 MI-lz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

Parameter
Mean
Std. deviation

The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria:
A
0.5
0,354

B
n/a
n/a

C
n/a
n/a

D
n/a
n/a

E
0.001
0,0289

F
1F_.,-6
5.8E-4

G
1F.,.-6
1.1E-6

Tests for distributions B through D did not pass the acceptance criteria (see report AR-30-0893-008).
13 also did not pass the acceptance criteria (see report AR-30-0893-009).
Input data file names and listings:
following parameters:
Parameter

A
0.5
I

Uncertainty

,,,.,,.,

value

Calc. type
Uncertainty

type

Init. Flag

B

C

D

E

,,

1

-1

I

F
,,=,,,,

0.5

Distributions E through

G

H

,

0.001

Jllll

I
,,.

IE--6

IE-6

0.5

0.5

1

5

Ill

0.5

1

0.5

0

0.2 ,,.=,,,

2

800000

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

Y

Y

Y

Y

'

Y
'

Output data file names and listings: See attachments,
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One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had a beta distribution with the
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STR.30-011-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 011
Test Description:
Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event (seed = 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the histogram distribution. Four histogram distributions were tested. The distribution parameters are shown below in
the "Input data file" section. The MC results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated values or plotted. The
IRRAS code passed all tests for the histogram distribution MC analysis.
Computer systpm description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected

values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria:

Distribution A should be a uniform distribution from 0 to 1.
Distribution B should be a point estimate with a value of 0.5.
Distribution C should have a mean of approximately 0.0248, a standard deviation of approximately 0.0202, and be skewed to
the fight.
Distribution D should be the same as distribution C.
Input data file names and listings:
with the following parameters:
Parameter

A

i

Bin/probability
(percent/area/height)

Histogram type
Calc.type

B.,,

C

D

1/0.1 (10)
2/0.2 (10)
3/0.3(I0)
4/0.4(10)
5/0.5 (10)
6/0.6 (10)
7/0.7 (I0)
8/0.8 (10)
9/0.9 (10)
10/1 (10)

1/0.5 (100)

O/1E--3
1/1E-2 (0.5)
2/IE,-I
(0.5)

0/1E-3
1/1E-2 (55.55)
2/IE,--I
(5.555)

Percentage
m,

Percentage,

I

1

H,,

Uncertainty
type
|"

lnit. Flag

H
'

One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had a histogram distribution

,,

,

M,.

,

Area

,

I
,

H

H

Y

'

'

Y
,

.

H
"

Output data file names and listings:

,,,

.

I

Y

H

Range

,

I

.,,

,. ,

"'"

Y
.

"'

'

i

H

"'

'

H

-'.,'

""

See attachments.
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STR-3 l-0l 1-0893

Date
Originator

'
•

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 011
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a single event (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The event tested
was for the histogram distribution. Four histogram distributions were tested. The distribution parameters axe shown below in
the '_nput data file" section. The LHS results for these distributions were compared to hand calculated values or plotted. Tile
IRRAS code passed all tests for the histogram distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria:

Distribution A should be a uniform distribution from 0 to 1.
Distribution B should be a point estimate with a value of 0.5.
Distribution C should have a mean of approximately 0.0248, a standard deviation of approximately 0.0202, and be skewed to
the fight.
Distribution D should be the same as distribution C.
The resulting distribution parameters for A, B, C, and D appear to b¢ acceptable.
Input data file names and listings:
with the following parameters:
Parameter

One basic event was input to an OR gate.

A

B

C

,

Bin/probability
(percent/area_eight)

The basic event had a histogram distribution

D

,,,,,

1/0.1 (10)
2/0.2 (10)
3/0.3 (10)
4/0.4 (I0)

1/0.5 (100)

,..

,

.

,,,,

0/IE,--3
1/ 1E-2 (0.5)
2./IE--1 (0.5)

0/IE-3
1/ 1E--2 (55.55)
2/IE-I (5.555)

5/0.5(10)
6/0.6(_0)
7/0.7 (10)

s/o.s (]o)
,

,.,,,.

Histogram type
Calc. type

I

9/0.9 (lO)
lO/l , (lO)
Percentage

,,,,,

1

Uncertainty type

H

Init. Flag

Y

Output data file names and listings:

NUREG/CR-6145

,,

n.

,,,

,

,,,

Percentage

Area
,,,,

,

1

1

,,,.,

,

,

H

H

Y

Y

,,,,

See attachments.
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STR-30-012-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 012
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event. The event tested was for the normal distribution.
A single normal distribution was tested with prob. value - 0 and standard deviation of - -1. This event was tested for sample
sizes of 5000 and seed of 4321. The analysis should not give results since the standard deviation should be a posaive value.
The code did not pass all the test for this normal distribution MC analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution are: Results should not be generated since the
standard deviation must be greater than zero. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-010.
Input data file names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an normal distribution with
the following parameters:
Parameter

Distribution

Prob. value

0

Uncertainty value

-I

Calc. type

1

Uncertainty type

N

Init. Flag

Y

Out_ut data file names and listings: See attachments.
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:

STR-31-012-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 012
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a single event. The event tested was for the normal
distribution. A single normal distribution was tested with prob. value - 0 andstandarddeviation of- -I. This event was tested
for sample sizes of 5000 and seed of 432 I. The analysisshouldnot give results since the standarddeviation shouldbe a positive
value. The code did notpass all the test for this normaldistributionLHS analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distributionare: Results should not be generatedsince the
standarddeviation must be greater than zero. See anomaly reportAR-30-0893-010.
Input data rde names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basicevent had annormaldistributionwith
the following parameters:

;

Parameter

Distribution

Prob.value

0

Uncertainty
value

-I

Calc. type

1

Uncertaintytype

N

Init. Flag
,,i

Y
,

i

:

'H

,

,

Output data file names and listings:. See attachments.
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STR-30-013-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 013
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event. The event tested was for the gamma distribution.
A single gamma distribution was tested with prob. value - 0 and uncertainty value of - -1. This event was tested for sample sizes
of 5000 and seed of 432 I. The analysis should not give results since the uncertainty value should be a positive value. The code
did not pass all the test for this gamma distribution MC analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/aeeeptataee criteria: The expected values for the distribution are: Results should not be generated since the
uncertainty value must be greater than zero. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-01I.
Input data file names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an gamma distribution with
the following parameters:
Parameter

Distribution

Prob. value

0

Uncertainty value

'

-1
•

Calc.
type
.,.,. ,

,

1

Uncertainty type

G

Init. Flag

Y

,

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-31-013-0893
August 1993
CurtisL. Smith

Test Number: 013
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercubesampling (LHS) for a single event. The event tested was for the gamma
distribution. A single gamma distributionwas tested with prob. value = 0 and uncertaintyvalue of = -I. This event was tested
forsample sizes of 5000 and seed of 4321. The analysis should not give results since the uncertaintyvalue should be a positive
value. The code did not pass all the test for this gamma distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International,AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expectedvalues for the distributionare: Results should not be generated since the
uncertaintyvalue must be greaterthan zero. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-011.
Input data file names and listings: One basic event was inputto an OR gate. The basic event had an gammadistributionwith
the following parameters:
Parameter

Distribution

Prob.value

0

Uncertainty value

-I

Calc. type

1

Uncertaintytype

G

Init. Flag

: Y

Output data file names and lisling_. See attachments.
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STR-30-014-0893

Date
Originator

:
:

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number:

014

Test Description:
Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event.
The event tested was for the lognormal
distribution. A single lognormal disa'ibution was tested with prob. value ,- IE--4 and error factor of- -10. This event was tested
for sample sizes of 5000 and seed of 4321. The analysis should not give results since the error factor should be a positive value.
The code did not p_ss all the test for this lognormal distribution MC analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.

33 MHz 486, Insight International,

Expected values/acceptance criteria:
error factor must be greater than zero.
Input data file names and listings:
with the following parameters:

The expected values for the distribution axe: Results should not be generated since the
See anomaly report AR-30-0893-012.
One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an lognormal distribution

Parameter

Distribution

Prob. value

IE--4

Uncertainty value

-10

Calc. type

1

Uncertainty type

L

Init. Flag

Y

Output data file names and iistiqgs:

AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

See attachments.
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STR-31-014-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 014
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a single event. The event tested was for the Iognormal
distribution. A single iognormal distribution was tested with prob. value - IE-4 and error factm of- -10. This event was tested
for sample sizes of 5000 and seed of 4321. The analysis should not give results since the error factor should be a positive value.
The code did not pass all the test for this lognormal distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution are: Results should not be generated since the
error factor must be greater than zero. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-012.
Input data file names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an Iognormal distribution
with the following parameters:

,,

Parameter

Distribution

Prob. value

IE-4

Uncertainty value

- 10

Calc. type

1

Uncertaintytype

L

Init. Flag

Y

,,,

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-30-015-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 015
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a single event. The event tested was for the unifoml distribution.
A single uniform distribution was tested with prob. value., 2 and uncertainty value of - 1. This event was tested for sample
sizes of 5000 and seed of 4321. The analysis should not give results since the uncertainty value should be a ._argerthan the
probability value. The code did not pass all the test for this uniform distribution MC analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution are: Results should not be generated since the
uncertainty value must be greater than probability value. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-013.
Input data file names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had an uniform distribution with
the following parameters:
Parameter

Distribution

Prob. value

2

Uncertainty value

1

Calc. type

1

Uncertainty type

U

Init.Flag

Y

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-31-015-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 015
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a single event. The event tested was for the uniform
distribution. A single uniform distribution was tested with prob. value ,- 2 and uncertainty value of ,, 1. This event was tested
for sample sizes of 5000 and seed of 4321. The analysis should not give results since the uncertainty value should be a larger
than the probability value. The code did not pass all the test for this uniform distribution LHS analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected valuedaceeptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution are: Results should not be generated since the
uncertainty value must be greater than probability value. See anomaly report AR-30-0893-013.
Input data f'denames and listings: One basic event was inputto an OR gate. The basic event had an uniform distribution with
the following parameters:
Parameter

Distribution

Prob. value

2

Uncertainty
value
,,,,,

1

Calc. type

1

Uncertainty type

U

Init. Flag

Y
i

Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-32-001-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 001
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) samplingfor a sequence (i.e., a set containing multiple events) (seed - 432 I,
5000 samples). The event tested was fora sequenceof five exponential distributionsORed together. The exponentialdistribution
parameterswere: exponential with probability = IE--2 (each of the five distributions had the same parameter but were
independent,i.e., had different names and no correlation). The MC results for this sequence were compared to other MC
calculatedvalues. The [RRAS code passed all tests for this sequence MC analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International,AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected vaiues for the distribution were based upon the following criteria:

if X is distrib_Jtedas exponential with parameterO, and if Y = _ X_, then Y will be distributed as gamma(O,n). Thus, the
i-I

sequence was compared to a monte carlo simulation of a gamma(IE-2, 5) distribution.
Input data file names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had a histogramdistribution
with the following parameters:
Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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:
:
:

STR-33-001-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number:. 001
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a sequence (i.e., a set containing multiple events) (seed =
4321, 5000 samples). The event tested was for a sequence of five exponential distributions ORed together. The exponential
distribution parameters were: exponential with probability = IE-2 (each of the five distributions had the same parameter but were
independent, i.e., had different names and no correlation). The LHS results for this sequence were compared to other LHS
calculated values. The IRRAS code passed all tests for this sequence LI-ISanalysis.
Computer system description: 33 MI-Iz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The expected values for the distribution were based upon the following criteria:

If X is distributed as exponential with parameter O, and if Y = _

X;, then Y will be distributed as gamma(O,n). Thus, the

iwl

sequence was compared to a LHS of a gamma(1E--2, 5) distribution.
Input data file names and listings: One basic event was input to an OR gate. The basic event had a histogram distribution
with the following parameters:
Output data fde names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-32-002-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 002
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a sequence (i.e., a set containing multiple events) (seed - 4321,
5000 samples). The event tested was for the failure of the CCS and ECS systems in the SAPHIRE 4.16 DEMO database(i.e.,
the databasethat is shipped with the SAPHIRE code). The cutsets and basic event parametersare shown on the attachments.
The MC results for these sequences were compared to other calculated values (from the @RISK computer code). The IRRAS
code passed all tests for this sequence MC analysis.
Computer system description: 33 Ml-lz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: See the attached @RISK results for the acceptance criteria.
Input data file names and listings: See the attachments for ECS and CCS sequence cutsets and basic events parameters.
Output data file nm_

and listings: See attachments.
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STR-33-002-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 002
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercub¢sampling (LHS) for a sequence (i.e., a set containing multiple events) (seed =
4321, 5000 samples). The event tested was for the failure of the CCS and ECS systems in the SAPI-IIRE4.16 DEMO database
(i.e., the databasethat is shippedwith the SAPHIREcode). The cutsets and basic event parametersareshown on the attachments.
The LHS results for these sequences were compared to other calculated values (from the @RISK computercode). The IRRAS
code passed all tests for this sequence LHS analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive,SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: See the attached@RISK results for the acceptance criteria.
Input da_a 51e names and listings: See the attachmentsfor ECS and CCS sequence cutsets and basic events parameters.
Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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STR-32-003-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 003
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a sequence (i.e., a set containing multiple events) (seed - 4321,
5000 samples). The sequence that was tested was TI-BNUI 1 sequence (from the T! event tree) in the Peach Bottom NUREG1150 database (the PBOT40 database). The sequence contained 650 cutsets. The MC results for this sequence was compared
to other calculated values (from the NUREG-1150 report). The IRRAS code passed all tests for this sequence MC analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

Input data file names and listings:

See the attached Peach Bottom NUREG-1150

results for the acceptance criteria.

See the attachments for the sequence MC parameters.

Output data file names and listings:

See attachments.
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STR-33-003-0893

Date
Originator

:
:

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 003
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling for a sequence (i.e., a set containing multiple events) (seed - 4321, 5000
samples). The sequence that was tested was TI-BNUI 1 sequence (from the TI event tree) in the Peach Bottom NUREG-1150
database (the PBOT40 database). The sequence contained 650 cutsets. The LHS results for this sequence were compared to other
calculated values (from the NUREG-1150 report). The IRRAS code passed all tests for this sequence LHS analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values__cceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

Input data file names and listings:
Output data file names and listings:

See the attached Peach Bottom NUREG-1150

results for the acceptance criteria.

See the attachments for the sequence LHS parameters.
See attachments.
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STR-32-004-0893

Date
Originator

:
:

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 004
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a three sequences (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The sequences
that were tested were TI-BNUI 1, TI-BUI INU21, and TI-PIBNUI 1 sequences (from the TI event tree) in the Peach Bottom
NUREG-1150 database (the PBOT40 database). The sequences contained a total of 1,330 cutsets. The MC results for these
sequences were compared to other calculated values (from the NUREG-1150 report). The IRR_S code passed all tests for this
sequence MC analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

Input data file names and listings:

See the attached Peach Bottom NUREG-i 150 results for the acceptance criteria.
See the attachments for the sequence MC parameters.

Output data _e names and listings:

See attachments.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
$TR No.

:

STR-33-(K)6-0893

Date
Originator

:
:

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number.
I

004

Test Description:
Tested the
sequences that were tested were
Bottom NUREG-1150 database
these sequences were compared
this sequence I.,HS analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance

Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a three sequences (seed = 4321, 5000 samples). The
TI-BNUI 1, TI-BUI INU21, and T1-PIBNU11 sequences (from the TI event tree) in the Peach
(the PBOT40 database). The sequences contained a total of 1,330 cutsets. The LI-IS results for
to other calculated values (from the NUREG-1150 report). The IRRAS code passed all tests for

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

Input data file names and listings:
Output data file names and listings:

NUREG/CR-6145

See the attached Peach Bottom NUREG-1150 results for the acceptance criteria.
See the attachments for the sequence LHS parameters.
See attachments.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
'
•

STR-32-005-0893
August 1993
CurtisL. Smith

Test Number: 005
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for a three sequences (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The sequences
thatwere testedwere SEQ l, SEQ3, and SEQ5. These sequences weredeveloped using differentcombinationsof the distributions
(and applicable parameters)that had previously checked out to be alright. The MC results for these sequences were compared
to other calculated values (from the @RISK computercode). The IRRAS code passed all tests for this sequence MC analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International,AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: See the attached@RISK results for the acceptancecriteriafor each sequence.
Input data me names and listings: The sequences were:
SEQI- BI*B3 + B2*B3 + B4*B3 + B5*B3 + B6*B3 + B7*B3 + B8*B3 + B9*B3 + BI0*B3
SEQ3- BI*B2 + B3*B4 + B5*B6 + BT*B8 + B9*BI0
SEQ5- BI*B6 + B2*B6 + B3 + B4*B9 + B5*B2 + BT*B6 + B8*B6 + B2*BIO
The events BI through BIO are:
Event

Distribution

Probabilityvalue

Uncertaintyvalue

BI

beta

0.5

5

B2

e xponcnfial

0.1

1

B3

exponential

2E-A

1

B4

uniform

0.5

1

B5

uniform

0

1

B6

lognormal

IE-3

5

B7

chi-square

1

1

B8

chi-square

2

2

gamma

0.01
.

100

gamma

0.5

5

B9
B 10

.

.,.,,

Output &am file names and listings: See attachments.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD

STR No.

'

STR-33-005-0893

Date
Originator

'
'

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 005
Test Description:
Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a three sequences (seed - 4321, 5000 samples). The
sequences that were tested were SEQ1, SEQ3, and SEQ5. These sequences were developed using different combinations of the
distributions (and applicable parameters) that had previously checked out to be alright. The LHS results for these sequences were
compared to other calculated values (from the @RISK computer code). The IRRAS code passed all tests for this sequence LHS
analysis.
Computer system description:
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance

33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard

criteria:

See the attached @RISK results for the acceptance criteria for each sequence.

Input data file names and listings:

The sequences were:

SEQI- BI*B3 + B2*B3 + B4*B3 + B5*B3 + B6*B3 + B7*B3 + B8*B3 + B9*B3 + BI0*B3
SEQ3- BI*B2 + B3*B4 + B5*B6 + B7*B8 + B9*BI0
SEQS- BI*B6 + B2*B6 + B3 + B4*B9 + B5*B2 + B7*B6 + BS*B6 + B2*BI0
The events B I through B 10 are:
'.2'',,

Event

I ,,

,,..

"

'

Distribution
.m,

,,

B1

Probability value
,,

,.

beta

....

B2

"

0.5

_,,

,,...,,,,,

,

B3

,

B4

,

exponential
,,
,

0.1
2E,-4
,

,

uniform
,,

,,,

B5
B6

,

,

lognormal

IE-3

chi-square,

B8

chi-square

2

gamma

0.01

_,,

,

1

.,

,,

BI0

gamma
,,,

Output

.

,,,,

.,.,

data file names and listings:
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,,.,

.,

,,

,,,,

1
5 ....,

,

.,,

1

,,,,,

,,i

2
,,

100
5

,

See attachments.

,

,

i

0.5
,

,,

1

,,

,

0

,.,,,.,,

l

.,,,.

.,,,

,

B7

B9

,,.

,,,

0.5

uniform

,

5

,

exponential

_,,

Uncertainty value

,

,, ,

,

,
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.

:

STR-32-006-0893

Irate
Originator

:
:

August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 006
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo(MC) sampling fora family (seed - 4321, 3000 samples). The family thatwas tested
was the Beaver Valley Unit 2 IPE that was loaded into SAPHIRE 4.16 for the PRA Data Loading Project (FIN A6883). The
MC results for this family were comparedto the IPE reportedresults. The IRRAS code passed all tests for this family MC
analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International,AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The Beaver Valley Unit 2 IPE identified 1,697 (including 30 flood-related)dominant
accident (core damage) sequences. The flood-relatedsequences are not included in the SAPHIRE database. Consequently, a
total of 1,667 sequences were actually loadedinto SAPHIREfor this database(and it is expected thatthe SAPHIREcore damage
frequency(CDF) would be slightly lower than the IPE frequency). The CDF related statistics are summarizedbelow.
Beaver Valley Unit 2 CDF Statistics(see IPE Figure 3.4.0-1)
Parameter
I i

i _i

IPE Frequency
I

__l

.i

i

iii I

_,_

Mean

_

i

i

1.9E-04

95th Percentile

3.3E--04

50th Percentile

1.6E,-04

5th Percentile

9.4E,.05

The IRRAS Monte Carlo resultsseem to agree with tl_ IPE results (when considering that 30 flood-relatedsequences are not
included in the IRRAS resultsbut were quantifiedin the IPE results).
Input data file names and listings: The BV2-4 database was used.
Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
!

STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-33-006-0893
August 1993
Curds L. Smith

Test Number: 006
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for a family (seed - 4321, 3000 samples). The family that was
tested was the Beaver Valley Unit 2 IPE that was loaded into SAPHIRE 4.16 for the PRA Data Loading Project (FIN A6883).
The LHS resultsfor this family were compared to the IPE reported results. The IRRAS code passed all tests for this family LHS
analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The Beaver Valley Unit 2 IPE identified 1,697 (including 30 flood-related)dominant
accident (core damage) sequences. The flood-related sequences are not included in the SAPHIRE database. Consequently, a
total of 1,667sequences were actually loaded into SAPHIRE for this database (and it is expected that the SAPHIREcore damage
frequency (CDF) would be slightly lower than the L°Efrequency). The CDF related statistics are summarized below.
Beaver Valley Unit 2 CDF Statistics (see IPE Figure 3.4.0-1)
Parameter

IPE Frequency

Mean

1.9E-O4

95th Percentile

3.3E,-04

50th Percentile

1.6F.,--04

5th Percentile
|,

[|

9.4E-O5
,

,

•

,

,

,

The IRRAS LHS results seem to agree with the IPE results (when considering that 30 flood-related sequences are not included
in the IRRAS results but were quantified in the IPE results).
Input data file names and iisl/ngs: The BV2-4 database was w._-d.
Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-32-007-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 007
Test Description: Tested the Monte Carlo (MC) sampling for endstates(seed - 432 I, 3000 samples). The familythat was tested
was the Beaver Valley Unit 2 IPE that was loaded into SAPHIRE4.16 for the PRA Data Loading Project (FIN A6883). The
MC results for these endstates were compared to the IPE reportedresults. The IRRAS code passed all tests for this endstateMC
analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International,AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The Beaver Valley Unit 2 IPE defines 17 plant damage states that are associated with
the Level 1 event trees. Each plant damage state is defined by a five-charactercode to define RCS pressure,availability of
containment heat removal systems, and status of containment isolation or bypass at the time of reactor vessel failure after core
damage, respectively. The IPE endstate results is shown on the attachment.
Most of the endstate values agree with the values reported in the IPE. Thus, it is assumed that IRRAS passes the acceptance
criteria for this test.
Input data file names and listings: The BV2-4 database was used.
Output data file nines and listings: See attachments.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-33-007-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Test Number: 007
Test Description: Tested the Latin Hypercubesampling (LHS) for endstates (seed - 4321, 3000 samples). The familythat was
tested was the Beaver Valley Unit 2 IPE that was loaded into SAPHIRE4.16 for the PRA Data Loading Project (FIN A6883).
The LHS results for these endstates were compared to the IPE reportedresults. The IRRAScode passed all tests for this endstate
LHS analysis.
Computer system description: 33 MHz 486, Insight International, AT bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mbyte RAM, 340 Mbyte IDE hard
drive, SVGA monitor.
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The Beaver Valley Unit 2 IPE defines 17 plant damage states that are associated with
the Level 1 event trees. Each plant damage state is defined by a five-chaxacter code to define RCS pressure,availability of
containment heat removal systems, and status of containment isolation or bypass at the time of reactor vessel failure after core
damage, respectively. The IPE endstate results is shown on the attachment.
Most of the endst_te values agree with the values reported in the IPE. Thus, it is assumed that IRRAS passes the acceptance
criteria for this test.
Input data file names and listings: The BV2-4 database was used.
Output data file names and listings: See attachments.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

•
•

STR-34-001-0793
7/20193

Originator

:

LW

Test Number:

Test 34

Test Description: DEMO Data base: change set: individual probability method--direct assignment of new probability. Create
a change set with probability change on basic event C-MOV-A from 5.0E-3 to 0.1. Features 37 and 38 included in this test.
Computer system description:
VGA display

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

Expected values/acceptance criteria: Expected values: chg prob of C-MOV-A from 5.0E-3 to 0. i On chg set report, basic event
prob repon, and seq cut set report. Acceptable
Output data file names and listings:
Input Data file names and listings:

See attached
See attached

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator
Test Number:.

•
•
•

STR-35-001-0793
7/20/93
LW

Test 35

Test Description: DEMO data base: change set tagging method---manual designation of a group of events that need the same
change def'mition. Create a chg set to chg the values of basic events C-CV-A, -B from 1.0E--4 to 0.1 and chg the values of basic
events C-MOV-1 and E--MOV-1 from 1.0E-3 to 0. I. features 37 and 38 included in this test.
Computer system description:
VGA display

IBM Clone, Insigt_ 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

Expected values/acceptance criteria: Expected values: chg prob of basic events C-MOV- 1 and E-MOV- 1 from 1.0E--3 to 0. !.
Chg prob of basic events C-CV-A and C-CV-B from 1.0E.-4 to 0.1. Values should be found on chg set report, basic event prob
report, and seA!cut set report. Acceptable
Input data file names and listings:
Output data file names and listings:

NUREG/CR-6145

See attached
See attached
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR-36-001-0793
7/20/93

Originator

:

LW

Test Number:

TEST 36

Test Description: DEMO data base: Change set class method--set class attribute l to YES on basic events DG-A and DG-B.
Set class attribute 3 to YES on basic events C-PUMP-A, -B and E--PUMP-A, -B. Set class attributes l and 3 to YES on b_sic
events C-MOV-I and E--MOV-1. Class chg set: "*" in name field, calc type - l and prob - 0.1 for all three tests. Class attribute
1 set to YES for first test. Set class attribute 3 to YES for second test. Set attributes I and 3 to YES for third test. Features
37 and 38 included in this test.
Computer system description:
VGA display

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

Expected values/acceptance criteria: Test 1: DG-A, DG-B, C-MOV-I and E--MOV-i
report, and sequence cut sets changed to 0.1. Test 2: C-PUMP-A, -B and E-PUMP-A,
chg set report, basic event prob report, and sequence cut sets changed to 0.1. Test 3:
set report, basic event prob report and sequence cut sets changed to 0.1. Acceptable.
Input data file names and listings:

values in chg set report, basic event prob
-B, C-MOV-l and E--MOV-l values in
C-MOV-1 and E-.MOV-I values in chg
See also AR-36-0793-001

See attached

Output data file names and listings:

See attached

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR-37-001-0793
7/23/93

Originator

:

LW

Test Number:. Test 37
Test Description:
Generate changes.

DEMO data base: change set features---enter the ch._.nge set menu. Create/mark the change set to be used.

Computer system description:
VGA display

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

Expected values/acceptance criteria: Basic events marked in the change set appear in the change set report, system and/or
sequence reports. This feature is tested in STR-34-0793-001, STR-35-0793-001 and $TR-36-0793-001.
Acceptable
Input data file names and listings:
Output data file names and listings:

None
None
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR-38-001-0793
7/23/93

Originator

:

LW

Test Number:

Test 38

Test Description: DEMO data base: change set features--apply
the quantification option. Select the system or sequence.
Computer system description:
VGA display

changes to system data. Enter analyze sequence menu. Select

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

Expected values/acceptance criteria: Values of basic events marked in the change set are changed in system or sequence cut
set reports. This feature is tested in STR-34.-0793-001, STR-35-0793-001 and STR-36-0793-001.
Acceptable
Input data file names and listings.

None

Output data file names and listings:

None

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR-39-001-0793
7/21/93

Originator

:

LW

Test Number:

Test 39

Test Description: DEMO data base: change set features--sensitivity
analysis, "S" flag. Create a chg set and set the process
flag to "S" on basic evems DG-A and DG-B. In the analyze sequences menu select hidden key "P" and highlight seq 2. Enter
sensitivity values of 100 points, 0.Ol low factor and 100 high factor. Plot figure.
Computer System description:
VGA display
Expected values/acceptance

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

criteria:

Input data file names and listings:
Output data file names and listings:

NUREG/CR-6145

Plot - See attached
See attached
See attached
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR-40-0OI-0793
7/21/93

Originator

:

LW

Test Number:

Test 40

Test Description: DEMO data base. Change set features: do not expand transfers, "X" flag. Part A: quantify CCS fault tree
for system mincut. Insert mincut value (2.12E.-2) into basic event base case probability for CCS and CALC Type - 1. Set
process flag to "X" for CCS in chg set for sequence quantification. Part B: page CCS fault tree sub tree CCSTRA. Quantify
CCS fault tree sub tree CCSTRA for system mincut. Insert mincut value (2.792E--2) into basic event base case probability for
CCSTRA and calc type - 1. Set process flag to "X" for CCSTRA in chg set for system and sequence cut set quantification.
Computer system description:
VGA display
Expected values/heceptance
Acceptable

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

criteria:

Part A: developed event CCS appears in sequence cut sets with a value of 2.12E-2.

Part B: Developed event CCSTRA appears in system and sequence cut sets with a
Input data file names and listings:

value of 2.792E-2.

Acceptable

See attached

Output data file names and listings:

See attached

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR-41-001-0793
7/21193

Originator

:

LW

Test Number.

Test 41

Test De.._criptiou: DEMO data base: change set features--never expand transfers, "Y" flag. Quantify system CCS for system
mincut. Insert system mincut value (2.12E-2) into basic event base case probability for CCS and set calc type - 1. Set Y
process flag on system CCS in change set for system and sequence cut set quantification.
Computer system description:
VGA display

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

Expected values/acceptance criteria:
CCS is 2.12E-2. Acceptable

In sequence 2 the value of CCS is 9.788E-.1.

System failure in sequence 3 the value of

Input data file names and listings" See attached
Output data file names and listings:

See attached
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR-42-001-0793
7/22/93

Originator

:

LW

Test Number:

Test 42

Test Description: VV data base: Build event tree et and fault trees A and B (see attached). Set basic event rates as shown on
attached basic event probability report. Generate sequence logic. Generate system and sequence cut sets (see attached input
files). Sequence 2 of event tree et was used to test the process flags in IRRAS.
Create change set l-flag and set process flag to I on system A. Generate changes. Generate sequence 2 cut sets with no cut offs
and with fault trees. Generate sequence 2 cut sets with no cutoffs and without fault trees. See attached output files for both test
cases.

Computer system description:
VGA display
Expected values/acceptance
This is correct.

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

criteria:

Sequence 2 cut set frequency with fault trees is 1.164E-3 and the cut set is/JJK,L,M.

Sequence 2 cut set frequency without fault trees is 2.362E-3 and the cut sets are/j,l,m freq. - 1.188E--3 and/K,L,M
1.176E--3. This is incorrect. The correct answer is/J,/K/L/M and mincut 1.164E-3. See AR-42-0793-001
Input data file names and listings:

freq. -

See auached

Output data file names and listings:

See attached

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date

:
:

STR-43-001-0793
7/22/93

Originator

:

LW

Test Number:

Test 43

Test Description: Change set features---blank flag field. This test has been performed in Tests 34 thru 42. See STR-34-0793001 thru STR-41-0793-001.
Computer system description:
VGA display
Expected values/acceptance
Input

IBM Clone, Insight 486, 33 MHz, ISA bus, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard drive,

criteria:

Acceptable

data file names and listings:

Output data file names and listings:
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator
Test Number:

:
:
:

STR-44¢45/46/47/48/49-001-0793
July 21, 1993
W.J. Galyean

STR-44/45/47/47/48/49-001-07-93

Test Description: Using the CSS System from DEMO family in IRRAS, the Importance measures are calculated for each of
the events appearing in the CSS System cutsets. These IRRAS generated Importance measures are then compared to calculation
performed using a LOTUS 1-2-3 spreadsheet (see attached hard-copy, this spreadsheet is also included on the attached disk).
All six Importance measures are included in these calculations.
Computer system description: Rightpoint 80486DX/33/50, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb installed RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard disk drive,
TRIDENT 800x600 16c VGA with DataStor Non-Interlaced MNEVGA 28 Monitor, LOTUS 1-2-3, Release 3.1+.
Expected v_ues/aceeptance criteria: The IRRAS Importance measures were compared to those generated by the LOTUS
spreadsheet. All agreed to three significant digits. This is judged acceptable.
Input data file names and listings: See attached.
Output data file atones and listings: Se_ attached.

SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator
Test Number:

:
:
:

STR.44145146147/48/49-002-0793
July 21, 1993
W.J. Galyean

STR-44145/46/47/48149-002-07-93

Test DescHplion: Using the LOSP event tree sequence #3 in the DEMO family, Importance measures were calculated by
IRRAS. These same Importance measures were then manually calculated for event C-MOV-1 by setting the event probability
to one and then zero. The resulting sequence frequencies were then used in hand calculations using the formulas shown on the
attached sheet. These hand calculated Importance measures were then compared to those reported by IRRAS.
Computer system description: Rightpoint 80486DX/33/50, DOS 5.0, 16 Mb installed RAM, 340 Mb IDE hard disk drive,
TRIDENT 800x600 16c VGA with DataStor Non-Interlaced _VGA
28 Monitor
Expected values/acceptance criteria: The IRRAS Importance measures for event "C-MOV-1"were compared to those calculated
by hand. All agreed to three significant digits. This is judged acceptable.
Input data file names and listings: IRRAS DEMO family was used.
Output data file names and listings: See attachedIRPAS reportlistings and hand calculation.
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SOFTWARE
TESTRECORD
STR No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:

STR-48/49-003-0793
July21,1993
W.J. Galyean

TestNumber: STR-48/49-003-07-93
TestDescription:
UsingtheSARA-level
LaSalle
database
(see
attached
disks)
Importance
measures
werecalculated
by IRRAS
foraccidem
sequence
identified
as"ri00".TheseImportance
measures
werethencomparedtothosedocumented
inLaSalle
PRA. OnlytheRiskReduction
Interval
andRiskIncrease
Intervals
arepublished
intheLaSalle
PRA, therefore,
onlythese
two
measures
couldbecompared
andchecked.
Computersystemdescription:
Rightpoint
80486DX/33/50,
DOS 5.0,16 Mb installed
RAM, 340Mb IDE harddiskdrive,
TRIDENT 800x60016cVGA withDataStor
Non-lnterlaced
MNEVGA 28 Monitor.
Expectedvalues/acceptance
criteria:
TheIRRAS Importance
measures
foraccident
sequence
"rio0"werecomparedtothose
presented
in"A.C.Payne,
jr.
etal.,
Analysis
oftheLaSalle
Unit2 Nuclear
PowerPlant:
RiskMethodsIntegration
andEvaluation
Program(RMIEP),NUP.EG/CR-4832,
Vol.3 Part2,August1992."Allagreedtothree
significant
digits.
Thisisjudged
acceptable.
Input data file names and listings: See attacheddisk.
Output data file names and listings: See attached IRRAS report listing.
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VitalFeatures
Verification
andValidation
Anomaly
Reports
VitalFeatures
Verification
andValidation
Software
TestRecords
The anomaly report number is of the form:
AR-VFN-MMYY-XXX
where
AR

-

Acronym for Anomaly Report

VFN

-

Two-digit vital featurenumber (i.e., 01 to 49)

MM

-

Two-digit code for the month of the test

YY

-

Two-digit code for the year of the test

XXX

-

Three-digit sequential number assigned by the tester.

D-3
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ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Source/Lzcation:

:
:
:
:

AR-2.7-93--001
STR-2-7-09-001
07/21/93
Steven D. Novack

Calculation of the maximum number of saved cutsets for one fault tree and one sequence.

Description: The formula provided by the vital features document is incorrect. It states that the total number of
events plus the number of cutsets is less than 32,700. I found the correct value to be 32,000.
The cause is a misinterpretation by the programmer of the space provided for storage of the cutsets.
Impact: The impact is considered to be of a non-critical nature. The appropriate documentation should be changed,
otherwise this condition should not directly effect the functionality of the code.

ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-7A-08-93-001
STR-7A-08-93-001
8/17/93
Steven D. Novack

Sour_tion:
Analyze a large Fault tree (>1500 gates). Using the Generatingcutsets option in Analyze Fault
Tree. The error occurredwhen I was attemptingto build a large fault tree by Adding systems together from the
LaSaUe-4database.
Description: The maximum numberof gates (2500) was never reached andis misleadingsince the total number
of gates is dependantupon the mount of available RAM in the PC. Also I question the IRRAS calculation of the
total number of gates (612) since it was less than3 times the amountCAFFA calculated(1889).
Cause: Wrong limitationsdocumentedfor the maximum numberof gates and possible an incorrect calculation of
the total numberof gates.
Impact: The impact is consideredto be of a non-criticalnature. However, leads theuser to believe thattheproblem
may be in a differentareaother thanmemory. Also it is annoying since IRRASwill trashyour databaseandrequire
recovery actions if it is unable to process the tree.The appropriatedocumentationshould be changed.
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ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test RecordNo.
Date
Originator
Sou_tion:

:
:
:
:

AR. 12-0893-001
STR-12-001-0893
8/5/93
LW

W data base - link editor

Description: Multiple branches
1A) A subsequentsubstitutionof top event CI for top event C was not made afteran initialsubstitutionof top event
B I for top event B called by rule 1
Cause:
Impact: The impactis consideredto be of a critical nature.

ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test RecordNo.
Date
Originator
So_tion:

:
:
:
:

AR-12-0893-002
STR-12-001-0893
8/5/93
LW

W data base--link editor

Description: Multiplebranches
1B) The first failurebranchof a multiple branchtop event was eliminatedfrom sequence logic generation with an
'_" symbol in the end state column (seq 3). Sequencelogic generationcorrectlyeliminated seq 3 from the logic
listing, but top event B 1 was not substitutedfor top event B in sequences 4 and 5.
Cause:
Impact: The impact is consideredto be of a critical nature.
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ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-21-06-93-001
STR-21-06-93-001
6/21/93
Steven D. Novack

Source/Location: Calculation of the maximum number of saved cut sets for one fault tree and one sequence.
Description: The formula provided by the vital features document is incorrect. It states that the total number of
events plus the numberof cut sets is less than 32,700. I found the correct value to be 32,000.
Cause: Misinterpretationof the space providedfor storage of cut sets.
Impact: The impactis consideredto be of a non-criticalnature. The appropriatedocumentationshould be changed,
otherwise this should not effect the functionalityof the code.
i

ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly ReportNo.
Test RecordNo.
Date
Originator
Sou_tion:

:
:
:
:

AR-22-06-93-001
STR-22-001-06-93
6/15/93
Steven D. Novack

Sequence Base Case Update

Description: The Reportfor the base case cut set results used the alternatechange set values instead of t_e base
case probabilities.
Cause: Unknown
Impact: This test has not been completed until feature is corrected. The impact is considered to be of a critical
nature.
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ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-001
STR-30-002-0893, STR-31-002-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Source/Location: Performing Monte Carlo (and Latin Hypercube) sampling for the exponential distribution with
various parameters.
II_seription: When usingthe exponential distribution, parameters less than and equal to zero should not be allowed.
When these parameters (i.e., <_0) are used, the IRRAS code gives zeros for the sampled value. Instead, IRRAS
should not sample the distribution and should warn the user of the problem.
Cause: Not checking for valid input parameters for the uncertainty distributions.
Imlmet: The impact is of a critical nature.

ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-002
STR-30-002-0893, STR-31-002-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Sourc_'Loeation: Performing Monte Carlo (and Latin Hypercube) sampling for the exponential distribution with
small (= 1E-16 or smaller) parameters.
Description: when usingthe exponential distribution,small parameters(= 1E-16 or smaller)seemto give erroneous
results. For the test case (mean - 1.443E-16), the 5th percentile was shown as zero when it should have been
approximately 7.4E-18. Also, the 50th lr
_.adpoint estimate were shown as 1.11E--16when they should have
been 1.0E-16 and 1.443E-16, respecti_
ms that when the sampled value is very small, IRRAS essentially
uses a z_ro value.

Cause: It could be a limit of the single precision arithmetic that is used (when calculating the mineut upperbound).
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.
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REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Source/Location:
distribution.

•
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-003
STR-30-003-0893, STR-31-003-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Performing Monte Carlo (MC) and Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for the lognormal

Description: When using the lognormal distribution, small parameters (= 1E-15 or smaller) seem to give erroneous
results. It seems that when the sampled value is very small, IRRAS essentially uses a zero value. It is believed that
this problem is genetic to all sampling types and distributions in IRRAS.
Cause: It could be a limit of the single precision arithmetic that is used (when calculating the mincut upper bound).
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.

ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-004
STR-30-005-0893, STR-31-005-0893
August 1993
CurtisL. Smith

Source/Location: Performing Monte Carlo (MC) and Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for the chi-square
distribution.
Description: When using the chi-squaredistribution, the SAPHIRETechnical Reference Manual: IRRAS/SARA
Version 4.0 (NUREG/CR-5964), states that the chi-square distributionthat is sampled (Y) is given by: Y - aX,
where X is distributed as zZ(k),k is the uncertainty value, and a - (probabilityvalue)/(uncertaintyvalue). Thus, if
the probabilityvalue - 2 and the uncertaintyvalue - l, then the _naple chi-squaredistributionresults should equal
2Z2(1).
All the tests which had a multiple of the chi-squaredistribution(i.e., distributionsA throughE and I) did not give
sampling results as a multiple of the chi-squaredistribution. Instead,the results only seemed to give the chi-square
distributionpart [e.g., for distributionA, the resultswere very close to whatwould be expectedfor Z2(1),not 2_2(1)].
Otherthan this discrepancy of not resulting in a multipleof the chi-squaredistribution,the chi-squaresampling for
n degrees of freedom seemed to be close to tabulatedvalues of chi-squarepercentiles.
Cause: The definition of the use of the chi-squaredistributionappears to be in error since it seems that the chisquare distributionignores the probabilityvalue and only accepts the uncertaintyvalue as the degrees of freedom
for the chi-square distribution.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.
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ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-005
STR-30-005-0893, STR-31-005-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Source/Location: Performing Monte Carlo (MC) and Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for the chi-square
distribution.
Description: The chi-square distribution is normally defined as being distributed as x2(n), where n is the degrees
of freedom. The degrees of freedom is normally defined as an integer larger than zero. Consequently, when noninteger degrees of freedom or values zero or less are used for the chi-square distribution, I would expect IRRAS to
stop the sampling and warn the user of a potential problem. For the case when the degrees of freedom was set to
zero (distribution G), a warning message did appear on the screen but the sampling continued. No warning messages
were printed for the case (distribution H) when the degrees of freedom was not an integer.
Cause: No validation of the chi-squareparameter inputs.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.

ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-006
STR-30-008-0893
August 1993
CurtisL. Smith

Source/I.aw.ation:Performing Monte Carlo (MC) samplingfor the gammadistribution.
Description: For the gamma distributionwith prob. value IE-4 and uncertaintyvalue 100(30,the MC sampling
seemed to return the same value (7.068E--6)for each sample. Consequently,all the sampling distribution results
were in error. Also, no error messages were displayed alerting the user to the problem. Two other statistical
packages (@RISK and SAS) were used to see if the choice of parametersfor the gamma distributionis a generic
problem. Both @RISK and SAS correctlyhandled the gammadistributionwith these parameters.
Cause: Unknown.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.
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ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test RecordNo.
Date
Originator
Sour_tion:

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-007
STR-30-008-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

PerformingMonte Carlo (MC) sampling for the gamma distribution.

Description: For the gammadistribution,when the uncertainty value equals n/2 (where n equals the degrees of
freedom) and the probabilityfield equals 2*(uncertainty value), then the gamma distribution will be chi-square
distributedwith n degrees of freedom. Consequently, I would expect the sampling for identical gamma and chisquaredistributionsto be exactly the same. The Monte Carlo sampling for the gamma distributionsE andF (which
should b¢ X2(1)andX_(2),respectively)differs a little fromthe Monte Carlosample for the correspondingchi-square
distributions. The Latin Hypercube sampling for the gamma/chi-square distributions does not display this
inconsistency.
Cause: Differing sampling method for chi-squareand gamma distributions.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.

ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test RecordNo.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-008
STR-30-010-0893, STR-30-010-0893
August 1993
CurtisL. Smith

Source/Location: PerformingMonte Carloand Latin Hypercube sampling for the beta distribution.

'

Description: For thebeta distribution,the parametersthat were specified for distributionsB, C, andD shouldresult
in undef'medbetadistributions. Insteadof checking for appropriateinput parametersfor thebeta distribution,IRRAS
actions rangedfrom giving runtimeerrors(causing the need to recover the database) to runningseemingly alright
but giving nonsensical results.
Cause: No validation of beta distributioninputs.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.
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ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Sour_tion:

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-009
STR-30-010-0893, STR-31-010-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Performing Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube sampling for the beta distribution.

Description: For the betadistribution, theparametersthat were specified for distributionsE, F, and G should result
in beta distributionswhich are legitimate. For these beta distributions, IRRAS actions ranged from giving runtime
errors(causing the need to recover the database)to running seemingly alright but giving nonsensical results.
Cause: Unknown.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.

ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-010
STR-30-012-0893, STR-31-012-0893
August 1993
CurtisL. Smith

SourcerLOcation:Performing Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube sampling for the normal distribution.
Description: Forthe normaldistribution,the uncertaintyparameter(i.e., the standarddeviation)should be a positive
number. For this test, the standarddeviation was input as a negative number. SAPHIRE still ran the analysis,
appearingthe take the absolute value of the uncertainty parameter. This could cause confusion and is deemed to
be unacceptable.
Cause: No validationof the normaldistributioninputs.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.
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ANOMALY
REPORT
' nomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-011
STR-30-013-0893, STR-31-013-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Souree/l.amation: Performing Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube sampling for the gamma distribution.
Description: For the gamma distribution, the uncertainty parameter should be a positive number. For this test, the
uncertainty parameter was input as a negative number. SAPHIRE still ran the analysis, not giving an error message
for the MC analysis while giving an error message (but still running the analysis) for the LHS analysis. This could
result in incorrect results and is deemed to be unacceptable.
Cause: No validation of the gamma distribution inputs.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.

ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Sour_tion:

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-012
STR-30-014-0893, STR-31-014-0893
August 1993
CurtisL. Smith

PerformingMonte Carlo and Latin Hypercubesampling for the lognormaldistribution.

Description: For the lognormal distribution,the uncertaintyparameter(i.e., the errorfactor) should be a positive
number. For this test, the errorfactor was input as a negative number. SAPHIRE still ranlhe analysis, appearing
the take the point estimate value for each sample. This could cause errorsand is deemed to be unacceptable.
Cause: No validation of the lognormaldistributioninputs.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.
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ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Soure_tion:

:
:
:
:

AR-30-0893-013
STR-30-015-0893, STR-31-015-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Performing Monte Carlo and Latin Hypercube sampling for the uniform distribution.

Description: For the uniform distribution, the uncertainty parameter should be greater than the mean value (since
• e uncertainty parameter represents the upper end point of the distribution). For this test, the uncertainty parameter
was input as being less than the mean value. SAPHIRE still ran the analysis, appearing to simply swap the upper
and lower end points of the distribution. This could cause errors and/or confusion and is deemed to be unacceptable.
Cause: No validation of the uniform distribution inputs.
Impact: The impact is of a critical nature.

ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Sourc_tion:

:
:
:
:

AR-31-0893-001
STR-31-O02-0893
August 1993
Curtis L. Smith

Performing Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) for the exponential distribution.

Description: When using the exponential distribution, the distribution results should be the same as those from the
gamma distribution (when the uncertainty value parameter equals 1 in the gamma distribution). For the LHS
analysis, the sampling for EXP(@) is not exactly the same as GAMMA(@,I) while for the monte carlo sampling the
two distributions produce exactly the same sampling. While this is not a critical error (since both sampling methods
for the LHS seem to produce accurate results), to be consistent the EXP(O) and GAMMA(@,I) sampling for LHS
should be the same.
Cause: Two different LHS techniques for EXP(O) and GAMMA(O, 1).
Impact: The impact is of a non-critical nature.
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ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-36-0793-001
STR-36-001-0793
7/20/93
LW

Source/Location: Generate changes menu - class change
Description: In order to mark a class of events, a "*" must be used, such as *MOV-I or *MOV*. There is no help
screen or discussion in the IRRAS 4.0 reference manual to use this feature or explain the use of these wild cards.
Cause:
Impact: The impact is consideredto be of a non-criticalnature.

ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-39-07-93
STR-39-07-93
7/21/93
LW

SoureeA,oeation: Analyze sequences menu, analyze sequences
Description: Hidden key "P" allows access to the sensitivity menus but is not shown as a selection at the top of
the page. There is no documentation for this feature even though there is a menu selection for it as a process flag
in the basic events menu. Therefore, there is no way of knowing if it is performing properly.
Cause:
Impact: The impact is consideredto be of a non-criticalnature.

ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

:
:
:
:

AR-42-0793-001
STR-42-001-0793
7/22/93
LW

Source/Location: Generate event data
Description: Change set features: always expand transfers, 'T' flag. A simple test case using the I flag did not
output the correct cut sets when the sequence cut sets were generated without fault trees and no cut offs.
Cause:
Impact: The impact is considered to be of a critical nature.
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TestDesignSpecification
E-1. TEST DESIGN SPECIFICATION IDENTIFIER: IVVDS-1
E-2. INTRODUCTION
The System Analysis Programsfor Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluation (SAPHIRE) 4.0 _is being
developed at the Idaho NationalEngineeringLaboratory(INEL) for the NuclearRegulatoryCommission (NRC) as
a state-of-the-artmicrocomputer-basedprobabilisticrisk assessment (PRA) modeldevelopmentandanalysis tool to
addresskey nuclearplant safety issues. This tool is integratedto give the userthe abilityto createandanalyze fault
trees, event trees, and accident sequences on a microcomputer. The programsincludedin this tool are as follows;
Models and Results Database (MAR-D)_ software, Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS)t
software, Systems Analysis and Risk Assessment (SARA)2software, andFault tree Event Tree, and P&ID Cr-'EP)
_
graphicaleditorsoftware. Each of these programsperforma specific function in takinga PRA fromconceptualstate
all the way to publication.
The SAPHIRE programis developed for the purposeof performingthose functions necessary to create and
analyze a complete PRA. IRRAS includesfunctions that allow the userto createevent trees and fault trees, define
accident sequences and basic event failure data, solve system and accident sequence fault trees and event trees,
quantify cut sets, andperformuncertaintyanalysis on the results. Also includedin IRRASarc featuresto allow the
analystto generate reportsanddisplays that can be used to documenttheresultsof an analysis. The users of IRRAS
should be familiar with PRA concepts and the methods used to performPRA analyses since this program is a
detailed technical tool. Although IRRASmakes the PRA process easier througha user friendly design, the sheer
complexity of a PRA analysis requiresa userto havea moredetailedunderstandingof PRA concepts than is required
by other tools in this suite. The IRRAS 4.0 reference manual is P_vailableas NUREG/CR-5813, Volume I.
MAR-D is used primarilyfor dataloading. This programdefines a commonrelationaldatabase structurethat
is used by the entire suite of programs. StructuringMAR-D in this mannerallows all of the software to access and
manipulate data created by other softwarein the system without performinga lengthyconversion. Therefore,data
created by IRRAS is immediately availableto SARA for sensitivity analysis. MAR-D also provides the facilities
for loadmg and unloadingPRA datafromthe relationaldatabase structureused to storethe data to an ASCII format
for interchange with other PRA software not included in NRC's suite of programs. This feature provides
compatibilitywith previously developed softwaresystems and allows for maximumdata interchange. Elements of
this software are included in IRRAS and SARA to allow these programs to load andunload data in the MAR-D
format. Normally, the entire MAR-D software is used only by those performinga data loading function and is not
requiredby the end user.
SARA allows the userto review the resultsof a PRA andperformlimited sensitivity analysison these results.
The primarylimitation is thatthe changes in the plant model can only be effected by using the cut set editor. If
other simple changes are being simulated, then IRRAS should be used so that new cut sets can be accurately
generated. SARA is intended to be used by a less technical oriented user and does not require the level of
understandingof PRA concepts as requiredby IRRAS. This programallows a user to review the information
generated and to compare the results to those generated by making limited modifications to data in the PRA.
Adcl_t;.aally, this programhas the abilityto graphicallydisplay the informationstoredin the MAR-D database. The
infon,aation includes event trees,fault trees, P&IDs, and uncertainty distributions. Programusers can gain a better
understandingof the results of a PRA without getting into the details of the constructionandanalysis workbehind
the PILA_. The SARA reference manual and tutorial are available as NUREG/CR-5303, Volumes 1 and 2,
respectively.
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The program FEP provides a common access to the suite of graphical tools developed for performing risk
assessment. These tools include the graphical event tree, fault tree, and P&ID editors. The event tree and fault tree
editors are available through IRRAS; however, the P&ID editor is only accessible through FEP. The event tree
editor allows the analyst to construct and modify graphical event trees. The fault tree editor allows the analyst to
construct and modify graphical fault trees. The P&ID editor allows the user to construct and modify plant drawings.
These drawings can be used to document the modeling used in a PRA. These editors are an integral part of a PRA.
The FEP tool allows using a less complex tool when the user only wants to generate graphical displays.
The roll of the INEL in the SAPHIRE program is to develop the software and interface with the community
including transfer of technology. IRRAS Version 1.0 was released in February of 1987 to prove the concept of
performing probabilistic risk assessments on microcomputers. Version 1.0 contained many of the basic features
required for fault tree analysis and the PRA community was pleased with this initial effort. Since the release of
Version 1.0, the SAPHIRE system has been made more powerful and user friendly through the incorporation of user
comments and code enhancements. The latest version of SAPHIRE has been designated 4.0. Previous versions of
SAPHIRE (previously titled IRRAS) include versions 2.0 released officially in June 1990 and 2.5 released August
1991.
SAPHIRE has all the necessary capabilities and functions required to create, modify, reduce, and analyze fault
tree models used in the analysis of complex systems and processes. SAPHIRE uses advanced graphic and analytical
techniques to maximize the potential found in today's microcomputers. Version 4.0 provides all the capabilities of
Version 1.0 plus adds a relational data base facility for managing the data, provides improved functionality, and
provides improved algorithm performance.
Since the SAPHIRE computer code is used by a variety of organizations, quality assurance (QA) is necessary
to insure that the information produced by the code is correct and that the code can be used in applications that
require all code functions to be validated and verified. Extensive Beta testing on the earlier prototype versions of
SAPHIRE (tiffed IRRAS prior to version 4.0) gave credibility to the major functions. Version 4.0 i_ scheduled to
be a production model and therefore, it has to be formally verified and validated to insure quality. Part of the formal
verification is the construction of test design specifications.
The purpose of a test design specification is to summarize a computercode's critical and minor features. This
test design specification will summarize the minor software features to be tested in test items IRRAS 4.0, SARA 4.0,
MAR-D 4.0 and FEP 4.0. Minor or non-critical features are those operational characteristics of software that make
solving problems easier but are not required to obtain the final correct results. An example could be the use of a
'_ouse" to access functions rather than use the keyboard. Where features in IRRAS 4.0 are the same as the features
in SARA 4.0, MAR-D 4.0 and FEP 4.0 the same test cases will be run. The four test items are (1) IRRAS 4.0, (2)
MAR-D 4.0, (3) SARA 4.0 and (4) FEP 4.0. The minor features for these items are divided into six categories.
Category 13contains features associated with fault tree analysis. Category 23two features are connected with event
tree analysis. Category 33features dea! with data base manipulations. Category 43 is associated with Histograms.
Category 53 concerns the Result Display, while Category 63 addresses General Capabilities. The test items and
features are as follows:

E-2.1 Test Item IRRAS 4.0
Category 1, fault tree analysis, features are as follows:
•

Fault Tree Construction

•

Plot Trees

•

Load Graphic Trees

•

Alpha to Graphics

•

Graphical Pager
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•

Extract Fault Tree.

Category 2, event tree analysis, features are as follows:
•

Event Tree Construction

•

Plot Trees

•

Graphics Load

•

Extract Event Trees.

Category 3, data base manipulation, features are as follows:
•

Add, modify, delete a family or modify the associated text

•

Modify the event tree data records

•

Modify the system data records

•

Modify the end state data records

•

Modify the basic event data records

•

Edit the three categories of graphic data records

•

Base case update.

Category 4, histograms, features are as follows:
•

Range and percentage formats

•

Modify a currently existing histogram

•

Delete histograms.

Category 5, results display, features are as follows:
•

All special function keys: FI, F2, F3, F4, F5

•

Reporting functions (on screen and hard copy).

Category 6, general capabilities, features are as follows:
•

Field specific as well as on line help (FI)

•

Locate Functions (F5)

•

Escape options

•

Error Messages.

E-2.2 Test Item MAR.D 4.0
Category3, databasemanipulation,featuresareas follows:
E-5
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•

Add, modify, delete a family or modify the associated text

•

Modify the event tree data records

•

Modify the system data records

•

Modify the end state data records

•

Modify the basic event data records

•

Edit the three categories of graphic data records

•

Base case update.

Category 4, histograms, features are as follows:
•

Range and percentage formats

•

Modify a currentlyexisting histogram

•

Delete histograms.

Category 5, results display, features are as follows:
•

All special functionkeys: FI, F2, F3, F4, F5

•

Reporting functions (on screen and hard copy).

Category 6, general capabilities, features are as follows:
•

Field specific as well as on line help (F1)

•

Locate Functions (F5)

•

Escape options

•

Error Messages.

E-2.3 Test Item SARA 4.0
Category 3, data base manipulation, feature_,are as follows:
•

Add, modify, delete a family or modify the associated text

•

Modify the event tree data records

•

Modify the system data records

•

Modify the end state data records

•

Modify the basic event data records

_,

Edit the three categories of graphic data records

•

Base case update.
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Category4, histograms,featuresare as follows:
•

Range and percentage formats

•

Modify a currentlyexisting histogram

•

Delete histograms.

Category5, results display, features are as follows:
•

All special functionkeys: F1, F2, F3, F4, F5

•

Reportingfunctions (on screen andhard copy).

Category 6, general capabilities,features are as follows:
•

Field specific as well as on line help iFl)

•

Locate Functions (FS)

•

Escape options

•

ErrorMessages.

E-2.4 Test Item FEP 4.0
Category 1, fault tree analysis, featuresare as follows:
•

Fault Tree Construction

•

Plot Trees.

Category 2, event tree analysis, features are as follows:
•

Event Tree Construction

•

Plot Trees.

Category 6, general capabilities, features are as follows:
•

Field specific as well as on line help (FI)

•

Locate Functions (FS)

•

Escape options

•

Error Messages.

Category 7, FEP P&ID editor
•

Build and plot P&IDs.

E-7
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E-3. TEST ITEMS
The test items for this test design specification are identified in the introduction. The type of testing being
performed on these items is minor or non-critical. The non-critical testing of the items will be accomplished by
testing the non-critical features. This method departs slightly from the IEEE standard for software documentation.4
The features to be tested will be listed with each test item rather than separately. The test items to be discussed are
IRRAS 4.0, MAR-D 4.0, SARA 4.0 and FEP 4.0.

E-3.1 IRRAS 4.0
IRRAS 4.0 is developed for the purpose of performing those functions necessary to create and analyze a
complete PRA. To expediently accomplish these functions, many minor features were added to aid the analyst. The
minor features can be categorized as fault tree analysis, event tree analysis, data base manipulations, histograms,
results display, and general capabilities.
E-3.1.1

Fault Tree Analysis

The minorfeatures contained within fault tree analysis are fault tree construction, plot trees, load graphic trees,
alpha to graphics, graphical pager, and extract fault trees.
Fault Tree Construction is accomplished in a graphical environment with the use of a mouse and graphical
symbols. The graphical symbols are listed in a pull down menu and can be selected by clicking the left mouse
button on the desired symbol. The analyst has the ability to:
•

Create a fault tree by using the fault tree symlx;!s in the '13ILD" pull down menu

•

Load a fault tree in the "DLS" format

•

Edit a fault tree, including moving a portion of the tree diagram to a new location, copying a portion
of the tree diagram and moving it to a new location, deleting any portion of the displayed fault tree,
duplicating a portion of the fault tree diagram, copying text from one area of the diagram to another,
moving text from one area of the diagram to another, editing fault tree text

•

Save a fault tree in the '_DLS"format

•

Add text to a fault tree, including the ability to add text anywhere on the fault tree, adding a name or
replacing a name

•

View a fault tree, including shifting the figure up, scrolling the figure, zooming in, zooming out,
restoring the original figure, showing the name of gates and events, and showing the grid

•

Format fault tree diagrams for a Hewlett Packard laser printer, includes sending the diagram to the laser
printer

•

Display the current diagram file name

•

Change attributes of gate and event names, including changing the color and text size of the name
assigning a default name for gates and/or events

•

Change the attributes of the text, including setting the justification for the diagrams, setting a default text
size, and setting a default line type.

Plot Trees gives the analyst the ability to send a specific file to the plotter, generate an HPGL formatted file,
and rasterize a selected fault tree diagram for printing. The rasterized file is in a format for a dot matrix printer.
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Load Graphic Trees allows the user to load the drawings and logic of a fault tree or group of fault trees into
the data base, list all fault trees, and update any cross reference maps.
Alpha to Graphics converts alpha file to a graphics file.
The Graphical Pager breaks up larger drawings into many pages or smaller drawings, locates specific events
or labels on the fault tree diagram, and displays the label in a readable format.
Extract Fault Trees allows the user to extract any fault tree files from the data base, list fault tree drawing files
that already exist, and delete any of those existing files. These files are extracted in the "DLS" format.
E-3.1.2

Event Tree Analysis

The minor features contained within event tree analysis are event tree construction, plot trees, graphics load,
and extract event trees.
Event Tree Construction is accomplished in a graphical environment with the use of a mouse and "I'ops" and
"Ends" selections from the pull down menu. The "Tops" or Ends" are selected by clicking the left mouse button
on the desired selection. The analyst has the ability to:
•

Create an event tree by using the event tree symbols in the "rops" and/or "Ends" pull down menu

•

Load an event tree in the "ETG" format

•

Edit an event tree, including adding a branch to the event tree, deleting branches from the event tree,
copying existing branches of the event tree to a new location, changing a branch to a pass, separating
a large drawing into separate pages

•

Save an event tree in the "ETG" format

•

Select the "I'ops" menu, including adding a new event, deleting an event, changing an event name,
conserving space on the diagram, changing the displayed width of the event names, changing the text
size of the event names, selecting the font type for the event names and headers, editing or adding event
name descriptions, specifying the height of the event descriptions, specifying the number of lines in
event descriptions, and selecting the font type for the event descriptions

•

Select the "Ends" menu, including displaying information about the end state, editing the header, moving
a header to another location on the screen, specifying the height or distance between branches, specifying
the height of the end state text, and specifying the font type for the end state text

•

Add text to an event tree, including selecting the font type for the text, writing text at any desired
location on the screen, moving the selected text to a new location on the screen, copying the selected
text to a new location, deleting selected text, editing text and setting various text attributes such as color,
size font, and justification, setting justification for the diagram, and setting default text size for the
diagrams

•

View an event tree, including changing the position and size of the displayed and event tree diagram,
moving the drawing up, down, right, left, zooming in, zooming out, or restoring the diagram to the
original size

•

Format event tree diagrams for a Hewlett Packard laser printer, includes sending the diagram to the laser
printer

•

View and change the name of the family and the event tree file name

E-9
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•

Add, delete, and modify transfer file names

•

Use the link editor, including adding new rules or modifying existing rules, inserting blank lines, deleting
entire selected rules, and restoring the last deleted rule

•

Use any basic event as a top event.

Plot Trees gives the analyst the ability to send a specific file to the plotter, generate an HPGL formatted file,
and rasterize a selected fault tree diagram for printing. The rasterized file is in a format for a dot matrix printer.
Graphics Load allows the user to load event tree graphics into the system.
Extract Event Trees allows the user to extract any event tree files from the data base, list existing extracted
event trees, and delete any of those existing files. These files are extracted in the "ETG" format.
E-3.1.3

Data Base Manipulations

Data base manipulations are used to keep the data records up-to-date. Manipulation of the data base allows
the user to:
•

Add, modify, or delete a family or modify associated text

•

Modify the event tree data records

•

Modify the system data records

•

Modify the end state data records

•

Modify the Basic event data records

•

Modify the attribute data for the basic events

•

Modify the graphic name, description, drawing (diagram), and logic for graphics including piping and
instrumentation diagrams (P&ID), fault trees, and event trees

•

Perform base case updates (overwrite the base case data values stored in the data base with the current
data values for each basic event).

E-3.1.4

Histograms

The histogram option allows the analyst to input his own distribution for a variable that can not be expressed
with one of the predefined distribution types. The histogram function allows the user to:
•

Use either a range or percentage format

•

Add a percentage histogram to the data base

•

Add a range histogram to the data base

•

Modify a currently existing histogram

•

Delete histograms.
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Results Display

Theresultsdisplaypresentthe resultsfor the variousSAPHIRE 4.0 modulesin a suitableformatfor reports.
The resultsdisplayallowsthe userto:
•

Get general or field specific help with the <F1> key on all forms where this key is an option

•

Mark or remove mark from highlighted name with the <F2> key on any form that displays a list of
names

•

Mark all entries with the <F3> key on any form that displays a list of names if no entries are marked
and clear all marks from entries if any entry is marked

•

Mark or remove mark from a range of entries with the <F4> key

•

Locate function with <F5> key on any forms that display a list of names and show <F5> as an option

•

Return from an operation without performing any functions with the <ESC> key

•

Generate reports on screen or to the printer of families and their descriptions; basic event overviews,
probabilities, and uncertainties; system and sequence summaries, combinations and logic; cut set data
on base case and alternate case; system importance; subsystem data; event tree rules, logic, and initiating
events; and system cut sets, the percentage contribution of each cut set to the system, the frequency of
the cut set to the system, the frequency of the cut set, and the event names which make up the cut set.

E-3.1.6

General Capabilities

The SAPHIRE 4.0 program has many general capabilities to make the users experience easier. The general
capabilities allow the user to:
•

Get general or field specific help with the <FI> key on all forms where this key is an option

•

Mark or remove mark from highlighted name with the <122>key on any form that displays a list of
names

•

Mark all entries with the <F3> key on any form that displays a list of names if no entries are marked
and clear all marks from entries if any entry is marked

•

Mark or remove mark from a range of entries with the <F4> key

•

Locate function with <F5> key on any forms that display a list of names and show <F5> as an option

•

Return from an operation without performing any functions with the <ESC> key

•

Go directly to a main menu option without returning to the main menu using 'q-lot keys" with the
following functions:
-

<Alt/E> - Exit IRRAS 4.0

-

<Alt/A> - Analyze Sequences

-

<AIt/B> - Build Fault Trees

-

<Alt/C> - Create Event Trees

E- l 1
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<Alt/F> - Fault Tree Analysis
<AIt/G> - Generate Event Data
<Alt/M> - Modify Data Base
<All/R> - Report on Data Base
-

<AIt/S> - Select Faro_ly

-

<AIt/U> - Utility Options

•

Generate error messages to inform the user of incorrect data, invalid option selection, or failure of an
operation

•

Generate warning messages to inform the user of potential loss of data if chosen option is completed.

E-3.2 MAR-D 4.0
MAR-D 4.0 is developed primarily for data loading. This program defines a common relational data base
structure that is used by IRRAS 4.0, SARA 4.0 and FEP 4.0. The Structure of MAR-D allows all of the software
to access and manipulate data created by other software in the system without performing a lengthy conversion. The
minor features can be categorized as data base manipulations, histograms, results display, and general capabilities.
E-3.2.1

Data Base Manipulations

Data base manipulations are used to keep the data records up-to-date. Manipulation of the data base allows
the user to:
•

Add, modify, or delete a family or modify associated text

•

Modify the event tree data records

•

Modify the system data records

•

Modify the end state data records

•

Modify the Basic event data records

•

Modify the attribute data for the basic events

•

Modify the graphic name, description, drawing (diagram), and logic for graphics including piping and
instrumentation diagrams (P&ID), fault trees, and event trees

•

Perform base case updates (ovezwrite the base case data values stored in the data base with the current
data values for each basic event).

E-3.2.2

Histograms

The histogram option allows the analyst to input his own distribution for a variable that can not be expressed
with one of the predefined distribution types. The histogram function allows the user to:
*

Use either a range or percentage format

•

Add a percentage histogram to the data base
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Add a range histogram to the data base

•

Modify a currently existing histogram

•

Delete histograms.

E-3.2.3

E

Results Display

The results display present the results for the various MAR-D 4.0 modules in a suitable format for reports.
The results display allows the user to:
•

Get general or field specific help with the <FI> key on all forms where this key is an option

•

Mark or remove mark from highlighted name with the <F2> key on any form that displays a list of
names

•

Mark all entries with the <F3> key on any form that displays a list of names if no entries are marked
and clear all marks from entries if any entry is marked

•

Mark or remove mark from a range of entries with the <F4> key

•

Locate function with <1::5>key on any forms that display a list of names and show <F5> as an option

•

Return from an operation without performing any functions with the <ESC> key

•

Generate reports on screen or to the printer of families and their descriptions; basic event overviews,
probabilities, and uncertainties; system and sequence summaries, combinations and logic; cut set data
on base case and alternate case; system importance; subsystem data; event tree rules, logic, and initiating
events; and system cut sets, the percentage contribution of each cut set to the system, the frequency of
the cut set to the system, the frequency of the cut set, and the event names which make up the cut set.

E-3.2.4

General Capabilities

The MAR-D 4.0 program has many general capabilities to make the users experience easier. The general
capabilities allow the user to:
•

Get general or field specific help with the <FI> key on all forms where this key is an option

•

Mark or remove mark from highlighted name with the <F2> key on any form that displays a list of
names

•

Mark all entries with the <F3> key on any form that displays a list of names if no entries are marked
and clear all marks from entries if any entry is marked

•

Mark or remove mark from a range of entries with the <F4> key

•

Locate function with <F5> key on any forms that display a list of names and show <F5> as an option

•

Return from an operation without performing any functions with the <ESC> key

•

Generate error messages to inform the user of incorrect data, invalid option selection, or failure of an
operation

•

Generate warning messages to inform the user of potential loss of data if chosen option is completed.

E- 13
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E-3.3 SARA 4.0
With SARA, the user can review the results of a PRA and perform limited sensitivity analysis on these results.
The most important limitation is that the changes in the plant model can only be effected by using the cut set editor.
Less technically oriented users are the intended target of SARA. This program allows review of generated
information and comparison of the results to those generated by making limited modifications to data in the PRA.
Additionally, this program has the ability to graphically display the information stored in the MAR-D data base. The
minor features can be categorized as data base manipulations, histograms, results display, and general capabilities.
E-3.3.1

Data Base Manipulations

Data base manipulations
the user to:

are used to keep the data records up-to-date. Manipulation

of the data base allows

•

Add, modify, or delete a family or modify associated text

•

Modify the event tree data records

•

Modify the system data records

•

Modify the end state data records

•

Modify the Basic event data records

•

Modify the attribute data for the basic events

•

Modify the graphic name, description, drawing (diagram), and logic for graphics including
instrumentation diagrams (P&ID), fault trees, and event trees

•

Perform base case updates (overwrite the base case data values stored in the data base with the current
data values for each basic event).

E-3.3.2

piping and

Histograms

The histogram option allows the analyst to input his own distribution for a variable that can not be expressed
with one of the predcfined distribution types. The histogram function allows the user to:
•

Use either a range or percentage format

•

Add a percentage histogram to the data base

•

Add a range histogram to the data base

•

Modify a currently existing histogram

•

Delete histograms.

E-3.3.3

Results

Display

The results display present the results for the various SARA 4.0 modules in a suitable format for reports. The
results display allows the user to:
•

Get general or field specific help with the <FI> key on all forms where this key is an option
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•

Mark or remove mark from highlighted name with the <F2> key on any form that displays a list of
names

•

Mark all entries with the <,I:3> key on any form that displays a list of names if no entries are marked
and clear all marks from entries if any entry is marked

•

Mark or remove mark from a range of entries with the <F4> key

•

Locate function with <F5> key on any forms that display a list of names and show <F5> as an option

•

Return from an operation without performing any functions with the <ESC> key

•

Generate reports on screen or to the printer of families and their descriptions; basic event overviews,
probabilities, and uncertainties; system and sequence summaries, combinations and logic; cut set data
on base case and alternate case; system importance; subsystem data; event tree rules, logic, and initiating
events; and system cut sets, the percentage contribution of each cut set to the system, the frequency of
the cut set to the system, the frequency of the cut set, and the event names which make up the cut set

•

Generate a graphical analysis which allows viewing plotting of P&ID graphics, viewing and plotting of
fault tree diagrams, viewing and plotting of event tree diagrams, making basic events plots, making
system plots, making sequence plots, making end state plots, and making family plots.

E-3.3.4

General

Capabilities

The SARA 4.0 program has many general capabilities
capabilities allow the user to:

to make the users experience

easier.

The general

•

Get general or field specific help with the <FI> key on all forms where this key is an option

•

Mark or remove mark from highlighted name with the <F2> key on any form that displays a list of
names

•

Mark all enlries with the <F3> key on any form that displays a list of names if no entries are marked
and clear all marks from entries if any entry is marked

•

Mark or remove mark from a range of entries with the <F4> key

•

Locate function with <1:5> key on any forms that display a list of names and show <F5> as an option

•

Return from an operation without performing any functions with the <ESC> key

•

Generate error messages to inform the user of incorrect data, invalid option selection, or failure of an
operation

•

Generate warning messages to inform the user of potential loss of data if chosen option is completed.

E-3.4 FEP 4.0
FEP provides a common access to the suite of graphical tools developed for performing risk assessment. The
tools are the graphical event tree, fault tree, and P&ID editors. The event tree and fault tree editors are available
through IRRAS; however, the P&ID editor is only accessible through FEP. The FEP tool allows using a less
complex tool when the user only wants to generate graphical displays. The minor features can be categorized as fault
tree analysis, event tree analysis, P&ID construction and general capabilities.
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Fault Tree Analysis

The minor features contained within fault tree analysis are fault tree construction and plot trees.
Fault Tree Construction is accomplished in a graphical environment with the use of a mouse and graphical
symbols. The graphical symbols are listed in a pull down menu and can be selected by clicking the left mouse
button on the desired symbol. The analyst has the ability to:
•

Create a fault tree by using the fault tree symbols in the "BILD" pull down menu

•

Load a fault tree in the "PID" format

•

Edit a fault tree, including moving a portion of the tree diagram to a new location, copying a portion
of the tree diagram and moving it to a new location, deleting any portion of the displayed fault tree,
duplicating a portion of the fault tree diagram, copying text from one area of the diagram to another,
moving text from one area of the diagram to another, editing fault tree text

•

Save a fault tree in the "PID" format

•

Add text to a fault tree, including the ability to add text anywhere on the fault tree, adding a name or
replacing a name

•

View a fault tree, including shifting the figure up, scrolling the figure, zooming in, zooming out,
restoring the original figure, showing the name of gates and events, and showing the grid

•

Format fault tree diagrams for a Hewlett Packard laser printer, includes sending the diagram to the laser
printer

•

Display the current diagram file name

•

Change attributes of gate and event names, including changing the color and text size of the name
assigning a default name for gates and/or events

•

Change the attributes of the text, including setting the justification for the diagrams, setting a default text
size, and setting a default line type.

FAULT TREES from the "liP PLO'Iq'ER MENU" under the Utility Menu gives the analyst the ability to send
a specific file generated under FEP to the plotter.
E-3.4.2

Event Tree Analysis

The minor features contained within event tree analysis are event tree construction and plot trees.
Event Tree Construction is accomplished in a graphical environment with the use of a mouse and 'q'ops" and
"Ends" selections from the pull down menu. The "Tops" or Ends" are selected by clicking the left mouse button
on the desired selection. The analyst has the ability to:
•

Create an event tree by using the event tree symbols in the 'q'ops" and/or "Ends" pull down menu

•

Load an event tree in the '_ID" format

•

Edit an event tree, including adding a branch to the event tree, deleting branches form the event tree,
copying existing branches of the event tree to a new location, changing a branch to a pass, separating
a large drawing into separate pages
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•

Save an event tree in the "PID" format

•

Select the "rops" menu, including adding a new event, deleting an event, changing an event name,
conserving space on the diagram, changing the displayed width of the event names, changing the text
size of the event names, selecting the font type for the event names and headers, editing or adding event
name descriptions, specifying the height of the event descriptions, specifying the number of lines in
event descriptions, and selecting the font type for the event descriptions

•

Select the "Ends" menu, including displaying information about the end state, editing the header, moving
a header to another location on the screen, specifying the height or distance between branches,specifying
the height of the end state text, and specifying the font type for the end state text

•

Add text to an event tree, including selecting the font type for the text, writing text at any desired
location on the screen, moving the selected text to a new location on the screen, copying the selected
text to a new location, deleting selected text, editing text and setting various text attributes such as color,
size font, and justification, setting justification for the diagram, and setting default text size for the
diagrams

•

View an event tree, including changing the position and size of the displayed and event tree diagram,
moving the drawing up, down, right, left, zooming in, zooming out, or restoring the diagram to the
original size

•

Format event tree diagrams for a Hewlett Packard laser printer,includes sending the diagram to the laser
printer

•

View and change the name of the family and the event tree file name

•

Add, delete, and modify transfer file names

•

Use the link editor, including adding new roles or modifying existing rules, insertingblank lines, deleting
entire selected rules, and restoring the last deleted rule

•

Use any basic event as a top event.

Event Trees under the "HP Plotter Menu" from the "Utility" option gives the analyst the ability to send a
specific file generated under FEP to the plotter.
E-3.4.3

FEP P&ID Editor

The minor features contained within P&ID editor are P&ID construction and plot P&IDs.
P&ID Construction is accomplished in a graphical environment with the use of a mouse and "Edit" selection
from the pull down menu. The "Edit" is selected by clicking the left mouse button on the desired selection. The
analyst has the ability to;
•

Create a P&ID by using the "Edit" selection from the pull down menu

•

Load an P&ID in the "PID" format

•

Edit a P&ID, including adding a line to the P&ID, deleting lines and symbols form the P&ID, copying
lines and symbols of the P&ID to a new location, and creating P&ID Symbols

•

Save a P&ID in the "PID" format
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•

Add text to an P&ID, including selecting the font type for the text, writing text at any desired location
on the screen, moving the selected text to a new location on the screen, copying the selected text to a
new location, deleting selected text, editing text and setting various text attributes such as color, size
font, and justification, setting justification for the diagram, and setting default text size for the diagrams

•

View a P&ID, including changing the position and size of the displayed P&ID diagram, moving the
drawing up, down, right, left, zooming in, zooming out, or restoring the diagram to the original size

•

Format P&ID for a Hewlett Packard laser printer, includes sending the diagram to the laser printer.

P&ID under the '_IP Plotter Menu" from the 'Utility" option gives the analyst the ability to send a specific
file generated under FEP to the plotter.
E-3.4.4

General Capabilities

The FEP 4.0 program has many general capabilities to make the users experience easier.
capabilities allow the user to:

The general

•

Get general or field specific help with the <FI > key on all forms where this key is an option

•

Mark or remove mark from highlighted name with the <F2> key on any form that displays a list of
names

•

Mark all entries with the <F3> key on any form that displays a list of names if no entries are marked
and clear all marks from entries if any entry is marked

•

Mark or remove mark from a range of entries with the <F4> key

•

Locate function with <F5> key on any forms that display a list of names and show <F5> as an option

•

Return from an operation without performing any functions with the <ESC> key

•

Generate error messages to inform the user of incorrectdata, invalid option selection, or failure of an
operation

•

Generate warning messages to inform the user of potential loss of data if chosen option is completed.

E-4. FEATURES NOT TO BE TESTED
The features not to be tested are in test items MAR-D and FEP. In MAR-D, the "DATA Summary" menu
features will not be tested. These are composed of the "Qualify" option, the '_Plant Details" option, the "PRA
Summary" option and the "Core Damage Summary" option.
The features that will not be tested in test item FEP are found under the "Utility" option. The features are the
"P&ID Conversion 1-4" option and the "Fault Tree Conversion 2-4" option.

E-5. APPROACH
The approach to the testing of the non-vital features for the SAPHIRE 4.0 suite of codes will be directed by
the grouped features. Feature grouping will be by the action words that occur in the feature descriptions. The
feature descriptions include those that have the following in their description:
•

"Build" or "Construct"
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"Create"

•

"Plot"

•

'Load"

•

"Edit"

•

"Extract"

•

"Save"

•

"Select"

•

"View"

•

"Add"

•

'_ormat"

•

"Change"

•

"Modify"

•

'T)elete"

•

"Alpha to Graphics"

•

"Graphical Pager"

•

"Use link editor"

•

"Base case updates"

•

'qJse range or percentage format"

•

"<F#>"

•

"<ESC>"

•

"Generate Reports"

•

'_ot Keys"

•

"Generate Error Messages"

•

"Generate Warning Messages."

E

A specific approach to testing will be taken for each feature description.
For the features that have '"ouild" or "construct" in their description, a large, medium and small tree or figure
will be created or borrowed from a completed and reviewed commercial or Department of Energy (DOE) PRA. The
tree or figure will be input using the build or construct commands. The completed tree will be printed and compared
to the original tree or hand drawing. Actual events in the trees will be checked under the data base section. For
the P&ID function, the check of the completed drawing will be all that is done.
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The features described with the term "plot" will be tested by plotting out large, medium and small trees or
diagrams constructed in the build/construct section. By using d_,_afrom a previous section the tests can be
economized.
'_,oad" features will be tested using the large, medium and small trees or diagrams from the construct/build
options as well as data bases from commercial or DOE PRAs. Data files will be constructed in the load format and
loaded into the program.
To test the "Edit" features, the tester will make changes to the trees, diagrams and data bases and verify that
the changes have been made.
The "Save" features will be tested by saving files of various sizes and recovering them with a load feature
and verifying that the saved information is identical to the information input.
The "View" features will be tested by executing the various views for data files of various sizes.
"Add" features will be tested by adding the items from the options to various data files.
The "Format" features will be tested by exercising the different format options for various data files.
Testing the "Change"features will involve changing various data files andverifying thatthe changes have been
made.
The "Delete" features will be tested by deleting items from data files and verifying that the deletion has been
accomplished.
The "Alpha to Graphics" features will be tested by inputting gate descriptions, performing the "Alpha to
Graphics"function, and ascertaining whether or not the gate descriptions have been transferredto the graphical
representation of the data files (fault tree, event tree, and P&ID graphical files)_,

!

The '_-raphicalPager"features will be tested by executing this functionon large, medium, andsmall fault trees
and verifying that the segmentation of the fault tree is correct.
The '_Extract"features will be tested by extracting the large, medium and small trees from the data base and
verifying that they are the same as the input.
The "Use Link Editor" will be tested by developing link files using the Link Editor.
To test the '_BaseCase Update" features, base case updates will be made to various data files and the updates
verified.
''Use Range Or PercentageFormat" features will be tested by developing and inputtinguser distributions in
the "Range" and '_Percentage"format and verifying that these distributions are correct.
The "<F#>" features bill be tested by exercising the <Fl>, <F2>, <F3>, <F4>, and the <F5> keys and
ensuring that they function as described in the software specifications.
The "<F.SC>"feature will be tested by exercising the key and ensuring that it functions as described in the
software specifications.
The '_3enerate Reports" features will be tested by generating various reports on various data bases and
checking the report content against the software specifications.
The '1-IotKeys" features will be tested by executing the various hot keys and ensuring that they respond as
described in the softwarespecifications.
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Testing the "Generate Error Messages" features involves inputting incorrect information and verifying that the
correct error message defined in the software specifications is displayed.
Testing the "Generate Warning Messages" features involves inputting incorrect information and verifying that
the correct warning message defined in the software specifications is displayed.

E-6. TEST ITEM PASS/FAIL CRITERIA
Pass/fail criteria for the test items are listed in the following table. The table is organized by columns. The
fast column has the feature group, the second column has the test feature, the third column has the test item and the
fourth column has the success criteria.

Featuregroup

Test feature

Test item

Success criteria

Build/Construct

Fault Tree
Construction

IRRAS 4.0

Able to input a fault tree and the tree that
is input matches the source

Build/Construct

Create Event Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Able to input an event tree and the tree
that is input matches the source

Plot

Plot (Fault) Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Fault trees are identical in content and
structure to the input trees.

Plot

Plot (Event) Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Event Trees are identical in content and
structure to the input trees.

Load

Load Graphic
(Fault) trees

IRRAS 4.0

When a fault tree is loaded, the drawing
and logic of the tree is the same as the
source.

Load

Graphics Load
(Event Trees)

IRRAS 4.0

When an event tree is loaded, the drawing
and logic of the tree is the same as the
source.

Edit

Edit Fault Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Successfully make changes using fault tree
edit functions on selected trees:
Attributes
Move
Copy
Duplicate
Delete
Copy Text
Move Text
Edit Text
Global Text

Edit

Edit Event Trees

IRRAS 4.0

.

Successfully make changes using event
tree edit functions in selected trees and
verify changes:
Add
Delete
Copy
Pass
Page

Extract

Extract Fault Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Fault trees extracted are identical to the
tree that was input.
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Feature group

Test feature

Test item

Success criteria

Save

Save Fault Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Saved information is identical to that input

Save

Save Event Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Saved information is identical to that input

Select

Select Family

IRRAS 4.0

Change family and verify the selected
family

View

View Fault Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Successfully perform view functions on
selected trees:
Page $,$,_--,--)
Scroll
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Zoom Restore
Show/No Name
Show/No Text
Grid

View

View Event Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Successfully perform view functions on
selected trees:
Page "l',,I,,_--,_
Scroll
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Zoom Restore
Show/No Text
Grid

0Add

Add Family Name

IRRAS 4.0

New family name is added successfully.

Format

Format Fault Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Format a diagram for Epson and laser
printers and print to verify success

Format

Format Event Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Format a diagram for Epson and laser
printers and print to verify success

Change

Generate Changes

IRRAS 4.0

Create new current event data for a
selected uncertainty analysis

Change

Report Changes

IRRAS 4.0

Create reports to reflect the event
modifications that currently exist within
the data base for the three report types:
1. Unaffected Events
2. Affected Events
3. All Events

Modify

Modify Family

IRRAS 4.0

Family name and associated text is
changed successfully.

Modify

Modify Event Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Event tree data records are successfully
changed

Modify

Modify Systems

IRRAS 4.0

System data records are successfully
changed

Modify

Modify End States

IRRAS 4.0

The end state data records are successfully
changed
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Test feature

Test item

Success criteria

Modify

Modify Basic
Events

IRRAS 4.0

Basic event attribute and uncertainty data
is successfully changed

Modify

Moditj Attributes:
System
Location
Failure Mode
Class Attributes

IRRAS 4.0

Data base attribute data is successfully
changed

Basic Event Type
Trains
Modify

Modify Gates

IRRAS 4.0

Gate records are successfully changed.

Modify

Modify Graphics:
Fault Trees
Event Trees
P&IDs

IRRAS 4.0

Fault tree, event tree, and P&ID graphics
data records are successfully changed.

Modify

Modify Histograms

IRRAS 4.0

Histogram data is successfully changed.

Delete

Delete Family
Name

IRRAS 4.0

Family name is successfully deleted after
removing all files.

Alpha to Graphics

Alpha to Graphics
for fault trees

IRRAS 4.0

The gate descriptions and event
descriptions appear in the graphics fault
tree.

Graphical Pager

Graphical Pager for
Fault Trees

IRRAS 4.0

Faults trees produced by the Pager are
equivalent to the source tree.

Use Link Editor

Link Editor

IRRAS 4.0

Successfully perform link editor functions
on selected event trees:
Add new rules;
Modify existing rules;
Insert blank lines;
Delete selected rules;
Restore last deleted rule.

Base Case Updates

Overwrite Base
Case Data

IRRAS 4.0

Successfully overwrite aase case data
values stored in the data bas,._with the
current data values for each basic event.

Use Range or
Percentage format

Range/Percentage
Format

IRRAS 4.0

Perform edit histogram functions on
selected histograms in the percentage and
range formats:
Add;

Modify;
Delete.
<FI>

Help

IRRAS 4.0

Display "help" message for all forms
where <FI> is an option.

<F2>

Mark/Unmark

IRRAS 4.0

Mark and remove mark from highlighted
names on all forms where <F2> is an
option.
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Feature group

Test feature

Test item

Success criteria

<F3>

Mark All

IRRAS 4.0

Mark all entries and remove mark from all
entries in all forms where <F3> is an
option.

<F4>

Mark Range

IRRAS 4.0

Mark and remove mark from a range of
entries on all forms where <F4> is an
option.

<F5>

Locate

IRRAS 4.0

Locate a selected sequence on all forms
where <F5> is an option.

<ESC>

Escape

IRRAS 4.0

Return from selected operations using the
<ESC> key.

Generate Reports

Report on Data
Base

IRRAS 4.0

Generate reports on the screen and to the
printer for;
Families and their descriptions;
Basic event overviews, probabilities, and
uncertainties;
System and sequence summaries, logic,
cut sets

Hot Keys

<AIVE>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mam menu function, "Exit
IRRAS 4.0" without returning to the main
menu.

Hot Keys

<ALVA>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mam menu function, "Analyze
Sequences" without returning to the main
menu.

Hot Keys

<AIr/B>

IRRAS4.0

Perform the maul menu function, "Build
Fault Trees" without returning to the main
menu.

Hot Keys

<AIt/C>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mare menu function, "Create
Event Trees" without returning to the main
menu.

Hot Keys

<AIt/F>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mum menu function, "Fault
Tree Analysis" without returning to the
main menu.

Hot Keys

<AIt/G>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mum menu function,
"Generate Event Data" without returning
to the main menu.

Hot Keys

<AIt/M>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mare menu function, 'qVlodify
Data Base" without returning to the main
menu.

Hot Keys

<All/R>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mare menu function, '_Report
on Data Base" without returning to the
main menu.

Hot Keys

<Alt/S>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mare menu function, "Select
Family" without returning to the main
menu.
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Test feature

Test item

E

Success criteria

Hot Keys

<Air/U>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the main menu function, "Utility
Options" without returning to the main
menu.

Generate Error
Messages

'q_!otterNot
Attached"

IRRAS 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

"Invalid Non-Alpha
Key"

IRRAS 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

"IncorrectData"

IRRAS 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

"Selected Option
Not Available"

IRRAS 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Warning
Messages

'boss of Data"

IRRAS 4.0

Warning message is displayed.

Load

Load MAR-D:
Family
Attributes
Basic Event
System
Event Tree
Endstate
Sequence
Gate
Change Sets

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully load a data file of the
appropriate data type to the data base.

Load

Load SETS:
Basic Event
System
Sequence

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully load a data file to the
currently selected family.

Edit

Edit Families

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully make changes to families
using the family edit function and verify
changes:
Add
Modify
Delete
Text

Edit

Edit Event Trees

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully make changes using event
tree edit functions in selected trees and
verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete
Text
Sequences
Base Case Update
Clear Alternate Case
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Feature group
Edit

Test feature
Edit Systems

Test item
MAR-D 4.0

Success criteria
Successfully make changes to data base
using edit functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete
Text
Sequences
Base Case Update
Clear Alternate Case

Edit

Edit End States

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully make changes to data base
using edit functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete
Text

Edit

Edit Basic Events

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully make changes to data base
using edit functions and verify changes:
Add

Modify
Delete
Remove Unused Events
Edit

Edit Attributes:
System
Location

MAR-D 4.0

Failure Mode
Class Attributes

Successfully make changes to data base
using edit functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete

Basic Event Type
Trains
Edit

Edit Gates

MAR-D

4.0

Successfully make changes to data base
using edit functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete

Edit

Edit Graphics:
Fault Tree
Event Tree

MAR-D 4.0

P&ID

Edit

Edit Histograms

Successfully make changes to data base
using edit functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully make changes to data base
using edit functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete
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Extract

Test feature

Test item

Extract MAR-D
Data:
Family
Attributes
Basic Event

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully extract data from data base
using the "Extract Data" function and
verify identical to the source.

E

Success criteria

System
Event Tree
Endstate
Sequence
Gate
Change Sets
Extract

Extract SETS Data:
Basic Event
System
Sequence

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully extract data from data base
using the ''Extract Data" function and
verify identical to the source.

Extract

Extract FRANTIC
Data:
Basic Event
System
Sequence

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully extract data from data base
using the ''Extract Data" function and
verify identical to the source.

Select

Select Family

MAR-D 4.0

Change family and verify the selected
family

Add

Add:
Family
Event Trees

MAR-D 4.0

New data is added successfully.

Systems
End States
Basic Events
Attributes
Gates
Graphics
Histograms
Modify

Modify Family

MAR-D 4.0

Family name and associated text is
changed successfully.

Modify

Modify Event Trees

MAR-D 4.0

Event tree data records are successfully
changed

Modify

Modify Systems

MAR-D 4.0

System data records are successfully
changed

Modify

Modify End States

MAR-D 4.0

The end state data records are successfully
changed

Modify

Modify Basic
Events

MAR-D 4.0

Basic event attribute and uncertainty data
is successfully changed
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Feature group
Modify

Test feature
Modify Attributes:
System
Location
Failure Mode
Class Attributes

Test item

Success criteria

MAR-D 4.0

Data base attribute data is successfully
changed

Basic Event Type
Trains
Modify

Modify Gates

MAR-D 4.0

Gate records are successfully

changed.

Modify

Modify Graphics:
Fault Trees
Event Trees
P&IDs

MAR-D 4.0

Fault tree, event tree, and P&ID graphics
data records are successfully changed.

Modify

Modify Histograms

MAR-D 4.0

Histogram data is successfully

Delete

Delete:
Family
Event Trees
Systems
End States
Basic Events
Attributes
Gates

MAR-D 4.0

Data is successfully deleted.

changed.

Graphics
Histograms
Base Case Updates

Overwrite Base
Case Data

MAR-D 4.0

Successfully overwrite base case data
values stored in the data base with the
current data values for each basic event.

Use Range or
Percentage format

Range/Percentage
Format

MAR-D 4.0

Perform edit histogram functions on
selected histograms in the percentage and
range formats:
Add;
"
Modify;
Delete.

<FI>

Help

MAR-D 4.0

Display 'help" message for all forms
where <FI > is an option.

<F2>

Mark/Unmark

MAR-D 4.0

Mark and remove mark from highlighted
names on all forms where <F2> is an
option.

<F3>

Mark All

MAR-D 4.0

Mark all entries and remove mark from all
entries in all forms where <F3> is an
option.

<I::4>

Mark Range

MAR-D 4.0

Mark and remove mark from a range of
entries on all forms where <F4> is an
option.

<F5>
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Test feature

Test item

Success criteria

<ESC>

Escape

MAR-D 4.0

Return from selected operations using the
<ESC> key.

Reports

Summary Reports

MAR-D 4.0

Generate a summary report on the screen
to the printer, and send to a file.

Reports

Detail Reports

MAR-D 4.0

Generate a detail report on the screen to
the printer, and send to a file.

Generate Error
Messages

'Tlotter Not
Attached"

MAR-D 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

"Invalid Non-Alpha
Key"

MAR-D 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

'qncorrect Data"

MAR-D 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

"Selected Option
Not Available"

MAR-D 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Warning
Messages

'l, oss of Data"

MAR-D 4.0

Warning message is displayed.

Plot

Plots:
Basic Event

SARA 4.0

Plots match data input.

SARA 4.0

Successfully make changes using family
edit functions and verify changes:
Add

System
Sequence
End State
Family
Edit

Edit Family

Modify
Delete
Text
Edit

Edit Event Trees

SARA 4.0

Successfully make changes using event
tree edit functions in selected trees and
verify changes:
Add

Modify
Delete
Text
Sequences
Base Case Update
Clear Alternate Case
Edit

Edit Systems

SARA 4.0

Successfully make changes using edit
functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete
Text
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Test feature
Edit End States

Test item
SARA 4.0

Success criteria
Successfully make changes using edit
functions and verify changes:
Add

Modify
Delete
Text
Base Case Update
Clear Alternate Case
Edit

Edit Basic Events

SARA 4.0

Successfully make changes using edit
functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete
Remove Unused Events

Edit

Edit Attributes:
System
Location

SARA 4.0

Failure Mode
Class Attributes
Basic Event Type
Trains
Edit

Edit Gates

Successfully make changes using edit
functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete

SARA 4.0

Successfully make changes using edit
functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete

Edit

Edit Graphics:
Fault Trees
Event Trees

SARA 4.0

P&ID Tree

Edit

Edit Histograms

Successfully make changes using edit
functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete

SARA 4.0

Successfully make changes using edit
functions and verify changes:
Add
Modify
Delete

Select

Select Family

SARA 4.0

Change family and verify the selected
family

Display

Display:
P&ID Interface
Fault Tree
Event Tree

SARA 4.0

Successfully display selected graphical
diagrams.

Add

Add Family Name

SARA 4.0

New family name is added successfully.

Add

Add Change Sets

SARA 4.0

Change sets are added successfully.

Add

Add Cutsets

SARA 4.0

Cutsets are successfully
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Test feature

Test item

E

Success criteria

Change

Generate Changes

SARA 4.0

Create new current event data for a
selected uncertainty analysis

Change

Report Changes

SARA 4.0

Create reports to reflect the event
modifications that currently exist within
the data base for the three report types:
1. Unaffected Events
2. Affected Events
3. All Events

Modify

Modify Family

SARA 4.0

Family name and associated text is
changed successfully.

Modify

Modify Event Trees

SARA 4.0

Event tree data records are successfully
changed

Modify

Modify Systems

SARA 4.0

System data records are successfully
changed

Modify

Modify End States

SARA 4.0

The end state data records are successfully
changed

Modify

Modify Basic
Events

SARA 4.0

Basic event attribute and uncertainty data
is successfully changed

Modify

Modify Attributes:
System
Location
Failure Mode
Class Attributes

SARA 4.0

Data base attribute data is successfully
changed

Basic Event Type
Trains
Modify

Modify Gates

SARA 4.0

Gate records are successfully

Modify

Modify Graphics:
Fault Trees
Event Trees
P&IDs

SARA 4.0

Fault tree, event tree, and P&ID graphics
data records are successfully changed.

Modify

Modify Histograms

SARA 4.0

Histogram

Modify

Modify Event Data

SARA 4.0

Successfully modify the identification
fields of the change set.

Modify

Modify Cutsets

SARA 4.0

Changed cutsets match the source.

Delete

Delete Family
Name

SARA 4.0

Family name is successfully deleted after
removing all files.

Delete

Delete cutsets

SARA 4.0

Cut sets are successfully

Delete

Delete Change Sets

SARA 4.0

Change sets are successfully

Base Case Updates

Overwrite Base
Case Data

SARA 4.0

Successfully overwrite base case data
values stored in the data base with the
current data values for each basic event.
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Test feature

Use Range or
Percentage format

Range/Percentage
Format

Test item
SARA 4.0

Success criteria
Perform edit histogram functions on
selected histograms in the percentage and
range formats:
Add;

Modify;
Delete.
<FI>

Help

SARA 4.0

Display "help" message for all forms
where <FI> is an option.

<1:2>

Mark/Unmark

SARA 4.0

Mark and remove mark from highlighted
names on all forms where <F2> is an
option.

<F3>

Mark All

SARA 4.0

Mark all entries and remove mark from all
entries in all forms where <F3> is an
option.

<F4>

Mark Range

SARA 4.0

Mark and remove mark from a range of
entries on all forms where <F4> is an
option.

<F5>

Locate

SARA 4.0

Locate a selected sequence on all forms
where <F5> is an option.

<ESC>

Escape

SARA 4.0

Returnfrom selected operations using the
<ESC> key.

Generate Reports

Reports

SARA 4.0

Generate reports on the screen and to the
printer for;,
Families and their descriptions;
Event Trees;
Basic event overviews, probabilities, and
uncertainties;
System and sequence summaries.

Generate Error
Messages

"Plotter Not
Attached"

SARA 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

"Invalid Non-Alpha
Key"

SARA 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

''Incorrect Data"

SARA 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

"Selected Option
Not Available"

SARA 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Warning
Messages

"Loss of Data"

SARA 4.0

Warning message is displayed.

Build/Construct

Fault Tree
Construction

FEP 4.0

Able to input a fault tree and the tree that
is input matches the source

Build/Construct

Create Event Trees

FEP 4.0

Able to input an event tree and the tree
that is input matches the source

Plot

Plot (Fault) Trees

FEP 4.0

Fault trees are identical in content and
structure to the input trees.
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Test feature

Test item

E

Success criteria

Plot

Plot (Event) Trees

FEP 4.0

Event Trees are identical in content and
structure to the input trees.

Plot

Plot P&ID
Drawings

FEP 4.0

P&ID Drawings are identical in content
and structure to the input trees.

Load

Load Fault Trees

FEP 4.0

When a fault tree is loaded, the drawing
and logic of the tree is the same as the
source.

Load

Load Event Trees

FEP 4.0

When an event tree is loaded, the drawing
and logic of the tree is the same as the
source.

Load

Load P&IDs

FEP 4.0

When a P&ID diagram is loaded, the
diagram and logic if the diagram is the
same as the source.

Edit

Edit Fault Trees

FEP 4.0

Successfully make changes using fault tree
edit functions on selected trees:
Attributes
Move
Copy
Duplicate
Delete
Copy Text
Move Text
Edit Text
Global Text

Edit

Edit Event Trees

FEP 4.0

Successfully make changes using event
tree edit functions in selected trees and
verify changes:
Add
Delete
Copy
Pass
Page

Edit

Edit P&IDs

FEP 4.0

Successfully make changes using P&ID
edit functions in selected diagrams and
verify changes:
Delete
Copy
Move
Scale
Rotate
Flip
1",1,Flip
Adjust
Symbols
Line
Attributes
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Test feature
Extract Fault Trees

Test item
FEP 4.0

Success criteria
Fault trees are extracted and are identical
to the source trees.
Extracted fault trees are successfully
deleted.

Extract

Extract Event Trees

FEP 4.0

Event trees are extracted and are identical
to the source trees.
Extracted event trees are successfully
deleted.

Extract

Extract P&ID
Diagrams

FEP 4.0

P&ID diagrams are extracted and are
identical to the source diagrams.
Extracted P&ID diagrams are successfully
deleted;

Save

Save Fault Trees

FEP 4.0

Saved information is identical to that input

Save

Save Event Trees

FEP 4.0

Saved information

is identical to that input

Save

Save P&IDs

Fep 4.0

Saved information

is identical to that input

Select

Select Family

FEP 4.0

Change family and verify the selected
family

View

View Fault Trees

FEI? 4.0

Successfully perform view functions on
selected trees:
Page ?,$,<--,--)
Scroll
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Zoom Restore
Show/No Name
Show/No Text
Grid

View

View Event Trees

FEP 4.0

Successfully perform view functions on
selected trees:
Page 1",,1,,_--,-_
Scroll
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Zoom Restore
Show/No Text
Grid

View

View P&IDs

FEP 4.0

Successfully perform view functions on
selected
diagrams:
Page $,,l,,e--,---_
Scroll
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Zoom Restore
Zoom PreviousPage
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Test feature

Test item

E

Success criteria

Add

Add Event Tree
Events

FEP 4.0

New events are added successfully added.

Format

Format Fault Trees

FEP 4.0

Format a diagram for Epson and laser
printers and print to verify success

Format

Format Event Trees

FEP 4.0

Format a diagram for Epson and laser
printers and print to verify success

Modify

Modify Event Trees

FEP 4.0

Event tree graphics are successfully
changed

Delete

Delete Fault Trees

FEP 4.0

All or part of selected fault trees are
successfully deleted.

Delete

Delete Event Trees

FEP 4.0

All or part of selected fault trees are
successfully deleted.

Delete

Delete P&IDs

FEP 4.0

All or part of selected diagrams are
successfully deleted.

Alpha to Graphics

Alpha to Graphics
for fault trees

FEP 4.0

The gate descriptions and event
descriptions appear in the graphics fault
tree.

<FI>

Help

FEP 4.0

Display "help" message for all forms
where <Fl> is an option.

<F2>

Mark/Unmark

FEP 4.0

Mark and remove mark from highlighted
names on all forms where <F2> is an
option.

<b'3>

Mark All

FEP 4.0

Mark all entries and remove mark from all
entries in all forms where <1:3>is an
option.

<1::4>

Mark Range

FEP 4.0

Mark and remove mark from a range of
entries on all forms where <1:4> is an
option.

<I::5>

Locate

FEP 4.0

Locate a selected sequence on all forms
where <F5> is an option.

<ESC>

Escape

FEP 4.0

Return from selected operations using the
<ESC> key.

Generate Error
Messages

"Plotter Not
Attached"

FEP 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

'Invalid Non-Alpha
Key"

FEP 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

"Incorrect Data"

FEP 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Error
Messages

"Selected Option
Not Available"

FEP 4.0

Error message is displayed.

Generate Warning
Messages

'Loss of Data"

FEP 4.0

Warning message is displayed.
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F-1.INTRODUCTION
The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) is developing a computer code for the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The System Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated
Reliability Evaluation (SAPHIRE), Version 4.0 (Russell et al. 1992) is a probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) tool used to address key nuclear plant safety issues. The role of the INEL in the SAPHIRE
program is to develop the software and to communicate with the PRA community, including technology
transfer.
The IN'EL has been developing the SAPHIRE system [formerly titled the Integrated Reliability and
Risk Analysis System (IRRAS)] since 1987, and has continued to make the system more powerful and
user friendly by incorporating user comments and making other code enhancements. IRRAS Version 1.0
was release in February 1987 to prove the concept of performing PRAs on microcomputers. Version 1.0
contained many of the basic features required for fault tree analysis. The other versions of SAPHIRE are
Version 2.0 released officially in June 1990 and Version 2.5 released in August 1991. The latest version
of SAPHIR is designated 4.0.
SAPHIRE has all the necessary capabilities and functions required to create, modify, reduce, and
analyze fault tree models used in the analysis of complex systems and processes. The program uses
advanced graphic and analytical techniques to maximize the potential found in today's microcomputers.
Version 4.0 provides all the capabilities of Version 1.0 plus a relational database for managing the data,
improved functionality, and improved algorithm performance.
Several programs are integrated in SAPHIRE to allow the user to create and analyze fault trees, event
trees, and accident sequences on a microcomputer. The programs included are
•

IRRAS (Russell et al. 1992)

•

Systems Analysis and Risk Assessment (SARA) (Russell et al. 1991)

o

Fault Tree, Event Tree, and Piping and Instrumentation
(Russell et al. 1992)

•

Models and Results Database (MAR-D) (Russell et al. 1992).

Diagram (FEP) graphical editor

Each of these programs performs a specific function in the development of a PRA.
SAPHIRE is scheduled to be a production model for a variety of organizations; therefore, a formal
verification and validation (V&V) must be documented to ensure quality assurance. Quality assurance
is necessary to ensure that the information produced by the code is correct. Part of the formal V&V effort
is to construct test procedure specifications. Test procedure specifications are the procedures that are
performed to confirm that the features of the code are functioning correctly. This document contains the
procedures to test the nonvital features of SAPHIRE 4.0. Table F-1 identifies the various feature groups,
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the specific features to be tested, the program that contains the feature, and the success criteria for the
items that are tested in this test procedure specification.
In this document, the steps to test the primary programs (IRRAS, FEP, MAR-D, and SARA) and
special functions (i.e., hot keys) of SAPHIRE are grouped into sections called Procedures. Procedure 1
contains the steps to test the nonvital fault tree features of the IRRAS program. The steps to test the event
tree nonvital features of IRRAS are in Procedure 2. The steps to test the nonvital features associated with
FEP are provided in Procedure 3. Procedure 4 contains the steps to test the nonvital features of MAR-D.
Within each Procedure, the steps that are used to test the features of a specific program or special function
are divided into sections. The steps in each section should be followed and if any step is not completed
successfully, an anomaly report should be generated and submitted to the SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

TableF-I. SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V test procedurespecifications.
Feature
group

Testitem(s)

Build graphic trees

Fault tree construction

IRRAS 4.0
FEP 4.0

Able to input a fault tree and the tree
that is input matches the source

IVVPR0-1
2

Create event trees

Create event trees

IRRAS 4.0
FEP 4.0

Able to input an event tree and the tree
that is input matches the source

IVVPR0-2
1

Plot trees

Plot (fault) trees

IRRAS 4.0

Fault trees are identical in content and
structureto the input trees

IVVPR0-1
2

Plot trees

Plot (event) trees

IRRAS 4.0

Event trees are identical in content and
structureto the input trees

IVVPR0-2
2

Load graphic trees

Load graphic (fault) trees

IRRAS 4.0

When a fault tree is loaded, the
drawing and logic of the tree is the
same as the source

IVVPR0-1
6

Graphics load

Graphics load (event
trees)

IRRAS 4.0

When.an event tree is loaded, the
drawing and logic of the tree is the
same as the source

IVVPR0-2
6

Buirrgraphic trees

Edit fault trees

IRRAS 4.0
FEP 4.0

Successfully make changes using fault
tree edit functions on selected trees:
Attributes
Move
Copy
Duplicate
Delete
Copy text
Move text
Edit text
Global text

IVVPR0-1
4

Create event Trees

Edit event trees

IRRAS 4.0
FEP 4.0

Successfully make changes using event
tree edit functions and verify changes
in selected trees:
Add
Delete
Copy
Pass
Page

IVVPR0-2
1

Extract fault trees

Extract fault trees

IRRAS 4.0

Fault trees extracted are identical to the
tree that was input.

IVVPRO-I
7
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TableF.1. SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V test procedure specifications.
Feature group

,

_

i ,,,,,,

Procedure
section

Test feature

Test item(s)

Success criteria

Build graphic trees

Save fault trees

IRRAS 4.0
FEP 4.0

Saved information
input

is identical to that

IVVPR0-I
2

Create event trees

Save event trees

IRRAS 4.0

Saved information is identical to that

1VVPR0.2

FEP 4.0

input

l

Select

Select family

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0
FEP 4,0

Change family and verify the selected
family

IVVPR0-1
I

Build graphic trees

View fault trees

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
FEP 4.0

Successfully perform view functions on
selected trees:
Page $,,l,,t.-,--->
Scroll
Zoom in
Zoom out
Zoom restore
Show/no Name
Show/no Text
Grid

IVVPR0.1
4

Create event trees

View event trees

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0

Successfully perform view functions on
selected trees:

IVVPR0-1
5

FEP 4.0

Page T,,I,,_..--,-._
Scroll
Zoom in
Zoom out
Zoom restore
Show/no text
Grid

Modify data base

Add family name

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

New family name is added successfully

IVVPR0-1
1

Plot trees

Format fault trees

IRRAS 4.0

Format a diagram for Epson and laser
printers and print to verify success

IVVPR0-1
2

Plot trees

Format event trees

IRRAS 4.0

Format a diagram for Epson and laser
primers and print to verify success

IVVPR0-2
2

Modify data base

Modify family

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Family name and associated text is
changed successfully

IVVPR0-1
l

Modify data base

Modify event trees

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Event tree data records are successfully
changed

IVVPR0-4
3

Modify data base

Modify systems

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

System data records are successfully
changed

IVVPR0-4
3

Modify data base

Modify end states

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

The endstate data records are
successfully changed

IVVPR0-4
4
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TableF-I. SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V test procedure specifications.
Feature group

Success criteria

Procedure
section

Test feature

Test item(s)

Modify data base

Modify basic events

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Basic event attribute and uncertainty
data are successfully changed

IVVPR0-4
4

Modify data base

Modify Attributes:
System
Location
Failure mode
Class attributes Basic

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Database attribute data are successfully
changed

IVVPR0-4
4

event type Trains
Modify data base

Modify gates

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Gate records axe successfully changed

IVVPR0-4
5

Modify data base

Modify graphics:
Fault trees
Event trees
P&IlDs

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Fault tree, event tree, and P&ID
graphics data records are successfully
changed

IVVPR0-4
5

Modify data base

Delete family name

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Family name is successfully deleted
after removing all files

IVVPR0-1
1

Alpha to graphics

Alpha to graphics for
fault trees

IRRAS 4.0
FEP 4.0

The gate descriptions and event
descriptions appear in the graphics fault
tree

IVVPR0-1
6

Graphical pager

Page fault trees

IRRAS 4.0

Faults trees produced by the Pager are
equivalent to the source tree

IVVPR0-1
7

Link event trees

Link editor

IRRAS 4.0
SARA

Successfully perform link editor
functions on selected event trees:
Add new rules

IVVPR0-2
6

Modify existing rules
Insert blank lines
Delete selected rules
Restore last deleted rule
Function keys

<FI> help

[RRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0
FEP 4.0

Display "help" messagefor all forms
where <FI> is an option

TBD

Function keys

<F2> mark/unmark

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0
FEP 4.0

Mark and remove a mark from
highlighted names on all forms where
<F2> is an option

TBD

FunctiGn keys

<F3> mark all

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0
FEP 4.0

Mark all entries and remove a mark
from all entries in all forms where
<13> is an option

TBD

Function keys

<F4> mark range

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0

Mark and remove a mark from a range
of entries on all forms where <F4> is

TBD

MAR-D 4.0
FEP 4.0

an option

NUREG/CR-6145
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TableF.1. SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V test procedure specifications.
Feature group

Procedure
section

Test feature

Test item(s)

Success criteria

Function keys

<F5> locate

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0
FEP 4.O

Locate a selected sequence on all forms
where <F5> is an option

TBD

Function keys

<ESC> escape

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0
FEP 4.0

Return from selected operations using
the <ESC> key

TBD

Reports

Report on data base

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Generate reports on the screen and to
the printer for
Families and ,,heir
descriptions
Basic event overviews,
probabilities, and
uncertainties
System and sequence
summaries, logic,
cut.sets

IVVPR0-4
6

Hot keys

<AIVE>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the main menu function, "Exit
IRRAS 4.0" without returning to the
main menu

TBD

Hot keys

<ALVA>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the main menu function
"Analyze Sequences" v,ithout returning
to the main menu

TBD

Hot keys

<All/B>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mare menu function "Build
Fault Trees" without returning to the
main menu

TBD

Hot keys

<All/C>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mam menu function
"Create Event Trees" without returning
to the main menu

TBD

Hot keys

<All/F>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mare menu function "Fault
Tree Analysis" without returning to the
main menu

TBD

Hot keys

<All/G>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mare menu function
"Generate Event Data" without
returning to the main menu

TBD

Hot keys

<All/M>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the mare menu function
"Modify Data-base" without returning
to the main menu

TBD

Hot keys

<All/R>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the main menu function
"Report on Data-base" without
returning to the main menu

TBD

Hot keys

<All/S>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the main menu function
"Select Family" without returning to
the main menu

TBD

Hot keys

<All/U>

IRRAS 4.0

Perform the main menu function
"Utility Options" without returning to
the main menu

TBD
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TableF-1. SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V test procedure specifications.
Feature group

Test feature

Test item(s)

Load

Load MAR-D:
Family
Attributes
Basic event
System
Event tree
Endstate
Sequence
Gate
Change sets

IRRAS 4.0
SARA 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Successfully load a data file of the
appropriate data type to the data base

IVVPRO-4
l

Extract

Extract MAR-D Data:
Family
Attributes
Basic event
System
Event tree
Endstate
Sequence
Gate
Change sets

IRRAS 4.0
MAR-D 4.0

Successfully extract data from data
base using the "Extract Data" function
and verify that data are identical to the
source

IVVPRO-4
2

Graphics analysis

Plots:
Basic event
System
Sequence
End state
Family

SARA 4.0

Plots match data input

TBD

Graphics analysis

Display:
P&ID interface
Fault tree
Event tree

SARA 4.0

Successfully display selected graphical
diagrams

TBD

Utility

Plot P&ID drawings

FEP 4.0

P&ID drawings are identical in content
and structure to the input trees

IVVPRO-3
2

P&ID Editor

Load P&IDs

FEP 4.0

When a P&ID diagram is loaded, the
diagram and logic of the diagram is the
same as the source

IVVPR0-3
4

P&ID editor

Edit P&IDs

FEP 4.0

Successfully make changes using P&ID
edit functions in selected diagrams and
verify changes:
Delete
Copy
Move
Scale
Rotate
<-...>
Flip
$,l, Flip
Adjust
Symbols
Line
Attributes

IVVPRO-3
l
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Table F.I. SAPHIRE
Feature group
Utility

4.0 V&V test procedure

F

specifications.

Test feature

Test item(s)

Extract P&ID diagrams

FEP 4.0

Procedure
section

Success criteria
P&ID diagrams are extracted and are
identical to the source diagrams

IVVPR0-3
8

Extracted P&ID diagrams are
successfully deleted
P&ID editor

Save P&IDs

FEP 4.0

Saved information is identical to that
input

IVVPR0-3
4

P&ID editor

View P&IDs

FEP 4.0

Successfully perform view functions on
selected diagrams:
Page 'I',,I,,_.---,_
Scroll
Zoom in
Zoom out
Zoom restore
Zoom previous page

IVVPR0-3
5

P&ID editor

Delete P&IDs

FEP 4.0

All or pan of selected diagrams are
successfully deleted

IVV'PR0-3
1

F-2. HARDWARE
REQUIREMENTS
SAPHIRE 4.0 system requires the following hardware configurations:
•

IBM-PC/XT/AT,

PS2, or 100% compatible with 640K of RAM

•

DOS 3.3 or later

•

20 Mb hard disk (minimum)

•

Math coprocessor

•

16 color enhanced monitor (EGA or better)

•

Graphics input devices m keyboard or mouse.

(optional)

If an enhanced graphics adapter is used, it must have the memory expansion option to extend the standard 4
colors to 16. This option is an upgrade to the IBM EGA board, but is usually standard on boards manufactured by
other vendors. SAPHIRE 4.0 does not support the 4-color mode on the EGA adapter.
The recommended configuration contains a VGA color monitor and adapter, a mouse as the graphics input
device, and a math coprocessor. The keyboard can serve as the graphics input device but is not as user-friendly as
the mouse. SAPHIRE 4.0 will run faster if a math coprocessor is present.
The SAPHIRE 4.0 system requires the above specified amount of random access memory (RAM). The
memory must be available for the program and not used by memory resident programs, such as Side-Kick. The
MS/DOS command CHKDSK can be used to display the amount of memory available on your machine. Also,
certain memory resident programs may interfere with the execution of SAPHIRE 4.0.
The DOS CONFIG.SYS file must also contain certain minimum configuration parameters for SAPHIRE 4.0
to execute properly. The following parameters must be included in the CONFIG.SYS file, if not already present.

F- 13
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•

FILES=30

•

BUFFERS=,15

•

DEVICE-ANSI.SYS

For the SAPHIRE4.0 test procedures, the following hardwareconfigurations are recommended:
•

IBM-AT 386/33MHZ or 100% compatible(or better) with 4M of RAM
DOS 5.0 or later

•

200 Mb hard disk (or larger)

•

387 Math coprocessor (or better)

•

Color Video Graphics Array (VGA) Monitor (or better)

•

Graphics input devices m keyboard or mouse

F-3. SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS
The following software testing uses the July 21, 1992 release of the SAPHIRE 4.0 code suite.

F-4. PROCEDURE
1--IRRASNONVITAL
FAULTTREEFEATURES
F-4.1 Introduction
IRRAS includesfunctions that allow the user to create fault trees and event trees, define accident sequences
and basic event failure data, solve system and accident sequence fault trees and event trees, quantify cut sets, and
perform uncertainty analysis on obtained results. IRRAS also allows the analyst to generate reports and displays to
document the results of an analysis.
This procedure tests the nonvital features associated with the fault tree analysis functions included in IRRAS.
These nonvital fault tree analysis features include fault tree construction, plot trees, load graphic trees, alpha to
graphics, graphical pager, and extract fault trees. Table F-2 lists the features, success criteria and the options that
are tested in each of the sections. The steps in each section of this procedure should be followed. If any step is not
completed successfully, an anomaly report should be generated and submitted to the SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
Table F-2. IRRAS fault tree test procedure specifications.
Sections
1

Feature group

Features

Success criteria

Options tested

Modify Database

Modify family

To add, modify and delete
the family name

Add, Modify Text,
& Delete

Select Family

Select Family

To change the family and
verify the selected family

Select Family

NUREG/CR-6145
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Table 1:-2. IRRAS fault tree test procedure specifications.
Sections
2

Feature group
Build Graphic
Trees

4

Success criteria

Options tested

Bild (Build)

To construct a fault tree.

Line, And, Or,
Bevent, Table, N/N
OR, Uevent,
Transin, House,
Inhibit, Not And,
Not OR BBevent,
Rtrans, LTrans,
UdTrans Horbox, &
Verbox

File

To load and perform file
manipulations

Laser, New, Save,
List, Load

Edit

To modify fault tree
diagrams

Move, Copy,
Duplicate, Delete,

Text

To create titles, labels,
descriptions, and names
for the fault tree

Show Name, Rep
Name, Tble Entry,
Edit Table Write
Text, Edit Text

Plot Trees

HPGL File
Raster File

Fault trees should be
identical in content and
structure

HPGL File Raster
File

Build Graphic
Trees

File

To load and perform file
manipulations

List

Text

To create titles, labels,
descriptions, and names
for the fault tree

Font, Write Text,
Show Name, Find
Name, Clear Find,
Edit Table, Sho
Cevent, Rep Cevent,

Edit

To modify fault tree
diagrams

Copy Text, Move
Text, Edit Text,
Global Text,

Edit

To modify fault tree
diagrams

Attributes, Fill
Color, Line Color,
Line Type, Text
Color, Text Size,
Text Just, Text Font,
Name Font, Name
Font, Name Size,
Shape Type,

Views

To change the position
and size of the displayed
diagram

Zin, Zres, Page 1",
Page $, Page _--,
Page _, Scroll,
Zout Show Name,
No Name, Show
Text, No Text

,

3

Features

Build Graphic
Trees

F-15
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Table F-2. IRRAS
Sections

fault tree test procedure
Feature group

specifications.
Features

Success criteria

Show

To clear the screen and

Options tested
Show

redisplay the defined
diagram
5

Build Graphic
Trees

File

To load and save
drawings and perform file
manipulations

Tran --->,_Tran
FName, Merge
Logic

6

Load Graphic Trees

Load

To load Graphic Trees

Load

Alpha to Graphics

Convert

To convert the
alphanumeric logic for a
system or subsystem to a
graphical format

Convert

Extract Fault Trees

Display

To display all the
extracted trees

Display

Clear

Clear all extracted trees
from a file

Clear

Extract

Remove specific trees
from the data base

Extract

Page

To break up larger
drawing into several
pages

Show, Find, No Tab,
Table, Boxed,No
Box, Page

7

Graphical Pager

F-4.2 Section 1
l.

Access the PRADATA.B 1 directory. Type IRRAS and press <enter> to access the IRRAS menu. Place
the cursor on the 'q_IODWY Database" option and press <enter> to access the Moth'fy Database menu.

2.

From the Modify Database menu, place the cursor on the "Family" option and press <enter> to access
the Ech't Family screen. Type A in order to add a new family and press <enter> to access the Add
Family screen.

3.

Type TEST in the space for Name. Now move the cursor in the Description space. Type "This is a
test" and press <enter> twice to return to the Edit Family screen. Verify from the Edit Family screen
that a new family name and dest.n-iptionhave been added to the database.

4.

Repeat step 3 but type FLTREE in the space for name and type IRRAS
specitication in the space for Description.

5.

Exit the Edit Family screen and return to the IRRAS menu. Place the cursor on the "SELECT Family"
option and press <enter> to access the Select Family screen.

6.

Place the cursor on the family name called FLTREE and press <enter>. Note: By invoking this option
you have returned to the IRRAS menu. Verify that the family name was selected by observing the name
displayed on the top of the IRRAS menu.
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7.

Press <enter> to access the Select Family screen again. Place the cursor on the family name called
TEST and press <enter>. Verify that the family name was successfully selected by observing the name
displayed on the top of the IRRAS menu.

8.

From the IRRAS menu, place the cursor on the "MODIFY Database" option and press <enter> to access
the Modify Database menu. Place the cursor on the "Family" option and press <enter> to access the
Edit Family screen.

9.

Type M and place the cursor on the family name called Test. Press <enter> to access the Modify
Family screen.

10.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Family screen. Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

11.

From the Edit Family screen type T for text, and place the cursor on the family name called Test, and
press <enter> to access the Edit Text screen. Note: The screen shouM be blank.

12.

Press <AIt-A> and type text of your choice. Verify that the typed text is displayed on the screen.

13.

Press <AIr.B>. Verify that a line was added before the current line. Type text of your choice.

14.

Press the <AIr-D> keys. Verify that the line of text was deleted. Then press <bAt-R>. Verify that the
line of text is restored on the screen.

15.

Place the cursor at the beginning of the text that was typed in Step 12. Press <Ctrl-End>.
the text is deleted from the screen.

16.

Press the <ESC> key to return to the Edit Family screen. The message "Text record not modified"
will be displayed. Press <enter> again to return to the Edit Text screen. Verifythat the screen is blank.

17.

Press <AIt-A> and type text of your choice. Verify that the typed text is displayed on the screen.

18.

Delete a character by pressing the <Del> key. Verify"that the character _vasdeleted. Insert a space by
pressing the <Ins> key. Verify that a space was created.

19.

Press <Ctfl-Z> to return to the Edit Family screen. The message "Text record modified" will be
displayed on the bottom of the screen. Press <enter> again to access the Edit Text screen. Verify that
the revisions made were saved. Exit and return to the Edit Family screen. Then exit the Edit Family
screen and return to the IRRAS menu.

20.

Place the cursor on the "SELECT Family" option and press <enter> to access the Select Family screen.
Place the cursor on the family name called FLTREE and press <enter'> to return to the IRRAS menu.
The family name will be displayed in the top left corner of the IRRAS menu.

21.

From the IRRAS menu place the cursor on the ''MODIFY Database" option and press <enter> to access
the Modify Database menu. Place the cursor on the 'T_amily'' option and press <enter> to access the
Edit Family screen.

22.

Type D and place the cursor on the family name called Test. Press <enter> to access the Delete Family
screen. Press <enter> again. A warning message will be displayed on the screen. Type Y and press
<enter>. The message "Deletion completed" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify
from the Edit Family screen that the family name called Test was deleted. Then exit from the Edit
Family screen and return to the IRRAS menu

23.

IF.._:

Verifythat

Steps 1 through 22 were performed successfully,
F-l 7
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THEN: Go to Step 24.
ELS...._.EE:
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

24.

End of Section 1.

F-4.3 Section2
1.

From the IRRAS menu, place the cursor on the "Build Fault Trees" option and press <enter> to access
the Fault Tree Graphics System menu. Place the cursor on the "Build Glaphic Trees" option and press
<enter> to access the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the "BILD" option and press the left mouse button to access the BUILD menu.

3.

Place the cursor on the '%ine"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter points
for line" will be displayed on the bottom left comer on the screen. Place the cursor at a desired
location and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor in the direction where you want the line.
Press the left mouse button again to enterthe second point of the line. Press the right mouse button
to terminate the line. Verify that a line appears on the screen at the desired location. Press the right
mouse button again to terminate the selected option

4.

Placethecursor
onthe"And"option
ontheBUILD menuandpress
theleft
mousebu,i;zon.
Dragthe
symboltothedesired
location
andpress
theleft
mouse buttonagaintoposition
thesymbolon the
screen. Press the right mouse button to terminate the selected option.

5.

Repeat Step 4 for the remaining options on the BUILD menu. Verify that each symbol placed on the
screen is the same symbol that was selected from the BUILD menu.

6.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu by placing the cursor on any option and press the
right : :ouse button. Place the cursor on the "FK,E" option and press the left mouse button to access
the FILE menu.

7.

Place the cursor on the "Laser" option andpress the left mouse button to obtain a printout of the
symbols. Verify that the symbols on the printout match the symbols displayed on the screen.

8.

From the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

9.

Place the cursor on the "Move" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Box region to
be moved- press CANCEL to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

10.

Place the cursor near a symbol to be moved and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursoruntil the
symbol is located inside the box and press the left mouse button again. The message "Hck reference
point - press CANCEL to reseleet." will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen.

11.

Place the cursor on the symbol and press the left mouse button. The message "Position box at new
location - press CANCEL to reselect." will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Place
the box and the cursorat a new desired location and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the
symbol has moved to the new location. Press the right mouse button twice to terminate the selected
option.

12.

From the EDIT menu, place the cursor on the "Copy" option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Box region to be copied - press CANCEL to quiL" will be displayed in the bottom left
comer on the screen.
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Place the cursornear the symbol to be copied and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
the symbol is located inside the box and press the left mouse button again. The message "Pick
reference point - press CANCEL to reselect." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen.

14.

Place the cursor on the symbol and press the left mouse button. The message "Position box at new
location - press CANCEL to reselect." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place
the box and the cursorat a new location and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the symbol
was copied to a new location. Press the right mouse button twice to terminatethe selected option.
Note: The "Copy"option will copy the gate(s) and/or event(s) in the boxed region and new gate and/or
event number(s) will be assigned. The "Show Name" option will help verify the "Copy" option.

15.

From the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu, place the cursor on the 'TEXT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the TEXT menu.

16.

Place the cursoron the "Show Name" option on the TEXT menu andpress the left mouse button. The
message "Pick the shape" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen.

17.

Place the cursoron the copied symbol and press the left mouse button. Observe the event/gate name
in the bottom left comer on the screen. Place the cursor on the copied symbol and pressthe left mouse
button again. Verify that a new event/gate name was assigned.

18.

Returnto the EDIT menu, and place the cursor on the '_Duplicate"option, and press the ieR mouse
button. The message "Box re, on to be duplicated - press CANCEL to quit." v'ill be displayedon
the bottom left comer of the screen.

19.

Place the cursor near the symbol to be duplicated and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor
until the symbol is located inside the box and press the left mouse button again. The message "Pick
reference point - press CANCEL to reselect." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen.

20.

Place the cursor on the symbol and press the left mouse button. The message "Position box at new
location - press CANCEL to reselect." will be displayed in file bottom left comer of the screen. Place
the box and the cursorat a new location andpress the left mouse button again. Verify that the symbol
was duplicatedatthe new location. Press the right mouse button twice to terminate the selected option.
Note: The "Duplicate" option will duplicate the gate(s) and/or event(s) in the boxed region. The gate
andor event number(s) in the new location will be the same. The "Show Name" option will help verify
the "Duplicate" option.

21.

From the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu, place the cursoron the "TEXT" option and pressthe left
mouse button to access the TEXT menu.

22.

Place the cursoron the "Show Name" optionon the TEXT menu and press the left mouse button. The
message "Pick the shape" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

23.

Place the cursoron the duplicated symbol and press the left mouse button. Observe the event/gate
name in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursor on the duplicatedsymbol andpress the
left mouse button again. Verify that the same event/gate name was assigned. Press the right mouse
button to terminatethe selected option. Press the right mouse button again to terminatethe TEXT
menu.

24.

From the EDIT menu, place the cursor on the 'T)elete" option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Pick region to be deleted" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.
F- 19
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25.

Place the cursor near the symbol to be deleted and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
the box surrounds the symbol to be deleted and press the left mouse button. The message "Delete
region? Left = delete, Right ---cancel" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Press
the left mouse button. Verify that the selected region on the screen was deleted. Press the right
mouse button to terminate the selected option. Press the right mouse button again to cancel the EDIT
menu.

26.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "New" option and press the left
mouse button. The message "Current drawing not saved. Enter C to continue>" will be displayed
in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type C and press <enter>. Verify that a new screen appears
for a new editing session.

27.

With a new editing screen, place the cursor on the 'rBILD" option and press the left mouse button to
access the BUILD menu on the screen.

28.

Using the options found in the BUILD menu, create the fault tree that is shown in Figure F-1. When
the fault tree is completed, place the cursor on the BUILD menu and press the right mouse button to
cancel the BUILD menu.

29.

From the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu place the cursor on the "rEXT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the TEXT menu.
Note:

The gate and event names can be added to the fault tree by using the "Rep Name" option.

30.

Place the cursor on the '_Rep Name" option and press the left mouse button.
to be named" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

The message "Pick shape

31.

Place the cursor on a symbol and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter new name or CR
for=> <" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type the appropriate name for the
selected symbol and press <enter>. To verify the name of the selected symbol, press the left mouse
button. Press the right mouse button to cancel the option.

32.

Continue selecting and naming the remaining symbols as shown in Figure F-1. When all the shapes
have been named, press the right mouse button to terminate the "Rep Name" option.
Note: Table entries can be added by using the "Table Entry" option from the TEXT menu, this will be
used in creating Figure F-2.

33.

Place the cursor on the 'Tole Entry" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick
Table" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursor on a table and press
the left mouse button. The message "Enter name <terminate with CR>" will be displayed on the
bottom left comer of the screen.

34.

Type the first table entry and press the left mouse button. Continue entering the remaining table
entries. When finished, press the left mouse button again. Then press the right mouse button to
cancel the selected option.
Note:

NUREG/CR-6145
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Place the cursor on the "EditTable" optionandpress the left mouse button. The message "Pick gate,
event, or tab" will be displayedon the bottom left comer on the screen. Place the cursor on the Table
entry and pressthe left mouse button. Verify thata window is displayed on the screen with the table
entries. Press the right mouse button twice to cancel the selected option.
Note: Written text can be added to each event or gate by using the 'Write Text" option.

36.

From the TEXT menu, place the cursor on the "Write Text" option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Pick location for text." will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen.

37.

Place the cursor on the desired symbol and press the left mouse button to access a window. Type the
appropriate text in accordance with Figure F-1 and then press the <ESC> key.

38.

Repeat Step 37. for the remaining gates and events. When finished, press the right mouse button to
terminatethe ''WriteText" option.
Note: The "Edit Text" option will be used to verify the "Write Text" option.

39.

Place the cursoron the "F_,ditText" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Box text
to be edited" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursor near a symbol
and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box surrounds the desired symbol. Press
the left mouse button to access the text window. Verify and compare the written text to Figure F-1.
Then press the <ESC> key to terminatethe window. Press the right mouse button to terminate the
''Edit Text" option. Press the right mouse button again to terminate the TEXT menu.

40.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "File" option and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu.

41.

Place the cursor on the "Save" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter file
name>" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Type the file name CCS1 and press
<enter> to save the file.

42.

Place the cursor on the 'q_.ist"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the file to
load" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Verify that CCSI fault tree has been
saved and is in the list of files on the screen. Press the right mouse button to terminate the '_ist"
option.

43.

From the FILE menu, place the cursor on the 'q_'EW"option and press the left mouse button. Verify
that a new screen appears.

44.

With a new editing screen, create the fault tree and text shown in Figure F-2 using the applicable steps
in Steps 27 through 40 of this section.

45.

From the File menu, place the cursor on the "Save" option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Enter file name>" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Type the file
paine CCS2 and press <enter> to save the file.

46.

Place the cursor on the "Exit" option and press the left mouse button to access the Fault Tree Graphics
System menu. Select the "Pitt Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Plot Graphics menu.

47.

Type H, press <F3> to markthe newly created fault trees, and press <enter> to generate an HPGL file.
Then type R, press <F3>, and press <enter> to generate an RAS file.
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48.

After the HPGL andRAS files have been created,exit IRRAS andgo to the PRADATA.BI'_XXXX
subdirectory. Note: The subdirectory XXXXX is the family name FLTREE. Type .APLOTHPG *.HPG
and press <enter> to obtain a printoutof the HPGL files. Note: PLOTHPG will only work on an liP
LaserJet Ill or flIP. When the printoutis completed, type .APLOTRAS *.RAS and press<enter> to
obtain a printout of the RAS files. Note: PLOTRAS will work on any laser printer.

49.

Verify thatthe printoutsof the fault trees have the correctgates, events, names, and text by comparing
with Figures F-1 and F-2.

50.

Returnto the PRADATA.BI directory. Type IRRAS and press <enter> to access the IRRAS menu.
Place the cursoron the "Build Fault Trees" option andpress<enter> to access the Fault Tree Graphics
System menu. Then place the cursor on the "Build GraphicTrees" option and press <enter> to access
the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu.

51.

Place the cursoron the '_"ILE"option and press the left mouse button to access the File menu. Place
the cursor on the "Load" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter file name>"
will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type the file name CCS1 and press <enter>.
Verify that the diagram appears on the screen.

52.

Place the cursor on the "I"EXT"option and press the left mouse button to access the TEXT menu on
the screen.

53.

Place the cursor on the "F_,ditText" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Box text
to be edited," will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

54.

Place the cursor near a symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box
surroundsthe desired symbol. Press the left mouse button to access the text window. Modify the
writtentext. Then press the <F,SC> key to terminate the window. Press the riot mouse button to
terminate the "F_.ditText" option. Press the right mouse button again to terminate the TEXT menu.
Note: The "Laser" option from the FILE menu will be used to verify the "Write Text" option.

55.

From the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu, place the cursoron the "FILE" option and press the left
mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "Laser" option and press the left
mouse button to obtain a printout. From the printout verify the changes made.

56.

Exit and return to the IRRAS menu.

57.

IF--

Steps 1 through 55 were performed successfully,

THEN.."Go to Step 58.
ELSE........_:
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
58. End ofSection 2.

F-4.4 Section 3
1.

From the IRRAS menu, place the cursor on the "Build Fault Trees" option and press <enter> to access
the Fault Tree Graphics System menu. Place the cursoron the "Build Graphic Trees" option and press
<enter> to access the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the "File" option. Press the left mouse button to access tile FILE menu. Then
place the cursor on the "List" option and press the left mouse button. A list of file names will be
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displayed on the screen. Place the cursor on file CCSI and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the fault tree is on the screen.
3.

Place the cursor on the "TEXT" option and press the left mouse button to access the TEXT menu.
From the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu, place the cursoron the "0.50" option and press the left
mouse button. The message "Enter text size>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen. Change the text size to 2 and press <enter>.

4.

Returnto the TEXT menu. Place the cursoron the '_ONT" option andpress the left mouse button to
access the FONT menu. Place the cursor on the desired font and press the left mouse button. Return
to the TEXT menu. Place the cursoron the 'Write Text" optionand press the left mouse button. The
message '1Picklocation for text" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

5.

Place the cursor at the location where text has not been written,press the left mouse button to access
the text window. Type some text and pressthe <ESC> key. Verify that the written text changed to the
desired font. Press the right mouse button to terminateoption.

6.

Repeat Steps 4 and 5 for the remaining fonts. Press the right mouse button to terminate the TEXT
menu.

7.

From the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

8.

Place the cursor on the '1)elete" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick region
to be deleted" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursornear the text
that was written in Step 5. Drag the cursoruntil the box surroundsthe text and press the left mouse
button. The message "Delete region? Left - delete, Right s cancel" will be displayedin the bottom
left comer of the screen. Press the left mouse button. Verify that the text was deleted. Pressthe right
mouse button to terminatethe '13elete"option. Thenpress the right mouse button to cancel the EDIT
menu.

9.

From the Primary Fault Tree Graphicsmenu, place the cursoron the "TEXT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the TEXT menu.

10.

Place the cursoron the "Show Name" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the
shape" will be displayedon the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursor on the desiredsymbol
and press the left mouse button again. Verify and recordthe symbol namedisplayed on the bottom
left comer of the screen. Continue to verify the remaining symbol names. Press the right mouse
button to terminatethe "Show Name" option.

I I.

Place the cursor on the "Find Name" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter
name>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type the symbol name recordedin
Step l0 and press the left mouse button. Verify that a brokendotted line is displayed on the screen
and surroundsthe specified symbol.

12.

Place the cursor on the "Clear Find" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the broken
dotted line highlighting the specified symbol disappears.

13.

Place the cursor on the '__xtitTable" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick gate,
event, or tab" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursoron the table
symbol andpress the left mouse button. The message "Pick the name to modify,- use '@' in 1't col
to delete"will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Verify the text (basic event name)
in the table.
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14.

Place the cursor on the written text (basic event name) in the window and press the left mouse button.
Verify the basic event name displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Type a new basic event
name and press the left mouse button. Verify that the basic event name was changed on the table.
Press the right mouse button twice to cancel the '_xlit Table" option.

15.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "BILD" option to access the
BUILD menu. Place the cursor on the Inhibit gate symbol and press the left mouse button. Place the
Inhibit gate symbol on the fault tree and press the left mouse button. Press the right mouse button
to cancel the option. Press the right mouse button again to terminate the BUILD menu.

16.

Return to the TEXT menu. Place the cursor on the "Sho Cevent" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Pick the INHIBIT gate" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen. Place the cursor on the INHIBIT gate. Verify the gate name displayed on the bottom left comer
on the screen. Record the gate name and press the fight mouse button to terminate the "Sho Cevent"
option.

17.

Place the cursor on the '_RepCevent" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the
INHIBIT gate" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursor on the
INHIBIT gate and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter CEVENT name>" will be
displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type a new Cevent name and press the left mouse
button. Press the right mouse button to terminate the "Rep Cevent" option.

18.

Place the cursor on the "Sho Cevent" optionand press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the
INHIBIT gate" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursor in the
INHIBIT gate and press the left mouse button. Verify the gate name displayed in the bottom left
comer of the screen has changed. Press the riot mouse button to terminate the "Sho Cevent" option.
Press the right mouse button again to cancel the TEXT menu.

19.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "EDIT"option and press the
left mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

20.

Place the cursor on the "Copy Text" o,tion and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick text
to be copied - press CANCEL to quit." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.
Place the cursornear the text to be copied and press the left mouse button again. Drag the cursor until
the box surrounds the text and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick reference point press CANCEL to reseleet." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

21.

Select a reference point by placing the cursor on the text and press the left mouse button. Place the
box at a new location where the text can be copied and press the left mouse button. Verify that the
text was copied at the new location on the screen. Press the right mouse button twice to terminatethe
"Copy Text" option.

22.

Place the cursor on the "Move Text" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Box
region to be moved - press CANCEL to quit." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen. Place the cursor near the text to be moved and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor
until the box surrounds the text and press the left mouse button again. The message "Pick reference
point - press CANCEL to reseleet." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

23.

Select a reference point by placing the cursor on the text to be moved and pressing the left mouse
button. Place the box at a new location wherethe text can be moved and press the left mouse button.
Verify that the text was moved to the new location on the screen. Press the right mouse button twice
to terminate the '_love Text" option.

24.

Place the cursor on the "Global Txt" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter
search string" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type a phase of written text
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used in the fault tree in the search string entry and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter
replacement string" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Type the replacement
string text and press the left mouse button.
Note: The Edit txt option will be used to verify the "Global Txt" option.
25.

Place the cursor on the "Edit txt" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Box text to
be edited" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Drag the cursor until the box surrounds the
text. Press the left mouse button to access the text window. Verify that all occurrences with that
particular phrase were replaced. Press the <ESC> key and then the right mouse button to cancel the
option.

26.

IF:

Steps 1 through 24 were performed successfully

THEN:

Go to Step 26.

ELSE:

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

26.

Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 3.

F-4.5 Section 4
1.

Return to the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the "ATrRIBLrrEs"
button to access the EDIT ATTR menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the "Fill Col" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick a new
color from the color bar" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Select a new color
by placing the cursor on a color from the color bar located at the bottom of the Primary Fault Tree
Graphics menu. Press the left mouse button. The message "Pick shapes to be modified" will be
displayed in the bottom left comer ef the screen.

3.

Place the cursor near a desired symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until a box
surrounds the shape to be modified and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the symbol
changed to the selected color. Press the right mouse button to terminate the '_Fili Col" option.

4.

Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for the remaining colors.

5.

Place the cursor on the '%ine Col" option and press the left mouse button, The message "Pick a new
color from the color bar" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Place the cursor
on the color bar located on the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu and select a new color by pressing
the left mouse button. The message "Pick line(s) to be modified" will be displayed in the bottom left
comer of the screen.

6.

Place the cursor near a line and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until a box surrounds the
line to be modified and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the line changed to the selected
color. Press the right mouse button to terminate the 'Line Col" option.

7.

Repeat Steps 5 and 6 for the remaining colors.

8.

Place the cursor on the '_.,ine Type" option and press the left mouse button. A small window will
display the line options. Also, the message "Pick line type" will be displayed in the bottom left comer
of the screen. Place the cursor on the dashed line option and press the left mouse button. The message
"Pick line(s) to be modified" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.
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9.

Place the cursor near the line to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
a box surroundsthe line and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the line on the screen
changed to a dashed line. Press the fight mouse button to terminate the 'Line Type" option.

10.

Repeat Steps 8 and 9 for the dotted and solid line options.

11.

Place the cursor on the "Text Col" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick a new
color from the color bar" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursor
on a new color from the color bar and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick text to be
modified" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

12.

Place the cursor near some text on the screen and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
a box surrounds the text to be modified and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the text
changed to the selected color. Press the right mouse button to terminate '_ine Col" option.

13.

Repeat Steps 11 and 12 for the remaining colors.

14.

Place the cursor on the "Text Size" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter text
size option >" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type a new text size of 0.70
and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick text to be modified" will be displayed in the
bottom left comer of the screen.

15.

Place the cursor near the text to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
a box surroundsthe text and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the text changed to the
selected size. Press the right mouse button to terminate the "text Size" option.

16.

Repeat Steps 14 and 15 but change the text size to 0.80, 1.0, and 1.5.

17.

Place the cursoron the "cntr" (center) option located on the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu and
press the left mouse button. This will toggle the justification from "cntr" to 'Yght"(right) justification.

18.

Return to the Edit Attr menu. Place the cursor on the "rext Just" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Pick text to be modified" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen. Place the cursor near the textto be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor
until the box surrounds the desired text and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the text
changed to the selected justification. Press the right mouse button to terminate the "Text Just" option.

19.

Repeat Steps 17 and 18 but change the text justification from 'Yght"to 'qeft" and then back to "cntr."

20.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the 'W'IEW"option and press
the left mouse button to access the VIEWS menu. Place the cursor on the 'Tin" (zoom in) option and
press the left mouse button. The message "Pick two comers of box" will be displayed in the bottom
left corner of the screen.

21.

Place the cursor near one comer of an area with text to zoom in on and press the left mouse button.
Drag the cursor until a box surrounds the desired area and then press the left mouse button again.
Verify that the selected area on the screen was enlarged (zoomed in).

22.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the
left mouse button to access the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the "ATTRIBUTES" option and press
the left mouse button to access EDIT ATTICmenu.
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23.

Place the cursoron the "Text Font" option and press the left mouse button to access the FONT menu.
Place the cursor on the desired font and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick text to be
modified" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

24.

Place the cursor near the text that is to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor
until a box surroundsthe text and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the textchanged to
the selected font. Press the right mouse button to terminatethe "I'ext Font" option.

25.

Repeat Steps 23 and 24 for several fonts but return to the original font.

26.

Place the cursor on the "Name Font" option and press the left mouse button to access the FONT menu.
Place the cursor on the desired font and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick shapes to
be modified" will be displayed in the bottom left cornerof the screen.

27.

Place the cursor near the symbol that is to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the
cursor until the box surrounds the shape to be modified and then press the left mouse button again.
Verify that the symbol name changed to the selected font. Press the right mouse button to terminate
the '_qame Font" option.

28.

Repeat Steps 26 and 27 for several Fonts but return m the original font.

29.

Returnto the VIEWS menu and place cursor on the 'gres" (zoom restore) option and press the left
mouse button. Verify that the region and text returnedto the original size. Press the right mouse
button to terminatethe VIEWS menu.

30.

Returnto the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursoron the '_ED1T"option andpressthe
left mouse button to access the EDIT menu. Place the cursoron the "ATTRIBUTES"option and press
the left mouse button to access EDIT ATTR menu.

31.

Place the cursoron the '_NameCol" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick a new
color from the color bar" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursor
on the color barlocated at the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Press the left mouse baron to
select a new color. The message "Pick shapes to be modified will be displayed" in the bottom left
comer of the screen.

32.

Place the cursor near the symbol that is to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the
cursor until the box surroundsthe shape to be modified and press the left mouse button again. Verify
that the symbol name changed to the selected color. Press the right mouse button to terminatethe
'_lame Col" option.

33.

Repeat Steps 31 and 32 for the remaining colors.

34.

Place the cursor on the '_NameSize" option and pressthe left mouse button. The message "Enter text
size" will be displayedin the bottom left corner of the screen. Type 0.70 for the text size and press the
left mouse button. The message "Pick shapes to be modified" will be displayed in the bottomleft
corner of the screen.

35.

Place the cursor near the symbol that is to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the
cursor until the box surrounds the desired symbol and press the left mouse button again. Verify that
the symbol name changed to the selected size. Press the right mouse button to terminatethe '_Name
Size" option.

36.

Repeat Steps 34 and 35 for a text size of 0.60 and 1.0.
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37.

Place the cursor on the "Shape Type" option and press the left mouse button to access the Symbol
menu. The message "Select the new shape type, or <cancel> to quit" will be displayed in the bottom
left corner of the screen.

38.

Place the cursor on the "And" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Select shapes to
be changed to new type will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

39.

Place the cursor near the symbol that is to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the
cursor until the box surrounds the symbol to be modified and press the left mouse button again. Verify
that the symbol changed to the selected shape on the screen. Press the right mouse button to terminate
the "Symbol" option.

40.

Return to the Symbol menu and repeat Steps 38 and 39 for the remaining symbols. Return to the
original symbol when completed. Press the right mouse button to terminate the "Symbol" option.

41.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "SHOW" option and press
the left mouse button. Verify that all of the menus are cleared from the screen.

42.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the 'WIEWS" option to access
the VIEWS menu. Place the cursor on the ''page 1""option and press the left mouse button to move
the diagram up a page. The message "View changed" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of
the screen. Verify that the screen is blank.

43.

Place the cursor on the "Page ,1,"option and press the left mouse button to move the diagram down a
page. Verify that the fault tree returns to the screen.

44.

Place the cursor on the ''Page _" option and press the left mouse button to move the diagram to the
left one page. Verify that the screen is blank.

45.

Place the cursor on the ''Page -o" option and press the left mouse button to move the diagram to the
right one page. Verify that the fault tree returns to the screen.

46.

Place the cursor on the "Scroll" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that a white outline box
appears and a cursor is in the center of the box. Place the cursor on the desired location and press the
left mouse button. Verify that the figure on the screen moves relative to the cursor position.

47.

Place the cursor on the '2out" option and press the left mouse button. The message "View changed."
will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Verify that the figure is reduced approximately
50%. Place the cursor on the "Zres" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the display
returns to original display size.
Note: The #SHOW _ and _Grid" options will be used to test the "Sh Name", "No Name" and "SH Text"
options.

48.

Place the cursor on the "Sh Name" option and press the left mouse button.
option changes to the "No Name" option.

49.

Place the cursor on the "Sh Text" option and press the left mouse button.
changes to the "No Text" option.

50.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "SHOW" option and press
the left mouse button. Verify that all the text and symbol names are cleared from the screen.
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51.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "VIEW" option and pre._s
the left mouse button to access the VIEWS menu. Place the cursor on the 'q_o Name" option and press
the left mouse button. Verify that it changes to the "Sh Name" option.

52.

Place the cursor on the '_o Text" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that it changes to "Sh
Text" option.

53.

Place the cursor on the "Grid" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that a grid appears on
the screen. Verify that all text and symbol names appear on the screen.

54.

Place floecursoron the "Grid" option again and pressthe left mouse button to obtain the original screen
background.Verify thatthe original screenbackgroundwith symbols andtext appears. Place the cursor
on the VIEWS menu and press the right mouse button to terminatethe VIEWS menu.

55.

IF..'

Steps 1 and 54 were performed successfully,

THEN: GO TO Step 56.
ELSE-- Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
56.

End of Section 4.

F-4.6 Section 5
1.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_rlLE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the File menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the 'q_rEW"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Current
drawing not saved. Enter C to continue>" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.
Type C to obtaina new screen. Verify that the drawingand File menu disappears.

3.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the File menu.

4.

Place the cursor on the "load" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter file
name>" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Type the file name CCS1 and press
<enter>. Verify that the fault tree is displayed on the screen.

5.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the File menu.

6.

Place the cursor on the "rran --->"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick
TRANSIN for transfer" will be displayedin the bottom left cornerof the screen. Place the cursor on
the transinsymbol and press the left mouse button. Verify on the screen that the transfersto the new
fault tree were successful.

7.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_I.,E" option and press the
left mouse button to access the File menu.

8.

Place the cursor on the "<--Tran"option and press the left mouse button. A list of files will be
displayed on the screen. Also the message "Pick the file to transfer to" will be displayed in the
bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursoron the file named CCS1 and press the left mouse
button. Verify that the file transferred to the CCSI fault tree.
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9.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_ILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu.

10.

Place the cursor on the '_lame" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the file name is
displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

11.

Place the cursor on the 'qVlerge"option and press the left mouse button. A list of files will be
displayed on the screen. Also, the message "Pick the file to load" will be displayed in the bottom left
corner of the screen. Place the cursoron the CCS 1 file and press the left mouse button. The message
"Pick the location for top center of merged file." will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the
screen. Find a location for the top center of the merged file and press the left mouse button again.
Note: The "Zout" option from the VIEW menu will be used to test the "Merge" option.

12.

Then return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "VIEW" option and
press the left mouse button to access the VIEW menu.

13.

Place the cursor on the 'gout" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the selected fault
tree file merged to the current fault tree file. Place the cursor on the '7.res" option and press the left
mouse button to return the fault tree to its original size. Press the right mouse button to terminate
the VIEW menu.

14.

Place the cursoron the "List" option fromthe file menu and press the left mouse button. A list of files
will be displayed on the screen. Place the cursor on the file named CCS 1 and press the left mouse
button. The message "Current drawing not saved. Type G to get anyway>" will be displayed in
the bottom left comer of the screen. Type G and press <enter>. The fault tree will be displayed on
the screen.
Note: The Logic Editor option from the Fault Tree Analysis menu will be used to verify the "Logic"
option from the FILE menu.

15.

Return to the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_"ILE"option. Press the left
mouse button to access the FILE menu.

16.

Then placethe cursoron the "Logic" optionand press the left mouse button. The message "Enter file
name or CR for file CCSI >" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type the file
name CCSI and press the left mouse button. The message "Logic saved" will be displayed in the
bottom left cornerof the screen.

17.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and return to the IRRAS menu. Place the cursor on the
qVIODIFYDatabase" option and press <enter> to access the Modify Database menu. Then place the
cursor on the "Systems" option and press <enter> to access the Ech'tSystem menu.

18.

Type A andpress <enter> to access the Add System screen. Type the fault treefile CCS1 in the space
for Name. Move the cursor to the space for Descriptions. Then type containment cooling system and
press <enter> to return to the ''F_.ditSystems screen. Verify that the Name and Descriptions were added.

19.

Then exit the Edit Systems screen and return to the Modify Database menu. Exit the Modify Database
menu and realm to the IRRAS main menu.

20.

Place the cursor on the "FAULT Tree Analysis" option and press <enter> to access the Fault Tree
Analysis menu.

21.

Place the cursor on the ''Logic Editor" option and press ,center> to access the System Logic Editor
screen. Type L and place the cursor on file name CCS 1 and press <enter'> to access the Logic Editor
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screen. Compare with Figure F-1 and verify the gate names, gate types, and inputs to the gates. Return
to the IRRAS main menu.
22.

IF--

Steps 1 through 21 were performed successfully

THEN: Go to Step 23.
ELSE." Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
23.

End of Section 5.

F-4.7 Section 6
1.

Exit from the IRAS program and change the current directory to the PRADATA.B1LXXXXX
subdirectory. Note: The PRADATA.BI_
subdirectory is the family name. Copy the file name
ECS.DLS from drive A: to the C:XPRADATA.BIkXXXXXsubdirectory. Then change the current
directory to the PRADATA.B 1 directory and type IRRAS.

2.

Place the cursor on the "BUILD Fault Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Fault Tree
Graphics System menu. Place the cursor on the '1,ogic Graphic Trees" option and press <enter> to
access the Load Fault Tree Graphics screen.

3.

Type L for load and place the cursor on the file name ECS, and press <enter>. The message "Fault
tree successfully loaded" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

4.

Exit the Load Fault Tree Graphics screen and return to the Faul, Tree Graphics System menu. Place
the cursor on the "Build Graphics Trees" option and press <enter>. From the Primary Fault Tree
Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the
FILE menu.

5.

Place the cursor on the 'q.,IST"option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the file name ECS
has beenadded to the list of file names. Place the cursoron the file and press the left mouse button.
Verify that the fault tree appears on the screen.

6.

Place the cursor on the '_EXIT" option and press the left mouse button to return to the Fault Tree
Graphics System menu. Exit and return to the IRRAS menu. Place the cursor on the "MODIFY
Database" option and press <enter> to access the Modify Database menu. Then place the cursoron the
"Systems" option and press <enter> to access the Edit System screen.

7.

Type A for add and press <enter> to access the Add System screen. Type the file name ECS in the
space for Name and press <enter>. The message "Record added" will be displayed on the bottom of
the screen. Verify that the file name ECS was added to the Edit Systems screen. Exit the Edit Systems
screen and return to the ModifyDatabase menu. Then exit the Modify Database menu and return to the
IRRAS menu.

8.

Place the cursor on the "FAULT Tree Analysis" option and press <enter> to access the Fault Tree
Analysis menu. Place the cursor on the "Logic Editor" option and press <enter>. Type L and place
the cursor on the fault tree name ECS, and press <enter> to access the Logic Editor screen. Verify the
logic by verifying the gate names, gate types, and gate inputs. Return to the IRRAS menu when finished.

9.

Place the cursor on the "BUILDFault Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Fault Tree Graphic
System menu. Then place the cursor on the ''Build Graphic Trees" option and press <enter>.
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10.

Place the cursor on the "FILE" option located at the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "LIST" option and press the left
mouse button to access the list of file names. Place the cursor on file name ECS and press the left
mouse button to access the fault tree.

1I.

Place the cursor on the "VIEW" option and press the left mouse button to access the VIEWS menu.
Then place the cursor on the "Zin" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick two
corners of box" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Place the cursor near a basic
event symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box surrounds the basic event
and press the left mouse button again. Record the written text and basic event name.

12.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and return to the IRRAS menu. Place the cursor on the
"MODIFY Data Base" option and press <enter> to access the 'qVlodify Data Base" option. Place the
cursor on the '_Basic Events" option and press <enter> to access the Edit Events screen.

13.

Type M and place the cursor on the basic event name and text that was recorded in Step 1I. Press
<enter> to access the Modify Event screen. Revise the basic event names and descriptions and press
<enter> to return to the Edit Events screen. Verify and record these changes. Then exit from the Edit
Events screen and return to the IRRAS menu.

14.

Place the cursor on the '_Build Fault Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Fault Tree Graphics
System menu. Then place the cursor on the "Alpha to Graphics Trees" option and press <enter> to
access the Alpha to Graphics screen.

15.

Place the cursor on the name ECS and press <enter>.
A window will be displayed with a set of
questions. Assign '_" for (Use Tables) and 'qt'" for (Use Boxed Events) and press <enter>. Exit out
of the Alpha to Graphics screen and return to the Fault Tree Graphics System menu.

16.

Place the cursor on the '_Build Graphics Trees" option and press <enter>. From Primary Fault Tree
Graphics, place the cursor on the '_-'R,E" option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE
menu.

17.

Place the cursor on the "LIST" option and press the left mouse button to access the list of file names.
Place the cursor on the file name ECS and press <enter> to access the fault tree.

18.

From the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu place the cursor on the "VIEW" option and press the left
mouse button to access the VIEWS menu. Place the cursor on the "Zin" option and press the left
mouse button.

19.

Place the cursor near the basic event that was recorded in Step 11 and press the left mouse button.
Drag the cursor until the box surrounds the basic event and press the left mouse button again. Verify
that the revisions to the text and basic event name were made. Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option
and return to the Fault Tree Graphics System menu.

20,

IF--

Steps 1 through 19 we_ performed successfully

THEN:

Go to Step 21.

ELSE:

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

21.

End of Section 6.
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F-4.8 Section 7
1.

Return to the Fault Tree Graphics System menu. Place the cursor on the "Build Graphic Trees" option
and press <enter> to access the Primary Fault Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "FILE"
option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the 'Z,IST" option
and press the left mouse button. Record the list of file names that appear on the screen. Then press
the right mouse button to cancel the option.

2.

Place the cursor on the '_EXIT" option and press the left mouse button to return to the Fault Tree
Graphics System menu. Place the cursor on the "eXtract Fault Trees" option and press <enter> to
access the Extract Graphic Fault Trees screen.

3.

Type D and press <enter>. Verify that a different Extract Graphic Fault Tree screen appears that
contains only the file names. Press <enter> to return to the previous Extract Graphic Fault Trees
screen.

4.

Type C to clear extracted trees and press <enter>. The message "WARNING All existing "*.DIS"
ties will be deleted!! Do you wish to proceed? Y/N" will be displayed on the screen. Type Y and
press <enter>. Observe the message at the bottom of the screen.

5.

Exit from the Extract Graphics Fault Trees screen and return to the Fault Tree Graphics System menu.
Place the cursor on the "Build Graphic frees" option and press <enter> to access the Primary Fault
Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_ILE" option and press the left mouse button to access
the FILE menu.

6.

Place the cursor on the "LIST" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that no list of file names
appears on the screen.

7.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and press the left mouse button to return to the Fault Tree
Graphics System menu. Place the cursor on the "eXtract Fault Trees" option and press <enter> to
access the Extract Graphic Fault Tree screen.

8.

Type X and press <enter> to extract trees. The message "Process all entries?" will be displayedat
the bottom of the screen. Type Y.

9.

Exit fromthe Extract Graphics Fault Tree screenand returnto the Fault Tree Graphics System menu.
Place the cursor on the "Build Graphic Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Primary Fault
Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursoron the '_'ILE"option and press the left mouse button to access
the FILE menu.

10.

Place the cursor on the 'q.,IST" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that a list of files
appears on the screen. Place the cursor on one of the files and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the selected fault tree appears on the screen.

11.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and return to the Fault Tree Graphics System menu. Place the
cursor on the "Graphical Pager" option and press <enter> to access the Fault Tree Pager screen.

12.

Place the cursor on the fault tree named ECS. Record the file name and press <enter>. A fault tree
will appear with a menu.

13.

Place the cursor on the "Show" option andpress the left mouse button. The message "Pick a shape"
will be displayedin the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursoron the top gate shown on the
screen andpress the left mouse button. Verify that the symbol name appears in the bottom left comer
on the screen. Record the symbol name. Press the Hght mouse button to terminatethe "Show" option.
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14.

Place the cursor on the "Find" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter name or
<CR> for ECS>" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Enter the symbol name
recorded in Step 13. Verify that a broken dotted line surrounds the specified symbol.

15.

Place the cursor on the "No Tab" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the "No Tab"
option changes to the 'Table" option. Place the cursor on the "Boxed" option and press the left mouse
button. Verify that the "Boxed" option changes to the ''No Box" option.

16.

Place the cursor on the '_Page" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Select a Gate
for the desired page break" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

17.

Place the cursor on the gate for the desired page break and press the left mouse button. The message
"Enter file name, or type return for file ECS-TRAIN-B>"
will be displayed in the bottom left corner
of the screen. Press <enter>. Verify that a new fault tree with the transfer symbol appears on the
screen. Press the right mouse button to cancel the "Page" option.

18.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and press the left mouse button to return to the Fault Tree Pager
screen. Verify that a new file name was added to the Fault Tree Pager screen.

19.

Exit out of the Fault Tree Pager screen and return to the Fault Tree Graphics System menu. Place the
cursor on the Build Graphics Tree menu and press <enter> to access the Primary Fault Tree Graphics
menu.

20.

Place the cursor on the 'I_ILE'' option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Then
place the cursor on the '_,IST" option and press <enter>. Verify that the new file name created by the
pager was added to the list of files that appears on the screen.

21.

Place the cursor on the file name ECS and press the left mouse button to access the fault tree. Return
to the "FILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu.

22.

Place the cursor on the "Trunk" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the
TRANSIN for transfer" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursor on
the transin symbol and press the left mouse button. Verify that the transfer occurred to the new fault
tree.

23.

Exit and return to the IRRAS menu.

24.

IF--

Steps 1 through 23 were performed successfully

THEN..._.."
Go to Step 25.
ELS....._EE:
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
25.

Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 7.

F.5. PROCEDURE
2--IRRASNONVITAL
EVENTTREEFEATURES
F-5.1 Introduction
This procedure tests the nonvital features associated with the event tree analysis functions included in IRRAS.
These nonvital event tree analysis features include event tree construction, plot trees, load graphic trees, extract event
trees, and link event trees. Table F-3 identifies the features, success criteria, and the specific options that are tested
in each of the sections. Also, the success criteria for the specific event tree options tested are listed in the table in
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TableF-3. IRRAS event tree test procedure specifications.
Sections
1

2

3

4

5

6

Feature group
Create Event
Trees

Features

Success criteria

Options tested

File

To load and perform file
manipulations

New, Save, Laser

Edit

To modify the event tree

Add, Copy, and
Delete

Create Event
Trees

Ends

To add the sequence name,
endstate name, and other
fields

Edit Header,
End States,
Place Header,
Edit Height,
Edit Size,
Font

Plot Trees

Hpgl File
Raster File

To develop a printout
where the event tree
diagram is identical in
content and structure

Hpgl File
Raster File

Create Event
Trees

File

To load and perform file
manipulations

List

Tops

To make changes to the top
events

Add, Del, Name,
Width, Size, Font
and DESC

Show

To clear the screen and redisplay the defined diagram

Show

File

To load and perform file
manipulations

Load, Save

Text

To add text to a diagram at
any location in any size and
color

Write, Move, Erase,
Font, Copy, Color,
Size, Just, Font

View

To change the position and
size of the displayed
diagram

Page T, Page ,l,,
Page <----,
Page --,,
Scroll, Zout, Zres,
Zin,
Sh Text, No Text,
Grid

File

To load and perform file
manipulations

Event, Save, File?

Load

To load graphic trees

Load

Create Event
Trees

Create Event
Trees

Graphics Load
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Table F.3. IRRAS
Sections

7

8

event tree test procedure

Feature group

specifications.

Features

Success criteria

Link Event
Trees

Generate Sequences

To generate sequence logic
for event trees

Generate Sequences

Extract Event
Trees

Display Extracted
Trees

To display all the extracted
trees

Display Extracted
Trees

Clear Extrack "1
Trees

To clear all extracted trees
from a file

Clear Extracted
Trees

Extracted Trees

To remove all extracted
trees from data base

Extracted trees

Transfer

To add, delete, and modify
transfer files names as well
as transfer to and from files

Add, Tran---¢
(--Tran, Modify,
Delete

Edit

To modify the event tree.

Page, and Pass

Line

To select a color for the

Color Bar

Create Event
Trees

Options tested

lines in a diagram
Text

To set a default color for

Laser

text in a diagram
9

Link Event
Trees

Sequence Editor

To edit sequence names,
endstates and assigned
frequencies after an event
tree has been created

Header,
Line Edit, and
Frequency

10

Link Event
Trees

Sequence Editor

To edit sequence names,
endstates and assigned
frequencies after an event
tree has been created

Status @,
Global Replace,
Change Transfer,
and Transfer

11

Link Event
Trees

Link Editor

To specify linkage rules for
an event tree

Add, Insert, Delete,
Restore, and Copy

each of the sections. The steps in each section of this procedure should be followed. If any step is not completed
successfully, an anomaly report should be generated and submitted to the SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

F-5.2 Section 1
1.

Enter the ',,PRADATA.B 1 directory. Type IRRAS and press <enter> to access the IRRAS menu. Place
the cursor on the "MODIFY Data Base" option and press <enter> to acces; the Modify DataBase menu.

2.

At the Modify Database menu, select the "Family" option and press <enter> to access the Edit Family
screen.

3.

At the Edit Family screen, type A and press <enter> to access the Add Family screen. Type Event as
the new family name and press <enter>. Exit and return to the IRRAS menu.
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4.

Place the cursor on the "Select Family" option and press <enter> to access the Select Family screen.
Place the cursor on the family named Event, and press ,:enter> to return to the IRRAS menu. On the
top of the IRRAS menu, the family EVENT will be displayed.

5.

Place the cursor on the "CREATE Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Event Trees
Graphics System menu. Then place the cursor on the "Create Event Trees" option and press <enter>
to access the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu.

6.

Place the cursor on the '_FILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu.

7.

The Large LOCA event tree shown in Figure F-3 will now be created. Place the cursor on the '2qew"
option andpress the left mouse button. The message "Enter Initiating Event or Top Name >" will
be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen and the menu will disappear.

8.

Type A for the initiating event name and press <enter>. The message "Is this an Initiating Event?
>" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Type Y andpress <enter>.

9.

The message "Enter Event Name 01:" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type
RPS and press <enter>.

10.

The message "Enter Event Name #2:" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type
LPI and press <enter>.

11.

The message "Enter Event Name #3:" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type
LCS and press <enter>.

12.

The message "Enter Event Name #4:" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type
RHR and press<enter>.

13.

The message "Enter Event Name #5:" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screeN. Type
VII andpress <enter>.

14.

The message "Enter Event Name #6:" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Press
<enter> to end this option. Verify that the new event tree headings are successfully displayed on the
screen.

15.

From the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "EDIT" option andpress the left
mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

16.

Place the cursor on the "Add" option from the EDIT menu and press the left mouse button. The
message "Pick the intersecting point of the new branch." will be displayed in the bottom left corner
of the screen.

17.

Place the cursor on the top branch underthe LPI event andpress the left mouse button. The message
"Pick the vertical position of the new branch." will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the
screenand a small outline box will appearon the selected branch. Press the left mouse button again.
Verify that the branch was added.

18.

Continue addingnew branches until the event tree is the same as the event tree shown in Figure F-3.
When completed, press the right mouse button to terminate the "Add" option.

19.

Place the cursoron the "Copy" option and pressthe left mouse button. The message "Pick beginning
of the branch to copy" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.
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20.

Place the cursor on the top branch of the RPS event and press the left mouse button. Verify that the
branch is highlighted and the message "Pick copy location" is displayed in the bottom left comer of
the screen.

21.

Place the cursor on the bottom branch of the RPS event and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the branch that was selected is copied at the new location. The event treedisplayed on the screen should
now have 14 sequences. Press the riot mouse button to terminate the "Copy" option.

22.

Place the cursoron the 'T)el"option and press the left mouse button, The message "Pick the branch
to be deleted." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

23.

Place the cursor on the lower branch of the RPS event and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the branch is highlighted and the message "Delete highlighted branch? Left ffiYES, Right = NO"
is displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

24.

Press the left mouse button. Verity that the branch was deleted. Press the right mouse button to
terminate the '13e1"option.

25.

Before preceding to the next step, make sure that the event tree is the same as the event tree shown in
Figure F-3. Add or delete event tree branches as needed.

26.

Place the cursoron the EDIT menu and press the right mouse button to terminate the EDIT menu. At
the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu, place the cursor on the '_ILE" option andpress the left mouse
button to access the FILE menu.

27.

Place the cursor on the "Laser"optionand press the left mouse button to obtain a printout of the event
tree. Verify that the structure of the event tree on the printout is the same as the structure of the event
tree displayed on the screen and shown in Figure F-3.

28.

IF....:

Steps 1 through 27 were performed successfully,

THEN: Go to Step 29.
ELSE.......:
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
29.

End of Section 1.

F-5.3 Section 2
1.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_NDS" option and press
the left mouse button.

2.

Place the cursoron the '_xlit Header" option and press the left mouse button to access a window. This
window contains the following headings: Sequenc_ names, Endstates-names, Frequency, and Extra-#1.
The message "Pick the box to be edited" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

3.

Place the cursoron the box that contains the heading Sequence namesand pressthe left mouse button.
The message "Enter text" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type CORE and
press <enter>. Verify that the window containing the headerwas revised.

4.

Place the cursor on the fast column with the '_q" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the '_l" option changes to a "Y."
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L,.

Verify that the columns for the remaining headers ( i.e. End-States-Names, Frequency, and Extra-#l)
have the '2q" option. If they do not, place the cursor on the affected column and press the left mouse
button to change to the "N" option.

6.

Press the right mouse button.

7.

Return to the ENDS menu. Place the cursor on the "End States" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Pick the leaf corresponding to the desired endstate information" will be
displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

8.

Move the cursor to the end of first sequence and press the left mouse button. Verify that the window
appears on the screen and the Core, End-State-Names, Frequency, and Extra #1 headers are displayed
in the window.

9.

Place the cursor on the row under the CORE header and press the left mouse button. The message
"Enter text:" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Type OK and press <enter>.
Verify the typed text in the window. Press the right mouse button. Verify the word OK for sequence
1.

10.

Place the cursor at the end of the second sequence and press the left mouse button to access a window.
The message "Pick the box to be edited" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

11.

Place the cursor on the row under the CORE header and press the left mouse button. The message
"Enter text:" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Type OK and press <enter>.
Verify the typed text is displayed in the window. Press the right mouse button. Verify the word OK
for sequence 2.

12.

Repeat Step 11 for the remaining six sequences, but type the appropriate end-state as shown in Figure
F-3. Press the right mouse button to cancel t_e "End States" option.

13.

Place the cursor on the "Place Header" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick
the header that is to be relocated" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

14.

Place the cursor on the Core header and press the left mouse button.
The message "pick the
placement point for the header" will be displ_.yed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

15.

Move the cursor to a new location and press the left mouse button.
to the desired location.

16.

Repeat Steps 14 and 15 and move the header back to its proper location. Press the right mouse button
to terminate the "Place Header" option.

17.

Place the cursor on the '_:lit Height" option anti press the left mouse button. The message "Enter
new node height: >" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type 3 for the height
value and press the left mouse button. Verify that the height or distance between the branches of the
event tree have changed on the screen.

18.

Place the cursor on the '_:lit Size" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter new
end state text size: >:" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Enter a value of
your choice and press the left mouse button. Verify that the end state text size has changed on the
screen.

19.

Place the cursor on the '_FONT" option and press the left mouse button to access the FONT menu.
Place the cursor on the desired font and press the left mouse button. Verify on the screen that the endstate text changed to the desired font.

Verify that CORE header is displayed on the top of the screen.

i

i
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20.

Repeat Step 19 for the remaining fonts, but select the original font when completed. Then place the
cursor on the ENDS menu and press the right mouse button to cancel this menu.

21.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_ILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu.

22.

Place the cursor on the "Save" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter f,ie name
or CR for file NONAME.ETG" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

23.

Type the file name LOCA and press the left mouse button. Verify that the message "File Saved"
appears in the bottom left comer on the screen.

24.

Place the cursor on the '_EXIT" option and press the left mouse button to access the Event Tree
Graphics System menu, Place the cursor on the '_PlotTrees" option and press <enter> to access the Plot
Graphics screen.

25.

Type II and place the cursor on the LOSP event tree. Then press <enter> to generate a HPGL file.
Type R and place the cursor on the LOSP event tree. Then press <enter> to generate a RAS file.

26.

Exit the IRRAS program and go to the PRADATA.B I_DCXXX subdirectory. Note: The subdirectory
XXXXX is thefamily name. Type ..WLOTHPG *.HPG _d press <enter> to obtain a printout of the
HPGL files. Note: PLOTHPG will only work on an lip Laser Jet III or flIP. When the printout is
complete, type ..WLOTRAS *.RAS and press <enter> to obtain a printout of the RAS files. Note:
PLOTRAS will work on any laser printer.

27.

Verify that the LOCA event tree printouts correspond to the LOCA event tree shown in Figure F-3.

28.

IF--

'

Steps 1 through 27 were performed successfully

THEN: Go to Step 29.
ELSE:
29.

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

End of Section 2.

F-5.4 Section 3
1.

Return to the PRADATA.B 1 directory, type IRRAS, and press <enter> to access the IRRAS menu.
Select the "Create Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Event Tree Graphics System
menu. Place the cursor on the "Create Event Tree" option and press <enter> to access the Primary
Event Tree Graphics menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the 'qZ'ILE"option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place
the cursor on the '_ist" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the file name LOCA is
displayed on the list that appears on the screen. Then place the cursor on the file name and press the
left mouse button. Verify that the event tree is displayed on the screen.

3.

Place the cursor on the "roPs" option and press the left mouse button to access the TOPS menu.
Place the cursor on the "ADD" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the event
that will follow the new even ' will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

4.

Place the cursor on LCS and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter new event name" will
be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type a three letter acronym of your choice and
press <enter>. Verify that the new event name appears after LPI.
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5.

Repeat Steps 3 and 4, but place the cursor on the event name LPI. Verify that the acronym appears
before the event name LPI.

6.

Return to the TOPS menu. Place the cursor on the 'q3el"option andpressthe left mouse button. The
message "Pick the event that is to be deleted" will be displayed in the bo,,1:a left comer of the
screen. Place the cursoron the event name that was added in Step 4. Verify mat the event name was
deleted.

7.

Repeat Step 6 for the remaining event name. Verify that the event name was deleted.

8.

Place the cursor on the "Name" option on the TOPS menu and press the left mouse button. The
message "Pick an event name" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

9.

Place the cursor on the event name and pressthe left mouse button. Verify thatthe event name appears
in the bottom left comer on the screen. Press the riot mouse button to cancel the '_ame" option.

10.

Place the cursor on the '%Vidth"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter top
width size >" and thewidth size will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Record the
width size shown with the message.

11.

Type 4 and press the left mouse button. Verify that the width of the event tree and event names has
changed on the screen.

12.

Repeat Steps 10 and 11, but enter the original size that was recorded in Step 10. Verify that the event
tree and event names return to the original width.

13.

Place the cursoron the "Size" optionon the Tops menu and press the left mouse button. The message
"Enter new top name text size: >" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

14.

Record the text size that is shown with the message. Then type 1.0 for the text size andpress the left
mouse button. Verify that the text size of the top event names on the screen has changed.

15.

Repeat Step 13, but type the original text size that was recorded in Step 14. Verify that the text size
of the top event names returns to the original size.

16.

Place the cursor on the "FONT" option and press the left mouse button to access the FONT menu.
Place the cursor on a desired font and press the left mouse button. Verify that the top event names
change to the desired font.

17.

Repeat Step 16for the remainingfonts. After all the fonts have been selected, realm to the original font
by selecting the first font on the list.

18.

Place the cursor on the "DESC" option and press the left mouse button to access the DESC menu.

19.

Place the cursor on the 'Zine" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter new top
description line count: <old count>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type
4. Verify that the line count for the event descriptionschanged to the desired line count.

20.

Place the cursor on the '_EDIT"option from the DESC menu and press the left mouse button. The
message "Pick the event description to be edited" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen. Place the cursoron an event name and press <enter>. A small box will appear in the top left
comer on the screen.

21.

Type some text in the box and press <ESC> key. Verify that the text appears above the event names
on the screen. Press the right mouse button to cancel the '_r_.dit"
option.
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22.

Place the cursor on the "Size" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter new top
description text size" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Enter a text size of
2.00. Verify that the event description is displayed in its new size.

23.

Place the cursor on the '_FONT"option and press the left mouse button to access the FONT menu.
Place the cursor on the desired font and press the left mouse button. Verify that the event description
above the event names changed to the desired font.

24.

Repeat Step 23 for the remaining fonts. When completed, return to the original font by selecting the
first font on the list.

25.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. 'Placethe cursor on the "Show" option and press the
left mouse button. Verify that the all menus are cleared from the screen.

26.

Place the cursor on the '__,XIT"option and press the left mouse button. The message "ARE YOU
SURE? Enter "Y" to Quit anyway" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type
Y to access the Event Tree Graphics System menu.

27.

IF__."

Steps 1 through 26 were performed successfully

THEN........'.
Go to Step 28.
ELSE....._."
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
28.

End of Section 3.

F-5.5 Section 4
1.

Place the cursor on the "Create Event Tree" option and press <enter> to return to the Primary Event
Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_).50" option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Enter new text size" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type 1.5 and
press <enter>. Verify the change on the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu.

2.

Place the cursoron the "FILE"option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place
the cursor on the 'q.,oad"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter file name>"
will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Type LOCA and press <enter>. Verify that
the event tree appears on the screen.

3.

Place the cursor on the "TEXT" option and press the left mouse button to access the TEXT menu.

4.

Place the cursor on the 'Write" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the text
placement location" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

5.

Place the cursorunder the event tree and pressthe left mouse button to access the text window. Type
Figure F-3. Large LOCA event tree andpress the <ESC> key. Verify that the text appearson the
screen. Press the right mouse button to cancel the '_¢rite" option.

6.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the 'TILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "Save" option and press the left
mouse button. The message "Enter file name or CR for LOCA.ETG" will be displayed in the
bottom left corner of the screen.
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7.

Press <enter> and the message "File already exists! Replace file? <Y/N>" will be displayed in the
bottom left corner of the screen. Type Y to save the file. Place the cursor on the FILE menu and press
the right mouse button to cancel this menu.

8.

Place the cursor on the '_FONT" option and press the left mouse button to access the FONT menu.
Place the cursor on one of the font options and press the left mouse button.

9.

Return to the Text menu. Place the cursor on the WCrite"option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Pick the text placement location" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

1O. Place the cursor at a location under the event tree. Press the left mouse button to access the text
window. Type text of your choice and press the <ESC> key. Verify that the text changed to the
desired font on the screen. Press the right mouse button to terminate the 'Write" option
11.

Repeat Steps 8 through 10 for several fonts. Verify that the text changed to the desired fonts.

12.

Place the cursor on the "Move" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick region
to be moved - press Cancel to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

13.

Place the cursor nearthe textto be moved and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the
box surroundsthe text and press the left mouse button again. The message "Pick reference point press CANCEL to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left cornerof the screen.

14.

Place the cursor on the text andpress the left mouse button. Position the box at a new location where
the text can be moved and press the left mouse button. Verify that text has moved on the screen.
Press the right mouse button twice to terminate the '_vlove" option.

15.

Place the cursor on the "Copy" option andpress the left mouse button. The message "Pick region to
be copied - press CANCEL to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left cornerof the screen.

16.

Place the cursornearthe text to be copied and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursoruntil the
box surroundsthe text and press the left mouse button again. The message "pick reference point press CANCEL to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

17.

Place the cursoron the text and press the left mouse button. Position the box at a new location where
the text can be copied and press the left mouse button. Verify that text was copied on tLe screen.
Press the right mouse button twice to terminate the "Copy" option.

18.

Place the cursor on the "Erase"optionand press the left mouse button. The message "Pick region to
be deleted" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

19.

Place the cursor near the text that was copied and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
the box surrounds the text and press the left mouse button again. The message "Delete this region?
left ffiYES, Right ffiNO" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

20.

Press the left mouse button. Verify that the text on the screen was deleted. Repeat Step 19 to delete
all the text that was typed in Step 10. When completed, press the right mouse button to cancel the
"Erase"option.

21.

Returnto the TEXT menu. Place the cursor the "EDIT" option and press the left mouse button to
access the EDIT TXT menu.

2:2. Place the cursor on the "Color" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Box the text
to be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.
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23.

Place the cursor near the text to be changed and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the
box surroundsthe text and press the left mouse button again. The message "Pick the new text color
from the color bar" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

24.

Place the cursoron one of the colors from the Color Bar menu and press the left mov_ button. Verify
that the text changed to the selected color. Press the right mouse button to terminate the "Color"
option.

25.

Repeat Steps 22 through 24 for the remaining colors.

26.

Place the cursor on the "Size" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Box the text to
be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

27.

Place the cursor near the text to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
the box surrounds the text and press the left mouse button again. The message "Enter the new text
size >" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

28.

Type a text size of your choice and press the left mouse button. Verify that the size of the selected
text was changed.

29.

Place the cursor on the "Just" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Box the text to
be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

30.

Place the cursor near the text to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
the box surrounds the desired text and press the left mouse button again. The message "Enter text
justification. ('L'--LetL 'R'---Right, 'C'---Center) >" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen.

31.

Type R and press <enter>. Verify that the selected text on the screen has changed to fight justification.

32.

Type L and press <enter>. Verify that the selected text on the screen has changed to left justification.

33.

Type C and press <enter>. Verify that the selected text on the screen has changed to center
justification. Press the right mouse button to terminate the "Just" option.

34.

Place the cursor on the "FONT" option and press the left mouse button to access the Font menu. Place
the cursor at one of the desired fonts and press the left mouse button. The message "Box the text to
be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

35.

Place the cursor near the text to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
the box surrounds the desired text and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the text changed
to the desired font. Press the right mouse button to terminate the "FONT" option. Press the right
mouse button again to cancel the TEXT menu.

36.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "Exit" option and press
<enter>. The message "ARE YOU SURE? Enter Y to Quit anyway" will be displayed in the bottom
left comer of the screen. Type Y to access the Event Tree Graphics System menu.

37.

IF:

Steps 1 through 36 were performed successfully,

THE_..._._NN:
GO TO Step 38.
ELS__._EE:
Record which step or steps were unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to
the SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
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F
End of Section 4.0.

F-5.6 Section 5

'

1.

Place the cursor on the "Create Event Trees" option and press <enter> to return to the Primary Fault
Tree Graphics menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the '_FILE"option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place
the cursor on the '%ist" option and press the left mouse button. Then place the cursoron the LOCA
file name and press the left mouse button to display the event tree on the screen.

3.

Place the cursor on the "VIEW" option and press the left mouse button to access the VIEWS menu.

4.

Place the cursor on the '_Page1""option and press the left mouse button. This will shift the event tree
up a page. Verify that the screen is blank.

5.

Place the cursor on the '_Page,I," and press the left mouse, button. This will shift the event tree down
a page. Verify that the event tree is displayed on the screen.

6.

Place the cursoron the '_Page_--" option and press the left mouse button. This will shift the event tree
to the left one page. Verify that the screen is blank.

7.

Place the cursor on the "Page --)" option and press the ieR mouse button. This will shift the event tree
to the fight one page. Verify that the event tree is displayed on the screen.

8.

Place the cursoron the "Scroll" option and press the left mouse button. Verifythat a white outline box
appears and a cursor is in the center of the box. Place the cursorat a desired location and press the left
mouse button. Verify that the figure moves relative to the cursor position.

9.

Place the cursor on the "Z,out" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that me figure is reduced
approximately 50%. Place the cursor on the '7_a'es"option and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the display returns to the original display size.

10.

Place the cursoron the 'gin" option and press the leR mouse button. The message "Pick first corner"
will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

11.

Place the cursor near the figure and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box
surrounds the figure and press the left mouse button. Verify that the figure is magnified. Place the
cursor on the '7_a'es"option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the display returns to the
original display size.

12.

Place the cursor on the "Sh Text" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the option toggles
to the '_o Text" option. Also verify that written text is no longer displayed on the screen.

13.

Place the cursor on the '_o Text" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the option
toggles to the "Sh Text" option and that the written text "Figure F-3. Large LOCA event tree" is
displayed on the screen.

14.

Place the cursor on the "Grid" option and press the leR mouse button. Verify that a grid appera's on
the screen.

15.

Place the cursor on the "Grid" option again and press the leR mouse button. Verify that the original
screen background is displayed. Place the cursor on the VIEWS menu and press the right mouse button
to terminate this menu.
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16.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu.

17.

Place the cursor on the '_Event"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Type in the
New Name or <Return> for LOCA>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type
LOCA2 as the new file name and press <enter>.

18.

Place thecursor on the "Save" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter file name
or CR for file LOCA ETG" will be displayed on the screen. Press the left mouse button again. The
message "File and Event Tree names do not match! Use File Name for both? <Y/N>" will be
displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

19.

Type N and press <enter>. The message "File already exists! Replace file? <Y/N>" will be
displayedin the bottom left comer of the screen. Type Y, the message "File Saved" will be displayed
in the bottom left comer of the screen.

20.

Place the cursor on the '_EX1T"option from the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu and press the left
mouse button to access the Event Tree Graphics System menu. Place the cursoron the "eXtractEvent
Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Extract Graphic Event Trees screen. Verify that the file
name LOCA2 was added to the file names displayed on the screen.

21.

Type X and place the cursor on the LOCA2 file name to extract the file. Press <enter> and the
message "LOCA2.ETG successfully extracted" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen.

22.

Exit the Extract Graphic Event Trees screen and return to the Event Tree Graphics System menu. Place
the cursor on the "Create Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Primary Event Graphics
System menu.

23.

Place the cursoron the "FILE"option to access the FILE menu. Place the cursoron the "LIST" option
and press the left mouse button. Verify that both file names appear on the screen. Place the cursor
on the file name called LOCA2 and press the left mouse button. Verify that the event tree appears on
the screen.

24.

Return to the "FILE" option located at the Primary Event Graphics System menu and press the left
mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "File ?" option and press the left
mouse button. Verify that the file name is displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

25.

Place the cursor on the FILE menu and press the right mouse button to terminatethe FILE menu.

26.

IF:

Steps 1 and 24 were performed successfully

THEN'. Go to Step 27
ELSE: Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
27.

End of Section 5.

F-5.7 Section 6
1.

Exit from the IRRAS program and change to the to the PRADATA.B POCXXXXsubdirectory. Note:
The PRADATA.B1 subdirectory is the family name which is EVENT.
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2.

Insert the disk that has been included for this procedure into the A drive. Type Dir A: and press
<enter> to view the files on this disk. Verify that all of the following files are on the disk:
LOSP.ETG, CCS.DLS, ECS.DLS, EVENT.BEA, EVENT.BED, and EVENT.BEI.

3.

Copy all of these files to the CAPRADATA.BI'xEVENT subdirectory.
C:x,PRADATA.B1 directory and type IRRAS to access the IRRAS menu.

4.

Place the cursor on the "UTILITY Options" option and press <enter> to access the IRRAS Utilities
menu. Place the cursor on the "Load MAR-D Data Files" option and press <enter> to access the Select
Data Source screen. Place the cursor on the 'qVIAR-D"option and press <enter> to access the MAR.D
Data menu. Place the cursor on the ''Basic Event" option and press <enter> to access the Basic Event
Data menu.

5.

Place the cursor on the "Descriptions" option and press <enter> to access the Load screen. Verify the
name EVENT in the window. Type L and place the cursor on the file name and press <enter>. Verify
that the message "Load complete" is displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Exit this screen
and return to the Basic Event Data menu.

6.

Place the cursor on the '_RateInformation" option and press <enter> to access the Load screen. Verify
the file name in the window. Type L and place the cursor on the file name and press <enter>. Verify
that the message "Load compete" is displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Exit this screen
and return to the Basic Event Data menu.

7.

Place the cursor on the "Attributes" option and press <enter> to access the Load screen. Again verify
the name EVENT in the window. Type L and place the cursor on the file name and press <enter>.
Verify that the message "Load compete" is displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen. Exit this
screen and return to the Basic Event Data menu. Exit the Basic Event Data menu and return to the
IRRAS menu.

8.

Place the cursor on the ''BUH_D Fault Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Fault Tree
Graphics System menu. Place the cursor on the 'Toad Graphic Trees" option and press <enter> to
access the Load Fault Tree Graphics screen. Verify that the system file names CCS and ECS appear
on the screen.

9.

Type L and press <enter>. The message "Process all entries? (Y/N)" will be displayed in the bottom
left
comerofthescreen.
TypeY andobserve
themessage"Faulttreesuccessfully
loaded"inthe
bottomleft
corner
onthescreen.
ExitfromtheLoadFaultTreeGraphics
screen
andreturn
totheFault
TreeGraphics
Systemmenu.Placethecursor
onthe"Build
Graphics
Trees"
option
andpress
<enter>
toaccess
theFaultTreeGraphics
menu.

[

Then change to the

10. Placethecursor
onthe'_FILE"
option
andpress
theleft
mousebuttontoaccess
theFILEmenu.Place
thecursor
onthe'1,ist"
option
andpresstheleft
mousebutton.Verify
that
thefiles
CCS andECS
appear
onthescreen.
Press
theright
mousebuttontocancel
the'List"
option.
ExitthePrimary
Fault
TreeGraphics
menu andreturn
totheIRRASmenu.
lI. Placethecursor
onthe"Create
EventTree"option
andpress
<enter>toaccess
theEventTreeGraphics
Systemmenu.Placethecursor
onthe"Graphics
Load"option
andpress
<enter>toaccess
theLoad
Graphics
Treesscreen.
12. Type L,placethecursor
on theLOSP file
name,andpress<enter>.ExittheLoad EventTree
Graphics
screen
andreturn
totheEventTreeGraphics
Systemmenu. Placethecursor
on theCreate
EventTreesmenu andpress
<enter>toaccess
thePrimary
EventTreeGraphics
menu.
13. Placethecursor
onthe'q:]'LE"
option
andpress
theleft
mousebuttontoaccess
theFILEmenu.Place
thecursor
on the'_ist"
option
andpresstheleft
mousebutton.Verifythatthefile
name LOCA
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appears on the screen. Press the fight mouse button to cancel the "List" option.
Event Tree Graphics menu and return to the IRRAS menu.

F

Exit the Primary

14.

Place the cursor on the "GENERATE Event Data" option and press <enter> to access the Change Sets
screen. Verify that the screen is blank. Type G and press <enter>. A window will be displayed in
the bottom left comer of the screen.

15.

Place the cursor on the '_Propagate Event Failure (Y/N)" option. Type Y and press <enter>.
The
message "Event data set to base ease (no changes)" will be displayed in the bottom left comer on the
screen. Exit the Change Sets screen and return to the IRRAS menu.

16.

Place the cursor on the "FAULT Tree Analysis" option and press <enter> to access the Fault Tree
Analysis menu. Place the cursor on the "Analyze Systems" option and press <enter> to access the
Analyze Systems screen.

17.

Type G and place the cursor on the fault tree named CCS. Press <enter> to access the CUT SET
GENERATION CUTOFF VALUES screen. Press <enter> again. Verify the total number of cutsets and
the outset value. Record the cut-set value. Press <enter> to return to the Analyze Systems screen.

18.

Place the cursor on fault tree ECS and press <enter> to access the CUT SET GENERATION CUTOFF
VALUES screen. Press <enter> again. Verify the total number of cutsets and the cutset value. Record
the cut-set value. Exit and return to the IRRAS menu.

19.

Place the cursor on the "CREATE Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Event Tree
Graphics System menu. Place the cursor on the ''Link Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access
the Link Event Tree screen.

20.

Type G and place the cursor on the LOSP file name to generate the sequence logic. Press <enter> to
access the Sequence Generation Information screen. Place the cursor in the space for Report Name.
Delete LOSP.LST, type CON, and press <enter>. Verify the list of sequences on the screen. Note:
The LOSP event tree should have three sequences. Press <enter> to return to the Link Event Tree
screen.

21.

Exit the Link Event Tree screen and return to the Event Tree Graphics System menu.

22.

IF--

Steps 1 through 21 were performed successfully

THEN:

Go to Step 23.

ELSE:

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

23.

Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 6.

F-5.8 Section 7
1.

From the Event Tree Graphics System menu, place the cursor on the "Create Event Trees" option and
press <enter> to access the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "FI'LE" option
and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "LIST" option and
press the left mouse button. Record the list of file names that are displayed on the screen. Then press
the right mouse button to cancel the "LIST" option.

2.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and press the left mouse button to return to the Event Tree
Graphics System menu. Place the cursor on the "eXtract Event Trees" option and press <enter> to
access the Extract Graphic Event Trees screen.
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3.

Type D to display extracted trees and press <enter>.
screen appears that contains only the file names.
Graphic Event Trees screen.

4.

Type C to clear extracted trees and press <enter>. Observe the following message in a box on the
screen: "WARNING All existing "*.ETG" files will be deleted!! Do you wish to proceed?" Type
Y and press <enter>. The message "All extracted files cleared" will be displayed in the bottom left
comer of the screen.

5.

Exit from the Extract Graphics Event Trees screen and return to the Event Tree Graphics System menu.
Place the cursor on the "Create Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Primary Event Tree
Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the
FILE menu,

6.

Place the cursor on the "LIST" option and press the left mouse button.
appear on the screen.

7.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and press the left mouse button to return to the Event Tree
Graphics System menu. Place the cursor on the "eXtract Event Trees" option and press <enter> to
access the Extract Graphic Event Trees screen.

8.

Type X and press <enter> to extract trees. The message "Process all entries? (Y/N)" will be displayed
on the bottom left comer on the screen. Type Y.

9.

Exit the Extract Graphics Event Tree screen and return to the Event Tree Graphics System menu. Place
the cursor on the "Cream Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Primary Event Tree
Graphics menu. At the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "FILE" option and
press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu.

10.

Place the cursor on the "LIST" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that a list of files
appears on the screen. Place the cursor on one of the files and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the selected event tree appears on the screen.

11.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and return to the Event Tree Graphics System menu.

12.

IF:

Steps 1 through 11 were performed successfully,

THEN:

Go to Step 13.

ELSE_: Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
13.

Verify that a different Extract Graphic Event Tree
Press <enter> to return to the previous Extract

Verify that no file names

Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 7.

F-5.9 Section 8
1.

At the Event Tree Graphic System menu. Place the cursor on the "Create Event Trees" option and press
<enter> to access the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place
the cursor on the "List" option and press the left mouse button. Place the cursor on the LOCA file
name and press the left mouse button. Verify that the LOCA event tree appears on the screen.

3.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the 'q'RAN" option and press
the left mouse button to access the TRANS menu.
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4.

Place the cursor on the "Add" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the leaf
where the transfer is to be placed" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

5.

Place the cursor on the sixth sequence and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter transfer
file name" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen. Type LOSP and press <enter>.
Verifythat the letterT is displayedat the end of sequence six. Press the right mouse button to cancel
the "Add" option.

6.

Returnto the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_ILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "Save" option andpress the left
mouse button. The message "Enter file name or CR for file LOCA.ETG" will be displayed in the
bottom left cornerof the screen. Press the left mouse button again and the message "File already
exists! Replace file? <Y/N>" will be displayed in the bottom left cornerof the screen. Type Y to save
the file.

7.

Place the cursor on the FILE menu and press the right mouse button to cancel the FILE menu.

8.

Returnto the TRANS menu. Place the cursor on the "Tran-->"option and pressthe left mouse button.
The message "Pick the leaf corresponding to the desired transfer file name" will be displayed in
the bottom left comer of the screen.

9.

Place the cursor on the sixth sequence and press the left mouse button. Verify that the file transfers
to the LOSP event tree.

10.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the 'TRAN" option to access
the TRANS menu again. Place the cursoron the "_Tran" option and press the left mouse button. A
list of file nameswill be displayed on the screen. Also the message "Pick the file to transfer to" will
be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

11.

Place the cursoron the LOCA file nameand press the left mouse button. Verify that the LOCA event
tree appearson the screen.

12.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "TRAN" option and press
the left mouse button to access the TRANS menu again.

13.

Place the cursoron the "Modify" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the leaf
corresponding to the transfer to be edited" will be displayed in the bottom left cornerof the screen.

14.

Place the cursoron the sixth sequence. Press the left mouse button and observe the message "'rype
in the New Name of <Return> for LOSP>" displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

15.

Type a new file name of your choice and press <enter>. In order to verify the new file name, place
the cursor on the sixth sequence again and press the left mouse button. Verify that the file name is
displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Press the right mouse button twice to terminate
''Modify" option.

16.

Place the cursoron the 'Z_elete"option and press the left mouse button. Observe the message "Pick
the leaf corresponding to the transfer to be deleted" displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

17.

Place the cursor on the sixth sequence and press the left mouse button. Verify that the transfer letter
T is no longerdisplayed on the screen. Press the right mouse button to terminate the 'q3elete"option.

18.

Returnto the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursoron the "FILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu.
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19.

Place the cursor on the "Save" option and press the ieR mouse button. Observe the message "Enter
file name or CR for file LOCA.ETG >" displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Press the
left mouse button again and observe the message "File already exists! Replace file? <Y/N>"
displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type Y to save the file.

20.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the
left mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

21.

Place the cursor on the "page" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick beginning
of the branch to page" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

22.

Place the cursoron the branchunderthe LPI event name and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the branchis highlighted andthat the message "Create Transfer here? [Y]" is displayedin the bottom
left comer of the screen. Type Y and press <enter>. The message "Enter the transfer file name >"
will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

23.

Type a file name of your choice and press <enter>. Verify that the event tree appears on the screen
with the transferletter T at the end of the sequence. Press the fight mouse button to terminatethe
"Page" option,

24.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursoron the "IRAN" option and press
the left mouse button to access the TRANS menu.

25.

Place the cursor on the 'Tran---)"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the leaf
corresponding to the desired transfer file name" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen.

26.

Place the cursor on the sequence with the letter T and press the left mouse button. The message
"Current drawing not saved. Enter "T" to transfer anyway >" will be displayedin the bottom left
comer of the screen. Type T. Verify the new event tree.

27.

Returnto the "TRAN" option and press the left mouse button to access the TRANS menu. Place the
cursor on the "¢---Tran"option and press the left mouse button. A list will appearon the screen with
the new event tree file name. Also, the message "Pick the file to transfer to" will be displayed in the
bottom left cornerof the screen.

28.

Place the cursor on the LOCA file name and press the left mouse button. Verify on the screen that
the file transfers to the event tree.

29.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursoron the 'Line" optionand press the
left mouse button. The message "Pick a new color from the color bar" will be displayed in the
bottom left comer of the screen.

30.

Place the cursor on the first color and press the left mouse button. Then place the cursor on the
"Show" option and pressthe left mouse button. Verify that the event tree changes to the desired color.

31.

Repeat Steps 29 and 30 for the remaining colors.

32.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursoron the 'TEXT" option and press
the left mouse button. The message "Pick a new color from the color bar" will be displayed in the
bottom left comer of the screen.

33.

Place the cursor on the first color and press the left mouse button. Then place the cursor on the
"Show" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the text for event tree changes to the
desired color.
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34.

Repeat Steps 32 and 33 for the remaining colors.

35.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "1"$" option and press the
left mouse button. Verify that the color bar toggles to the new color bar.

36.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the
left mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

37.

Place the cursor on the '_Pass"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the branch
that is to be made a pass" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

38.

Under the VIJ event name, place the cursor on the branch that supports the second and third sequences
and press the left mouse button. Verify that the branch is highlighted and that the message "Make
highlight branch a pass? Left = YES, Right - NO" is displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen.

39.

Press the left mouse button again. Verify that the branch under the VIJ event name was deleted. Press
therightmousebuttontocancel
the'_Pass"
option.

40. Return
tothePrimary
EventTreeGraphics
menu.Placethecursor
onthe'_ILE"option
andpress
the
left
mousebuttontoaccess
theFILEmenu.
41. Placethecursor
onthe"Save"
option
andpress
theleft
mousebutton.
Themessage"Enterfile
name
orCR forfile
LOCA.ETG >" will
bedisplayed
inthebottomleft
comerofthescreen.
Press
theleft
mousebuttonagainandthemessage"File
already
exists!
Replacefile?
<Y/N>"will
bedisplayed
in
thebottomleft
comerofthescreen.
TypeY tosavethefile.
42. Placethecursor
on the"Laser"
option
andpresstheleft
mouse buttontoobtain
a printout
ofthe
modified
eventtree.Verify
fromtheprintout
that
theeventnameVIJforsequences
2 and3hasbeen
passed.
43. Placethecursor
on the'_XIT"option
andpresstheleftmouse buttontoaccesstheEventTree
Graphics
System
menu.Placethecursor
onthe"LinkEventTrees"
option
andpress
<enter>
toaccess
theLinkEventTreescreen.
44. TypeG andplacethecursor
on theLOCA file
name inthewindow.Press<enter>toaccess
the
Sequence
Generation
Information
screen.
Verify
thatthecursor
isintheReportNam.escreen.
45. Deletethereport
name LOCA.LST,typeCon,and press
<enter>.Verifythesequence
list
on the
screen.
Comparetheprintout
obtained
fromStep42andtothefigure
displayed
on thescreen.
Verify
that
theeventname VIIwasnotincluded
insequences
2 and3. Press<enter>toreturn
totheLink
EventTreescreen.
46. IF:
THE

Stepsl through
45wereperformed
successfully,
Go toStep47.

ELSE: Recordwhichstep(s)
was unsuccessful.
Generate
an anomalyreport
andsubmitittothe
SAPHIRE 4.0V&V committee.
47. End ofSection
8.
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F-5.10 Section 9
1.

At the Link Event Tree screen, type S and place the cursor on the LOSP file name. Place the cursor on
the LOSP file name and press <enter> to access the Sequence Editor screen.

2.

Type H and press <enter> to edit the headers. Observe that there are four headers that can be changed.
Type NAMES to change the first header. Use the <right arrow> key to move the cursor to the second
header. Type STATES for the second header.

3.

Let the third and fourth headers remain as FREQUENCY and EXTRA-#1. Press <enter>. Verify that
the changes were made to the NAMES, STATES, FREQUENCY, and EXTRA-#I headers displayed on
the screen.

4.

Type L and place cursor on the first sequence. Press <enter> and observe the four different blocks
undereach header. Underthe first headertype 1-LOSP-ECS. Use the <right arrow> key to move
the cursor to the second column under STATES. Delete the numerical value, type OK, and press
<enter>. Verify thatthe changefor sequence 1 occurredon the screen.

5.

Place the cursor on the second sequenceandpress <enter>. Observe the four different columns under
each header. Type 2-LOSP-ECS-CCS for the fu'stheader. Use the ,:right arrow> key to move the
cursorto the second column underthe word STATES. Type SMALL-RELEASE and press <enter>.
Verify that the change occurredon the screen for sequence 2.

6.

Place the cursor on the third sequence and press <enter>. Type 3..LOSP-ECS-CCS under the f'u'st
header NAMES. Use the <right arrow> key to move the cursor to the second column under the
STATESheader, type LARGE-RELEASE, and press <enter>. Verify that the change for sequence
3 occurredon the screen.

7.

Type F andpress <enter> to view the frequencies. The message "Process all entries? (Y/N)" will be
displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type Y. Verify the values under the frequency
column for sequences ? .......
' _.

8.

Type E and press <
_xit. The message "Save Changes before Exiting? (Y/N)" will be
displayedin the midd_
screen. Type Y and press <enter> to access _e Link Event Tree screen.
Exit andreturnto the Event Tree Graphics System menu.

9.

Place the cursor on the '_reate EventTrees" option and press<enter> to access the Primary Event Tree
Graphics menu. Place the cursoron the 'TILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the
FILE menu.

10.

Place the cursoron the '1.ist" option andpress the left mouse button. Place the cursor on the LOSP
file name and press the left mouse button. Verify that the changes made in the previous steps are
correctly displayed the screen.

11.

Place the cursor on the "Exit" option and press the left mouse button to return to the Event Tree
Graphics System menu.

12.

IF--

Steps 1 through 11 were performed successfully

THEN: Go to Step 13.
ELSE:
13.

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

End of Section 9.
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F-5.11 Section 10
1.

Place the cursor on the 'TAnk Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Link Event Tree
screen. Type S, place the cursor on the LOCA file name, and press <enter> to access the Sequence
Editor screen.

2.

Type @, place the cursor on sequence 2, and press <enter>. Verify that the @ symbol appears on the
screen in the END-STATES-NAMES column. Place the cursor on Sequence 3 and press <enter>.
Again, verify that the @ symbol appears on the screen in the END-STATES-NAMES column.

3.

Type E and press <enter>. The message "Save Changes before Exiting? (Y/N)" will be displayed
in the middle of the screen. Type Y and press <enter> to access the Link Event screen.

4.

Type G and place the cu_or on the LOCA file name in the window. Then press <enter> to access the
Sequence Generation Information window. Observe that the cursor is in the Report Name screen.

5.

Delete the report name LOCA.LST, type CON, and press <enter>. Verify the sequence list on the
screen. Verify that sequences 2 and 3 are not displayed on the screen. Pres' <enter> to return to the
Link Event Tree screen.

6.

Type S and place the cursor on the LOCA file name and press <enter> to access the Sequence Editor
SCl'eeil.

7.

Type @, place the cursor on sequence 2, and press <enter>. Verify that the @ symbol is deleted from
the screen. Place the cursor on sequence 3 and press <enter>. Verify that the @ symbol is deleted
from the screen.

8.

Type E and press <enter>. The message "Save Changes before Exiting? (Y/N)" will be displayed
in the middle of the screen. Type Y and press <enter> to access the Link Event screen.

9.

Type G and place the cursor on the LOCA file in the window. Then press <enter> to access the
Sequence Generation Information screen. Observe that the cursor is in the Report Name screen.

10.

In the Report Name screen, delete LOCA.LST, type CON, and press <enter>. Verify the sequence list
on the screen. Verify that sequences 2 and 3 are displayed on the screen. Press <enter> and return to
the Link Event Tree screen.

11.

Type S and place the cursor on the LOCA file name and press <enter> to access the Sequence Editor
sc-Te,en.

12.

Type C, place the cursor on sequence 2, and press <enter>. Verify the letter T on the screen. Type
E and press <enter>. The message "Save Changes before Exiting? (Y_I)" will be displayed in the
middle of the screen. Type Y and press <enter> to access the Link Event screen. Exit the Link Event
screen and return to the Event Tree Graphics System menu.

13.

Place the cursor on the '_reate Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Primary Event Tree
Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the 'TILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the
FILE menu.

14.

Place the cursor on the 'LIST" option and press the left mouse button. Place the cursor on the LOCA
file name and press the left mouse button. Verify that the LOCA event tree is displayed on the screen
and that the transfer letter T is displayed at the end of sequence 2.

_.5.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "TRAN" option and press
the lea mouse button to access the TRANS menu.
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16.

Place the cursor on the '_lodify" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the leaf
corresponding to the transfer to be edited" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

17.

Position the cursor On sequence 2 and press the left mouse button again and the message "Type in the
New Name or <Return> for >" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type LOSP
and press <enter>. Then press the right mouse button to terminate the "Modify" option.

18.

Return to the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_ILE" option and press the
left mouse button to access the FILE menu.

19.

Place the cursor on the "Save" option and press the left mouse button.
or CR for file name LOCA.ETG>"
will be displayed in the bottom
the left mouse button again and the message "File already exists!
displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type Y to save the

20.

Return to the TRANS menu. Place the cursor on the "I'ran-_" option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Pick the leaf corresponding to the desired transfer file name" will be displayed in
the bottom left comer of the screen.

21.

Place the cursor on sequence 2 and press the left mouse button. Verify on the screen that the transfer
to the LOSP event tree occurred. Exit the Primary Event Tree Graphics menu and return to the Event
Tree Graphics System menu.

22.

Place the cursor on the "Link Event Tree" option and press <enter> to access the Link Event Tree
screen. Type S and place the cursor on the LOCA file name and press <enter> to access the Sequence
Editor screen.

23.

Type T, place the cursor on sequence 2, and press <enter>.
LOSP file. Press <enter> and return to the LOCA file.

24.

Exit the Sequence Editor screen and return to the Link Editor screen. Place the cursor on the LOSP file
name and press <enter> to access the Sequence Editor screen.

25.

Type G and place the cursor on sequence 2. Verify that 2-LOSP-ECS-CCS and Small-Release appear
under the NAMES and STATE headers for sequence 2. Press <enter>.
Verify that a window is
displayed in the middle of the screen with two blocks entitled Search for and Replace with.

26.

Type 2-LOSP-ECS-CCS in the Search for space. Move the cursor to the Replace with space and type
LOSP-ECS-CCS.
Move the cursor to the In Column space and type 1. Press <enter>. Verify that
the changes are made in the Sequence Editor screen.

27.

Remain on sequence 2 and press <enter> again. Type Small-Release in the Search for space. Move
the cursor to the Replace with space and type Large-Release. Move the cursor to the In Column space,
type 2, and press <enter>. Verify that the changes were made on the Sequence Editor screen.

28.

Type E and press <enter>. The message "Save Changes before Exiting? (Y/N)" will be displayed
in the middle of the screen. Type Y and press <enter>. Exit the Link Event screen and return to the
Event Tree Graphics System menu.

29.

Place the cursor on the "Create Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Primary Event Tree
Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "FILE '' option and press the left mouse button to access the
FILE menu.
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30.

Place the cursor on the "LIST" option and press the left mouse button. Place the cursor on the LOSP
file name and press the left mouse button. Verify that the LOSP event tree is displayed on the screen.
Also verify the changes made on the screen.

31.

Place the cursor on "EXIT" option and return to the Event Tree Graphics System screen.

32.

IF:

Steps 1 through 31 were performed successfully,

THEN:

Go to Step 33.

ELSE." Record which step(s) were unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
33.

Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 10.

F-5.12 Section 11
1.

Exit the Event Tree Graphics System menu and return to the IRRAS menu. Place the cursor on the
"MODIb_i DataBase" option and press <enter> to access the Modify Database menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the "SYstems" option and press <enter> to access the Edit Systems screen. Type
A and press <enter> to access the Add System screen. Place the cursor in the space for Name. Type
Systl and press <enter>. Verify on the Edit System screen that the word Systl was added.

3.

Press <enter> again to access the Add System screen. Type Syst2 and press <enter>. Verify on the
Edit System screen that the name Syst2 was added. Exit the Edit System screen and return to the IRRAS
menu.

4.

Place the cursor on the "CREATE Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access the Event Tree
Graphic System screen. Place the cursor on the ''Link Event Trees" option and press <enter> to access
the Link Event Tree screen.

5.

Type G and place the cursor on the LOCA file name. Press <enter> to access the Sequence Generation
Information screen. Observe that the cursor is in the Report Name screen.

6.

Delete LOCA.LST and type PRN.
the Link Event Tree screen.

7.

Type L and place the cursor on the LOCA file name. Press <enter> to access the Link Editor screen.
Locate the cursor under the # symbol.

8.

Type A. Verify the number I under the # symbol. Press <enter> to move the cursor to the IF column.
Type A again. Verify the list of systems in the Tops menu.

9.

Type/LPI and press <enter>. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the Then column. Type A
to access the list of systems in the Tops menu. Type RIIR and press <enter>. The cursor should now
be in the Is column. Type A again to access the Systems window. Type Systl and press <enter>.

10.

Type A. Verify the number 2 under the # symbol. Press <enter> to move the cursor to the next
column. Type A to access the Tops menu. Type LPI and press <enter>. The cursor should now be
in the And column.

11.

Type A and/LCS.
Move the cursor to the next cohamn. Type A and RIIR.
the cursor to the Is coiumn. Type A and Syst2.

Press <enter> to obtain a printout of the sequences and return to
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12.

Type E to exit the Link Editor screen. Observe the message "Save Rules, then Exit (Y/N)" displayed
c the screen. Type Y and press <enter> to return to the Link Event Tree screen.

13.

Type G and place the cursor on the LOCA file name in the window. Then press <ent_:r> to access the
Sequence Generation Information window. Observe that the cursor is in the Report Name screen.

14.

Delete the report name LOCA.LST and type PRN. Press <enter> to obtain a printout of the sequences
and return to the Link Event Tree screen. Compare this printout to the printout obtained in Step 6.
Verify that the changes were made to the sequences.

15.

Type L and place the cursor on the LOCA file name. Press <enter> to access the Link Editor screen.
At the first sequence, place the cursor on the/LPI system name and type I. Verify that a new space was
inserted on the screen. Type A to access the Tops menu, type VII, and press <enter>. Verify that
system name VIJ was added o'a the screen.

16.

Place the cursor on the system name VIJ and type D in order to delete. Verify that the system name
was removed from the screen. Type R in order to restore the system name VIJ. Verify that the system
name VIJ is restored on the screen.

17.

Place the cursor on the system name LPI in sequence 2 and type C. The message "Copy Rule 2 after
Rule 0 (0=First, 9999= Last)" will be displayedat the top on the screen. Place the cursor in the After
Rule space, type 2, and press <enter>. Verify that the sequence was copied and that the sequence is
now sequence 3.

18.

Exit the Link editor screen and return to the Link Event Tree screen. Exit the Link Event Tree screen
and Return to the 1RRAS menu.

19.

IF:

Steps 1 through 18 were performedsuccessfully

THEN: GO TO Step 20.
ELSE._.:Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
20.

End of Section 11.

F-6. PROCEDURE
3--FEPNONVITALFEATURES
F-6.1 Introduction
FEP is a program developed to provide common user access to the suite of graphical tools developed for
performing risk an_'lysis. These tools include the fault tree, event tree, and piping & instrumentation diagram (P&ID)
graphical editors. The fault tree and event tree editors are available through IRRAS, and allow the analyst to
construct and modify graphical fault trees and event trees, respectively. The P&ID editor is accessible only through
FEP and allows the user to construct and modify graphical plant drawings. These plant drawings can be used to
document the modeling used in a PRA. FEP allows the analyst to generate a graphical display, and avoid using the
more complex and time consuming IRRAS program.
This procedure tests the nonvital features associated with the P&ID editor of FEP. The nonvital features of
the fault tree and event tree graphical editors are not included because they are tested in Procedures 1 and 2. The
nonvital P&ID features include extracting P&ID graphics, plotting P&IDs, and generating symbols plus the P&ID
editor. Table F-4 identifies the nonvital features of the P&ID editor, the success criteria, and the specific options
that are tested in each section. The steps in each section of this procedure should be followed. If any step is not
completed successfully, an anomaly report should be generated and submitted to the SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
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Table F-4. FEP test procedure specifications.
Sections
1

2

3

4

Feature group

Success criteria

Options tested

Edit

To make changes to the P&ID

Symbols, Line
Ortho Y, Ortho
N, Flip _--_, Flip
$,1,,Rotate, Scale,
Move, Copy,
Delete, and
Adjust

Utility

To specify program defaults

Rotate, Skip

Text

To add and manipulate text

Write

Prnt

To send the current file to a
Laser printer

Laser

File

To load and save drawings
and perform file manipulations

Save, File? and
New

Edit

To make changes to the P&ID

Symbols, Line
Attribute, Name

Text

To add and manipulate text

Write

File

To load and save drawings
and perform file manipulations

Save, and File?

Utilities

HP Plotter

To send P&ID to the laser
printer

Hpgl File Raster
File

P&ID Editor

File

To load and save drawings
and perform file manipulations

List

Text

To add and manipulate text

Font, Write
Move, Copy,
Edit, Text, Just,
Color, Size, Erase

View

To change the position and
size of the displayed diagram

Zout, Zres

File

To load and save drawings
and perform file manipulations

Load, +Tran,
Save, Xfer--->
<---Xfer

Edit

To make changes to the P&ID

Attributes, Fill
Color, Name
Color, Line
Color, Name
Size, Name Font

View

To change the position and
size of the displayed diagram

Page 1",,1,Page
(--,--) Scroll,
Zout, Zin, Zprev,
Zres

P&ID Editor

P&ID Editor

P&ID Editor

"

5

°

P&ID Editor

Features
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Table F-4. FEP test procedure specifications.
Sections

6

Feature group

Success criteria

Options tested

Utility

To specify program defaults

Grid Off, Grid
On, Show Name,
No Name, Skip,
Snap On, Snap
Off, and Scale

Utility

Symbol Generator

To make a change to an
existing symbol file or create
a new symbol file

Symbol Generator

P&ID Editor

FILE

To load and save drawings
and perform file manipulations

SName

Edit

To make changes to the P&ID

Copy, Paste

Text

To set a default color for the
text for a diagram

Color Bar

Cntr/Left/Right

Change the text justification

Center, Right,
Left

Fill

To select color for symbols

Color Bar

Line

To select a color for lines to
used in a diagram

Color Bar

On/Off

To toggle to fill or not to fill
symbols when placed on the
drawings

On, Off

Extract
Graphics/P&IDS

To extract or delete P&IDS

Extract P&IDs,
and Delete
Extracted P&IDs

7

8

Features

Utility

F-6.2 Section 1
l.

Enter the PRADATA.B l directory, type FEP and press <enter> to access the Fault Tree, Event Tree,
and Piping & Instrumentation Diagram Editors menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the '_P&IDEditor" option and press <enter> to access the P&ID Editor Graphics
menu. Place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the left mouse button to access the EDIT
menu. Then place the cursoron the "SYMBLS" option and press the left mouse button to access the
Symbol menu.

3.

Place the cursoron the pumpsymbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the symbol and pressthe
left mouse button to position the symbol on the screen. Press the fight mouse button to cancel the
"SYMBLS" option.

4.

Repeat Step 3 for the remaining symbols. Verify that each symbol is successfully placed on the screen.
Press the right mouse button to cancel the Symbol menu.

5.

From the EDIT menu, place the cursoron the "LINE" option and press the left mouse button to access
the LINE menu.
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6.

From the LINE menu, place the cursor on the first line located in the first row, and press the left mouse
button. The message "Enter poixlts in order of direction of flow" will be displayed at the bottom
of the screen.

7.

Press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor to a desiredlocation and press the left mouse button.
Press the right mouse button to terminatethe line. Verify that the line appears on the screen. Press
the right mouse button again to cancel the "LINE" option.

8.

Repeat steps 6 and 7 for the remaining lines.

9.

From the LINE menu, place the cursoron the "OrthoY" optionand press the left mouse button. Verify
that the orthogonalline function toggles to the "Ortho N" option.

10.

Place the cursor on the line located in the fifth row of the LINE menu andpress the left mouse button.
The message "Enter points in order of direction of flow" will be displayedin the bottom left comer
of the screen.

11.

Press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor to a desired location and press the left mouse button
again to display a line on the screen. Drag the cursor to a new location, at a differentangle, and press
theleft mouse button again. Verify thata diagonal line has been drawn. Press the Hght mouse button
twice to cancel the "OrthoN" option.

12.

Fromthe LINE menu, place the cursoron the "OrthoN" option andpress the left mouse button. Verify
that the orthogonalline function toggles to the "Ortho Y" option.

13.

Place the cursor on the line located on the fifth row of the LINE menu and pressthe left mouse button.
The message "Enter points in order of direction of flow" will be displayedin the bottom left comer
of the screen.

14.

Press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor to a desired location andpress the left mouse button to
display a line on the screen. Drag the cursor to a new location, at a differentangle, andpress the left
mouse button again. Verify that a line at a right angle has been drawn. Press the right mouse button
twice to cancel the "Ortho Y" option. Press the right mouse button again to cancel the LINE menu.

15.

Returnto the EDIT menu. Place the cursoron the "<----->_ip"option and press the leg mouse button.
The message "Box Symbols to flipped" will be displayed in thebottom left comer of t_e screen. Place
the cursornear the butterflyvalve symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursoruntil the
box surroundsone of the symbols and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the symbol was
inverted horizontally. Press the right mouse button to cancel the "<---->Flip"option.

16.

Place the cursoron the "T,I,Flip" optionand pressthe left mouse button. The message "Box Symbols
to flipped" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Place the cursornear a control
valve and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box surroundsthe symbol and press
the left mouse button again. Verify that the symbol has been inverted vertically. Press the right
m_use button to cancel the "$,l,Flip" option.

17.

Return to the Primary P&ID Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the 'q.JTIL"option and press the left
mouse button to access the UTIL menu. Place the cursor on the "Rotate" option and press the left
mouse button. The message "Group rotations will be done at center of each symbol/line - change?
>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type N.

18.

Return to the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the "Rotate" option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Pick Symbol to rotate" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.
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19.

Place the cursor near a valve symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box
surroundsa valve symbol andpress the left mouse button to access a window. Place the cursoron the
"Angle w,,option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter the rotation angle (0-360)"
will be displayed at the bottom on the screen.

20.

Type 90 and pressthe left mouse button. Verify thatthe window displays the numerical value of 90
degrees and that the other window displays a cursor indicating the position of the angle. Place the
cursor on the "OK" option and press the left mouse button. Verify on the screen that the position of
the valve symbol changed to the desired angle.

21.

Place the cursor near the same symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box
surrounds the symbol. Press the left mouse button again to access a window. In the left window,
notice the symbol that looks like an analogclock without numbers. Place the cursorin the window and
press the left mouse button. Verify thatthe angle indicatorin the window changes position to represent
the new angle.

22.

Place the cursor on the "OK" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the symbol rotates
to the specified angle. Press the right mouse button to cancel the '_Rotate"option.

23.

Returnto the UTIL menu. Place the cursor on the "rotate"option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Group rotations will be done at center of each symbol/line - change? >" will be displayed
in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type Y.

24.

Return to the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the 'Rotate" option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Pick Symbol to rotate" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

25.

Place the cursor near a valve symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box
surrounds the valve symbol and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick center of rotation
(point to remain unchanged)" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

26.

Move the cursorto a location on the screen. Press the left mouse button to access the window. Record
the angle value displayed on the screen.

27.

Place the cursor on the "OK" option and press the left mouse button. Verify on the screen that the
position of the valve symbol changed to the recorded angle in Step 26. Also, verify that the symbol
changed relative to the cursorposition according to the angle recorded in Step 26.

28.

From the EDIT menu, place the cursor on the "Scale" option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Box Symbols to scale" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

29.

Place the cursor near one of the symbols and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the
box surrounds the symbol and press the left mouse button. The message "Select edge/corner to
expand-corners give even scale" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

30.

Place the cursor on the comer of the box and press the left mouse button. Drag the mouse until the
box expands. Press the left mouse button again. Verify that the symbol expanded to the size of the
box.

31.

Place the cursor on the comer of the box and press the left mouse button. Drag the mouse until the
box shrinks to a smaller size. Press the left mouse button. Verify that the symbol shrinks to the size
of the box. Press the right mouse button twice to cancel the "Scale" option.

32.

Place the cursor on the 'qVlove"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick region
to be moved- press CANCEL to quit" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Place the cursor
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near the symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box surrounds the symbol
and press the left mouse button again.
33.

The message "Pick reference point, press CANCEL to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left
cornerof the screen. Pick the reference point by placing the cursoron the symbol and pressing la_eleft
mouse button. Move the box to a new location andpress the left mouse button again. Verify that
the selected symbol was moved to the desired location. Press the right mouse button to cancel titc
'_love" option.

34.

Place the cursoron the "Copy" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick region to
be copied - cancel to quit" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Place the cursor near the
symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursoruntil the box surroundsthe symbol and press
the left mouse button again.

35.

The message "Pick reference point.cancel to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen. Pick the reference point by placing the cursor on the symbol and pressing the left mouse
button. Move the box to a new location and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the
selected symbol was copied to the desired location. Press the right mouse button to cancel the "Copy"
option.

36.

Return to the P&ID Editor Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "PRNT" option and press the left
mouse button to access ta-_ePRINT menu. Flace the cursor on the 'q.,aser"option and press the left
mouse button. Verify that the printout is identical to the display shown on the screen.

37.

From the Primary PddD Graphics menu, place the cursor on the 'TEXT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the TEXT menu. Place the cursor on the "Write" option and press the left
mouse button. The message "Pick text placement location" will be displayed in the bottom left
corner of the screen,

38.

Press the left mouse button to access the text window. Type text of your choice and press the <ESC>
key. Verify that the typed text appears on the screen.

39.

Repeat Step 38 several times, but place the text at different locations. Press the right mouse button
to cancel the 'Write" option. Press the right mouse button again to cancel the TEXT menu.

40.

From the EDIT menu, place the cursor on the 'Z_elete"option and press the left mouse button. The
message "pick region to be deleted" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

41.

Place the cursor near the figure on the screen and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
the box surroundsa combinationof symbols, lines, and text. Press the left mouse button to access the
Delete menu. The message "Select type of deletion-CANCEL to terminate" will be displayed in the
bottom left comer of the screen.

42.

Place the cursoron the "Symbols" option and press the left mouse button. Verifythat only the symbols
were deleted.

43.

Repeat Step 41. Place the cursor on the 'q'ext" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that
only the text was deleted.

44.

Repeat Step 41. Place the cursor on the '_.ines" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that
only the line or lines were deleted.

45.

Repeat Step 41. Place the cursor on the "All" option and pressthe left mouse button. Verify that the
symbols, text, and lines were all deleted. Press the right mouse button to cancel the delete "symbols"
option.
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46.

From the EDIT menu, place the cursoron the "SYMBLS" option and press the left mouse button to
access the Symbol menu.

47.

Place the cursor on the valve symbol and press the left mouse button. Move the valve symbol to a
desired position on the screen and press the left mouse button again.

48.

Move the valve symbol to a position near the first valve symbol already displayed on the screen and
press the left mouse button.

49.

Repeat Step 48 to place a third and fourth valve symbol on the screen. Press the right mouse button
to cancel the "Symbols" option. Press the right mouse button again to cancel the Symbol menu.

50.

Place the cursor on the "UTIL" option and press the left mouse button to access the UTIL menu. Place
the cursor on the "Skip" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter grid snap value
(default= 1.0, range ---[0,120])" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type 3 and
press <enter>.

51.

Return to the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the "Adjust" option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Box Symbols to be adjusted" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

52.

Place the cursor near the symbols and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until a box
surroundsthe four valve symbols and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the valve symbols
are in alignment. Press the right mouse button to cancel the "Adjust" option. Press the right mouse
button again to cancel the EDIT menu.

53.

Returnto the UTIL menu. Place the cursoron the "Skit_"option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Enter grid snap value (detauit-- 1.0, range = [0,120])" will be displayed in the bottom left
comer of the screen. Type 1 and press ,:enter>. Press the right mouse button to cancel the UTIL
menu.

54.

Fromthe Primary P&ID Graphics menu,placethe cursoron the 'T_LE" option and press the left mouse
button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "Save" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Enter file name or CR for file [NONAME.PID]" will be displayed in the
bottom left cornerof the screen.

55.

Type the file name SYMBOL and press <enter>. Verify that the message "F"deSaved" appears in the
bottom left comer on the screen.

56.

From the FILE menu, place the cursor on the "File?" option and press the left mouse button. Verify
that the file name SYMBOL.PIDis displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

57.

Place the cursor on the '_New" option and press the left mouse button. Ve_fy that a new screen
appears on the screen.

58.

IF--

Steps 1 through 57 were performed successfully

THE.__..NN:
Go to Step 59.
ELSE........:
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
59.

End of Section 1.
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F-6.3 Section 2
1.

The ContainmentSpray P&ID, shown in Figure F-4 will now be created. From the Primary P&ID
Graphic menu, place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the left mouse button to access the
EDIT menu.

2.

Place the cursoron the "SYMBLS" option and press the left mouse button to access the Symbol menu.
Locate and place each symbol at the appropriate location on the screen. When completed, press the
right mouse button. Press the right mouse button again to cancel the Symbol menu.

3.

Fromthe EDIT menu,place the cursor on the '_,ine" option and press the left mouse button to access
the LINE menu. Place the cursor on the line located in the fifth row andpress the left mouse button.
The message "Enter points in order of direction of flow" will be displayed at the bottom of the
screerl.

4.

Connect the line to each symbol until the P&ID is completed. Press the right mouse button to cancel
the "Line" option. Press the right mouse button to cancel the LINE menu.

5.

Returnto the P&ID Editor Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_3.50" option and press the left
mouse button. The message "Enter new text size>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen. Type 1.5 and press <enter>. Verify the change on the Primary P&ID Graphics menu.

6.

Place the cursoron the "TEXT"option and press the left mouse button to access the TEXT menu.

7.

Place the cursoron the '_¢¢rite"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the text
placement location" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen.

8.

Place the cursorunder the P&ID diagramand press the left mouse button to access the text window.
Type Figure F-1. Containment spray system, and then press the <ESC> key. Verify that the text
appearson the screen. Press the right mouse button to cancel the '_Vrite" option.

9.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "EDIT"option and press the left
mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

10.

Place the cursoron the "ATIRIB" option and press the left mouse button to access the ATTRIBUTES
menu. Place the cursoron the '_qame"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Box the
symbols to be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

11.

Place the cursornear the pumpsymbol andpress the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box
surroundsthe symbol andpressthe left mouse button. The message "Enter new symbol name" will
be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type MDP.1 and press <enter>. Verify that the
componentname is displayedon the screen.

12.

Continue namingthe remainingcomponents until the P&ID is the same as the P&ID shown in Figure
F-4. When completed,press the right mouse button to cancel the '_Name"option.

13.

Returnto the Primary P&ID Graphics menu. Place the cursoron the '_'[LE" option andpress the left
mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursoron the "Save" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Enter file name or CR for file [NONAME.PID]" will be displayed in the
bottom left comer of the screen.

14.

Type Cont for the file name and press the left mouse button. From the FILE menu, place the cursor
on the '_File?"option. Verify that the file name CONT.PID is displayed in the bottom left corner of the
screen.
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15.

Place the cursoron the '_EXIT'° option and pressthe left mouse button to access theFEP main menu.
Place the cursor on the "UTILITY" option and press <enter> to access the Utility menu.

16.

Place the cursor on the HP Plotter menu and press<enter> to access the Plotter menu. Place the cursor
on the '_P&IDDrawings" option andpress <enter> to access the Plot Graphics screen.

17.

Type H, place the cursor on the Cent file name, andpress <enter> to generatean HPGL file, Type R,
place the cursor on the CONT file name, and press <enter> to generate an RAS file.

18.

Exit the FEP program and go the PRADATA.B I'xXXXXXsubdirectory. Note: Thesubdirectory XXXXX
is the family name. Type ..WLOTHPG*.IIPG and press <enter> to obtain a printout of the HPGL fi!e.
Note: PLOTHPG will only work on an HP LaserJet I11or IIIP.

19,

Type .APLOTRAS *,RAS and press <enter> to obtain a printout of the RAS files. Note: The
PLOTRAS will work on any laser printer. Verify that the P&ID printout correspondsto the P&ID in
Figure F-4.

20.

__._:

Steps 1 through 19 were performed successfully

THEN: Go to Step 21.
ELSE......._.:
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
21.

End of Section 2.

F-6.4 Section 3
1.

Return to the PRADATA.BI directory, type FEP, and press <enter> to access the FEP main menu.
Select the '_P&IDEditor"option and press <enter> to access the Primary P&ID Graphics menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the '_TLE"option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place
the cursor on the "List" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the file name CONT is
displayed on the screen. Then place the cursor on CONT and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the P&ID is displayed on the screen.

3.

From the Primary PddD Graphics menu, place the cursor on the '_1.50"option and pressthe left mouse
button. The message "Enter new text size" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.
Type 2.0 and press <enter>. Verify the change on the Primary P&ID Graphics menu.

4.

Place the cursor on the "TEXT" option and press the left mouse button to access the TEXT menu.

5.

Place the cursor on the '_FONT"option and press the left mouse button to access the FONT menu.
Place the cursor on one of the Font options and press the left mouse button.

6.

From the Text menu place the cursor on the "Write" option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Pick the text placement location" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

7.

Place the cursor at a blank location on the screen and press the left mouse button to access the text
window. Type the text of your choice and press the <ESC> key. Verify on the screen that the text
matches the Font that was chosen. Press the right mouse button to terminate the "Write" option.

8.

Repeat Steps 6 and 7 for several fonts. Verify that the text changed to the desired fonts.
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9.

Place the cursoron the "Move" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick region
to be moved - press Cancel to quit." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

10.

Place the cursor near the text to be moved and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the
box surroundsthe text and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick reference point - press
CANCEL to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

11.

Pick the reference point by positioning the cursoron the text. Then press the left mouse button and
position the box at a new location wheretext can be moved. Press the left mouse button again. Verify
that the text has moved to a new location on the screen. Press the right mouse button to terminate the
'_Vlove"option.

12.

Place the cursor on the "Copy" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick region to
be copied- press CANCEL to quit" will be displayed on the bottom left comer on the screen.

13.

Place the cursor near the text to be copied and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the
box surroundsthe text and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick reference point - press
cancel to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

14.

Pick a reference point by placing the cursoron the text and pressing the left mouse button. Place the
box at a new location wherethe text can be copied and press the left mouse button. Verify that the
text was copied on the screen. Press the right mouse button twice to terminatethe "Copy" option.

15.

Place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the left mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

16.

Place the cursor on the "Text" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the text
to be changed" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

17.

Place the cursor near the text that was copied and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
the box surroundsthe text and press the left mouse button to access a window with the written text.
Make revisions to the text and press the <ESC> key. Verify that the changes were made to the text
displayed on the screen. Press the right mouse button to cancel the "Text" option.

18.

Place the cursor on the "Colr" option and press the left mouse button to edit the text color. The
message "Pick a new color from the color bar" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the
screen. Place the cursor on a color located in the Primary P&1D Graphics menu and press the left
mouse button. The mes:,age "Pick the text to be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer
of the screen.

19.

Place the cursornearthe text and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursoruntil the box surrounds
the text and press the left mouse button. Verifythat the text changed to the color that was chosen from
the color bar. Press the right mouse button to cancel the "Colr" option.

20.

Repeat Steps 18 and 19 for several colors.

21.

Place the cursoron the "Size" option and pressthe left mouse button. The message "Enter new Text
size >" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type 1.0 and press <enter>. The
message "Pick the text to be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

22.

Place the cursor near some text and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box
surroundsthe text and press the left mouse button again. The message "Pick the text to be changed Press cancel to quit" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Verify on the screen
that the text size changed. Press the right mouse button to cancel the "Size" option.
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23.

Return to the Primary P&ID Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "VIEW" option and press the left
mouse button to access the VIEW menu.

24.

Place the cursor on the 'gout" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the figure is reduced
approximately 50%. Press the right mouse button to cancel the VIEW menu.

25.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "TEXT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the TEXT menu. Place the cursor on the '_EDIT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

26.

Place the cursor on the "Just" option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Enter text
justification - ('L'-LeR, 'R'=Right, 'C'=Center)
>" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

27.

Type C and the message "Pick the text to be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of
the screen. Place the cursor near the text and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the
box surrounds the text and press the left mouse button. Verify that the text displayed on the screen
changed to the selected justification. Press the fight mouse button to cancel the "Just" option.

28.

Repeat steps 26 and 27, but type R.

29.

Repeat steps 26 and 27, but type L.

30.

Return to the Primary P&ID Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "VIEW" option and press the left
mouse button to access the VIEW menu.

31.

Place the cursor on the '7.res" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the display returns
to the original display size. Press the right mouse button to cancel the VIEW menu.

32.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "TEXT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the TEXT menu. Place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the EDIT menu.

33.

Place the cursor on the '_FONT" option, and press the left mouse button to access the FONT menu.
Place the cursor at one of the desired fonts and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the
text to be changed." will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

34.

Place the cursor near the text to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until
the box surrounds the desired text and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the text changed
to the desired font on the screen. Press the right mouse button to terminate the '_FONT" option. Press
the right mouse button to cancel the EDIT menu.

35.

Return to the Text menu. Place the cursor on the '_Erase" option and press the left mouse button.
message "Pick region to be deleted" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen.

36.

Place the cursor near some text and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box
surrounds the text and press the left mouse button. Verify that text on the screen was deleted.

37.

Place the cursor on the '_EXIT" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Current
drawing not saved! Exit anyway? <Y/N>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.
Type Y to return to the FEP main menu.

38.

IF--

Steps 1 through 37 were performed successfully

THEN:

Go to Step 39
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ELSE:

39.

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 3.

F-6.5 Section 4
1.

Place the cursor on the '_P&ID Editor" option and press <enter> to access the Primary P&ID Graphics
menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the 'qz'K.E" option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place
the cursor on the "Load" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter file name >"
will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Cont and press <enter>.
Verify that the P&ID
diagram is displayed on the screen.

3.

From the Prima_ P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the left mouse
button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "+Tran" option and press the left mouse
button. Verify that a triangle symbol appears on the screen.

4.

Place the triangle at a convenient location on the screen and press the left mouse button. The message
"Enter Transfer file name >" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Type the file
name symbol and press <enter>. Verify the triangle with the SYMBOL name on the screen. Press the
right mouse button to cancel the "+Tran" option.

5.

Place the cursor on the "Save" option. The message "Enter file name or CR for file. [CONT.PID]
>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. Press the left mouse button again and the
message "File already exists. Replace file? <Y?N>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen. Type Y and press <enter>.

6.

From the FILE menu, place the cursor on the '_Kfer--->"option and press the left n_,_,se button. The
message "Pick transfer symbol to transfer" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.
Place the cursor on the triangle symbol and press the left mouse button. Verify on the screen that the
symbol transferred.

7.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the '_:ILE" option and press the left mouse
button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "<---Xfer" option and press the left mouse
button. Verify that a list of file names are displayed on the screen. The message "Pick the file to
transfer to" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

8.

Place the cursor on the file named CONT and press the left mouse button.
displayed on the screen.

9.

Place the cursor on the '_EDIT"option and press the left mouse button to access the EDIT menu. Place
the cursor on the "A_B"
option and press the left mouse button to access the ATTRIBUTES menu.

10.

Place the cursor on the '_Fill col" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick a new
color from the color bar" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

11.

Place the cursor on a color from the Color Bar menu and press the left mouse button. The message
"Box the symbols to be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

12.

Place the cursor near one of the symbols to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the
cursor until the box surrounds the symbol and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the
symbol changed to the selected color. Press the right mouse button to cancel the '_Fili col" option.
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13.

Repeat steps 11 and 12 for the remaining colors.

14.

From the ATTRIBUTES menu, place the cursor on the "Name Col" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Pick a new color from the color bar" will be displayed at the bottom on the
screen.

15.

Place the cursor on a color from the Color Bar menu and press the left mouse button. The message
"Box the symbols to be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

16.

Place the cursor near one of the symbols to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the
cursor until the box surrounds the symbol and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the
symbol name changed to the selected color. Press the right mouse button to cancel the ''Name col"
option.

17.

Repeat steps 15 and 16 for the remaining colors.

18.

From the ATTRIBUTES menu, place the cursor on the 'Line col" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Pick a new color from the color bar" will be displayed at the bottom of the
screen.

19.

Place the cursor on a color located on the Color Bar menu and press the left mouse button. The
message "Place a box around the lines to be changed - Press CANCEL to quit" will be displayed
in the bottom left comer of the screen.

20.

Place the cursor nearthe line to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursoruntil
the box surroundsthe line and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the line changes to the
selected color. Press the right mouse button to cancel the 'T,ine col" option.

21.

Repeat steps 19 and 20 for the remaining colors.

22.

From the ATTRIBUTES menu, place the cursor on the "Name size" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Enter new text size" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

23.

Type a symbol name size of your choice and press <enter>. The message "Box the symbols to be
changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

24.

Place the cursor near one of the symbols to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the
cursor until the box surrounds the symbol and press the left mouse button again. Verify on the screen
that the symbol name size was modified. Press the right mouse button to cancel the "Name Size"
option.

25.

From the ATTRIBUTES menu, place the cursor on the "Name FONT" option and press the left mouse
button to access the FONT menu. Place the cursor on one of the fonts and press the left mouse button.
The message "Box the symbols to be changed" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the
screen.

26.

Place the cursor near one of the symbols to be modified and press the left mouse button. Drag the
cursor until the box surroundsthe symbol and press the left mouse button again. Verify on the screen
that the symbol namechanged to the selected font. Press the right mouse button to cancel the ''Name
Font" option.

27.

Place the cursor on the '_EXIT"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Current
drawing not saved! Exit anyway? <Y?N>" will be displayed on the bottom left comer of the screen.
Type Y to return to the FEP main menu.
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IF:

Steps 1 through 27 were performed successfully

THEN: Go to Step 29.
ELSE:

29.

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

End of Section 4.

F-6.6 Section5
1.

Place the cursor on the "P&ID Editor" option and press <enter> to return to the Primary P&ID
Graphics menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place
the cursor on the 'q.,ist"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick the me to load"
will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen. The file names CONT and SYMBOL will be
displayed on the screen. Place the cursor on the CONT file name and press the left mouse button. The
P&ID will be displayed on the screen.

3.

Place the cursor on the "VIEW" option and press the left mouse button to access the VIEW menu.

4.

Place the cursor on the "Page T" option and press the left mouse button. This will shift the P&ID one
page up. Verify that the screen is blank.

5.

Place the cursor on the ''Page ,1,"and press the left mouse button. "12dswill shift the P&ID one page
down a page. Verify that the diagram returns on the screen.

6.

Place the cursor on the ''Page (----"option and press the left mouse button. This will shift the P&ID
one page to the left. Verify that the screen is blank.

7.

Place the cursor on the ''Page _" option and press the left mouse button. This will shift the P&ID one
page to the fight. Verify that the diagram returns on the screen.

8.

Place the cursor on the "Scroll" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that a white outline box
appears and a cursor is in the center of the box. Place the cursor at a desired location and press the left
mouse button. Verify that the figure moves relative to the cursor position.

9.

Place the cursor on the '7_,out"option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the figure is reduced
approximately 50%. Place the cursor on the '"Zres"option and press the left mouse button. Verify that
the display returns to its original size.

10.

Place the cursor on the "Zin" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick first corner"
will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

11.

Place the cursor near a symbol and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor until the box
surrounds the symbol and press the left mouse button. Verify that the figure is enlarged.

12.

Place the cursor on the "Zprev" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the display returns
to its original size. Place the cursor on the "Zprev" option again and press the left mouse button.
Verify that the maglfified figure is displayed.

13.

Now place the cursor on the '7,res" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the display
returns to its original size. Press the right mouse button to cancel the VIEW menu.
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14.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "LrFIL" option and press the left
mouse button to access the UTIL menu.

15.

From the UTIL menu, place the cursor on the "GRD Off' option and press the left mouse button.
Verify that a grid and the P&ID is displayed on the screen. Verify that the "GRD Off" option toggles
to the "GRD On" option.

16.

Place the cursor on the "GRD On" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the grid is
turned off, and that the original screen background and the P&ID are displayed on the screen. Also
verify that the "GRD On" option toggles back to the "GRD Off" option.

17.

Place the cursor on the "Sh Name" option and press the left mouse button, Verify that fire symbol
names are no longer displayed on the screen. Also verify that the "Sh Name" option toggles to the "No
Name" option.

18.

Place the cursor on the "No Name" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the symbol
names are displayed on the screen. Also verify that the '2qo Name" option toggles to the "Sh Name"
option.

19.

Place the cursor on the "Skip" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Enter grid snap
value (default --- 1.0, range - [0,120]" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type 25.0 and
press <enter>.

20.

Place the cursor on the '_DIT" optionand pressthe left mouse button to access the EDIT menu. Place
the cursor on the '%INE" option and press the left mouse button to access the LINE menu.

21.

Place the cursor on one of the line options and press the left mouse button. Move the cursor to a
desired startingpoint and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor to a new location andpress the
left mouse button to create a new line. Verify that the cursor skippedspaces as the line was created.
Press the right mouse button twice to cancel the 'Line" option. Press the right mouse button to
cancel the LINE menu.

22.

Return to the UTIL menu. Place the cursoron the "Snap On" option and press the left mouse button.
Verify that the "Snap On" option toggles to the "Snp Off" option.

23.

Return to the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the 'Line" option and press the left mouse button to
access the LINE menu. Place the cursor on one of the line options and press the left mouse button.
Move the cursor to a desired starting point and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursorto create
the line. Verify that the cursordoes not skip any spaces as the line is created. Press the right mouse
button twice to cancel the 'Line" option.

24.

Return to the UTIL menu. Place the cursor on the "Snp Off' option and press the left mouse button.
Verify that the "Snp Off' option toggles to the "Snap On" option.

25.

Place the cursor on the "Skip" option and press the ieR mouse button. The message "Enter grid snap
value (default = 25.0, range -- [0,120]" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type 0 and
press <enter>.

26.

Return to the LINE menu. Place the cursor on one of the line options and press the left mouse button.
Mo_e the cursor to the desired starting point and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursorto a new
location and press the left mouse button to create a new line. Verify that the cursordid not skip spaces
as the line was created. Press the right mouse button twice to cancel the "Skip" option. Press the
right mouse button to cancel the LINE menu.
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27.

Return to the UTIL menu. Place the cursor on the "Scale" option and press the left mouse button. The
message "Enter symbol scale value (default - 2.0, range = [0,10]>" will be displayed in the bottom
left comer of the screen. Type 5 and press <enter>.

28.

Return to the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the "SYMBLS" option and press the left mouse button
to access the Symbols menu.

29.

Place the cursor on one of symbols and press the left mouse button. Drag the symbol to a convenient
place on the screen and press the left mouse button. Verify that the symbol was magnified. Press the
right mouse button to cancel the symbols "Scale" option. Press the right mouse button again to
cancel the Symbol menu.

30.

From the Pr/mary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "Show" option and press the left
mouse button. Verify that the menus are cleared from the screen.

31.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Current
drawing not saved! Exit anyway ? <Y/N>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.
Type Y and return to the FEP menu.

32.

IF--

Steps 1 through 31 were performed successfully

THEN:

Go to Step 33.

ELSE:

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

33.

Generate

an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 5.0.

F-6.7 Section 6
Note:

The DOS text editor will be used to test the Symbol Generator feature.

1.

Exit out of the FEP menu and return to the PRADATA.B 1 directory.
to PRATOOLS.B 1 directory.

2.

From the PRATOOLS.B 1 directory, type copy smbifile.gen test.gen and press <enter>. Then type Edit
and press <enter> to access the MS-DOS editor screen. Press the <ESC> key to clear the dialog box.

3.

Place the cursor on the '_File" option located in the top left comer of the screen and press the left mouse
button to access the File menu. Place the cursor on the "Open" option and press <enter> to access the
screen.

4.

Del *.TXT and type *.gen for the file name.
SMBLFILE.GEN and TEST.GEN file names.

5.

Place the file on the TEST.GEN file name and press the left mouse button.
button again to access the TEST.GEN screen.

6.

Delete the first eight lines in order to delete the pump symbol.

7.

Place the cursor on the '_File"option located in the top left coiner of the screen and press the left mouse
button to access the File menu. Place the cursor on the '_xit" option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Loaded file is not saved. Save now?" will be displayed in a window. Place the cursor
on the "<yes>" option and press the left mouse button to return to the PRATOOL.BI directory.
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8.

Type FEP and press <enter> to access the FEP menu. Place the cursor on the "Utility" option and
press <enter> to access the Utilities menu. Place the cursor on the "Symbol Generator" option and press
<enter> to access the Symbol Table Generator screen.

9.

Type Test.gen and press <enter>.
The message "Successful compilation of TEST.STB" will be
displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit from the Utilities menu and return to the FEP main menu.

10.

Place the cursor on the ''P&ID Editor" option and press <enter> to access the Primary P&ID Graphics
menu.

11.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu place the cursor on the "FILE" option and press the left mouse
button to access the FILE menu. Place the cursor on the "SName" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Symbol table name or <or> for [sybime.stb] :" will be displayed in the
bottom left comer of the screen.

12.

Type Test.stb and press <enter>.
Place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the left mouse
button to access the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the "SYMBLS" option and press the left mouse
button. Verify that the pump symbol is no longer displayed on the screen.

13.

Place the cursor on the "F_,XIT"option and press the left mouse button to return to the main FEP menu.
Then exit from the main FEP menu and return to the PRATOOLS.B 1 directory.

14.

Type Edit and press <enter> to access the MS-DOS editor screen. Press the <ESC> key to clear the
dialog box.

15.

Place the cursor on the "File" option located on the top left comer of the screen and press the left mouse
button to access a menu. Place the cursor on the "Open" option and press <eater> to access the Open
screen.

16.

Del *.TXT, type *.gen for File Name and press <enter>.
In the files window, verify the
SMBLFILE.GEN and TEST.GEN file names. Place the cursor on the SMBLFILE.GEN and press
<enter>.

17.

Press the left mouse button and highlight the first 8 lines of the SMBLFILE.GEN file. Place the cursor
on the '_,dit" option located in the top left comer of the screen and press the left mouse button to
access the Edit window.

18.

Place the cursor on the "Copy" option and press the left mouse button. Place the cursor on the "File"
option and press the left mouse button to access the File menu. Place the cursor on the "Open" option
and press the left mouse button to access the Open screen.

19.

Del *.TXT, type *.GEN for the space designated for File Name and press <enter>.
on the TEST.GEN file name and press <enter> to access the TEST.GEN screen.

20.

Place the cursor on the "F,dit" option and press the left mouse button to access the Edit menu. Place
the cursor on the "Paste" option and press <enter>.
Verify that the eight lines of text from the
SYBLFR,E.GEN were copied to the TEST.GEN screen.

21.

Place the cursor on the "File" option located on the top left comer on the screen and press the left
mouse button to access the File menu. Place the cursor on the "Exit" option and press the left mouse
button. The message "Loaded file is not saved. Save now?" will be displayed in a window on the
screen. Place the cursor on the "<yes>" option and press the left mouse button to return to the
PRATOOLS.B 1 directory.

22.

Repeat Steps 8 though 11.
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23.

Type Test.stb and press <enter>. Place the cursor on the '_EDIT"option and press the left mouse
button to access the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the "SYMBLS" option and press the left mouse
button. Verify that the pump symbol is displayed on the screen.

24.

Place the cursor on the '_EXIT"option and press the left mouse button to return to the FEP main menu.
Exit from the FEP menu and return to the PRATOOLS.B 1 directory. Then change the current directory
to the PRADATA.B 1 directory.

25.

IF--

Steps 1 through 24 were performed successfully

THEN: Go to Step 26.
ELSE:
26.

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

End of Section 6.

F-6.8 Section 7
l.

Type FEP and return to the FEP main menu. Place the cursor on the '_P&ID'_xtitor" option and press
<enter> to access the Primary P&ID Graphics menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the "Text" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick a new color
from the color bar" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

3.

Place the cursor on one of the colors from the color bar menu and press the left mouse button. Verify
that the "I'ext" option changes to the color selected.

4.

Place the cursor on the "TEXT" option and press the left mouse button to access the TEXT menu.
Then place the cursor on the '_¢'rite" option and press the left mouse button. The message "Pick text
placement location:" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

5.

Move the cursor to a convenient location on the screen and press the left mouse button to access the
Text window. Type the text of your choice and press the <ESC> key. Verify that the typed text is the
color that was selected. Press the right mouse button to cancel the '_¢rite" option.

6.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the 'qeft" option and press the left mouse
button. Verify that the 'aeft" option toggles to the "cntr" option.

7.

Return to the TEXT menu. Place the cursor on the '_/rite" option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Pick text placement location" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

8.

Move the cursor to a convenient location on the screen and press the left mouse button to access the
Text window. Type text of your choice and press the <ESC> key. Verify that the text on the screen
is centered around the placement point. Press the right mouse button to cancel the '_Write" option.

9.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "cntr" option and press the left mouse
button. Verify that the "cntr" option toggles to the "rght" option.

10.

Return to the TEXT menu. Place the cursor on the '"_Vrite"option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Pick text placement location" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.

11.

Move the cursor to a convenient location on the screen and press the left mouse button to access the
Text window. Type the text of your choice and press the <ESC> key. Verify that the text on the screen
is set to the right of the placement point. Press the right mouse button to cancel the '"vVrite"option.
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12.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "rght" option and press the left mou_
button. Verify that the "rght" option toggles to the 'qeft" option.

13.

Return to the TEXT menu. Place the cursor on the '"vVrite"option and press the left mouse button.
The message "Pick text placement location" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.

14.

Move the cursor to a convenient location on the screen and press the left mouse button to access the
Text window. Type the text of your choice and press the <ESC> key. Verify that the text on the screen
is set to the left of the placement point. Press the right mouse button to cancel the '_rite" option.
Press the right mouse button again to cancel the TEXT menu.

15.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "Fill" option and press the leR mouse
button. The message "Pick a new color from the color bar" will be displayed in the bottom left
corner of the screen.

16.

Place the cursor on one of the colors on the color bar and press the left mouse button. Verify that the
"Fill" option changes to the color that was selected.

17.

From the Primary P&ID Graphics menu, place the cursor on the "EDIT" option and press the left
mouse button to access the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the "SYMBLS" option and press the left
mouse button to access the Symbol menu.

18.

Place the cursor on one of the symbols and press the left mouse button. Move the symbol to a
convenient location on the screen and press the left mouse button again. Verify that the fill color
matches the color that was selected. Press the right mouse button twice to cancel the Symbol menu.

19.

Return to the Primary P&ID Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the "On" option and press the left
mouse button. Verify that the "On" option toggles to the "Off" option.

20.

Return to theEDIT menu. Place the cursor on the "SYMBLS" option and press the left mouse button
to access the Symbol menu. Place the cursor on one of the symbols and press the left mouse button.
Move the symbol to a convenient location on the screenand press the left mouse button. Verify that
the fill color is no longerdisplayed with the symbol. Press the right mouse button twice to cancel the
Symbol menu.

21.

Return to the Primary P&ID Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the 'Line" option and press the left
mouse button. The message "Pick a new color from the color bar" will be displayedin the bottom
left corner of the screen.

22.

Place the cursor on one of the colors on the color bar and press the left mouse button. Verify that the
'Line" option changed to the color that was selected.

23.

Return to the EDIT menu. Place the cursor on the 'Line" option and press the left mouse button to
access the Line menu. Place the cursoron one of the line options and press the left mouse button. The
message "Enter points in order of direction of flow" will be displayed in the bottom left corner of
the screen.

24.

Move the cursor to a desired location and press the left mouse button. Drag the cursor to a new
location and press the left mouse button. Verify that the line matches the color that was selected.
Press the right mouse button twice to cancel the 'Line" option.

25.

Place the cursor on the '_EXIT"option and press the left mouse button. The message "Current
drawing not saved! Exit anyway? <Y/N>" will be displayed in the bottom left comer of the screen.
Type Y to returnto the FEP main menu.
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26.

'

IF:

Steps 1 through 25 were performed successfully

THEN:

Go to Step 27.

ELS.._...EE:
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
27.

Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 7.

F-6.9 Section 8
Note: The purpose of this section is to test the Extract P&ID feature.
not be the preferred way to test the Extract P&ID feature.

However, this set of instructions would

1.

Exit from the FEP menu and return to the PRADATA.B 1 directory.
to access the MARD menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the 'Tx_ad Data" option and press <enter> to access the Load screen. Place the
cursor on the 'qVlAR-D" option and press <enter, to access the MAR-D Data menu. Then place the
cursor on the "SYstem" option and press <enter> to access the Select System Data menu.

3.

Place the cursor on the "Piping & Instr. PID" option and press <enter> to access the Load screen.
Verify the file names CONT and SYMBOL. Type L and press <enter> load the files. The message
"File name NOT selected. Do All? [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom on the screen. Type Y.
Verify that the message "Load complete" appears in the bottom left comer of the screen. Exit from
this screen and return to the MARD menu.

4.

Exit from the MARD menu and return to the PRADATA.B 1 directory. Type FEP to access the FEP
menu. Then place the cursor on the "Utilities" option and press <enter> to access the Utilities screen.
Place the cursor on the "eXtract Graphics" option and press <enter> to access the Extract menu. Then
place the cursor on the "P&ID" option and press <enter> to access the Extract P&ID screen. Verify
that the file names CONT and SYMBOL are displayed on the Extract P&ID screen.

5.

Type D and press <enter> to access the Delete P&IDs screen. Type D and press <enter> again. The
mes_ge "Process all entries (Y/N)" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. Verify
that the file names CONT and SYMBOL are no longer displayed on the Delete P&IDs screen.

6.

Exit from the P&/D screen and return to the FEP menu. Place the cursor on the ''P&ID editor" option
and press <enter> to access the Primary P&ID Graphics menu.

7.

Place the cursor on the '_FILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place
the cursor on the '_List" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the file names CONT and
SYMBOL are no longer displayed on the screen.

8.

Place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and press the left mouse button to remm to the FEP menu.
Place the cursor on the "UTILITY" option and press <enter> to access the Utilities menu. Place the
cursor on the ''EXtract Graphics" option and press <enter> to access the Extract menu.

9.

Place the cursor on the "P&ID" option and press <enter> to access the Extract P&ID screen. Type X
and press <enter> to extract the files. The message "process all entries" will be displayed at the
bottom on the screen. Type Y.

10.

Exit from the Extract P&ID screen and return to the FEP menu. Place the cursor on the ''P&ID editor"
option and press <enter>
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11.

Place the cursor on the '_'ILE" option and press the left mouse button to access the FILE menu. Place
the cursor on the '_List" option and press the left mouse button. Verify that the file names CONT and
SYMBOL are displayed on the screen.

12.

Place the cursor on the file name CONT and press the left mouse button. Verify that the P&ID is
displayed on the screen. Then place the cursor on the "EXIT" option and press the left mouse button
to return to the FEP menu.

13.

IF:

Steps 1 through 12 were performed successfully

THEN:

Go to Step 14.

ELSE_...__."
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
14.

Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 8.

F.7. PROCEDURE
4--MAR-DNONVITAL
FEATURES
F-7.1 Introduction
The Models and Results Database (MARD-D) is a program that is used primarily for PRA data loading. This
program defines a common relational database structure that is used by the entire suite of programs. This structure
allows all of the software to access and manipulate data created by other software in the system without performing
a lengthy conversion. These created by IRRAS are immediately available to SARA for sensitivity analysis. MAR-D
also provides the facilities for loading and unloading of PRA data from the relational database structure used to store
data. A simple ASCII data format is used for interchange with other PRA software not included in NRC's suite of
programs.
This feature allows for compatibility with previously developed software systems and allows for
maximum data interchange. Elements of this software are included with both IRRAS and SARA to allow these
programs to load and unload data in MAR-D format. Normally, the entire MAR-D software is used only by those
performing a data loading function and is not required by the user.
This test procedure tests the nonvital features associated with MAR-D. The minor features tested from the
MAR-D program are Family, Load Data, Extract Data, Modify Database, Reports, and Utility. Table F-5 lists the
features, the success criteria and the specific options that are tested in each of the sections. The steps in each section
of this procedure should be followed. If any step is not completed successfully, an anomaly report should be
generated and submitted to the SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

Table F-5. MAR-D
Sections
l

test procedure

Feature group
Load Data

specifications.
Features

Success criteria

Options tested

Family

To load FAD, FAA, and
FAT data files

Description'FAD
Attributes'FAA,
Text'FAT

Attributes

To load, CAD, CTD,
FMD, LCD, and STD
data files

Class Attributes CAD,
Basic Event
TypesCI'D,
Failure Modes.FMD,
Location
Description'LCD,
System Types'STD

i
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TableF-5. MAR-D test procedure specifications.
Sections

Feature group

Features
Basic Event

Success criteria
To load BED, BEI, and
BEA data files

Options tested
Description'BED,
Rate Information'BEI,
Attributes'BEA

2

Extract Data

NUREG/CR-6145

Systems

To load FTD, FTL, DLS,
FTT, PID, FTC, FTA

Description'FTD
Logic.FTL
Graphic'DLS
Piping & Inst'PID
Cutsets.FTC
Attributes'FTA

Event Trees

To load ETD, ETG, ETL,
ETA, ETR and ETI' data
files

Description'ETD,
Graphics'ETG,
Logic'ETL
Attributes.ETA,
Rules.ETR
Text.ETI'

End State

To load ESD, ESI and
EST data files

Description'ESD,
Information'ESI,
Text'EST

Sequence

To load SQD, SQA,
SQL, SQC, and SQT
data files

Description'SQD,
Attributes-SQA,
Logic'SQL
Text'SQT,
Cutsets.SQC

Gate

To load GTD, and GTA
data files

Description_3TD,
Attributes'GTA

Change Sets

To load CSD and CSI
data files

Description CSD,
InformationCSI

Family

To extract FAD, FAA,
and FAT data files from
the database

Description.FAD,
Attributes'FAA,
Text.FAT

Attributes

To extract, CAD, CTD,
FMD, LCD, and STD
data files from the
database

Class Attributes CAD,
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Table!:-5. MAR-D test procedure specifications.
Sections

3

4

Feature group

Features

Success criteria

Options tested

Basic Event

To extract, BED,
BEI, and BEA data files
from the database

Description'BED,
Rate Information'BEl,
Attributes'BEA

Systems

To extract FED, FTL.
DLS, FTC, FTA, FTT,
and PID files from the
database

Description.VI'D,
Logic-FTL,
Graphics'DLS,
Cutsets.FTC,
Attributes.FTA,
Text'FTA,
Piping & Instr.VrA

Event Trees

To extract ETD, ETG,
ETL, ETA, ETR and
EFT data files from the
database

Description.ETD,
Graphics'ETG,
Logic.ETL
Rules.ETR,
Text'ETl"
Attributes'ETl"

Extract Data

Endstate

To extract ESD, ESI and
EST data files from the
database

Description.ESD,
Text'EST

Extract Data

Sequence

To extract SQD, SQA.,
SQL, SQC, and SQT
data files from the
database

Description'SQD,
Attributes.SQA,
Logic'SQL
Cutset.SQC,
Text.SQT

Gate

To extract GTD, and
GTA data files from the
database

Description_3TD,
Attributes_3TA

Change sets

To extract CSD and CSI
data files from the
database

DescriptionCSD,
Information CSI

Event Trees

To modify event tree
data records

Add, Modify, Text,
Delete and Sequences.

Systems

To modify system data
records

Add, Modify, Text,
Delete

Endstates

To modify end- states
data records

Add, Modify, Text,
Delete

Basic Events

To modify basic events
data records

Add, Modify, Delete,
Remove Unused
Events

Modify Data
Base
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Table F-5. MAR-D
Sections

test procedure

Feature group

specifications.
Features

Success criteria

Attributes
1.System
2. Location
3. Failure Mode
4. Class
Attributes
5. Basic Event

Options tested

To modify the six
attributes

Add, Modify, Delete

Gates

To modify gate records

Add, Modify, Delete

Graphics
1. Fault Tree 2.
Event Tree 3.
P&ID

To modify three graphics
data records

Add, Modify, Delete

Summary

To list the data available
for a selected family

Console, Printer, File

Counts

To provide a count of the
number of records in

Console, Printer, File

Types
6. Trains
5

6

Reports

each data type currently
inthe database
Reports

Detail
1. All
2. Basic Events

To display the details of
the family data stored in
the database

Console, Printer, File

To restructure the
database and re-index the
data

Recover Everything

3. System
4. Endstates
Utility

Recover Database

F-7.2 Section 1
1.

Enter the PRADATA.B 1 directory. Type mard and press <enter> to access the MAR.D menu. Place
the cursor on the 'qVIODIFY Database" option and press <enter> to access the Modify Database menu.

2.

Place the cursor on the "Family" option and press <enter> to access the Edit Family screen.

3.

Type A to add and press <enter> to access the Add family screen. Type pbtrain as the new family
name and press <enter> twice to return to the Edit Family screen. Exit and return to the MAR.D menu.

4.

Place the cursor on the "Select Family" option and press <enter> to access the Select Family screen.
Place the cursor on the family named PBTRAIN and press <enter>.
The name PBTRAIN will be
displayed in the top left comer of the screen.

5.

Exit from the MAR-D program and return
PRADATA.B I_PBTRAIN subdirectory.
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6.

Copy the files from diskette A to the subdirectory.
PRADATA.B 1 directory.

When all the files are loaded, return to the

7.

Make a subdirectory called Temp and repeat Step 6.

8.

Type MARD and press <enter> to access the MAR-D menu. Place the cursor on the 'Z, oad Data"
option and press <enter> to access the Load screen. Place the cursor on the "MAR-D" option and press
<enter> to access the Select MAR-D Data menu.

9.

Place the cursor on the '_Family" option and press <enter> to access the Select Family Data menu.

10.

Place the cursor on the '_Description.FAD" option and press <enter>.
Verify that the file name
PBTRAIN is displayed on the screen and press <enter>. Verify that the message "Load Complete"
is displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the Select Family Data menu.

11.

Repeat Step l0 for the "Attributes. FAA" option and the 'q'ext. FAT" option. When complete, exit and
return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

12.

Place the cursor on the "Attributes" option and press <enter> to access the Select Attribute Data menu.

13

Place the cursor on the "Class Attributes.CAD" option and press <enter>. Verify that the family name
PBTRAIN is displayed on the screen and press <enter>. Verify that the message "Load Complete"
is displayed on the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the Select Attribute menu.

14.

Repeat step 13 for the following options.

l

a. Basic Event Types.CFD
b. Failure Modes.FMD
c. Location Description.LCD
d. System Types.STD
When complete, exit and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.
15.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the "Basic Event" option and press <enter>
to access the Select Basic Event Data menu.

16.

Place the cursor on the 'T)escription.BED" option and press <enter>.
Verify that the family name
PBTRAIN is displayed on the screen and press <enter>.
Also, verify that the message "Load
Complete" is displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the Select Basic Event menu.

17.

Repeat Step 16 for the 'Rate Information.BEI"
return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

18.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu place the cursor on the "SYstems" option and press <enter> to
access the Select System Data menu.

19.

Place the cursor on the "Descriptions.FTD" option and press <enter>. Verify that the file names are
displayed on the screen and then press <enter>.
Verify that the message "Load Complete" is
displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the Select System Data menu.

20.

Repeat step 19 for the following options:
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a. Logic.FTL
b. Graphics.DLS
c. Text.FIT
d. Piping & Instr.PID

21.

From the Select System Data menu, place the cursor on the "CutSets.FTC" option and press <enter>.
Verify that the file name PBTRAIN is displayed on the screen and press <enter>. Verify the message
"Load Complete" is displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the Select System Data
menu.

22.

Repeat Step 21 for the "Attributes.FTA" option. Then exit and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

23.

From thc Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the "Event Tree"option and press <enter> to
access the Select Event Tree Data menu.

24.

Place the cursor on the "Descriptions.ETD" option and press <enter>. Verify that the file name
PBTRAIN is displayed on the screen and press <enter>. Verify that the message "Load Complete"
is displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the Select Event Tree Data menu.

25.

Repeat step 24 for the following options:
a. Graphics.ETG
b. Logic.ETL
c. Attributes.ETA
d. Rules.ETR
e. Text.ETT
Exit and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

26.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the '_ENDstate"option and press <enter> to
access the Select Endstate Data menu.

27.

Place the cursor on the "Descriptions.ESD" option and press <enter>. Verify that the file name
PBTRAIN is displayed on the screen and press <enter>. Verify that the message "Load Complete"
is displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

28.

Repeat Step 27 for the '_lnformation.ESI" option and the 'Text" option. When complete, exit and return
to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

29.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the "Sequence" option and press <enter> to
access the Select Sequence Data menu.

30.

Place the cursor on the "Descriptions.SQD" option and press <enter>. Verify that the file names are
displayed on the screen. Type L for load and press <enter>. The message "File name NOT selected.
Do All.'?[Y/N] Y." Type Y. Verify the message "Load Complete" at the bottom of the screen. Exit
and return to the Select Sequence Data menu.
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Repeat Step 30 for the following options.
a. Attributes.SQA
b. Logic.SQL
c. Text.SQT
i

Exit and return to the Select Sequence Data menu.
32.

Place the cursor on the "Cutsets. SQC" option and press <enter>. Verify that the file names are on
the screen. Type B and press <enter>. The message "File name NOT selected. Do All? [Y/N] Y."
Type Y. Verify the message "Load Complete" at the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the
Select MAR-D Data menu.

33.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the "Gate" option and press <enter> to access
the Select Gate Data menu.

34.

Place the cursor on the 'q3escriptions.GTD" option and press <enter>. Verify the file name PBTRAIN
on the screen and press <enter>.
Verify the message "Load Complete" at the bottom of the screen.
Exit and return to the Select Gate Data menu.

35.

Repeat Step 34 for the "Attributes.GTA"

36.

From the Select MAR-D menu, place the cursor on the "Change Set" option and press <enter> to access
the Select Change Set Data menu.

37.

Place the cursor on the "Description.CSD"
option and press <enter>.
Verify that the file name
PBTRAIN is on the screen and press <enter>. Verify that the message "Load Complete" is displayed
at the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the Select Change Set Data menu.

38.

Repeat Step 37 for the "lnformation.CSr'
option. Exit and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.
Then exit from the Select MAR-D Data menu and return to the MAR.D menu.

39.

IF--

Steps 1 through 38 were performed

THEN:

Go to Step 40

ELSE:

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

40.

option. Then exit and return to the Select MAR.D Data menu.

successfully

Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the

End of Section 1.

F-7.3 Section 2
1.

Exit from the MAR-D menu and
PRADATA.B l\TEMP subdirectory.

return

to the PRADATA.B1

2.

Type dir/w and press <enter> to obtain a list of those files that were copied.
Screen key to obtain a hard copy of the files.

3.

Change from the PRADATA.B I\TEMP subdirectory to the PRADATA.B 1LPBTRAIN subdirectory and
delete those files that are shown on the printout.
When all the files are deleted, return to the
PRADATA.B 1 directory.
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4.

Type MARD and press <enter> to access the MAR-D menu. Place the cursor on the '_EXTRACT Data"
option and press <enter> to access the Extract screen. Place the cursor on the '_¢IAR-D" option and
press <enter> to access the Select MAR.D Data menu.

5.

Place the cursor on the 'Tamily" option and press <enter>

6.

From the Select Family Data menu, place the cursor on the '_Description.FAD" option and press
<enter>. The message "Output Data for Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of
the screen. Type Y. Verify the message "Output Complete" displayed at the bottom of the screen.

7.

Repeat Step 6 but place the cursor on the "Attributes.FAA" option and then the 'q'ext.FAT" option.
When complete, exit and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

8.

Place the cursor on the "Attributes" option and press <enter> to access the Select Attribute Data menu.

9.

Place the cursor on the "Class Attributes.CAD" option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data
for Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. Verify the
message "Output Complete" displayed at the bottom of the screen.

10.

Repeat Step 9. for the following options:

to access the Select Family Data menu.

a. Basic Event Typcs.CTD
b. Failure Modes.FMD
c. Location Descril_tion.LCD
d. System Types.STD
When complete, exit and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.
11.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the "Basic Event" option and press <enter>
to access the Select Basic Event Data menu.

12.

Place the cursor on the "Description.BED" option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output
Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

13.

Repeat Step 12 for the 'Rate Inforrnation.BEI" option and the then "Attributes.
complete, exit and return to the Select MAR.D Data menu.

14.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the "SYstems" option and press <enter> to
access the Select System Data menu.

15.

Place the cursor on the '13¢scriptions.FTD" option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output
Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

16.

Place the cursor on the '_ogic.FTL" option and press <enter> to access the Extract screen. Type X and
press <enter>. The message "Name not selected. Do all? [Y/N_ '(." will be displayed at the bottom
of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Exit and return to the Select System Data menu.

17.

From the Select System Data menu, place the cursor on the "Graphics.DLS" option and press <enter>
to access the Extract screen. Type X and press <enter>. The message "Name not selected.Do all?
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[Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output Complete"
will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit and return to the Select System Data menu.
18.

Place the cursor on the "Cut Sets.FTC" option and press <enter> to access the Extract screen. Type
B and press <enter>.
The message "Name not selected Do all? [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the
bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of
the screen. Exit and return to the Select System Data menu.

19.

Place the cursor on the "Attributes.FTA" option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output
which type. B --- Base Case, A- Alternate." will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type B.
The message "Output Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

20.

Place the cursor on the "Text.FYI"' option and press <enter> to access the Extract screen. Type X and
press <enter>. The message "Name not selected Do all? [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom
of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the
screen. Exit and return to the Select System Data menu.

21.

Place the cursor on the 'q:'iping & Instr.PID" option and press <enter> to access the Extract screen.
Type X and press <enter>. The message "Name not selected Do all? [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at
the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output Complete" will be displayed at the bottom
of the screen. Exit and return to the Select System Data menu. Exit from the Select System Data menu
and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

22.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the "EVent Tree" option and press <enter>
access the Select Event Tree Data menu.

23.

Place the cursor on the "Descriptions.ETD" option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output
Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Place the cursor on the "Graphics.ETG"
option and press <enter> to access the Extract screen.

24.

Type X and press <enter>. The message "Name not selected. Do all? [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at
the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output Complete" will be displayed at the bottom
of the screen. Exit and return to the Select Event Tree Data menu.

25.

Repeat step 24 for the following options:

to

a. Logic.ETL
b. Rules.ETR
c. Text.E'r'r
Exit and return to the Select Event Tree Data menu.
26.

Place the cursor on the "Attributes.ETA" optionand press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output
Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit from the Select Event Tree Data menu
and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

27.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the "ENDstate" option and press <enter> to
access the Select Endstate Data menu.
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Place the cursor on the '_)escriptions.ESD" option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output
Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Note:

The "Information.ESl"

option has not been implemented.

29.

Place the cursor on the "Text.EST" option and press <enter> to access the Extract screen. Type X and
press <enter>. The message "Name not selected Do all? [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom
of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the
screen. Exit and return to the Select Endstate Data menu. Then exit from the Select Endstate Data
menu and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

30.

From the Select MAR-D Data menu, place the cursor on the "Sequence"
access the Select Sequence Data menu.

31.

Place the cursor on the '_)escriptions.SQD" option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output
Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

32.

Place the cursor on the "Cutsets.SQC" option and press <enter> to access the Extract screen. Type B
and press <enter>. The message "Name not selected Do all? [YgN] Y" will be displayed at the bottom
of the screen. Type Y. The message "lOutput Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the
screen. Exit and return to the Select Sequence Data menu.

33.

Place the cursor on the "Attributes.SQA" option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
Whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output
which type. B = Base Case, A=, Alternate. B" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type B.
The message "Output Compkte" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

34.

Place the cursor on the 'q.ogic.SQL" option and press <enter> to access the Extract screen. Type X
and press <enter>. The raessage "Name not selected Do all? [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom
of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the
screen. Exit and return to the Select Sequence Data menu.

35.

Place the cursor on the 'q_ext.SQT" option and press <enter> to access
press <enter>. The message "Name not selected Do all? [YEN] Y"
of the screen. Type Y. The message "Output Complete" will be
screen. Exit and return to the Select Sequence Data menu. Then exit
Data menu.

36.

From the Select MAR.D Data menu, place the cursor on the "Gate" option and press <enter> to access
the Select Gate Data menu.

37.

Place the cursor on the '_)escriptions.GTD" option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
whole Family [YgN] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Load
Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

38.

Repeat Step 37 for the "Attributes.GTA" option. Then exit and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.

39.

From the Select MAR.D menu, place the cursor on the "Change Set" option and press <enter> to access
the Select Change Set Data menu.
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40.

Place the cursor on the 'T',escriptions,,CSD"option and press <enter>. The message "Output Data for
whole Family [Y,N] Y" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Type Y. The message "Load
Complete" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

41.

Repeat Step 40 for the 'qnformation .CSI" option. Exit and return to the Select MAR-D Data menu.
Then exit the Select MAR-D menu and return to the MAR-D menu.

42.

Exit from the MAR-D menu and return to the PRADATA.BI directory.
Then access the
PRADATA.BI\TEMP subdirectory. Type DIR [ SORT>LPT1 to obtain a printout of all the files.
Note: Thefollowing instructions are intended to determine whether thefiles were successfully extracted
by comparing the files in the PRADATA.BI\TEMP subdirectory to the files in PRADATA.BlkPBTRAIN
subdirectory byte by byte.

43.

Type comp and press <enter> The message "Name of first file to compare:" will be displayedon
the screen. From the first file from the printout, type A.etg andpress <enter>. The message "Name
of second file to compare:" will be displayed on the screen.

44.

Type C:WRADATA.BIWBTRAIN'_.ETG and press <enter>. The message "Option:" will be
displayedon the screen. Then type la and press <enter> twice. If the files are the same, the message
"Files compare OK" will be displayed on the screen.

45.

Follow the DOS promptand Repeat Steps 43 and 44 for the remainingfiles listed on the print-out

46.

IF:

Steps 1 through 45 were performed successfully

THEN: Go to Step 47.
ELS.......EE:
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE4.0 V&V committee.
47.

End of Section 2.

1:-7.4 Section

3

1.

Access the PRADATA.B1 directory and type mard to access the MAR.D menu. Place the cursor on
the "Modify Database" option to access the Modify Database menu. Place the cursor on the '_EVent
Trees" option and press<enter> to access the Edit Event Trees screen. A list of event trees along with
descriptionswill be displayedon the screen.

2.

From the Edit Event Trees screen, type A to Add. The press <enter> to access the Add Event Tree
screen.

3.

Type test2 in the space for Name. Move the cursor in the Description space and type This is a test.
Move the cursorin the space designated for the InitiatingEvent Name. A list of initiating events will
be displayed in a window. Press the <FI> key to place the cursor in the window. Then pick an
initiatingevent and press <enter>. The selected InitiatingEvent namewill be displayed. Press <enter>
to returnto the Edit Event Trees screen. Verify that the event treename along with the descriptionwere
addedto the Edit Event Trees screen.

4.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the name called TEST2. Press <enter> to access the
Modify Event Tree screen.

5.

Place the cursorin the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to returnto the
Edit Event Trees screen. Verify that the descriptive information was modified.
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6.

From the Edit Event Trees screen, type T for text. Place the cursor on the name called test2, and press
<enter> to access the Edit Text screen. A blank screen will be displayed.

7.

Press <Ait-A> and type the text of your choice.

8.

Press <AIt-B>.

9.

Press <Alt-D>. Verify that the line of text is deleted. Then press <Alt-R>. Verify that the line of text
is restored to the screen.

10.

Place the cursor at the beginning of the text that was typed in Step 7. Press <Ctrl-End>.
text was deleted from the screen.

11.

Press <ESC> key to return to the Edit Event Trees screen. The message "Text Record not modified"
will be displayed. Press <enter> again to return to the Edit Text screen. A blank screen will be
displayed.

12.

Press <Alt-A> and type the text of your choice.

13.

Pressing the <Del> key to delete a character. Verify that the character was deleted. Press the <Ins>
key to insert a space. Verify that a space was created.

14.

Press <Ctrl-Z> to return to the Edit Event Trees screen. The message "Text record modified" will
be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Press <enter> again to access the Edit Text screen. Verify
that the revisions made were saved. Exit and return to the Edit Event Trees screen.

15.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on event tree TEST2. Press <enter> to access the Delete Event
Trees screen. Type D again and press <enter>. A WARNING message will be displayed on the screen.
Type Y and press <enter>. The message "Record deleted" will be displayed at the bottom of the
screen. Verify that the name TEST2 was deleted from the Edit Event Trees screen.

16.

Type S tor Sequence and place the cursor on the event tree named A. Then press <enter> to access
the Edit Sequences screen.

17.

From the Edit Sequences screen, type A to Add and press <enter>

18.

Type A-VSV6 in the space for Name. Move the cursor in the Description space and type This is a test.
Then move the cursor in the space designated for EndState Name. A list of EndStates will be displayed
in a window. Press the <FI> key to place the cursor inside the window. Chose an endstate name and
press <enter>. Verify that the selected end State name is displayed in the appropriate space. Press
<enter> again to return to the Edit Sequence screen. Verify that the sequence name along with the
description were added to the Edit Sequence screen.

19.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the sequence name called A-VSV6. Press <enter> to access
the Modify Sequence screen.

20.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Event Trees screen. Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

21.

From the Edit Sequences screen, type T for text, place the cursor on the name called A-V5V6, and press
<enter> to access the Edit Text screen. A blank screen will be displayed.

22.

Repeat Steps 7 through 14. When complete, exit and return to the Edit Sequences screen.
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23.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on sequence name A-VSV6. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Sequence screen. Type D again and press <enter>. The message "Record deleted" will be displayed
at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the sequence name A-VSV6 was deleted from the Edit
Sequences screen. Exit and return to the Edit Event Trees Screen. Then return to the Modify Database
menu.

24.

Place the cursor on the "SYstems" option and press <enter> to access the Edit Systems screen.

25.

From the Edit System screen, type A to add and press <enter> to access the Add System screen.

26.

Type SYS2 in the space for Name. Move the cursor in the Description space and type This is a test.
Press <enter> to return to the Edit Systems screen. The message 'q_ecordAdded" will be displayed at
the bottom of the screen. Verifythat the system name along with the description were added to the Edit
Systems screen.

27.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the system name SYS2. Press <enter> to access the Modify
Systems screen.

28.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Systems screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

29.

From the Edit Systems screen type T for text and place the cursor on the name SYS2 and press <enter>
to access the Edit Systems screen. The screen should be blank.

30.

Repeat Steps 7 through 14. Then exit and return to the Edit Systems screen.

31.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on the name SYS2. Press <enter> to access the Delete System
screen. Type D again and press <enter>. The message "Record deleted" will be displayed at the
bottom of the screen. Verify that the system named SYS2 was deleted from the Edit Systems screen.
Exit and return to the 'aVlodifyDatabase"option.

32.

W:

Steps 1 through 31 were performed successfully

THEN:

Go to Step 33.

ELSE:

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

33.

End of Section 3.

F-7.5 Section 4
1.

From the Modify Database menu, place the cursor on the "ENd States" option and press <enter> to
access the Edit EndState screen. The endstates with their descriptions will be listed.

2.

From the Edit EndStates screen, type A for add and press <enter> to access the Add EndState screen.

3.

Type T1-TEST in the space for Name. Move the cursor in the Description space, and type This is a
test. Press <enter> to return to the Edit EndState screen. Verify that the end state name along with
the description were added to the Edit EndState screen.

4.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the name called TI-TEST.
Modify EndState screen.
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5.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit EndState screen. Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

6.

From the Edit EndState screen, type T for text, place the cursor on the name called TI-TEST, and press
<enter.., to access the Edit Text screen. A blank screen will be displayed.

7.

Press <AIt.A> and type the text of your choice. Verify that the typed text is displayed on the screen.

8.

Press the <AIt-B> keys. Verify that a line is added before the current line. Type text of your choice.

9.

Press <Ait-D>. Verifythat the line of text is deleted. Then press <Alt-R>.
is restoredto the screen.

10.

Place the cursor at the beginning of the text that was typed in Step 7. Press <Ctrl-End>. Verify that
text is deleted from the screen.

11.

Press the <ESC> key to return to the Edit Event Trees screen. The message "Text record not
modified" will be displayed. Press<enter> againto returnto the Edit Text screen. A blankscreen will
be displayed.

12.

Press <Alt-A> andtype the text of your choice. Verify that the typed text is displayed on the screen.

13.

Press the <Dei> key to deleted a character. Verify that the character was deleted. Press the <Ins> key
to insert a space. Verify that a space was created.

14.

Press <CUrl-Z> to returnto the Edit EndState screen. The message "Text record modified" will be
displayed at the bottomof the screen. Press <enter> again to access the Edit Text screen. Verify that
the revisions made were saved. Exit and return to the Edit Endstate screen.

15.

Type D to delete and place the cursor on endstate name T1-TEST. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Endstate screen. Type D again and press <enter>. The message "Record deleted" will be displayed
at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the name T1.TEST was deleted from the Edit Endstate screen.
Then exit and return to the Moch'fyDatabase menu.

16.

From the Modify Database menu, place the cursor on the "Basic Events" option and press <enter> to
access the Edit Events screen. A list of basic event names will be displayed on the screen.

17.

From the Edit Events screen, type A for add and press <enter> to access the Add Event screen.

18.

Type ACP-MOV-TEST in the space for Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Type This
is a test andpress <enter> to return to the Edit Events screen. Verify from the Edit Events screen that
the new basic event name and description were added to the database.

19.

Repeat Steps 17 and 18 but type ACP.MOV-TEST2 in the space for name. In the space for
description,type This is the final test.

20.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the name called ACP-MOV-TEST. Press <enter> to access
the Modify Event screen.

21.

Place the cursor in the spacefor Descriptionandtype new information. Press <enter> to returnto the
Edit Events screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptiveinformationwas modified.
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22.

Type D for delete and
access the Delete Event
will be displayed at the
name ACP-MOV-TEST

place the cursor on basic event name ACP-MOV-TEST.
Press <enter> to
screen. Type D to delete and press <enter>. The message "Record deleted"
bottom of the screen. Verify from the Edit Event screen that the basic event
was deleted.

23

Type R for remove place the cursor on basic event name ACP-MOV-TEST2
to remove.
Press
<enter>.
A warning message will be displayed on the screen. Type Y and press <enter>.
The
message "Record deleted" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify from the Edit Events
screen that the basic event name ACP-MOV-TEST2 was deleted. Then exit and return to the Modify
Database menu.

24.

Place the cursor on the "Attributes" option and press <enter> to access the Edit Attributes menu, From
the Edit Atm'butes menu, place the cursor on the "System" option and press <enter;, to access the Edit
Attributes screen.

25.

From the Edit Attributes screen, type A for add and press <enter> to access the Add Attributes screen.

26.

Type RPS in the space for Attribute Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Type This is
a test in the Description space and press <enter> to return to the Edit Attributes screen. The message
"Record added" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the attribute name along
with the description were added to the Edit Attributes screen.

27.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the attribute name RPS. Press <enter> to access the Modify
Attribute .¢creen.

28.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Attributes screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

29.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on the attribute name RIPS. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Attribute screen, Type D for delete and press <enter> again. The message "Record deleted" will be
displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the system name RPS was deleted from the Edit
Attributes screen. Exit and return to the Edit Attributes menu.

30.

From the Edit Attributes menu, place the cursor on the "l.xx:ation" option and press <enter> to access
the Edit Attributes screen. From the Edit Attributes screen, type A to add and press <enter> to access
the Add Attn'butes screen.

31.

Type CONT in the space
is a test in the Description
"Record added" will be
along with the description

32.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the location name CONT.
Modify Attribute screen.

33.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Attributes screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

34.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on location name CONT. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Attribute screen. Type D again and press <enter>. The message "Record deleted" will be displayed
at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the location name CONT was deleted from the Edit Attributes
screen. Exit and return to the Edit Attributes menu.

for Attribute Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Type This
space and press <enter> to return to the Edit Attributes screen. The message
displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the location name CONT
were added to the Edit Attributes screen.
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35.

From the Edit Attributes menu, place the cursor on the 'Tailure Mode" option and press <enter> to
access the Edit Attributes screen. From the Edit Attributes screen, type A to add and press <enter> to
access the Add Attributes screen.

36.

Type FTS in the
failed to start in
message "Record
name FTS along

37.

Type M for r,lodify. Place the cursor on the failure mode name lrI'S. Then press <enter>
the Modify Attribute screen.

38.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information.
Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Attributes screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

39.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on the failure mode named FTS. Press <enter> to access the
Delete Attribute screen. Type D for delete and press <enter>. The message "Record deleted" will
be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the failure mode name FTS was deleted from the
Edit Attributes screen. Exit and r¢tum to the Edit Attributes menu.

40.

From the Edit Attributes menu, place the cursor on the "Class Attributes" option and press <enter> to
access the Edit Attributes screen. From the Edit Attributes screen, type A and press <enter> to access
the Add Attributes screen.

41.

Type the number 10 in the space for Attribute Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Type
This is a test in the Description space and press <enter> to return to the Edit Attributes screen. The
message "Record added" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the attribute name
and description were added to the Edit Attributes screen.

42.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the class attribute name.
Modify Attribute screen.

43.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to realm to the
Edit Attributes screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

44°

Type D to delete and place the cursor on the class attribute name. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Attribute screen. Type D again and press <enter>. The message "Record deleted" will be displayed
at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the class attribute name was deleted from the Edit Attributes
screen. Exit and return to the Edit Attributes menu.

45.

From the Edit Attributes menu, place the cursor on the '_Basic Event Type" option and press <enter>
to access the Edit Attributes screen. A list of attribute names with descriptions will be displayed on the
screen. From the Edit Attributes screen, type A to add and press <enter> to access the Add Attributes

space for Attribute Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Type Pump
the Description space and press <enter> to return to the Edit Attributes screen. The
added" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the failure mode
with the description were added to the Edit Attributes screen.
to access

Press <enter> to access the

screen.

46.

Type ABC in the space for Attribute Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Then type This
is a test in the Description space and press <enter> to return to the Edit Attributes screen. The message
"Record added" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the basic event name ABC
along with the description were added.

47.

Type M for modify. Place the cursor on the basic event named ABC. Press <enter> to access the
Modify Attribute screen.
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48.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to returnto the
Edit Attributes screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottomof the screen.
Verify that the descriptive informationwas modified.

49.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on the basic event type name ABC. Press <enter> to access the
Delete Attribute screen. Type D and press <enter> to return to the Edit Attributes screen. The message
"Record deleted" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the basic event type was
deleted from the Edit Attributes screen. Exit and return to the Edit Attributes menu.

50.

From the Edit Attributes menu, place the cursor on the "l'rains" option and press <enter> to access the
Edit Attributes screen. From the Edit Attributes screen, type A and press <enter> to access the Add
Attributes screen.

51.

Type TRN-A in the space for Attribute Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Then type
Test train A of the HPCI system in the Description space and press <enter> to return to the Edit
Attributes screen. The message "Record added" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify
that the name along with the description were added to the Edit Attributes screen.

52.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the name TRN-A. Press <enter> to access the Modify
Attribute screen.

53.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Attributes screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

54.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on the name TRN-A. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Attribute screen. Type D and press <enter> to return to the Edit Attributes screen. The message
"Record deleted" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the basic event type name
was deleted from the Edit Attributes screen. Exit and return to the Edit Attributes menu. Then exit and
return to the Modify Database menu.

55.

IF--

Steps 1 through 54 were performed successfully

THEN: Go to Step 56.
ELSE......_'.
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
56.

End of Section 4.

F-7.6 Section 5
1.

From the Modify Database menu, place the cursor on the "GaTe" option and press <enter> to access
the Edit Gates screen. A list of gate names will be displayed on the screen. From the Edit Gates
screen, type A and press <enter> to access the Add Gate screen.

2.

Type ADS-M in the space for Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Then type Train A
of the HPCI unavailable due to maintenance in the Description space. Move the cursor in the space
for Type. Type AND and press <enter> to return to the Edit Gates screen. The message "Record
added" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the name along with the description
were added to the database.

3.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the name ADS-M. Press <enter> to access the Modify Gate
scl'_n.
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4.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Gates screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified on the Edit Gates screen.

5.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on the gate name ADS-M. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Attribute screen. Type D again and press <enter> to returnto the Edit Gates screen. The message
"Record deleted" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the gate name was deleted
from the Edit Gates screen. Exit from the Edit Gates screen and returnto the Modify Database menu.

6.

From the Modify Database menu, place the cursoron the "Graphics" option and press <enter> to access
the Edit Graphics menu. Place the cursor on the '_FaultTree Graphics" option and press <enter> to
access the Edit Graphics screen. A list of gate names will be displayed on the screen.

7.

From the Edit Gates screen, type A and press <enter> to access the Add Graphic Picture screen. Type
ADS-T in the space for Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Then type Train A of the
IIPCI unavailable due to test in the Description space. Press <enter> to returnto the Edit Graphics
screen. The message "Record added" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the
name and description were added to the Edit Graphics screen.

8.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the name ADS-T. Press <enter> to access the Modify
Graphic Picture screen.

9.

Place the cursorin the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Graphics screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified on the Edit Graphics screen.

10.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on the name ADS.T. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Graphic Picture screen. Type D again and press <enter> to return to the Edit Graphics screen. The
message "Record deleted" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the gate name was
deleted from the Edit Graphics screen. Exit from the Edit Graphics screen and return to the Edit
Graphics menu.

11.

From the Edit Graphics menu,place the cursoron the "EVent Tree Graphics" optionand press <enter>
to access the Edit Graphics screen. A list of event tree names will be displayed on the screen.

12.

From the Edit Graphics screen, type A and press <enter> to access the Add Graphic Picture screen.
Type T1 in the space for Name. Move the cursor in the Descriptionspace. Then type Loss of offsite
power in the Description space. Press <enter> to returnto the Edit Graphics screen. The message
"Record added" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the name along with the
description were added to the database.

13.

Type M for modify and place the cursoron the event tree named T. Press<enter> to access the Modify
Graphic Picture screen.

14.

Place the cursor in the space for Descriptionand type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Graphics screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

15.

Type D for delete and place the cursoron the event tree name T. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Graphic Picture screen. Type D again, and press <enter> to return to the Edit Graphics screen. The
message "Record deleted" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verifythat the gate name was
deleted from the Edit Graphics screen. Exit from the Edit Graphics screen and return to the Edit
Graphics menu.
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16.

From the Edit Graphics menu, place the cursor on the 'qa&IDGraphics" option and press <enter> to
access the Edit Graphics screen. A list of P&ID names will be displayed on the screen.

17.

From the Edit Graphics screen, type A and press <enter> to access the Add Graphic Picture screen.
Type RPS in the space for Name. Move the cursor in the Description space. Then type "Reactor
Protection System diagram" in the Description space. Press <enter> to return to the Edit Graphics
screen. The message "Record added" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the
name along with the description were added to the Edit Graphics screen.

18.

Type M for modify and place the cursor on the P&ID name RPS. Press <enter> to access the Modify
Graphic Picture screen.

19.

Place the cursor in the space for Description and type new information. Press <enter> to return to the
Edit Graphics screen. The message "Record modified" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.
Verify that the descriptive information was modified.

20.

Type D for delete and place the cursor on the P&ID name RPS. Press <enter> to access the Delete
Graphic Picture screen. Type D again and press <enter> to return to the Edit Graphics screen. The
message "Record deleted" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Verify that the P&ID name
was deleted from the Edit Graphics screen. Exit from the Edit Graphics screen and return to the Edit
Graphics menu. Then exit and return to the MAR-D menu.

21.

IF--

Steps 1 through 20 were performed successfully

THE

Go to Step 22

ELS._....EE:
Record which step(s) was unsuccessful. Generate an anomaly report and submit it to the
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.
22.

End of Section 5.

F-7.7 Section 6
1.

Place the cursor on the "Select Family" option and press <enter> to access the Select Family screen.
Place the cursor on the Family named EVENT and press <enter>.

2.

Place the cursor on the "REPORTS" option and press <enter> to access the Report Type menu. Place
the cursor on the "Summary" option and press <enter> to access the Data Selection menu. Place the
cursor on the "Summary" option again and press <enter> to access the Output Selection menu.

3.

Place the cursor on the '_PRINTER"option and press <enter> to obtain a printout.
Note: After the printer has completed printing, the cursor will return to the Data Selection menu.

4.

Place the cursor on the "Summary" option and press <enter> to access the Output selection menu. Place
the cursor on the "CONSOLE" option and press <enter> to access the Data Summary Report screen.
Compare the printout to this report. Verify that the information is consistent between the two reports.
When complete, press <enter> to return to the Data Selection menu.

5.

Place the cursoron the "Summary" option and press <enter> again to access the Output selection menu.
Place the cursoron the '_'ILE"option and press <enter>. The message "Report completed. Summary
data report written to Data.RPT" will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. Exit fromthe Data
Selection menu and return to the MAR-D menu.
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6.

Exit from the MAR-D menu to access
PRADATA.B Ix,EVENT directory.

7.

Use a text editor and access the Data.RPT file. Then compare the printout to the contents displayed in
the text editor. Verify that the information is consistent between the two reports.

8.

Return to the PARADATA.BI directory, type mard and press <enter> to access the MAR-D menu.
Place the cursor on the 'qT,EPORTS" option and press <enter> to access the Report Type menu.

9.

Place the cursor on the "Summary" option and press <enter> to access the Data Selection menu. Place
the cursor on the "Counts" option and press <enter> to access the Output Selection menu.

10.

Repeat Steps 2 through 7.

11.

From the Report Type menu, place the cursor on the ''Detail" option and press <enter>
Data Selection menu.

12.

Place the cursor on the "All" option and press <enter> to access the "Output selection" option. Then
repeat Steps 2 through 7. Place the cursor on the "Detail" option and press <enter> to return to the
Data Selection menu.

13.

Repeat Steps 2 through 7 for the following options:
1.

Basic Event

2.

System

3.

EndStates

the

PRADATA.*B1

directory.

Then

access

the

to access the

Note: The following steps are intended to test and verify the "Recover Database" option from the Utility
option menu.
14.

Exit and return to the MAR-D menu.
Then exit from the MAR-D program and access the
PRADATA.B 1 directory. Access the PRADATA.B r,,EVENT subdirectory. Then type dir *.idx and
press <enter> to obtain a list of IDX files. Press the Print Screen key to obtain a print-out of the files.

15.

Access the PRADATA.B1 directory. Make a new directory called TESTIDX.
Then access the
PRADATA.BP,EVENT subdirectory. Copy all of the IDX files into the new directory.

16.

Delete all of the IDX files from the PRADATA.BlX,EVENT subdirectory.
PRADATA.BI directory and type mard to access the MAR-D menu.

17.

From the MAR-D m_,nu, place the cursor on the "UTILITY" option and press <enter> to access the
Utility Options menu. Place the cursor on the 'Recover Database" option and press <enter> to access
the Recovery Utilities screen. A warning message will be displayed on the screen. Type Y and press
<enter> to return to the Recovery Utilities screen. The message "Successful Completion"
will be
displayed at the bottom of the screen.

Then return to the

Note: Invoking the "Recover Everything" option will recover all key indexes that pertain to the other
options shown on the Recovery Utilities menu.
18.

Exit from the Recovery Utilities menu and return to the MAR-D menu. Exit from the MAR-D menu
and access the PRADATA.BI
directory.
Change
from the current directory to the
PRADATA.B lX,EVENT subdirectory. Type dir *.idx and press <enter>. Verify that a list of IDX files
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is displayed on the screen. Compare the list of IDX files on the screen to the printout obtained in Step
13.
Note:
The following instructions are intended to electronically
PRADATA.BIWVENT subdirectory to the files in PRADATA.BI\TESTIDX

compare the files in the
subdirectory byte by byte.

19.

Type comp and press <enter>. The message "Name of first file to compare:" will be displayed on
the screen. Type the first file name from the printout and press <enter>. The message "Name of
second file to compare:" will be displayed on the screen.

20.

Type C:WRADATA.BI\TESTIDXWILE
NAME and press <enter>. The message "Option:" will be
displayed on the screen. Then type/a and press <enter> twice. Verify that the message "Files
compare OK" is displayed on the screen.

21.

Follow the DOS prompt and repeat Steps 19 and 20 for the remaining files listed on the printout.

22.

IF:

Steps 1 through 21 were performed successfully

THEN:

Go to Step 23.

ELSE."

Record which step(s) was unsuccessful.
SAPHIRE 4.0 V&V committee.

23.

Generate

an anomaly

report and submit it to the

End of Section 6.
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Non-Vital
Features
Verification
andValidation
AnomalyReports
The anomaly report number is of the form
AR-VF3q-MMYY-XXX
where
AR is the acronym for anomaly report
VFN is the two-digit non-vital feature procedurenumber
MM is the two-digit code for the month of the test
YY is the two-digit code for the year of the test
XXX is the three-digit sequential number assigned by the tester.
The test recordnumber is of the form
IVV'PRO-PN-SN-STN
where
IVVPRO stands for integratedV&V procedure
PN is the two.digit code for the procedurenumber
SN is the two-digit code for the section number
STN is the two-digit code for the step number.

ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
TestRecordNo.
Date
Originator
Source/Location:

: AR-01-1092-001
: IVVPRO-01-07-18
:10/8/92
:TWB

Procedure 1, Section 7, Step 18.

Description: Step 18 states that the new tree would be added to the fault tree pager screen--it was not.
After getting out and back into Graphical Pager, the file was there.
Came:
Impact:

Non-critical.
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ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Source/Location:

: AR-02-1092-002
: IVVPRO-02-03-23,24
:10/8/92
:TWB

Procedure 2, Section 3, Steps 23 and 24

Description: Changing fonts in the DESC menu: The fonts will not change the first time it is selected.
It will the second time the font option is selected.
Cause:
Impact:

Unknown
Non-critical.

ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Source/Location:
Description:

: AR-02-1092-003
: IVVPRO-02-09-07
:10/9/92
:TWB

Procedure 2, Section 9, Step 7.

Frequency remained O.

Cause:

Unknown.

Impact:

Critical.

ANOMALYREPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator
Source/Location:
Description:
happen.
Cause:
Impact:

: AR-03- 1092-004
: IVVPRO-03-01-55
:10/9/92
:TWB

Procedure 3, Section 1, Step 55.

The test states that, '_ile Saved" should appear on the bottom on the screen. This does not

Unknown.
Non-critical.
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ANOMALY
REPORT
Anomaly Report No.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

: AR-03-1092-005
: IVVPRO-03-06-08
: 10/12/92
:TWB

Source/Location: Procedure 3, Section 6, Step 8.
Description: Run FEP in PRATOOLS.B1 directory--will not run---error message states FEPTOP.EXE
not executed. The symbol generator feature does not change files.
Cause: Unknown.
Impact: Non-critical.

ANOMALYREPORT
AnomalyReportNo.
Test Record No.
Date
Originator

: AR-04-1092-006
: IVVPRO-04-04-42
: 10/13/92
:TWB

Souree/i.,ocation: Procedure 4 (MAR-D), Section 4, Modify Database, Step 42, Edit Attributes, Class
Attribute, Modify Attribute.
Description: Want to modify the description---theclass attribute is 10--error message comes up that says
class attributename must be a number between 1 and 16 and won't modify the description---haveto use
escape to get out.
Cause: Unknown.
Impact: Non-critical.
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A verification andvalidation (V&V) process has been performed for the System Analysis Programs for Hands-on
Integrated Reliability Evaluation (SAPHIR). SAPHI
is a set of four computer programs that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) developed to perform probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs). These programs allow
an analyst to create, quantify,and evaluate the risk associated with a facility or process being analyzed. The
programs included in this set are Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS), System Analysis and
Risk Assessment (SARA), Models and Results Database (MAR-D), and Fault Tree/Event Tree/Piping and
Instrumentation Diagram (FEP) graphical editor.
The V&V steps included a V&V plan to describe the process and criteriaby which the V&V would be performed; a
softwarerequirements documentation review to determine the correctness, completeness, and traceability of the
requirements; a user survey to determine the usefulness of the user documentation, identification and testing of vital
and non-vital features, and documentation of the test results.
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